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PREFACE

This is the final report for Contract No. MDA9O3-76-C-0207,

Human Factors in Command, Control and Communication Systems.

An objective of this project was to summarize experimental

* findings in the areas of human information processing and man-

computer interaction as they pertain to the design and operation

of command, control and communication systems, and to identify

further researchable problems in these areas. A further objective

was to inform a variety of researchers about DARPA's program in
* the human factors of C3 systems, and to involve these researchers

in working seminars on the topics that represented intersections

* - between their own special areas of interest andC' problems. To

1< these ends, we have reviewed the literature that pertains to the

several problem areas that we believe to be most germane to human
3

factors in C systems, and we have convened a series of workshops

at which experts in these various areas exchanged their views'a concerning current work in their respective areas of expertise
and how it relates to the design and operation of C 3systems.

* This report documents the results of these activities.

*The re,,,.rt is composed of two volumes. Volume I contains

the results of the literature surveys and is organized around

* the following specific topics within the general domain of human
information proc-,.ssing: Information Presentation and Processing;

-. Monitoring and Attention Sharing; Memory and Information Storage;

Decision Making and Problem Solving; Effects of Stress on Per-

formance; and Person-Computer Interaction. The final chapter

lists several recommendations for future research.

Volume II contains supplementary material relating to the
several workshops that were held during the course of the project.
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Prior to the convening of each workshop, every prospective attendee

received a set of background notes on C3 systems, and a list of
questions that were representative of those that might be discussed

at the workshops. These questions were intended only to provide

people with points of departure for relating their own work to C3

problems. Following each workshop, a set of notes was prepared

and distributed to the attendees. These notes did not constitute

workshop minutes or even an integrated narrative account of what

transpired. We simply tried to capture the main ideas that were

discussed, more or less in the order in which they were brought

up, and to record them with minimal commentary.

The first section of Volume II contains background notes

that were sent to the prospective attendees before the convening

of each workshop. Each of the subsequent sections contains the

pre-workshop questions and the post-workshop notes associated

with one of the workshops.

Two additional papers, the preparation of which was supported

in part by this contract, have been submitted under separate

cover. The first of these papers will appear in the Proceedings

of a NATO Advanced Study Institute, Mati, Greece, 15-17 September

1976, and the second in the Proceedings of an ACM/SIGGRAPH Work-

shop on User-Oriented Design of Interactive Graphics Systems,

* Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 14-15 October 1976.

i

a
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CHAPTER 1

INFORMATION PRESENTATION AND PROCESSING

3
A central problem for many C personnel is the need to absorb

large amounts of information. The efficiency and effectiveness
3of C operations must depend to some degree on how successful

the system is in presenting information in a form that makes

assimilation and storage easy and convenient.

We begin with the general observation that the information

that is used in C3 operations has many different forms. Some is

nominal--the names of places, people, materiel. Some is structural

or pictorial--maps, deployments, distinguishing shapes of weaponry.

Some is quantitative--troop strengths, resource data. Some is

statistical or probabilistic--engagement outcome predictions,

weather forecasts. And, of course, the information with which

any given individual has to cope is likely to be of more than one

type.

In general, the nature of the information that is to be

presented should dictate, within limits, the manner of presentation.

However, beyond some fairly obvious principles--for example, the

fact that describing geographical relationships with words is

usually inefficient in comparison with using a map for the same

purpose--relatively little is known for certain regarding how to

optimize display design. What advantages does one modality for

information presentation have over another? When should informa-

- i tion be presented redundantly in more than one modality? What

factors should determine how information is encoded within a given

modality? What principles should govern the organization of

information in a display? To what extent do display requirements

* r. depend on whether the information, or some part of it, has to be

retained in memory over a period of time?

°'° 1
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The purpose of this chapter is to review experimental work

* that relates to these kinds of issues. We did not expect, when

-=, -beginning this review, to be able to answer these questions

-. definitely; the intent was to extract from the literature basic

research findings that are relevant to these issues and to present

them in an organized way.

Hearing as an Information Channel

The efficient exchange of information among personnel in

modern command and control systems depends upon a considerable

eamount of auditory information processing. In this section we

treat the auditory system as an information channel and review

- the general properties of this system, emphasizing both its

particular strengths and weaknesses. We limit our attention here

to a consideration of nonspeech material. But inasmuch as speech

is the primary means of auditory communication among people, a

separate portion of the chapter will be devoted solely to it.

*Spectral Resolution

The ear is capable of making a reasonably accurate spectral

" analysis of the acoustic waveform in a remarkably short time.
The addition or deletion of a small amount of energy in a broad-

band spectrum is quickly detected. The ability to note the

* presence or absence of pure tones is also good, and one can listen

selectively to the first half-dozen components of a complex,

periodic wave (Plomp, 1964). This analytic ability of the auditory

system stands in marked contrast to visual color perception. In

vision, markedly different spectra are seen as identical; indeed,

all of color mixture is based on this fact. In audition, there

are no such confusions. Spectra are discriminably different unless

- the amounts of energy at all wavelengths are nearly identical.

2
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Dynamic Range

Another outstanding characteristic of the auditory sense is

its remarkable dynamic range. The ratio of the intensity that

corresponds to the threshold of hearing to that which corresponds

-to the threshold of pain is about 12 orders of magnitude. Even

more remarkable, especially when compared to vision, is that

little adaptation occurs. The enormous dynamic range is almost.

instantaneously available in audition. An intense sound of 70

to 90 dB influences the threshold of a very weak sound for only

* a few milliseconds after the termination of the louder sound.

This is to be contrasted with vision, which has a larger dynamic

range in terms of intensity but may require 30 minutes of dark

adaptation to achieve full sensitivity at the lower intensity

levels.

Basic Discrimination Capacity

The ear can detect changes of about 10% in the intensity of

pure tones, periodic waves, and even noise waveforms of moderate

bandwidth. Thus, the movement of a steady source by a distance

* of about 5% away from, or toward, the observer can readily be

detected in a free field on the basis of the change in intensity

* alone. Changes in the frequency of a pure tone can be heard
* if the change is more than 0.3% of the base frequency, at least

4 for most frequencies. Since the distance between successive

notes on our 12-tone scale is about 6%, the ear's frequency

discrimination corresponds to about 1/20 of that interval. Again,
the speed of these discriminations is impressive. Samples as

* ' short as 1/10 sec. are sufficient to support performance at these

discrimination limits.

Temporal discrimination is also extremely good if the subject
is given practice at the task (Green, 1971; Ronken, 1970). Practiced

3
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subjects can learn to discriminate ordered pairs of stimuli, for

example, whose total duration is only 2 msec. and whose power

* - spectra are identical, so the phase spectra is the only possible

* basis of discrimination (Patterson & Green, 1970). Surprisingly,

in light of the temporal acuity of the auditory system demonstrated

by such resultg, unpracticed subjects find it difficult, or, im-

possible, to report the order of the elements of a recurring

series of arbitrary acoustic stimuli whose onsets are separated

by less than about .5 sec. (Bregman & Campbell, 1971; Warren,

Obusek, Farmer, & Warren, 1969). The limitation in this case

* appears to be central in origin, however, and people can learn to

discriminate among differently ordered sequences with very rapidly

presented elements if they are given sufficient practice at the

* . task (Nickerson & Freeman, 1974).

The limits cited above refer to discrimination in controlled

laboratory situations in which subjects are able to concentrate

fully on the discrimination task. In operational settings, factors

such as distraction, boredom or fatigue may make discrimination

more difficult. But increasing the size of the stimulus difference

by a factor of 3 would probably overcome any degradation caused

by these other factors. Later we turn to the problem of recognizing
or identifying one stimulus among a set of many. Except for

speciai '-ilasses of signals, the ear is remarkably poor at this task.

Before taking~ up the topic of identification or recognition, how-

ever, we will turn to some phenomena that reflect our ability to

localize sound sources in space.

* Binaural Phenomena

Sounds in normal life are well localized in space, and sounds

presented by earphones appear to occupy distinctive and well-defined

positions within the head. If a click arrives at one ear 20 msec.

before it arrives at the other, one can reliably detect which ear

4
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was first stimulated. Such acute interaural temporal differences

correspond to the motion of a distant source of about 10; a source

located straight ahead, for example, can be heard to move about

2 in. at 10 ft. Movements would have to be somewhat larger to

be detectable at the sides of the head. Although some use of

this ability has been made, it is largely neglected in most display

systems.

In addition to this positional sense, the two ears can be

utilized to enhance the detectability of a signal if the signal

and its masker have different interaural phase relations. For

example, in the presence of a loud masking noise that is in the

same phase at the two ears, such as might be encountered in a tank

or airplane, reversing the signals at the earphones (to make the

speech antiphasic) can improve speech reception by 3 to 6 dB

(Licklider, 1948). Even larger gains in detectability can be

K Erealized for sinusoidal signals, if the noise and signal possess

different interaural phase relations (Hirsh, 1948, Green &

* .Henning, 1969

* A closely related ability is that of selectively attending

to one sound source in a clutter of many, the so-called "cocktail

party effect." This ability to isolate one source and ignore

others involves a host of variables beyond the sensory ones, but

it should be recognized, and it has implications for practical

information-acquisition situations. Capitalizing on this binaural

ability could prove to be useful, for example, in conference calls.

The auditory signal could be coded so that each speaker would

occupy a different point in perceptual space. At the very least,

such coding should facilitate a listener's recognition of who

was talking. In addition, it could minimize the interference

produced when two or more speakers start talking simultaneously--

a circumstance that often happens and can be highly disruptive in

multiperson telephone conversations.
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There are many possibilities that one might explore to imple-

ment such an idea. The simplest would be to employ two lines

and code a different delay between the two lines for each talker.

Each listener using earphones would hear each speaker at a

different point in perceptual space. More complex signal-proces-

sing techniqueg might be more effective, but this one would be

inexpensive. Loudspeakers rather than earphones could be used

if even more elaborate signal processing were utilized.U
Finally, we cannot leave the topic of binaural phenomena

without mentioning dichotic listening. Dichotic listening

involves monitoring two distinct and often different sources

presented to the two ears simultaneously. Variants of this task

have been studied extensively. In fact, the task has been the

standard paradign in enumerable studies of selective attention.

Audition is favored over vision for this purpose because the two

ears may be treated as independent information channels, and

there are no obvious peripheral factors such as direction of

fixation to contaminate the results. Interpretations of our

ability to perform dichotic listening tasks tend to emphasize

central factors. Usually, a stream of material is presented to

one ear and the subject is directed to attend to that ear while

secondary material is presented to the "unattended" ear.

A basic finding from this research is that material presented

to the unattended ear is not completely ignored. Change in the

voice of the talker, for example, or the occurrence of one's name,

is immediately noted. An obvious application of this fact to C
3

operations would be the utilization of auditory signals for the

purpose of catching one's attention for important and urgent

messages. For an extensive review of research on dichotic

listening, see Kahneman (1973).

6
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* Auditory Recognition or Identification

A large and impressive literature on the use of artificial

sounds attests to the fact that absolute identification accuracy

decreases sharply as the number of sounds increases. If stimulus

variation is ccinfined to a single dimension, such as intensity,

then accuracy begins to fall once the number of stimuli exceeds
* about 4 or 5, and asymptotic performance in terms of the informa-

tion measure (bits/judgment) occurs between 2 and 3 bits (The

* . magical Number 7 ± 2 of Miller, 1956). Since this limitation

* . holds even when all of the sounds are pair-wise discriminable,

* the decline in identification accuracy is usually thought to be
a failure of "memory," "response encoding," or some other higher

order process. It clearly cannot be attributed to a simple

sensory failure. One way to lessen the decline in accuracy
caused by increasing the number of sounds is to vary the sounds

3 along several stimulus dimensions such as pitch or duration of

on-off ratio, rather than simply to divide a single stimulus

dimension more finely (Pollack & Ficks, 1954).

* Whatever the nature of this puzzling limitation, it is not
an absolute one. We can recognize many spoken words, and we do
learn to associate specific sounds with a large number of everyday
sound sources, such as cars, dishwashers, birds, dogs, etc. The

4 identification of these natural sounds should, a priori, be more
difficult to learn than the sounds used in laboratory tests
since natural sounds tend to change a great deal from presentation

to presentation. Despite this variation, however, many common
* sounds are identified with an accuracy that would be the envy of

any laboratory test. We know from the work of several investigators
(see Chapter 3 of this report) that subjects can discriminate
among "old" (previously seen) pictures and "new" ones, at very high
accuracy levels even when the set of "old" pictures numbers in
the hundreds or thousands. Miller and Tanis (1971) found somewhat

0 7
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similar results for common sounds in an auditory recognition task.

There were 350 old sounds and the test contained 100 pairs of old

and new sounds. The accuracy was somewhat lower (69%) than that

obtained in visual recognition studies but this could have been

due in part to the poor fidelity of the recording, which was no

better than telephone lines.

It would be desirable to understand better the information

bottleneck associated with the absolute identification task. It

is a major source of difficulty in training sonar operators.

Various proposals have been made to improve the efficiency of this

task, but they have been based mainly on hunches or intuitions

and not on any fundamental understanding of the limitations of

the identification process. Testing of all of these different

suggestions is both time-consuming and expensive.

A similar observation may be made vis-a-vis the evaluation of

various ideas about how auditory information should be presented.

At present, the design of auditory-display formats is largely an

intuitive process. No general guidelines exist other than the

obvious one, namely to maintain the detectability of the signal.

Again, the testing of the different design formats is both time-

consuming and expensive. Nevertheless, there are many situations

in which one might wish to use auditory codes. They could be

6particularly valuable when the visual channel is in danger of

being overburdened.

Sound signals have advantages over visual signals for certain4
purposes. They do not require constant attention; indeed, they

both alert and communicate simultaneously. Despite this fact, our

present ignorance about the absolute identification bottleneck

makes us reluctant to employ artificial sound signals. We know

8
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that accuracy will fail when more than a few alternative sounds

are employed. Our ignorance of the nature or cause of the decline

in accuracy is almost total. There has been little work on

this problem, either theoretically or empirically in the past 20

-: years. This lack of effort is especially unfortunate in view

of the potential practical gains.

Speech

Speech clearly is a preferred means of acquiring and trans-

* mitting information for most purposes. In part, this is probably

due to the fact that most people can transmit information easier

and faster by speaking than by any other means. Table 1, which
"-- *is taken from Newell et al. (1971), compares the rates at which

a person can emit words for each of several output modes.

Some Studies of the Utility of Speech

In spite of the assumed advantages of speech--perhaps

because of it--very few formal studies have been done to evaluate

its effectiveness relative to other means of communication. An

exception is a series of investigations by Chapanis and his

colleagues. These studies will be reviewed here in some detail

because they were motivated by the question of how to design

computer systems that can be used effectively by people in an

interactive fashion--a question that has considerable significance
3for the design and operation of C systems. Chapanis (1971) has

argued that before truly symbiotic person-computer systems can

be developed, much more must be learned about how human beings

communicate with each other, especially when collaborating on

problem-solving tasks. In keeping with this view, he and his

99
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Table 1. Speeds of Man's Output Channels

1. READING OUT LOUD -'4 WORDS/SEC.

2. SPEAKING (SPONTANEOUSLY) 2.5 WORDS/SEC.

3. TYPING (RECORD) * 2.5 WORDS/SEC.

4. TYPING (SKILLED) - 1 WORD/SEC. (-5 STROKES/SEC.)

5. HANDWRITING -. 4 WORD/SEC.

6. HAND PRINTING -..4 WORD/SEC.

7. TELEPHONE DIALING (TOUCH TONE) ,o.3 WORD/SEC. (1.5 DIGITS/SEC.)

8. MARK SENSE CARDS -.1 WORD/SEC (-.5 DIGIT/SEC.)

0

From Newell et al., 1971.

10
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colleagues have conducted a series of experiments to address the

question of how people naturally communicate with each other in

certain problem-solving situations, and, more particularly, how

their communication is affected by the devices and techniques

they are permitted to use for that purpose (Chapanis, Ochsman,
O Parrish, & Weeks, 1972; Chapanis & Overbey, 1974; Chapanis,

Parrish, Ochsman, & Weeks, in press; Ochsman & Chapanis, 1974).

For summaries of this work, see Chapanis (1973, 1975).

The general paradigm has been to vary the means by which the
* members of a two-person team can communicate with each other while

collaborating on a problem-solving task. Each problem is structured

in such a way that neither of the team members can solve it by

himself, because each has only a portion of the information that

is necessary to reach a solution.

fProblems are selected to meet certain criteria, among which
are the following:

a. Representativeness of tasks for which interactive

computer systems might be used either now or in the future.S
b. Face validity (the tasks were to be of the type

encountered in real-life problem situations).

c. Definite recognizable solutions, typically attainable

within an hour.

d. Not demanding of special skills or knowledge.

Among the problems that were selected as satisfying these

criteria were the following:

11
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a. Geographic orientation problem. Subjects were to determine

the location of the physician's office that was closest to a given

* -home address. One of the team members was provided with a gridded

* street map and a street index, and the other with a page of

alphabetized physicians' listings, taken from the classified

section of a telephone directory.

b. Equipment assembly problem. A trash-can carrier was to

be assembled. One team member was given the parts and the other

the assembly instructions.

c. Information-retrieval problem. The task was to find in
The New York Times Index the citation of every newspaper article

relevant to a specified topic that appeared in The New York Times

during a year.

d. Class-scheduling problem. Four college class courses

were to be scheduled for one semester. One member was provided

with the names of the required courses and a set of scheduling

constraints. The other had a booklet with a complete schedule of

classes for the university.

e. Fault-finding problem. A mock-up of an automobile

ignition system was to be tested with a commercially available
0 auto analyzer. One of the team members was given the mock-up

and the auto analyzer, the other had a set of instructions on how

to use the latter.

f. Part-identification problem. The task was to identify,

from a stock of parts, a miniature light socket that was identical

to one provided by the experimenter. One of the team members was

given the socket that was to be matched, and the other a stock of0
63 sockets, only one of which satisfied the requirement.

12
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The main independent variable of interest in these studies

* was the method by which the collaborating problem solvers were

permitted to communicate with each other. Several communication

modes were investigated, ranging from the highly constrained mode,

in which collaborators could communicate only by means of type-

written messages, to a relatively unconstrained, or "communication-

rich" mode, in which they communicated by voice, and perhaps

gesture, in a face-to-face fashion. Intermediate modes included

voice combined with television, voice combined with handwriting,

voice combined with typewriting, voice only, handwriting combined

with television, typewriting combined with television, handwriting

combined with typewriting, and handwriting only.
t"

Several performance measures were used, including total time

to problem solution, time spent in various types of activities

(sending messages, receiving messages, searching for information,

I Pmaking notes, waiting, etc.), and a set of linguistic measures

(number of messages generated, number of words per message,

percentage of sentences that were questions, total number of words

used by a subject, total number of different words used by a

subject, type-token word ratio, word-production rate, etc.).

Perhaps the major finding that has come out of these studies

is that of the overriding importance of voice for effective

interperson communication in such problem situations. By and

large, modes of communication that included a voice channel were

associated with markedly better performance than were those modes

which did not include a voice channel. On the average, the time

required to reach a solution tended to be about half as long when

voice communication was possible than when it was not. Moreover,

given the presence of a voice channel, the presence or absence

0 of other means of communication (facial expressions, gestures,

13
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handwriting, typewriting) had relatively little additional effect.

Ochsman and Chapanis (1974) summarize their results in the following

way. "The practical implications of these data can be simply

stated. The single most important decision in the design of a

telecommunications link should center around the inclusion of a

voice channel in the solution of factual real-world problems.

Little else seems to make a demonstrable difference" (p. 618).

The finding that the addition of video to voice had little

effect on performance is a particularly noteworthy one in view

of the interest that has been shown in the possible use of video

terminals for teleconferencing purposes. A question that deserves

further research is whether the finding of Chapanis and his

colleagues that the addition of video to voice adds a negligible

increment to performance efficiency is true only of certain types

of tasks. Perhaps the challenge is to identify those tasks for

which video would make a nontrivial difference.

Among the other findings that Chapanis and his colleagues

have reported are the following:

a. While more time was spent in sending and receiving messages

with nonvoice communication modes than with voice modes, not all

of the difference between voice and nonvoice modes is accounted for

by this fact. Noncommunicative activity also consumed more time

with the nonvoice than with the voice modes (Chapanis, Ochsman,

Parrish, & Weeks, 1972; Ochsman & Chapanis, 1974).

b. Subjects who communicated by voice tended to spend more

time simultaneously doing other things while communicating than

did subjects who did not use a voice channel (Chapanis, Ochsman,

Parrish, & Weeks, 1972). In the words of Ochsman and Chapanis

(1974), "Subjects in the hard-copy modes tend to concentrate more

14
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on the communication task, i.e., on sending or receiving. Sub-

jects who communicate by speaking find it easier to conduct other

activities simultaneously regardless of whether they are speaking

or listening to spoken messages" (p. 614).

- c. Although subjects solved problems much faster when using

voice mode than when using a nonvoice (typing or handwriting) mode,

the number of messages exchanged was several times greater in the

former case than in the latter (Chapanis, Parrish, Ochsman, & Weeks,

in press).

d. It follows from the preceding point that the rate of word

production varied greatly as a function of communication mode. In

one case, the rate of word emission with voice communication (3

words per sec.) differed from that oi inexperienced typists com-

municating by using the typewriting mode (at 6 sec. per word) by

a factor of 18 (Chapanis, 1973). In general, voice communication
E proved to be much faster, and more wordy, than other modes.

e. The type-token ratio (ratio of different words to total

words) was higher for the nonvoice than for the voice communication

-mmodes, suggesting that subjects were more selective or less redun-

dant in their use of words in the former case (Chapanis, Parrish,

* . Ochsman, & Weeks, in press).

f. Average message length or average number of words per

message did not differ significantly as a function of communication

mode (Chapanis, Parrish, Ochsman, & Weeks, in press).

* * g. When communication was limited to typewritten messages,

total time to problem solution was affected very little by

whether the subjects were experienced typists (Ochsman & Chapanis,

1974). Chapanis (1975) attributed this result to the facts that

subjects spent, on the average, less than a third of their time

15
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communicating and that the process of communicating via typewriter

is very different from that of typing copy; consequently, the

skilled typist may have less of an advantage over the unskilled

in the former case.

h. Soluti-on time for subjects who communicated via hand-

writing was approximately the same as for those who communicated

via typewriting (Ochsman & Chapanis, 1974).

i. Providing the subjects with the ability to interrupt each

other had little or no effect on the time required to solve problems,

or on the rate at which words were produced (Chapanis & Overbey,

1974).

j. Ability to interrupt did, however, havc certain noticeable

effects: Shorter messages were produced, more of them were produced,

and they were exchanged at a greater rate (Chapanis & Overbey, 1974).

k. Error rates tended to be remarkably high in general:

1 per 4 words, and 1 per 3.1 words, for experienced and inexper-

ienced typists, respectively; 1 per 14 words in handwriting mode

(Chapanis, 1973).

1. The typed and handwritten protocols, as well as the

transcriptions of voice messsages, were characterized by a general

unruliness. Misspellings, conventional and idiosyncratic abbre-

viations, violations of rules of punctuation and syntax, as well

as errors of fact were so common as to make errorless sentences

rare (Chapanis, Parrish, Ochsman, & Weeks, in press).

0
Chapanis and his colleagues drew a number of general conclusions

from their results. First and foremost, they concluded that a

voice channel is of overriding importance for any system that is

16
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to be truly interactive. They concluded also that for a computer

system to be truly conversational, it must be forgiving of the types.
of errors and irregularities that tend to characterize people's

efforts to communicate with each other. The provision for the

- receiver of a message to have the ability to interrupt the sender

was seen as probably not worth its cost.

Perhaps as important as the conclusions that were drawn are

the questions that the results prompted the investigators to pose

* for future research. Foremost among these questions are several

that relate to the determinants of communication patterns. How,

for example, do such patterns depend upon such factors as the

nationalities of the communicators, the purpose of the communication,

the number of communicators? More generally, Chapanis asks,

"What are the rules that govern normal human communication?"

A complete answer to the last question may be a long time in coming;

Chapanis and his colleagues are undoubtedly right, however, in their

assumption that computer systems that are able to engage in truly

human-like conversational interactions with their users are unlikely

to be developed until considerably more attention is given to it.

Speeded Speech as a Means of Increasing the Rate of

Information Assimilation

A problem facing modern commanders, and other C 3-system

personnel, is the need to assimilate large amounts of information

over relatively short periods of time. It is important, therefore,

that information be presented in the most effective ways. How

this requirement should be translated into report preparation

guidelines, briefing procedures and display designs is not entirely

clear, because in spite of considerable research on the topic,

relatively little is yet known regarding the variables that determine

the rate at which information can be assimilated by human beings.

17
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A-mong the approaches that have been explored for the purpose

of increasing the rate of intake of verbal information is that of

speeded, or time-compressed, speech. The purpose of this section

is to review this work briefly and to consider whether the possible

application of speeded speech in C 3systems warrants further
investigation.

People vary considerably in the rate at which they emit

words when speaking "normally." Rates varying from about 100 to

about 250 words per minute have been obtained from samples of

radio announcements, lectures, and spontaneous speech (Abramns,

Goffard, Kryter, Miller, Sanford, & Sanford, 1944; Gregory, 1969;

Maclay & Osgood, 1959; Voelker, 1938); however, the mean rates

that have been reported tend to be within the 125 to 175 words-

per-minute range.

From a theoretical point of view, it is interesting to

consider what determines the rate at which we typically speak.

In the absence of any data, there are several plausible answers.

The limiting factor might be the speed with which one can manipulate

the articulatory apparatus. Or, it might be the more cognitive

demands of speech production, namely, the process by which utter-

ances are conceived before being realized as articulatory gestures.

It might be the limited temporal resolving power that the auditory

system can apply to the decoding of the speech signal. or, it

might be more cognitive factors on the input side, namely, limita-

tions in the speed with which the brain can extract meaning from

the coded signals it receives from the peripheral auditory system.

In fact, the speed with which the articulatory apparatus can

be manipulated can be ruled out as the limiting factor, because

people are demonstrably able to talk faster than they typically do,
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at least for short periods of time. On the basis of data presented

S by French, Carter, and Koenig (1930) , and by Hudgins and Stetson

(1937), Miller (1950) estimated that the speech musculature is

capable of sustaining a syllable production rate of about 5 per

second (higher rates are obtainable during a single exhalation).

- Assuming an average of about one-and-one-quarter syllables per word,

this translates to about 240 words per minute. And at least one

investigator has reported obtaining intelligible speech with a

word-emission rate of 285 words per minute from a speaker attempting

to talk as rapidly as possible (Goldstein, 1940).

The temporal resolving power of the ear is also an unlikely

* place to look for an explanation of why people typically do not

talk faster. While people are surprisingly poor at reporting the

order of occurrence of auditory stimuli that are presented at

moderate rates of several hundre&. milliseconds per stimulus

(Bregman & Campbell, 1971; Warren, Obusek, Farmer, & Warren, 1969),

the evidence suqgests that this is not the lin'iting factor in

* determining speech rates. Indeed, performance is greatly improved

* when the stimuli are words or speech-like sounds, such as vowel

segments, and are joined by the sorts of transitional sounds found

in normal speech (Thomas, Hill, Carroll, & Garcia, 1970; Warren,

Obusek, Farmer, & Warren, 1969). Furthermore, the difficulty in

* reporting order appears to be, in large measure, a response-

encoding problem, inasmuch as people can learn to discriminate

one order from another even when the individual stimuli are a few

milliseconds in duration (Nickerson & Freeman, 1974). More gener-

ally, the temporal resolving power of the ear has been shown to

be adequate to distinguish differences as small as 2 msec. even

when spectral and phase cues to order are eliminated by experimental

control (Green, 1971; Patterson & Green, 1970).
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In short, the rate at which speech is typically produced

appears not to be determined either by sensory or motor limita-

tions. Is it the case then that we speak as slowly as we do

because of limitations in the rate at which higher level processes

can conceive utterances, or extract the meaning from incoming

speech? Nichols (1955) has estimated that silent thought proceeds

at about 400 words per minute, and Foulke, Amster, Nolan, and

Bixier (1962) report 250 words per minute as an average silent

reading rate for moderately difficult material. Although some

investigators have found that the intelligibility of speech begins

to fall off as speech rate is increased beyond about 150 words

per minute (Abrams et al., 1944), the results of several studies

indicate that speech may remain highly understandable at rates

well over 200, and sometimes over 300, words per minute

(Fairbanks, Guttman, & Miron, 1957; Fairbanks & Kodman, 1957;

Foulke, 1971; Foulke et al., 1962; Friedman, Orr, Freedle, &

Norris, 1966; Goldstein, 1940; Hlarwood, 1955; Langford, 1968;

Nelson, 1948). Thus, it would appear that cognitive limitations

also cannot account for the relatively slow rates at which speech

usually is produced. It may be the case, however, that utilization

of maximum rates on a sustained basis would require an expenditure

of energy that the individual is unwilling or unable to make.

Thus, typical speech rates may represent a compromise between the

desire to transmit and receive information and a reluctance to make

the effort necessary to function at peak capacity for very long

periods of time.

What seems to be clear is that people are capable of producing

and understanding speech at much higher rates than those usually

encountered in normal conversations. What the limits are remains

to be determined. Moreover, in the case of speech reception at

least, there may be several different limits, depending on the

20
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g nature of the listener's task. For example, the maximum rate to

which one can listen effectively for the purpose of understanding

every detail of what is being said may be quite different from

the maximum rate to which one can listen for the purpose of

detecting something specific (e.g., specific word(s), a speaker's

voice, a particular topic).

Research interest in rapid speech has been focused primarily

on questions relating to listening and understanding; very little

attention has been paid to the question of how to facilitate

talking at faster rates. This focusing of attention on reception,

as opposed to production, has been due in large part to the fact

that the speed of recorded speech can be instrumentally increased,

so that it may be presented to the listener at rates in excess of

those at which people do or can produce it vocally.

5 Investigations of the intelligibility or comprehensibility

of instrumentally speeded speech have been motivated by both

theoretical and practical interests. For the theorist, speeded

speech provides a means for studying the human being's limitations

S ias an information processor. To the educator, or training

specialist, and to others who are concerned with the problem of

conveying information to people aurally, speeded speech appears

to represent a potential way to save large amounts of lecturing

time, and to increase the efficiency of information transfer.

The potential utility of this approach for presenting recorded

educational material for blind persons is obvious, especially when

compared with the 110-words-per-minute reading rate typically

achieved by an experienced adult user of Braille (Gregory, 1969).

The military also has shown an interest in instrumentally speeded

speech as a means of increasing the efficiency of lectures, brief-

ings, and other oral presentations (Briscoe, 1973; Dailey, 1974).
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* The easiest way to increase speech rate is to record it at one

speed and play it back at another. Fletcher (1929) was perhaps

the first to experiment with the playback speed of recorded speech

in this way; others who have also done so include Steinberg (1936),

Goldstein (1940), and Elump and Webster (1961). This method has

the advantage of simplicity, but it changes the fundamental

frequency and the frequencies of the forrnants, and thereby

drastically alters the perceptual characteristics of the speech.

The overall effect is to give the voice a "Donald Duck" quality

that listeners find somewhat annoying even when understandable.

Moreover, comprehensibility drops off fairly sharply even for

speed-up factors of considerably less than two.

A qualitatively different method of time compression, which

does not have the same disadvantages, gzew out of work by Miller

(1946) and by Miller and Licklider (1950), who found that alter-

nating brief segments of speech could be blanked out of a recording

without decreasing intelligibility greatly. Garvey (1953)

and Garvey and Henneman (1950) eliminated the gaps left by the

blanked-out segments, by manually discarding the segments and

splicing the tapes so as to abut the speech on either side of each

segment that was discarded. Fairbanks, Everitt, and Jaeger (1953)

developed a technique for accomplishing the discarding and abutting

electronically; subsequently, several other procedures that

accomplish the same thing have been developed. The distinguishing

characteristic of this method of speech compression is the elimi-

nation, from the speech signal, of segments of fixed duration at

regularly spaced intervals, without regard for the contents of

those segments. Wie will refer to it, therefore, as the fixed-

interval sampling method. The method often is referred to simply

as the "sampling method," but the fact that the sampling occurs at

regularly spaced intervals should be borne in mind. It seems to
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3 be generally agreed that the duration of the discard interval should

be no longer than about 30 msec.; otherwise, the likelihood of

discarding critical feature information becomes unacceptably high.

Intelligibility, or comprehensibility, typically has been

found to fall 6ff gradually as the compression ratio (percentage

of original signal that is discarded) is increased to some point,

and then rapidly as it is increased still further. Where the break

point occurs may depend on such factors as the nature of the speech

signal (e.g., isolated syllables or words versus connected speech)

and the duration of the discard segment. Using CNC stimuli and a

20-msec. discard segment, Beasley, Schwimmer, and Rintelmann (1972)
got a sharp decline when the compression ratio was increased from

60 to 70%, but relatively little change between 0 and 60% (none

between 0 and 30%). Daniloff, Shriner, and Zemlin (1968) obtained

a similar result with 11 vowels in an /h-d/ context. Fairbanks

and Kodman (1957), using phonetically balanced monosyllables as

stimuli, did not get large intelligibility decrements until the

compression ratio got to 80%, a fact that Beasley et al. (1972)

attributed to their use of a 10-msec. discard segment, highly

U trained listeners, and relatively loud signals. Gerber and Scott

(1971) got intelligibility of 84% with a compression ratio of

about 67%. They obtained 90% intelligibility with a dichotic

listening procedure in which one-third of the original speech was

presented to one ear, and a different one-third simultaneously to

the other.

In contrast to these results, Wingfield (1975) got a steep

decline in the intelligibility of sentences as the compression

ratio was increased beyond 40%. The duration of his discard

segment was 20 msec. Given the generally beneficial effect of

context on speech intelligibility, Wingfield's stimuli might have
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been expected tc be understandable at higher compression ratios

than were those of studies using isolated words or syllables.

Several factors may have tended to work in the other direction,

however. First, the (uncompressed) speech was recorded at the

relatively high rate of 207 words per minute. Consequently, the

rates of 414 afid 518 words per minute that were associated with

Wingfield's two largest compression ratios (50% and 60%) were

equivalent in a sense to compression ratios of 66% and 73% had

the original speech been produced at a rate of 140 words per

minute that is close to what several investigators report as.

average (Abrams et al., 1944; Gregory, 1969; Maclay & Osgood,

1967). Second, the fact that the sentences were relatively long

(10 words each) raises the possibility that the effects of signal

degradation may have been amplified to some degree by short-term

memory loss. More generally, while perception of words in

sentences should benefit from contextual cues, the understanding

of running speech requires a real-time processing of the input

that the understanding of isolated words does not. Part of the

difficulty with running speech, in other words, may be due to an

comprehensibility are not the same things has been stressed by

Foulke and Sticht (1966) who made both types of measurements on

compressed speech varying in rates from 225 to 425 words per

minute. Both measures fell off as speech rate increased, but

6 comprehensibility declined more rapidly than intelligibility at

the higher rates.

On balance, experimental results seem to indicate that speech

rates of up to at least 275 to 300 words per minute can be under-

stood when produced with the fixed-interval sampling technique

(Downing, 1971; Fairbanks, Guttman, & Miron, 1957; Fairbanks &

Kodman, 1958; Foulke, 1968, 1971; Foulke, Amster, Nolan, & Bixler,
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1962; Foulke & Sticht, 1966; Friedman, Orr, Freedle, & Norris,

1966; Garvery, 1953; Gregory, 1969; Langford, 1968, Reid, 1968).

Whether much higher rates could be understood, given either

* better compression techniques or more effective training procedures

for listeners, remains to be seen.

Several techniques for speeding speech have been investigated

in addition to acceleration of playback speed and fixed-interval

sampling. Diehl, White, and Burk (1959) tried discarding portions

(from 50% to 75%) of between-word pauses. The resulting speech

appeared to suffer no decline in comprehensibility; however, the

method is limited in the degree to which it can increase the

speech rate by the relatively small percentage of overall speech

time for which interword pauses account.

Scott and Gerber (1972) have tested a pitch-synchronous method

of time compression in which every other pitch period of voiced

sounds is discarded. Applying the method to monosyllabic words

containing no unvoiced consonants, they found the resulting

speech to be more intelligible (92% versus 88%) than when the

ft same words were compressed (also by 50%) with the fixed-interval

sampling method.

We return to our original question of whether the possibility

0of using speeded speech in C 3systems warrants further investi-

gation. We believe the answer is yes. The evidence cited above

is quite clear that people can comprehend speech that is presented

at rates at least a factor of two greater than those typically

encountered in normal conversation. moreover, it is possible that

even greater gains than those that have been reported could be

realized as a -r- 2sult of the development of more effective compres-

sion techniques and listener-training programs. Some promising

directions for future research, we believe are the following:
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a. Search for better compression algorithms for use in

computer-based systems. Several investigators have recently

developed computer programs for compressing speech (Cramer &

Talambiras, 1971; Scott, 1965). The advantage of this approach

* over the fixed-interval sampling method is that it makes possible

the selective discarding of speech segments depending upon their

presumed expendability. Thus, for example, silent intervals or

large portions of sustained sounds might be discarded, whereas

* very brief sounds (e.g., stop consonants) or transitional sounds

might be retained. What can be accomplished by means of selective

sampling algorithms has not yet been thoroughly explored, and it

remains to be seen how successful in producing intelligible speech

such procedures will be. Experimentation along these lines should

add considerably to our knowledge of speech perception, in addition

to other consequences it may have. In the past, computer-based

time-compression techniques have been viewed as of primarily

theoretical interest, because of the relatively high cost of the

computing capability they require (Dailey, 1974; Gregory, 1969);

C 3systems of the future, however, are likely to have more than

sufficient computing power to do whatever speech compressing is

desired. Certainly, failure to explore a potentially effective

approach to information assimilation on the assumption that

sufficient computing power will not be available is probably not

justified.

One goal for research, therefore, should be the identification

of more effective computer-based compression algorithms. This

means, among other things, experiments addressed to the question

* of what portions of the speech signal carry critical information,

that is to say, information that must be retained in order to

preserve the comprehensibility of the compressed speech.
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* b. Investigations of the utility of speeded speech for

applications to various listener tasks. The point has been made

by others that in educational contexts speeded speech has proven

* to be especially useful for purposes of review and organization,

in contrast to listening to unfamiliar material with the objective

of assimilating and retaining as much new information as possible.
3A potential utilization of speeded speech in a C system that

would seem to warrant careful investigation is that of providing

4 a commander with review-type briefings designed to refresh his

memory concerning some aspect(s) of a tactical or strategic situ-

ation that he faces. A briefing concerning order of battle of an

enemy force is one example of such an application. A review of

recorded minutes of recent critical staff meetings would be another.

Another potential application of speeded speech that deserves

some study is that of monitoring recorded speech for indications

of material that is worth listening to carefully. Indications

for which one might listen include specific words (e.g., proper

names) , the voices of specific speakers, or particular subject

matter. Most of the experimentation to date has been addressed

U to the question of comprehensibility; consequently, little is

known about h i effectively people can monitor speeded speech for

the purpose of detecting specific characteristics or content.

The question of. monitoring is of considerable practical interest

as it relates to military intelligence operations. A common

problem in this context is the need to liisten to many hours of

recorded speech in order not to miss a fLew minutes, or possibly

a few seconds, of critical in-formation.

C. Design and development of proLotyp interactive speech-

rate modification systems. One can imagine a system that would

permit a user to adjust the rate of the speech to which he was
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listening andeven, perhaps, to select from among a variety of

compression and expansion algorithms. Such a system would permit

a commander or an intelligence analyst to modify the rate of the

speech to which he was listeneing as a function of its content

and his purpose for listening. Implementation and evaluation of

such systems would require the collaboration of speech scientists,

computer scientists, and human factors engineers.

Vision as an Information Channel

The eye is very richly innervated in comparison with the

ear. There are more than 100 million receptor cells in the human

eye as compared to approximately 25,000 receptor cells in the ear.

This difference may be somewhat misleading, however, because the

degree of funneling is much greater from receptor cells to

ascending nerve fibers in the visual system than it is in the

auditory system: The 100 million visual receptors map onto

about 1 million fibers in the optic nerve; whereas the 25,000

auditory receptors map onto roughly 25,000 fibers in the auditory

nerve in a more or less one-to-one fashion. Also, the amount

and nature of processing that is done peripherally by the two

systems is quite different.

Dynamic Range

The dynamic range of the visuol! system is also somewhat

greater than that of the auditory system, as has been noted.

The ratio of the intensity of a visual stimulus that is just

barely detectable to one that can cause pain or damage, is

approximately 13 or 14 orders of magnitude. This range really

represents two systems, however, the scotopic system and the

photopic system. The scotopic system is particularly well suited

to night vision as it is sensitive to luminances between 10-6

and 1 millilamberts. The photopic system is better suited to
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- daylight conditions as its sensitivity ranges from approximately

1 to 107 millilamberts. Notably, the full dynamic range of the
combined visual systems is never available. The scotopic system

* ". requires nearly 30 minutes of dark adaptation to become maximally

- sensitive, and the detection threshold rises precipitously when
* . the eye is exposed to bright light. Full light adaptation may

take only 1 or 2 minuteS.

Photopic vs. Scotopic Vision

There are important diff-rences between the photopic and

scotopic systems in addition to the difference in their sensitivity

ranges. Whereas the photopic system discriminatively encodes

differences in wavelength, the scotopic system does not; thus,

we are effectively colorblind at night. Further, most of the

photopic receptors, or cones, are densely concentrated in the fovea

or the center of the visual field, and each cone in the fovea is

more or less directly connected with one fiber in the optic nerve.

This gives us a high degree of spatial acuity and sensitivity to

colors at the center of the field under daylight conditions. By
*contrast, the photopic receptors, or rods, are distributed more

evenly about the retina. The important exception is that the rods

are totally absent from the fovea; thus, we are literally blind at

the center of the visual field under low levels of illumination.

Although the ratio of rods to cones. is about 100 to 1, the peripheral

receptors are quite poorly connected to the optic fiber. In contrast

to the one-to-one pairings between fibers in the optic nerve and
foveal receptors, a single fiber in the optic nerve may collectively

represent several hundred peripheral receptors. This means that

we are very poorly attuned to differencesin color or form under

night lighting, or, more generally, under peripheral vision. On

- the other hand, the pooling of peripheral receptors makes us

highly sensitive to movement of objects in the peripheral field,

even under conditions of dim illumination.
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Visual Field

The "visual field," or the total area that is registered by

the stationary eye, extends approximately 1800 laterally by 1500

vertically (Gibson, 1950), so in some sense we can see virtually

everything before us. However, spatial sensitivity is not

uniform across the field. Maximal visual acuity is circumscribed

within the fovea, an area only 20 in diameter at the center of

the field; the projection of this area is about the size of a

dime held at arm's length. The acuity function drops off very

rapidly towards the periphery. Within 80 from the center of the

field, spatial sensitivity declines by 85% (Alpern, 1971). Beyond

250, only the presence or absence of stimulation can be reliably

discerned (Edwards & Goolkasian, 1974). Notably, these parameters

are approximate. When an observer actively attends to a peripheral

area of the field, sensitivity in that area is increased (Engel,

1971; Grindley & Townsend, 1968). Conversely, peripheral sensi-

tivity declines when the foveal load is increased (Ikeda &

Takeuchi, 1975), or when the observer is stressed (Easterbrook,

1959; Kahneman, 1973) or concurrently engaged in a relatively

demanding task (Liebowitz & Appelle, 1969).

Saccadic Movements

It follows from the forementioned characteristics of the

visual system that, beyond a few degrees of visual angle, the

amount of information effectively conveyed by a visual display

will depend primarily on the amount that is brought under direct

fixation by the viewer. Unfortunately, people do not, and

except under unusual circumstances apparently cannot, smoothly

sweep their gaze about a stationary array (Alpern, 1971). Instead,

stationary arrays are examined through series of discrete fixa-

* tions. Moreover, visualization is suppressed during the eye
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3O movements or saccades between fixations (Volkman, Schick, &

Riggs, 1968). Consequently, stationary arrays can only be

assimilated in small, successive fragments.

- For a wide variety of visual tasks, including reading,

- - saccadic movemenits tend to occur at rates of approximately 3 to 5

per second. The rate can be affected somewhat by training on a

specific scanning task (Gould, 1969), but only within fairly

narrow limits. The musculature of the eye is capable of sustain-

* ing higher movement rates than usually attained (Alpern, 1971),

* which suggests that the rates that are typically observed reflect

* limitations on the rate at which incoming information can be

t processed by higher centers.

Visual Scanning

The Perception of Wide-Screen Displays

Perhaps the most obvious way to maximize visual input is to

pack the visual field through the use of wide-screen displays.

However, while the intuitive appeal of wide-screen displays is

- that they provide a means of presenting a lot of information
simultaneously, we have seen that stationary arrays can only be

- assimilated in small, successive fragments. Beyond a few degrees

of visual angle, the amount of information effectively conveyed

by a display will depend less on its size than on the number and

* distribution of the viewer's visual fixations.

* The use of wide-screen displays may actually be a disadvantage

*from this perspective. As the display size increases, so, too,

-may the probability that the viewer will fail to fixate upon, and,

- therefore, fail to assimilate, any given part of it. Unless an

appropriate pattern of fixations is elicited, wide-screen displays
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may result in some loss in the amount of information effectively

transmitted. In order to evaluate the potential utility of wide-

screen displays, we need to understand better the factors governing
the way in which they are scanned.

Determinants of Visual Scanning Patterns

In view of the above, it is important to understand the

factors governing the distribution of the viewer's visual fixa-

tions. Several investigators have studied the scanning patterns

elicited by complex, but coherent, stationary arrays such as

photographs of real-world scenes and art reproductions (Antes,

1974; Buswell, 1935; Mackworth & Bruner, 1970; Mackworth &

Morandi, 1967; Yarbus, 1967). In these studies, the sequence

and durations of visual fixations were directly recorded from

observers as they scanned the arrays. If an observer is asked

to examine freely such a display for several seconds or minutes,

a characteristic pattern emerges: much of the array may never

be fixated at all; instead, a few selected and noncontiguous

elements of the scene are repetitively fixated (see Fig. 107 in

Yarbus, 1967, p. 172). Moreover, there is generally strong agree-

ment among observers with respect to which elements of a scene

receive the most and the least attention. These findings suggest

that the distribution of visual fixations is guided by cues

extracted from the peripheral field, and, further, that these cues

are reliable in the sense that they are of general, rather than

idiosyncratic, value.

* Efforts to identify the critical properties of these cues

have yielded few definitive guidelines for display design. The

aspects of a complex meaningful visual scene that elicit observers'

attention generally cannot be defined in terms of physical char-

* acteristics. That is, the salience of a pictorial element is

determined by neither color, relative brightness, outline, contour,
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nor intricacy of detail (Mackworth & Bruner, 1970; Yarbus, 1967).

* The exception to this rule is movement. To quote Neisser (1967),

"When something moves in a portion of the field to which we are

not attending, it usually captures our attention at once" (p. 92).

- In fact, the peripheral visual field is exceptionally sensitive

* to movement (Sweet, 1953). It is known that for several species

of lower animals, movement in the peripheral field triggers a

reflex to bring the moving object into direct fixation (Bizzi,

1974; Schiller & Streyker, 1973), and this may be true for human

* - beings as well (Gibson, 1966; Moray, 1970).

Those elements of stationary displays that attract the

observer's attention seem to have only one common characteristic:

they seem intuitively to be the most important or meaningful

elements of the array. This observation has been borne out by

studies using simpler, but methodologically tractable, visual

stimuli. For example, Berlyne (1958) measured distributions of

fixations across pairs of visual stimuli that differed in relative

"informativeness" or redundancy. He found that subjects reliably

spent more time looking at the more inform~itive of the two stimuli.

Berlyne (1960, 1966) later distinguished two classes of

stimulus properties that attract attention. The first class

consists of physical properties, like contours, brightness, and

colors. The second, more powerful, class consists of collative

properties such as novelty, complexity, incongruity, or sig-

nificance. Inasmuch as both classes of properties are effective

for infants as well. as adults, their attractiveness seems to

reflect some basic human characteristics. In particular, the

salience of the collative properties suggests that observers

prefer perceptual events that demand some cognitive work to those

that do not. Notably, this relationship is bounded: when
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stimuli become excessively complex or incongruous, they are

perceived as incoherent noise; in this case, they are no longer

attractive and may even be aversive.

Senders (1965, 1967) has provided a very different, and

unusually convincing, demonstration of the relationship betweenI. eye movements and-information. In his experiments, subjects
were required to monitor the needle positions on a set of six

U dials, like those on an airplane instrument panel. In this

situation, the probability that a dial will contain new information

for the subject at any given moment depends jointly on the rate

at which its needle is moving and the time elapsed since its

last fixation. Senders found that experienced observers dis-

tributed their visual fixations across dials in remarkably close

fit with an optimal allocation policy based on the mathematics

of information theory. Moreover, when the statistical redundancy

of the dials was manipulated, the observers adjusted their

attention accordingly. Clearly, Senders' subjects were not

responding to superficial aspects of the visual situation.

Rather, their behavior reflects continuously adjusted estimations

of the expected informativeness of each of the dials. Interest-

ingly, this allocation policy was apparently not consciously

determined by the observer. Several of Senders' subjects were

quite confident that they could describe their fixation strategies,

S only to be surprised by the actual records.

The difficulty in predicting fixation patterns for complex,

real-world displays is primarily one of estimating the informative-

ness of the elements of those displays. Several investigators have

tried to quantify the importance of such elements. To this end,

the standard technique has been to partition the array into glance-

sized sections and to obtain subjective ratings of the recogniz-

ability or information contained in each of these sections (Antes,
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1974; Mackworth & Morandi, 1967; Pollack & Spence, 1968). These

- 0ratings are then used topredict either the actual recognizeability
of the fragments or the frequency with which they are fixated

when the picture is scanned. The fragments of the picture may be

presented piecewise, or they may be arrayed at once, put together

like a jigsaw puzzle; in the latter case, they may be pieced

together coherently, as in the original array, or they may be

incoherently scrambled. As it turns out, the goodness of the

* predictions depends largely on whethey the same method of stimulus

presentation is used for both rating and testing phases of the

experiment (Pollack & Speice, 1968). The implication is that

the salience of a pictorial element cannot be completely ascribed

jto intrinsic properties of that element, but, rather, derives

in part from its relation to the scene as a whole.

Some of these relational variables may be defined in terms

of spatial attributes of the display; for example, the compositional

factors long recognized by artists are surely influential. Others,

however, are subjectively determined; for example, an observer's

scanning pattern is strongly affected by the familiarity or clarity

of the display as well as by his particular reasons for examining

the display (Gould, 1967; Loftus, 1972; Simon & Barenfield, 1969;

Yarbus, 1967).

0 Given the goal of reliably predicting or controlling what

an observer will pick up from a complex array, both classes of

relational variables are problematic. When possible, displays

should be organized according to appropriate design principles.

0 But the spatial relations for many kinds of visual arrays, for

example, facsimile representations such as maps and photographs,

cannot be contrived or arbitrarily rearranged. These cases are

of particular concern since strategically critical elements may
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be relatively subtle in terms of the whole composition. Subjective

dimensions of familiarity and bias may be even less manageable than

they are identifiable.

In addition to the variables that are inherent to the display

itself, there-are several extrinsic factors that play some role

* in determrining scan patterns (Gould, 1969). Information that the

* . observer has about the target is one such factor. Searching for

a target of known color, for example, in a field of multicolored

targets will produce a scan pattern with different parameters

than a search through the same field when the color of the target

is not known (Williams, 1966). The observer.' s intention or

purpose is another factor. Where an observer fixates when he is

examining a picture for no specific purpose, for example, may

be very different from when he is examining it in order to test

some hypothesis about its contents. Still another factor is the

observer's previous experience. Gould cites several studies that

have shown that people -who are trained in specific types of

search tasks (e.g., inspecting of X-rays or integrated circuit

chips) tend to fixate more frequently, but for shorter durations,

than do untrained viewers. This finding is particularly interesting

in the light of some results of Shaffer and Shiffrin (1972) , and

Loftus (1972) who have found that the accuracy of recall or recog-

nition of visually presented stimuli depended strongly on the
;. number of fixations that subjects made on the stimuli, but was

relatively independent of the durations of the fixation periods.

Extrinsic Control of Focal Information

In view of the foregoing, for purposes of information

presentation, it might be better to establish techniques of

extrinsically controlling the focal areas of a display rather
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than to let the observer pick and choose. In this way, there would

* be less uncertainty about what he had seen. We are not aware of

any studies that specifically examine such techniques, but there

* are some indications that the usefulness of such techniques may

be very limited.

Perhaps the most promising possibilities in this domain are

methods by which the subject is required to fixate on a pointer

that moves in some programmed way relative to the visual array.

The first method by which this could be accomplished is one of

continuously moving the pointer about a stationary array. This

method is feasible because even though people find it nearly im-

possible to voluntarily move their gaze smoothly across a stationary

array, they are able, and in fact, almost compelled, to track a

* moving target. Alternatively, one could require the observer to
maintain a stationary fixation point and move the array. In this

case, a visible pointer is still needed to mark thel fixation point

because without some stationary reference, the observer's eyes

* will compulsively pursue the moving array. One off these methods

may have some advantages over the other, but we suspect that that

will be most strongly determined by characteristics of the

array and the display facilities rather than by psychological

factors. A more pressing question, and one for which we have no

answers, concerns the depth and continuity with which people could

extract, interpret, and integrate information from the visual

array under either of these techniques.

The second class of possible techniques for extrinsically

determining the focal areas of a visual display would consist in

dividing the scene into glance-sized sections, and presenting

these sections successively. The general reservation with respect

to these sorts of procedures is that the exclusion of peripheral
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visual information may, on balance, prove to be a disadvantage

rather tnan an advantage. Despite the narrow scope of the viewer's

acute vision, whatever he gains from the peripheral field seems
to contribute importantly to his comprehension of the scene as a

whole.

This relationship has already been suggested by the patterns

of eye movements that are typically generated when people scan

complex arrays. In order for people to fixate selectively upon

the most important elements of a display, they must be using

peripheral information to generate hypotheses about which areas

of the display should be of most interest.

Recently, Biederman (1972) has reported data that extend

this notion. He briefly presented subjects with photographs of

real-world scenes and then gave them a multiple choice, recog-

nition test for some salient aspect of the scene. In one condition,

the photographs had been cut into glance-sized pieces (leaving the

test items intact), which were rearranged or jumbled. Biederman

found that choice recognition accuracy was consistently worse

for the jumbled than for the coherent arrays. This was true even

when the subjects were told where to look or what to look for

prior to display presentation. The implication is that peripheral

information plays an important role in determining the perceptual

processing or interpretation of coincident foveal information

as well as the locus of subsequent fixations.

* Biederman and his colleagues (Biederman, Rabinowitz, Glass,

& Stacy, 1974) have argued that during a single fixation the
observer is engaged in two interactive modes of visual processing:
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* (1) the identification of items under direct fixation, and (2)

the construction of a holistic conceptualization of the scene.

in keeping with this idea, they have shown that the identifica-

tion of both single, cued items and the gist of an array are,

adversely affected by jumbling, even at exposure durations that

are sufficiently brief to preclude eye movements. The importance

of the subject's model of the scene is evidenced by the fact

that jumbling reduces both the speed and the accuracy with which
he can recognize or match some element from the display

(Biederman, Glass, & Stacy, 1973; Pollack & Spence, 1968).

These results suggest that in order for methods of presenting

selected foveal arrays to have the desired effect-on visual

information assimilation, they must be implemented with care.

Unless the subject can appropriately interpret the areas of

3 interest, it matters little whether or not he fixates upon them.

Therefore, unless the coherence of the array as a whole can be

preserved as the focal areas are switched in and out, such methods

may actually result in a loss of control over information assimi-

* lation.

Peripheral visual information may also play an important

role in the observer's ability to process spatial aspects of the

array. One documented example of this has to with the orientation

constancy. Normally, the visual environment is perceived as

immobile when the viewer tilts his head from side to side. If,

however, the field is confined to the foveal of the retina, this

constancy breaks down (Wallach & Bacon, 1976). Thus, whenever

rotations of the visual field are possible and should be taken

into account, as under rotational sluing, the expense of the

4 array should not be narrowly delimited.
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The observer's ability to maintain his spatial orientation

with respect to stationary displays may also be impaired by

narrowly delimiting the field. This will be clear to anyone who

has tried to wend his way through unfamiliar territory on the

basis of a piebewise map, as in the map books that are often

published for big cities. In this situation, the map reader may

find himself incessantly flipping back and forth, not only between

the maps for neighboring sections of the area, but also between

those sections and the reduced map of the whole area, which itself

does not depict any of the roads on which he will travel. The

difficulty seems less attributable to visual factors than to the

difficulty of maintaining a good idea of where one is, relative

to where one is trying to go.

Analogous situations in which it is impractical to use a

display size that would simultaneously support the optimal expanse

and resolution of information must also arise in command an1

control operations. When available, interactive graphic display

systems may provide the solution to these dilemmas, especially

when an adequate solution could consist in realizing a compromise

scale for the array. As this cannot always be possible, such

systems should also have the capacity to zoom in on particular

regions of a display, to back off for a more comprehensive but less
.0 detailed view, and to move a window continuously around over

various areas of a display. In order to implement these techniques

to the user's best advantage, we need a better understanding

of the ways in which spatially distributed information is most

easily and most usefully acquired for different purposes.
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One important consideration may be that of whether or not

* the observer may be asked to remember the array. Noton (1970)

has hypothesized that the memory for a visual array is composed

- of the ordered-sequence of motor and sensory events corresponding

to the scanpath executed during its examination. Memory for

visual detail is embedded in the sensory component in the form of

discrete packages of visual information extracted during successive

*i fixations. The spatial organization of the array is captured

in the eye movement commands.

In order to recognize a scene, the stored scanpath (or some

ecologically permissible transformation, such as enlargement

-. or rotation) is run off; if the visual information encountered

on each programmed fixation adequately matches the stored informa-

tion, the scene is judged to be familiar. If Noton's theory is

correct, then techniques that eliminate eye movements may effectively

eliminate the possibility of constructing useful cognitive repre-

sentations of the information presented.

Support for Noton's theory of pattern perception exists only

in observations that individuals do adopt fixed scanpaths in

examining (Noton & Stark, 1971), reexamining (Noton & Stark, 1973),

and even imagining (Hebb, 1968; Kahneman, 1973) visual arrays.

While these data are consistent with the theory, they are by no

means compelling. A critical test of the theory would be valuable

from both theoretical and practical perspectives.

In any case, when cast more generally, the suggestion that

eye movements, in and of themselves, may play a functionally
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significant: role in visual information processing activities

seems to be valid. Although techniques that obviate eye movements

may be advantageous for some applications,, they clearly are not

for others. We will return to these issues in subsequent sections.

For now, suffice it to say that the value of such techniques can

only be assessed in the context of the relevant task requirements.

Eye-Fixation Measurement as a Computer-Input Method

The development of computer graphics and computer-controlled

displays makes possible the storage and immediate accessibility of

far more data or information than one would want to show on a

single situation display. Consider, for example, a display that

showed the deployment of various types of weapons systems, supplies,

and troops in some geographical area. To represent everything

that is known about the situation on a given display could make the

display so crowded that it would be difficult or impossible for

the observer to make sense of it. What one wants is the flexibility

of inspecting various subsets of the data on demand. One might

like, for example, to be able to have shown, on request, the de-

ploymnent of armor, the location of ammunition dumps, roads that

are passable by specified types of vehicles, the locations of

bridges, and so forth. Also, one might wish to be able to call up

coded information that might be stored in the computer regarding

specific items on the display.

With respect to the latter point, systems that permit such

* call-up of information at the moment require that the user identify

explicitly the item about which he wants the information to be

displayed. lie may do this by describing the item verbally (via

a typed input to the computer) , or by locating a cursor on the

41
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display so that it points to the item of interest, or by specifying

its spatial coordinates. An alternative method for identifying

items of interest would be simply to look at them. The rule of

thumb might be used that any specified action is to be taken

with respect to whatever it is that the user is looking at at the

moment that the action is requested. This is well within the

current state of the art in measuring eye movements or eye fixations.

Cognitive Correlates of Eye Movements

While the visual information effectively conveyed by a

display depends largely on the observer's eye movements, the

observer's eye movements depend largely on higher-order, cog-

nitive processes. It is because of this latter relationship

that the visual assimilation process seems so recalcitrant to

prediction or control. However, there is the possibility of

turning this relationship to our advantage. Perhaps by monitor-

ing the observer's ocular activities, we can gain useful

* - information with respect to his state of mind.

A strong correspondence is often found between the locus of

visual fixation and the topic of thought. To borrow an example

from Kahneman (1973):

"Let the reader attempt to think of an object in the

room, and he will soon become aware of a tendency to look

at that object. When one person in a group conversation~

mentions the name of one of the people present, the collective

gaze of the group is immediately drawn to the person men-

tioned" (p. 60).
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Kahneman and Lass (1971, cited in Kahnernan, 1973) analyzed

this correspondence through a series of experiments. In one case

subjects were shown an array of drawings of common objects like a

car, a person, a tree, and an airplane, and asked questions like,

"What makes of automobiles can you remember?" They found that

subjects reliably fixated the relevant drawing while answering the

question. Moreover, if the pictures were no longer there, the

subjects tended to fixate the location where the relevant item

had been.

These sorts of visual fixations have been found to correlate

with fairly subtle aspects of cognitive processing. For example,

Carpenter and Just (in press) found that when subjects encounter

anaphoric references (e.g.,,pronouns) in written text, they tend

to switch their gaze immediately and directly to the last explicit

reference to the object in question. Cooper (1974) presented a

matrix of pictures to subjects as he read them a story. He found

that subjects systematically switched their eyes from picture to

picture in keeping with, and even in anticipation of, the semantic

thread of the story. Not only did they reliably fixate pictures

as they were explicitly named in the story, but also pictures that

were only relevant through complex associations.

The strength of this tendency is especially interesting, given

that there is no evidence that subjects incorporate the information

under fixation into their ongoing thought processes. Although

subjects consistently prefer the most relevant object before them,
Kahneman and Lass (1971) found that when only a single object was
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present during questioning, subjects focused upon it just as
* intently, regardless of whether it was relevant or irrelevant.

* Further, the task-relevance of the fixated item had no detectable

* effect on performance.

In short,'-these sorts of fixations seem to be direct reflec-

tions of the observer's concurrent semantic set. This fact, in

conjunction with the indications that the fixated information does

not interfere with or alter the observer's thought processes, suggests

the possibility of exploiting these sorts of fixations to extend

* or corroborate subjects' protocols, or to detect sources of conflict

or uncertainty in reports which they are either generating or

listening to. The potential utility of such a technique depends on

* some as-yet unanswered questions such as how compulsive these

* fixation tendencies are.

The functional significance of these fixations is related to

the regulation of attention. Several researchers have suggested

that the onset of a new visual stimulus, as after a saccade or a

blin-k, generally triggers a shift in thought (Kahneman, 1973;

* Loftus, 1976; Potter & Levy, 1969). If this is true, then steady

fixation is a means of promoting concentration on the task at

* hand. Kahneman and Lass' data, discussed above, indicate that

* the tendency to fixate task-relevant information may be a result-

ing, as opposed to a contributing, factor of focused attention.

However, there are situations in which the opposite seems to be

true. Gopher (1971, cited in Kahneman, 1973) has shown that

sensitivity for specified auditory stimuli in a noisy background

may be augmented by visually fixating in the direction from which

they emanate. This spatial sensitization may contribute to

People's preference for face-to-face contact in oral conversation;
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conversely, it may help to explain the surprising lack of enthu-

siasm for videophones. In any case, the moral is that, given a

task that requires considerable concentration or selective attention

it is inadvisable to concurrently require incompatible visual

activity, no matter how trivial.

I.-

If ocular activity systematically reflects mental activity,

then dynamic mental activity should elicit high levels of ocular

mobility, just as mental concentration tends to be associated with

steady fixation. In fact, this seems to be the case: whereas

relaxed, bored, and receptive states are associated with a marked

reduction in eye movements, active thinking is typically associated

with a very high saccadic rate (Antrobus, Antrobus, & Singer, 1964;

Lorrens & Darrow, 1964).

Again, the functional significance of these eye movements

is not entirely clear. In some cases they seem to support what

are more or less visual activities. The example given below

is taken from Yarbus (1967, p. 201). The problem is to determine

the length of the spiral, using the straight line as the unit of

measurement. If you are allowed to step your fixations around

the spiral as you measure off units in your mind's eye, the task

is not that hard. However, if you are required to fixate on the

center of the spiral while generating your estimate, the task

becomes quite difficult. The effect can be more persuasively

demonstrated by asking subjects to make spatial judgments on

after-images. In this case, the image moves with the eye so that

*new fixations are impossible. Nevertheless, the subject's tendency

is to run through a variety of physical contortions in his effort

to move his point of fixation relative to the image, and tasks

that are ordinarily quite easy may become next to impossible

(Yarbus, 1967).
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Ono function of eye movements during problem solving, then,

is that they mediate spatial comparisons. Yet, they seem to have

some more general, nonvisual significance as well. This notion is

suggested by the fact that ocular activity increases with mental

K work even in congenitally blind people (Amadeo & Gomez, 1966).

* More compelling evidence has recently been provided by two Russian

* scientists, Zinchenko and Vergiles (1972, cited in Gould, 1976).

* Their subjects were asked to perform several tasks, ranging from

visual search to problem-solving tasks, on displays that subtended

150 to 300 of visual angle. Like Yarbus (1967), they found that

solutions came much more easily under normal viewing conditions

* - than when the image was stabilized on the retina. Their most

* provocative discovery, however, was that when the image was

stabilized and subjects were not allowed to move their eyes, most

of the problems could not be solved at all. That is, eye move-

ments seem to be a necessary component of the problem-solving

* . process even when they are worthless for purposes of changing the

visual input. Again, the implication is that if we restrict
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people's ocular activity we may interfere with their mental

activity.

Patterns or sequences of visual fixations may also provide

insights to the mind of the beholder. For example, given that

the focal points of a complex, real-world display are determined

by subjective definitions of the importance of its elements, then

the pattern of fixations should reveal something about what the

observer considers important. Yarbus (1967) has demonstrated the

lawfulness of this relationship by asking observers to study

Repin's painting, "An Unexpected Visitor," under different

instructions:

"For example, in response to the instruction 'estimate

the material circumstances of the family shown in the picture,'

the observer paid particular attention to the women's

clothing and the furniture (the armchair, stool, tablecloth,

and so on). In response to the instruction 'give the ages

of the people shown in the picture,' all attention was con-

centrated on their faces. In response to the instruction
'surmise what the family was doing before the arrival of the

"unexpected visitor,"' the observer directed his attention

particularly to the objects arranged on the table, the girl's

and the woman's hands, and to the music. After the instruction

'remember the clothes worn by the people in the picture,'

their clothing was examined. The instruction 'remember the

position of the people and objects in the room' caused the

observer to examine the whole room and all the objects. His

attention was even drawn to the chair leg shown in the left

part of the picture which he had hitherto not observed.

Finally, the instruction 'estimate how long the "unexpected

visitor" had been away from the family,' caused the observer
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m to make particularly intensive movements of the eyes between

the faces of the children and the face of the person entering

the room. In this case he was undoubtedly trying to find

the answer by studying the expressions on the faces and

trying to determine whether the children recognized the visitor

or not" (P. 192).

Russo and Rosen (1975) have demonstrated a particularly

interesting application of visual fixation data. In their exper-

iments, subjects' eye movements were monitored as they chose

their most preferred of six used cars. on each trial, each of

the subjects' options was specified by a value on each of three

dimensions (make, year, and mileage), and all six sets of de-

scriptors were arrayed simultaneously. During evaluative proces-

sing, fixation patterns consisted in oscillations between pairs

of cars. This finding carries the important implication that

preference in this situation, despite its explicitly multidimen-

sional, multialternative format, was established through paired

comparisons. Subjects' verbal protocols were consistent with

this implication. The durations of the visual paired comparisons

* were directly related to the total judged utility of the pair.

Moreover, when subjects were asked to make their choice through

a procedure of successive elimination, the duration of the oscil-

lating sequences reflected the difference in the utility of the

alternatives under consideration. Russo and Rosen are also quick

to point out that, given a longer menu representing a broader

range of subjective values, many items would probably be eliminated

- . immediately. One wonders how successfully Russo and Rosen's

technique could be extended for purposes of assessing an individual's

preference space for complex, multidimensional choice alternatives.
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Although duration of the fixation correlates with the depth

or complexity of stimulus processing, it tends to be a relatively

uninformative measure of psychological activity. The reason is

* that an obligatory latency of about 200 msec. is attached to the

initiation of a saccadic movement anyhow (Alpern, 1971). Since

recognition of familiar stimuli may take as little as a few

tens of milliseconds, there is considerable time for additional

processing during the course of a normal fixation. Consequently,

the duration of the fixation is only sensitive to encoding activities

that are sufficiently complex to extend it beyond its normal term.

Gould (1967; Gould & Dill, 1969; Gould & Peeples, 1970;

Gould & Schaffer, 1965, 1967) has extensively investigated the

relationship between fixation durations and visual information

processing. In these experiments, the subject was presented with

a 3 x 3 array of patterns with the task of determining how many

of the outer patterns matched the center or standard pattern. The

standard pattern elicited the longest fixation; presumably, this

reflected efforts to memorize or create a template of the standard.

Further, matching or target patterns were fixated for significantly

longer durations than nontarget patterns. By requiring one group

of subjects to count the number of patterns that mismatched, rather

than matched, the standard, Gould and Schaeffeor (1967) were able

to attribute this difference to two separate tendencies: (1)

* fixations were longer for target patterns than for nor'target

patterns, regardless of whether they matched or mismatched the

standard, (2) fixation durations increased with the similarity of

the pattern to the standard, regardless of whether or not it was a

* target. Because this pattern of results obtained across a wide

variety of stimulus domains, Gould has argued that it reflected

basic, everyday aspects of human pattern processing.
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Finally, the degree of pupillary dilation may also provide
useful indices of higher order processes. For one, pupil diameter
varies directly and reliably with the observer's interest in the

information under fixation (Libby, Lacey, & Lacey, 1973). Further,

Kahneman (1973) has argued that pupil diameter is a particularly

interpretable index of autonomic activity, reflecting momentary

changes in the subject's expenditure of general mental effort.

Rapid Serial Presentation of Foveal Displays

The effective rate of information presentation under visual

display techniques generally depends on the observer's scanning

rate. Although a single visual fixation may last as long as
several seconds, there is evidence that the amount of information

that is assimilated asymptotes within a few hundred milliseconds

(Loftus, 1972). To the extent that this is true, longer fixations

are a waste of time. Thus, the use of successive, foveal displays

might offer a means of pacing visual information presentation for

maximal efficiency.

IL Indeed, successive display techniques might provide a means

of accelerating the rate of visual information processing beyond

typical limits. Visual arrays are normally scanned at a rate of

3 or 4 fixations per sec., and people are physiologically incapable

* of executing more than 5 or 6 saccadic movements per sec. In-

formation could be presented much more rapidly through successive

display techniques since eye movements would be unnecessary.

The potential utility of such techniques depends upon the rate

* at which people can process visual information, irrespective of

eye movements, and this is the issue to be addressed in this

section.
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This problem was given considerable attention by early

psychologists. The interest in the problem was initially motivated

by a philosophical question: If the mind is unitary, how can it

conceive of more than one idea or object at a time? The earliest
"lexperiment" was merely a demonstration that in fact the mind

could, and consisted in tossing handfuls of beans upon a table

and asking subjects to estimate their number from a single glance.

This soon evolved into an interest in the so-called "span of

apprehension" or the ability to make instantaneous judgments of

numerosity. The methodology became refined, and, perhaps most

importantly, the tachistoscope was invented.

The tachistoscope offered unprecedented methodological

flexibility in terms of both stimulus selection and temporal

control. It was already known that visual information was acquired

primarily during fixations and that the minimum time to change

fixations was about 200 msec. As the tachistoscope provided a

means of presenting a stimulus for less than 200 msec., it also

provided a means of insuring that the subjects' responses would

be based on information acquired during a single glance--or, in

accord with the times, in a "single perceptual moment." The

ability to manipulate display times led to the investigation of

the speed of visual apprehension. Further, the scattered beans

were replaced with systematically constructed arrays of dots,

6 and eventually with letters, words, colors, and geometrical

patterns.

The major findings of these early investigators are as

6

follows. First, the span as measured by the number of reportable

items was found to vary systematically with the coherence of the

information in the display. For example, the span of apprehension

is generally greater for digits than for unrelated letters, and

5
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for unrelated letters than for geometric patterns. Similarly,

the typical span for any particular item type can be increased

by clustering the items into a higher order pattern: more dots

were reported if they were arranged in subgroups; more letters

ML were recognized if they were arrayed as words; and more words

were recognized if they were semantically interrelated. Second,

the span was found to vary systematically between individuals,

regardless of the item type. Finally, within the limits of a

single fixation, the span was found to be relatively insensitive

to the duration of the exposure; as long as the exposure duration

exceeded some very brief minimum, the full span was generally

reported.

The interpretation of these data has been tempered by two

fundamental reservations. First, several investigators suggested

that the subject may be able to see much more of a briefly

° iexposed display than he can report--that the observed span of

apprehension reflects limitations on verbal memory rather than

visual perception (Cattell, 1885; Glanville & Dallenback,

1929; Woodworth, 1938). Second, it was repeatedly

* nsuggested that the sensory response or image evoked by a brief

exposure might persist beyond the termination of the display;

if this were true, then it would be inaccurate to equate the

"time for perception" with the duration of the stimulus exposure.

These reservations were only recently borne out by empirical

research (Sperling, 1960). Sperling began by replicating the

earlier findings that the span of apprehension was invariant
across a range of exposure durations. Then he devised an

ingenious demonstration that this upper bound was due to memory

rather than visual limitations. He presented his subjects with

as many as twelve, unrelated alphanumeric stimulus items, arranged
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in three rows of four items each. Immediately following the

offset of the display, he presented an auditory signal which

indicated which row of the display the subject was to report.

Under these conditions, the proportion of correct responses

implied that subjects had at least twice as much visual informa-

tion available as they were able to report. The results of

subsequent investigations suggest that this information resides

in the form of a virtual image or icon of the display. The icon

normally persists for about 200 msec. beyond actual display

termination. It can, however, be totally and immediately

displaced or overwritten by a subsequent visual input (Averbach

& Coriell, 1961; Haith, 1970; Sperling, 1963).

Sperling (1963) speculated that the purpose of the icon

might be that of a visual buffer memory. The function of its

persistence would be to maintain images across saccades. In

this way, the visual world would switch cleanly from image to

image instead of flashing on and off. In addition, it would

provide a little extra processing time for each image. Since a

new image totally displaces information in the icon, successively

fixated materials will not visually interfere with one another.

If one wants to measure the speed of visual perception,

then one must find some means of determining the subjective

duration of the stimulus. The fact that the contents of the

icon are displaced by subsequent visual stimuli provides a

means of doing so. That is, the effective exposure duration

of a visual stimulus can be estimated as the actual exposure

duration of the stimulus plus either 200 msec. or the time until

the onset of a second or masking stimulus, whichever is briefer.

Thus, by setting the exposure duration of the stimulus at a
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U minimal value and manipulating the latency of the masking stimulus,

the rate of visual perception can also be determined.

Using this technique, Sperling (1963) discovered that for a

- brief period after stimulus onset, no information was available-

from the display; the duration of this period depended on various

exposure parameters, such as the brightness of the stimulus field.

After this period, however, letters were extracted at the approxi-

mate rate of one every 10 msec., asymptoting at four or five items,

and this rate was relatively independent of exposure parameters.

Sperling's interpretation of these findings was that items in
- the icon were serially scanned at a fixed rate, verbalized, and

removed to an auditory rehearsal buffer. The asymptote of four

or five items purportedly reflected the capacity limit of the

verbal rehearsal loop.

P This interpretation must be altered in view of more recent

evidence. First, the items in the icon are apparently scanned

or encoded in parallel rather than in series (Adams, 1975; Estes

& Taylor, 1966; Gardner, 1973; Sperling, 1967). Second, the

maturation rate of the percept is not fixed, but depends on the

complexity of the stimulus. Basic visual features, like color,

size, and position, become available almost immediately; in fact,

these features are so readily evident that they can be used instead

of Sperling's auditory tones for partial report procedures

(Averbach & Coriell, 1961; Clark, 1969; VonWright, 1968, 1970).

Further, simple figures, like Landoldt Cs, can be encoded two

to three times faster than digits (Allport, 1968), and familiar

letter sequences are scanned faster than less familiar letter

sequences (Adams, 1975; Mewhort, Merikle & Bryden, 1969). Third,

visually presented items need not be verbally recoded in order
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to be remembered, but the same capacity limitations hold regardless

(Scarborough, 1972; Sternberg, 1969; Wolford & Hollingsworth, 1974).

Even so, Sperling's basic notion, that information had to

be recoded or "read-out" of the icon (though not necessarily

verbally) in order to be retained, was correct. Turvey (1967)

has argued that iconic information that is not recoded leaves no

trace on the system whatsoever. He found that the probability of

recalling a visual stimulus did not improve even after 54 repeated

50-msec. exposures of a single display which the subject had been

required to attend to but not to report. This is in marked con-

trast to the effects of stimulus repetition on either short-term

memory (Hebb, 1961) or long-term memory (Rundus, 1974). Moreover,

unanalyzed iconic information seems to be virtually disconnected

from the rest of the system. Neither the capacity of the iconic

store nor the availability of its contents are affected by con-

current performance of other information processing tasks, and,

conversely, the performance of other information tasks is not

impaired by concurrent loads of iconic memory (Doost & Turvey,

1971; Turvey, 1966).

It follows that for purposes of determining the maximum

feasible rate of display presentation, we should be concerned with

the time required for the image to be encoded rather than with

the time for it to reach full clarity. Moreover, encoding activi-

ties may continue after the stimulus has been masked. This is

especially true when the masking stimulus consists of non-

informative visual noise, as in the above-cited studies. This

inference is supported by the fact that when the second stimulus

is categorically similar to the first (e.g., both are letters or

words), it maintains full masking capacity for at least 250 msec.

(Merikle, 1974; Potter, 1976; Turvey, 1973). Importantly, this
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latency corresponds to the full duration of a normal visual fixa-

F - tion. The implication is that the speed with which people can
r identify the elements of a visual display cannot be increased

beyond its natural limitations through rapid serial presentation
of the displays.

If people are asked to detect or recognize prespecified

*visual events, rather than to identify and remember them given

* no foreknowledge, the situation is much different. Potter and

Levy (1969) found that subjects' memory for pictures presented

in rapid sequence depended strongly on the presentation time

per picture. In their experiment, the probability of correctly

distinguishing any of the 16 test pictures from 16 novel dis-

traction items was only 0.16 if the pictures had been presented

for 125 msec. apiece. From that point, accuracy rose nearly

linearly with log presentation time, exceeding 90% only when

the pictures had been presented for as much as 2 sec. apiece.

By contrast, when subjects were asked simply to determine whether

or not a previously seen target picture was a member of the

sequence, accuracy asymptoted near 100% when the pictures were

* N presented for as little as 167 msec. each. Moreover, the

* accuracy of target detection was equally good when the target

picture had not been shown to the subject in advance, but only

* vaguely described, e.g., "a boat" or "two men drinking beer."

Taking these results together with some from further research,

Potter (1976) has concluded that a complex visual scene may be

seen and understood within about 100 msec., but requires an

additional 300 msec. of processing to be immunized from con-

ceptual masking by subsequent scenes. Prior knowledge about a

* * scene serves to prime the conceptual processing.
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The ecological significance of Potter's results is that they
reconcile the fact that we cannot remember unrelated scenes pre-

sented in rapid succession with the fact that we normally scan

our environment in glances that last only one-third of a second.

If the information in a glance is roughly anticipated, it is

assimilated. Thus, our normal rate of scanning efficiently supports

the processes of confirming or refuting our expectations about

* .our environment and of searching for relevant information.

3
The significance of Potter's results with regard to C tech-

nology is that, although rapid serial displays of visual information

are not advantageous for purposes of initial information presen-

tation, they may be very effective and efficient for purposes of

information detection or retrieval. The latter suggestion is

supported by a recent study by Sperling, Budiansky, Spivak, and

Johnson (1971) in which they tried to push the detection function

to its limit. Sperling et al. presented matrices, each of *0'ich

was composed of from 2 to 25 unrelated alphabetic characte in

rapid succession. Somewhere, in one of the matrices, one of the

alphabetic characters had been replaced with a digit, and the

subject's task was to detect the digit. With practice, one of

their subjects became able to locate the d. git in a series of

16-item matrices, presented for only 40 msec. apiece; that is,

this subject was apparently scanning the characters at a rate of

125 per sec.

What is more, Sperling et al. found that subjects could,

with extensive practice, learn to detect any unspecified digit

in a field of letters at comparable rates. Several investigators

(e.g., Brand, 1971; Ingling, 1972; Posner, 1970) have found that

adult subjects can discern whether a character is a letter or a

digit before having determined its identity. Thus, one might
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~I 5 attribute the performance of Sperling et al.'s subject to a
peculiarity in the way we process alphanumeric items (Nickerson,

1973; Turvey, 1974). However, Shiffrin and Schneider (1975) have

demonstrated that, with practice, subjects are able to detect

- any of a set of as many as 10 arbitrary items in a field of

visually similar items, as easily as a single, physically

specified item. This point is important for C 3  applications

i nasmuch as it suggests that, with practice, rapid serial displays

could provide an efficient technique for presenting information

to be scanned for several different arbitrary events at once.

The fact that rapid serial displays can be perceived or under-

stood if they are anticipated raises the possibility that they
t

may also be useful for purposes of refreshing one's memory.

To our knowledge, this application nas not been studied to date.
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CHAPTER 2

MONITORING AND ATTENTION SHARING

Introduction

The human operator in a command/control/communication system

may be called upon to monitor inputs (or stimuli) from a

particular source, targets of a particular type, a particular

attrioute of complex stimuli, and outputs (or responses) in a

particular category (Treisman, 1969) -- looking for patterns and

trends as well as singular, discrete events -- all the while he

is commanding/controlling/communicating. The job of simply

monitoring particular targets, as exemplified by the radar or

sonar observer, does not exist in a modern C3 system. In today's

or tomorrow's integrated intelligence/target-enagement system,

the functions of surveillance and warninq are largely automated,

so that the important "siqnal events" for the human operator are

those reoresenting the operatinq status of the system, and are

events that are more often inferred than directly sensed (Kibler,

1965).

Signal events must be inferred when a subsystem fails and

the human must temporarily take over its functions; when a

situation outside the capabilities of the automatic equipment

arises and the human must act to extend the system's range of

performance (Adams, 1965); and also when the system is

functioning according to plan and the situation is evolving

within anticipated limits. In a taxonomy of C3 activities

offered at a recent ARPA-sponsored conference, monitoring (item 3

4| in that taxonomy) feeds directly into what may be a quite complex
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! process of event classification and choice of response, or

decision-making (item 4), and is surrounded by resource
allocation (1), scheduling (2), and creation and invention (5)

(Pew, 1976). In short, while monitoring per se is as important

_ in military settings as it ever was, it is now more complicated,

and only part of the job.

Despite the inherent comolexity of modern military

. monitorina, and of the setting in which it takes place,

psychological research on monitorinq behavior has continued

primarily in the vein in which it began thirty years ago

(Mackworth, 1948), when it was motivated by the radar observer,

and it has, indeed, been regarded as research on "vigilance."

With few exceptions among hundreds of studies, including hundreds

in the last decade, the signals employed have been weak, brief,

unidimensional, from a single source, and of fixed probability;

the responses required have been related only to signal

existence; and the observer has had nothing else to do (see

reviews by Broadbent, 1971; Davies and Tunes, 1969; Mackworth,

1970; and the more recent bibliography compiled by Parasuraman,

1976a). These studies have not seriously involved selective

attention, temporal or spatial integration of sensory information

(trends or patterns), inference, interpretation, action,

responsibility for control, or task interference. Again with a

few recent exceotions, these studies have concentrated on

time-deoendent chanaes in performance, to the exclusion of

situationally-determined effects, and to the exclusion of

absolute levels of nerformance.

Nonetheless, we believe that the last decade of research on
3

vigilance has provided a good baz.s for research on C
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monitoring. Indeed, it now appears that the very simplicity of

the classical viqilance task has enabled laboratory research to

attain its primary objective, namely, the isolation and

identification of some basic variables that operate in the

comolex, oractical situation.

A key development in this respect has been the

application of modern signal detection theory to vigilance.

Signal detection theory, based on statistical decision theory,

appears now to offer a sound theoretical framework that

encompasses significant variables in applied monitoring tasks,

and to provide a definition of functional relationships in

quantifiable terms (Broadbent, 1971; Drury and Fox, 1975;

Howell, Johnston, and Goldstein, 1966; Jerison, 1976; Mackworth,

1970; Parasuraman and Davies, 1976; Swets, 1976; Swets and

Kristofferson, 1970). This theory seems thereby to fulfill the

requirement that was identified by Jerison and Pickett (1963) and

Kibler (1965) as essential to generalizing from laboratory to

field. Also apparent is that much of the power of the theory

remains to be tapped in studies of monitoring.

A second key develooment, accomplished in the past year or

two, has been the careful and imaqinative taxonomic analysis of

*g monitoring tasks by Parasuraman and Davies (1976). These

investigators, using the ARPA-sponsored taxonomy of tasks

developed by Levine, Romashko, and Fleishman (1973), have shown

how a consideration of the abilities required by different types
i* of display can account for the major perceptual effects in

vigilance experiments, and how that consideration also reveals

consistent individual differences across tasks. Their results

suggest, in addition, how processes of memory and effort may be

*0 related to perceptual processes.
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P In this oaoer we review the main outcomes of viqilance

research influenced by signal detection theory (SDT), and examine
the role that this theorv and the new leads from the taxonomic

analysis of vigilance tasks can play in studying complex

g monitoring. Our examination will be aided by a NATO conference

held this year on "Vigilance II. Relationships among Theory,

Physiological Correlates and Operational Performance."

We begin this review with the emphasis that SDT places on

"- response strategies, or decision criteria, as distinguishable

from perceptual efficiency (and observe in passing that latency

' data as well as accuracy data, and physiological recordings,

support the distinction, in vigilance as well as in other signal

detection studies). We establish that the criterion for a

positive detection decision becomes more stringent over time in

essentially all viqilance experiments, and that Perceptual
efficiency declines over time when and only when the monitoring

(a) is done under time pressure and (b) is of a class of displaY
that places a demand on memory.

U
We then see that, if displays are properly classified,

individual differences are consistent over tasks. The next few

sections discuss situational determinants of response strategies,

the lack of effect of situational changes on perceptual

efficiency, and the measurement of absolute levels of

performance, as they have been considered in recent vigilance

research. Industrial inspection is then discussed as supplying

another research paradigm relevant to C3 monitoring.

At that point we return to consider some implications of the

finding that perceptual decrements occur when the display

incorporates a memory reouirement and the display's event rate
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exerts a time pressure -- specifically, how perceptual

efticiency, and the decision criterion as well, may be affected

by the effort required of the monitor, with the "cost of

observing" as an intervening variable. Those relations bring us

to some thoughts about selective and divided attention and

interference among sub-tasks in the complex, practical task. In

the process we describe specifically the few, recent experiments

that have simulated asoects of the complex task: experiments that

involve patterns, trends, chanqes in sional orobability,

multiple sources, and competing sub-tasks.

The concluding pages suggest and characterize two lines of

laboratory research that should generalize rather directly to the

field. The first focuses on the cost of observing for the

monitor who has much else to do. This research area can benefit

from a greater attention by psychologists to quantitative models

of selective attention and control developed in the engineering

literature. Our review of these formulations will be aided by

another NATO conference held this year, entitled "Monitoring

Behavior and Supervisory Control." The second line of research

suggested focuses on the inference of signal events consisting

of patterns and trends. This research area can further tap the

power of SDT for behavioral studies of monitoring, by drawing on

.0 its models of pattern classification and deferred decision.

These two suggested lines of research are particularly responsive

to Kibler s (1965) call for laboratory research relevant to

modern, complex man-machine systems.

Response Strateqies vs. Perceptual Efficiency

"* The application of SDT to human observers has established
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that yes-no resoonses concerning signal existence reflect a

decision criterion, i.e., a response strategy, as well as a

nerceotual capacity. The theory's orimary analytical tool, the

relative (or-receiver) operating characteristic (ROC), shows how

any civen level of Derceotual efficiency may be accompanied by

any one of the full range of balances between the proportions of

the two types of error. The ROC yields independent measures of

perceptual efficiency and the decision criterion. The former is
determined jointly by the observer's sensitivity and the strength

of the signal, while the latter is determined jointly by the a

priori probability of a signal and by the payoff matrix, i.e.,

the values of the two possible correct decisions and the costs of

.the two possible errors (Green and Swets, 1966).

The Initial Application of SDT to Vigilance

The initial result of applying SDT in experiments on

* vigilance -- in about thirty studies in the 1960"s -- was to show

that the so-called vigilance decrement, namely, a decline in the

oroportion of true or correct detections, usually reflected a

proqressivelv stricter decision criterion, rather than a decline

over time in oerceptual efficiency as assumed earlier. That is,

the decline in the proportion of true detections was found to be

reliably accomoanied by a decline in the proportion of false

detections; in most cases, the decline in the proportion of

false detections was of a magnitude such that all of the decline

in the proportion of true detections could be attributed to a

criterion shift (Broadbent, 1971; Mackworth, 1970; Swats and

Kristofferson, 1970).
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. A recent analysis of decision latency aives further evidence

for a criterion change rather than a perceptual decrement.

Whereas a decline in perceptual vigilance (or arousal) would lead

us to expect an increase in the latencies of all response
categories, the latencies of both correct and incorrect
rejections (of "No" responses) have been found to decrease or

remain stable over a work period. This result is consistent with

the earlier interpretation of latencies in the SDT context that

latencies are shorter as the perceptual evidence relative to

signal existence (the observation value) is more distant from the

criterial level of evidence required for a positive response

(Carterette, Friedman, and Casmides, 1965; Emmerich, Gray, Watson

and Tanis, 1972; Laming, 1973) -- and suggests that the criterion

* . becomes more stringent as the task proceeds. Thus, both of the

main performance indices, accuracy and latency, may be understood

within the SOT framework and lead to the same conclusion about a

criterion change (Parasuraman, 1976b).

k recent analysis of physiological recordings, specifically,

of the late components of evoked potentials, also lends support

to interpretations of vigilance changes in terms of criterion

shifts. The basic finding relative to evoked potentials in

detection experiments is that the amplitude and latency of the

0O late components are systematically related to the strictness of

the observer's decision criterion, as influenced by probabilities

and payoffs in a binary-response task, and as estimated from the

different response categories in "ating task (e.g., Paul and

Sutton, 1972; Squires, Squires, and Hillyard, 1975a, 1975b).

Davies and Parasuraman (1976) reported three experiments which

suggest that the same measures provide reliable correlates of

decision processes in vigilance; in one of their experiments, for

example, a change over time to a stricter criterion, with
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P constant perceptual efficiency, was accompanied by the expected

change in late-component latencies.

A few experiments in the 1960's showed a decline in

-nperceptual efficiency in addition to a criterion change. These

exceptional experiments had two defining characteristics: they

emoloyed (1) hiqh event rates, reauirinq almost continuous

attention to the display, and (2) visual displays, which were

thouqht of as loosely "coupled" to the observer relative to

" auditory displays, meaninq that a waning of attention could

result in events (signal and non-signal) being missed altogether

(Broadbent, 1971; Mackworth, 1970; Swets and Kristofferson,

1970).

The New Taxonomic Analysis

Another set of about thirty studies, conducted in the

1970"s, is consistent with the earlier studies in presenting a

reliable change in the decision criterion, but presents more

experiments with a perceptual decline over time, including some

with auditory displays (Parasuraman and Davies, 1976; Swets,

1976). However, the taxonomic analysis by Parasuraman and Davies

suoplies a new and current distinction between tasks that show a

oerceptual decrement and those that do not, encomoassing all of

the existinq experimental results.

The main taxonomic dimension is now seen to be one that

differentiates "perceptual speed" and "flexibility of closure."

Described simply, tasks demanding ?2rceptual speed are those

iequiring a rapid, successive conparison of stimuli or display

states -- a change in a standard value, say, such that the
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standard value is no longer existinq -- whereas tasks reauiring

flexibility of closure present a simultaneous comoarison --

detection of a soecified stimulus in a more complex surround.

Examoles of speed tasks are detection of an increase in the

brightness of a flashinq light, and a decrease in the duration of

a repetitive tone. Closure tasks include detection of a disc of

a different hue in a display of six discs, and a tone added to a

noise background. The distinction between speed and closure

tasks, and a distinction between high and low event rates

(greater or less than 24 per minute), are sufficient to

dichotomize present vigilance studies relative to a perceptual

decrement.

The accompanying figure (Fig.l), devised by Parasuraman and

Davies (1976), classifies 42 vigilance experiments according to

these two dimensions, and also according to the dimensions of

source complexity (single source vs. multiple sources of signals)

and sense modality (visual vs. auditory). The Y's indicate

experiments showing a perceptual decrement; the N's indicate

experiments not showing such a decrement. We see that all

instances of decrement arose from a successive comparison at a

high rate.

Consistency of Individual Differences

Let us return later to an interpretation of this result, and
0 consider now some collateral evidence for its significance:

evidence from the consistency of individual differences in

performance. Though earlier studies had not disclosed a basis

for consistent individual differences across tasks, and, indeed,

though a common view has been that individual differences are
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N
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SENSE MODALITY
.4

Fig. 1. Taxonomy of vigilance studies. Y's indicate-studies
showing a perceptual decrement; N's indicate studies
showing no perceptual decrement. (From Parasuraman

4 and Davies, 1976).

4
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highly task specific, Parasuraman and Davies have neatly

* ., demnonst-ated that individual differences are task-type specific,

when speed and closure types of display are differentiated.

Specifically, they obtained correlation coefficients for various

pairs of six.tasks: Visual Speed 1 (VSl), Visual Speed 2 (VS2),

Visual Closure 1 (VC), Visual Closure 2 (VC2), Auditory Speed

(AS) , and Auditory Closure (AC).

Fiqure 2's upper panel shows correlations of d', a measure
of perceptual efficiency derived from SOT, and the lower Panel

shows correlations of the proportions of hits, or true detections

-- for pairs of tasks laid out along the abscissa according to

increasing compatibility. Classification across both the ability

(speed-closure) and modality (visual-auditory) categories,

denoted (VS/AC), leads to near-zero correlation; classification

across the ability category and matching on the modality

dimension (VS/VC) also produces a non-significant correlation.

Significant correlations (above the line) are represented by the

next two points, obtained from tasks matched on the ability

dimension (VS/AS, VC/AC); the highest correlations are obtained

from tasks matched on both dimensions (the rightmost two points).

These results, together with other recent findings across sense

modes (Tyler, Waag, and Halcomb, 1972) and across number of

*O signal sources (Milosevic, 1974; Kennedy, 1976), suggest that we

can devise selection tests for monitorinq tasks, and extrapolate

performance data from laboratory to practical tasks.

0

Situational Determinants of Resnons? Strateqv

Early vigilance research concentrated on time-depenJent

0 effects, regarded as decrements in perceptual efficiency, and so
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Fig. 2. Correlation coefficients for pairs of monitoring tasks,

arranged according to increasing compatibility of the
elements of a pair. See legend in text. (From
Parasuraman and Davies, 1976).
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failed to reflect the importance of situational changes in

*:- comolex monitoring. Recent vigilance research -- acknowledging

* .""that time-deoendent effects result from changes in response

strategy, and often exclusively from such changes -- has

emohasized situational variables that affect response strategy.

Several studies have examined the effects of different signal

probabilities, including abrupt changes in signal probability

during a single experimental session, and a few studies have

examined the effects of different stimulus-response payoff

matr ices.

The consistent result of experiments employing different

conditions of signal probability is that the decision criterion

adopted by the human observer, as indexed by the measure B (read

. "beta") derived from SDT, is almost perfectly correlated with the

optimal decision criterion specified by the theory, though the

*- criteria obtained generally shy away from the extreme optima (see

Swets, 1976, and Swets and Kristofferson, 1970, for a review of a

dozen such studies)

* i Williges (1973) and Embrey (1975) employed first a constant,

then a chanqing, siqnal orobabilitv. In the first study, a

siqnal orobabilitv of 0.1, with an optimal B of 10, led to

obtained B's close to 10; and a signal probability of 0.5, with

an optimal B of 1, oroduced empirical B's near 2. When the signal

probability changed within a session from 0.1 to 0.5, the final

B s obtained were also about 2. In the seconC study, an initial

probability of. 0.5 and a probability changing from 0.5 to 0.2,

led to obtained B's very near the optimal values, namely, 1 and

4, respectively.
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S The ooint here, not to be lost among the numbers, is that

viailance research in the last decade, as influenced by SDT, has

begun to bring into the laboratory the situational changes in

probabilities that are characteristic of practical monitoring

- tasks. The same theory handles situational changes in decision

values and costs. A half-dozen vigilance studies show that the

decision criterion shifts in the expected direction as payoffs

shift, when the payoffs are large enough to be significant for

the observer (see reviews by Swets, 1976, and Swets and

Kristofferson, 1970). Vickers (1976) has discussed some

mechanisms of adaptive decision making in the context of SDT and

rvigilance.

The relevance of this line of research is suggested by

discussion at the ARPA-sponsored workshop on perception and

information processing (as summarized by Pew, 1976). It was

observed there that the C3 operator, particularly at the level of

the commander, does not passively accept information but actively

forms hypotheses that control his information-seeking and

information-processing behavior, in accordance with

probabilities and values and costs. An hypothesis may make the

operator less attentive to a particular display as time goes on,

so that his perceptual efficiency for that display appears to

decline, or the hypothesis may serve to elevate his decision

criterion relative to a signal from that display, or both.

Stated at the same workshop was the view that the major failures

of military command systems from their beginning (including, for

example, Pearl Harbor) is their tendency to give insufficient

weight to a low-probability event.
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Do Situational Changes Affect Perceptual Efficiency?

The answer to that question is "probably not." That is to

say, whereas situational changes clearly affect performance

through alterations in selective attention, a matter to which we

shall return, the motivating or energizing effects of situational

emphases seem to have no beneficial effect on the perceptual

efficiency of the attending observer.

Welford (1962), in fact, has developed the hypothesis that

the observer's level of "activation" affects the decision

criterion and not his sensitivity. Milosevic (1975) used skin

resistance as a measure of activation in a vigilance setting, and

found B (beta) to increase (indicating a progressively stricter

criterion), along with an increase in skin resistance, while d'

(sensitivity) remained constant. Swets and Sewall (1963) and

Watson and Clopton (1969) were unable to improve perceptual

efficiency by motivational manipulation.

Absolute Levels of Performance

Several commentators (e.g., Howell, Johnston, and Goldstein,

1966) have pointed out that classical vigilance research has been

unduly limited by its emphasis on time-dependent functions

(decrements) rather than on absolute levels of performance. They

write: "Many variables, such as those related to display

comolexity, may have more of a bearinq upon over-all monitoring

nroficiency than they do upon maintenance of proficiency over
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£ EWe observe here that SOT offers absolute measures of

perceptual efficiency. And in the next breath that the standard

measures supplied by the theory are based on error proportions,

and so can be reliably determined only when the error proportions

* . are large enough to be reliably measured in a realistic number of

trials. However, Eaan, Greenberq, and Schulman (1961) and Watson

and Nichols (1976) have shown how measures of perceptual

[* - efficiency and of the decision criterion can be obtained from

response latencies in a test with undefined trials -- thereby

providing a methodology that permits working with somewhat

stronger signals.

Industrial Inspection as a Research Paradigm

During the past six years SDT has been extensively applied

in monitoring studies undertaken by industrial engineers in the

interests of quality control. A good part of this work was

described at a 1974 conference and collected in a volume edited

* by Drury and Fox (1975).

The industrial-inspection oaradigm may be instructive for

oresent ourposes in part because there is little or no vigilance

.4 decrement in practical insoection problems. It is oerhaps the

freedom from concern for a decrement that has permitted the

encineers to attend to other factors in monitoring, including

physical and organizational variables.
4'

The conceptual strengths of SDT have been treated explicitly

and in detail in this context. Several authors have suggested

that it offers a framework to integrate alertness, search, and

-4 i memory with discrimination and decision in complex monitoring
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(Adams, 1975; Buck, 1975; Drurv and Fox, 1975). "Since the use

of SOT Permits the study of both stimulus and response variables,

the entire insoection task may, at least in theory, be studied.

The use of ROC curves should permit the comoarison of viewing

conditions, inspectors, equipment used, or visual target used to

signal a defect" (Adams, 1975, p. 65). "The measures d" and B

... are based only on error data so that the inspection of

different products can be measured on the same scale, opening up

* .new possibilities for absolute measures of job difficulty as well

as their diagnostic value in improving performance" (Drury, 1975,

*" p. 51). SDT's "advantages are that it brings together the

operational variables and allows their separate and interactive

effects to be treated comprehensively in mathematical terms"

(Drury and Fox, 1975, p. 97). Moreover, it "is most attractive

as the vehicle for integrating human factors data with

established quality control models .... Certainly in attempting

to conceptualize the role of phy-i.cal and organizational

factors...it is invaluable and Provides a rationale which makes

the importance of these factors indisputable" (Drury and Fox,

19)75, p. 98).

The economic or practical value of the theory seems also to

be clearer in the industrial setting, perhaps because military
values and costs are extreme. According to Wallack and Adams

(1969) , Drury (1973) , and Drury and Fox (1975) , the ability to

predict various combinations of error probability along an ROC

curve permits management to select the required "acceptable

quality limit" with knowledge of the cost in relation to false

detections, so that the need or not for a further check on the

rejects is apparent. Sheehan and Drury (1971) illustrate the

economic value of appraising inspectors of inappropriate

criteria, of training and feedback to establish new criteria, and
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| of feed-forward of fault probabilities. Strong support for the

value of SDT to human-factors specialists in industry is the

testimony of Chapman and Sinclair (1975): "The practical value

[of SDTI arises from the fact that it allows economic

- justification for the application of ergonomics to inspection,

and [from] the relative ease with which recommendations for

improvement can be derived" (p. 241)

Memory, Time Pressure, and Effort

Consider now some implications of the finding that

perceptual decrements occur when the display requires the ability

of "perceptual speed" (i.e., calls for a successive comparison,

or a change in some feature of a repetitive stimulus) and also

requires almost continuous attention and decision making (i.e.,

presents the repetitive stimuli, or events, at a high rate).

Tnese implications, as spelled out by Parasurainan (197Gb), point

to a promising line of research on complex monitoring.

The first import of the successive comparison, in which a

signal is specified only relative to another stimulus which is
* absent when the signal is present, is that memory is brought into

play. In the terms of Norman and Bobrow (1975), monitoring tasks

are "data limited, and the speed display suffers from limits on

"memory Oata" as well as from the usual limits on the quality of
"siqnal ata." Performance will denend not only on the

s iqnal-to-noise ratio, but also on the aualitv of the memory

references, i.e., of the stored reoresentations of earlier

inptuts. rDoarently, this demand on memory -- when coupled with a

high stimulation rate, which might disturb the memory process --

brings about a perceptual decrement not observed with the

"clr rc" (simultaneous-com~ar ison) display.
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Parasuraman has suggested that this focus on memory and time

oressure may be related to Kahneman's (1973) ideas about memory,

time pressure, and effort. In Kahneman's view, the effort

invested in a task is determined larqelv by the intrinsic

structure of the task; voluntarv control over the amount of

momentary effort exerted is auite limited. (In his example, one

simply cannot work as hard retaining four digits for ten seconds

as mentally multiplying two-digit numbers, even though the

standard level of effort called for by either task does not give

errorless performance.) He prornoses that "Time pressure is a

particularly important determinant of momentary effort," and that

"Tasks that impose a heavy load on memory necessarily impose

severe time pressure" (p. 27). We have a picture then of a

high-rate successive-comparison display serving to mobilize a

very high level of effort, so high that it cannot be maintained

for long.

An enervating display may be said to have associated a high

"cost of observing." Given the need to husband strength, to

allocate effort over time, a large investment of effort in a

qiven disolay may not be warranted by the oayoff matrix of that

disolav. A high cost of observinq, in other words, may come to

dominate the cost-benefit ratio, so that the disolav is not

0g observed. Such may be the case even when there are no comoeting

demands on attercion, as usual in vicilance research. In the

terms of one of psychology's conceptual schemes, used also in

vigilance, the observer does not make an "orientation reaction"

*or "observing response" (Jerison, Pickett, and Stenson, 1965;

. 'Kanneman, 19/3). Though more apparently applicable to vision,

tne concept ot the observing response can apply also to audition.
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Two recent exneriments on K ,iqilance that have reouired more

of memory than has been tyoical Fhould be mentioned. Johnston,

Howell, and Williges (1969) presented visually an 3x8 matrix with

each cell either blank or containing a series of two letters

- followed oy a digit; the addition or deletion of one particular

series constituted the signal, and additions or deletions of four

other series served as noise. Tne hypothesis tested was that

* deletions demand more of memory than additions -- the relevancy

of an added stimulus can be perceived, but the relevancy of a

* deleted stimulus must be remembered. Accordingly, perceptual

Efficiency (d') was found to be lower for deletions than

-(additions, and detection latency was greater. No perceptual

effect over time was found, but the event rate was low (6 per

minute). McCann (1969) required his subjects to check a written

list of seven-digit numbers against a spoken presentation of the

3numbers; the signal was a one-digit discrepancy between a number
oresented in the two sensory modes. Here aqain, a low event rate

was used (5 ner minute), and there was no decline in Derceptual

efficiencv.

Suggested Research: Cost of Observing

The cost of observing a particular display may be largely

determined by the effort demanded by that display, but even a

display that is effortless to ooserve my not be worth observing

at certain times. In general, tne cost of observing a display

will also be affected by alternative demands on the operator's

attention. Observing one display may be sacrificed to observe

another; and all observation may be suspended at times, as, for

example, when the momentary premium is on co.mrending,

I :controllina, or communicating, or on allocating, schedulinq, or
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inventing. That is to say, the cost of observing a given display

may be an "opportunity cost."

Ne wish to suggest, in broad outline, that one productive

area of research on C 3 monitoring is one focusing on the monitor

who has much else to do, and that the cost of observing can serve

as a key concept in this research.

Some recent studies fall under this rubric, including a few

in the literature on vigilance. The research program of Alluisi

comes first to mind: ten studies on sustained multiple-task

performance, representing about ten years of synthetic work by

about 100 subjects, involvinq time-sharing among three monitoring

tasks and three active tasks. The emphasis in these studies was

on the effects of several indeoendent variables on the two types

of task, relative to baseline oerformance; the balance struck

amonq the times allotted the various tasks was not analyzed. The

general conclusion is that independent variables such as the time

stress of continuous work, and sleep loss, have similar effects

uf monitoring tasks and active information-processing tasks, with

respect to a decrement and recovery in performance (Alluisi,

Coates, and Morgan, 1976).

More vigilance studies lately have used multiple sources of

signals; here we will mention two presented at the recent NATO

conference on vigilance. Colquhoun (1976) used one and four

frequency channels in a sonar simulation, and found a decline in

the orop rtion of true detections from 0.90 to 0.65 going from

one to four channels. A decline over time was attributed to a

criterion shift in both cases. In a second study, he told

twentv-four observers to listen to a soecified one of the four

ch nnels; a true-,8eection rrooortion of 9.75 when only the one

I
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U

channel was present declined to 0.45 when tnree noise channels

were also present, implicating a masking process rather than a

scanning process. The false-detection proportion, which fell

over time, w~s higher over-all for four channels than one, but

lower per channel. Craig (1976) used two visual targets, the two

differing from a non-target stimulus on different attributes. No

vigilance effects occurred when the two targets were presented as

eauallv important; when one tarqet was assiqned priority, a

, decrement occurred for the more imoortant target while none

occurred for the less imoortant target, the decrement

attributable to a criterion shift. Craig's conclusion is that

display complexity per se does not eradicate a vigilance effect.

We turn now to the engineering literature to identify

quantitative models for selective attention to several

simultaneous signal sources. Our brief review follows the lines

of one prepared by £4oray (1976) for the recent NATO conference

on monitoring behavior and supervisory control; that conference

i Ialso presented some 2urrent illustrations of the models. Having

identified two "key developments" in vigilance research in the

introduction to this paper, we should point out that the

modelling work in the engineering literature constitutes a third

development of the past decade that is key to research on C
3

monitoring.

genrders hDas consilered1 how the observer's samolinq of

siinal sources is .-iffecteed by the information rate of the sources

and the memory o F the observer, and has elaborated two models of

SMolinq behavior. According to the uncertainty model, the

ob)3erver attends to various sources nccording to his uncertainty

about their statuS-:es (S,,.-s, 1964); the probability (of signal)

,?odet applies when l a, ii:Iin si nal .-]e_ Lction is desired
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(Senders, Elkind, Griqnetti, and Smallwood, 1965). Senders and

Posner (1976) have further discussed aueueinq models for

disolavs.

Carbonell (1966) considered how an observer's control of the

orocess he monitored would serve to affect the information rate

or predictability of a display's status. As Moray points out

(1976, p.165), at this point we move from the study of attention

to the study of skill, and extensions of this crossover are

represented in Sheridan's (1970) paper on the concept of

supervisor. Sheridan considers various response strategies

derived fro:di statistical decision theory as they might apply to

selective sampling of sources and to distribution of .-tention

between monitoring and control, with the cost of observing as a

central concept. Observations of inputs have costs when

alternative sources exist, and also when attention must be paid

to outputs so that they may be skillful.

Moray (1976) reported psychological experiments based on

these samoling models, involving various kinds of target, various

target orobabilities, selective attention and divided attention.

One sho W 11 observers to have a qood estimate of qeneral and local

statistical orooerties of sianal sources, and to use those

4 estimate in a near ootimal manner to alter their decision

criteria uo to twice a second, as indexed bv the B (beta) measure

of SDT. Such estimates of probability, Moray suggests, may also

be used in the observer's decision whether or not to make an

oL)seLving response, that is, whethler or not to attend. In the

general oicture that evolves fron this line of thinking (Moray,

1976, p. 173), tne observer uses probaoilities and values in

stLaolisningJ response strategies tnat govern the decision he

ttakes aooit tne signal data tne otains from his observations, and
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also his decisions about when and where to observe, with the goal

'f predicting and adapting well enough to reduce reaction time

and processing load.

Young's (1969) model of manual control also envisions such a

process. We cannot begin to discuss the large literature on

tracking here, but our virtually ignoring it does not deny that

* mnucn of it is relevant to attention and C3 monitoring. See,

e.g., Levison, Elkind, and Ward (1971) on task interference. In

a related study, Allen, Schwartz, and Jex (1976) consider

decision theory as a model for car-driving behavior at a signaled

intersection.

Another large literature that in the main is not discussed

here is the Osvcholoqical literature on "selective attention."

* 3 That work is less relevant to C3 monitoring than its name

suqqests, because it h~s emohasized structural auestions at the

expense of functiona- Lestions (Moray, 1976). Because various

oositions taken were difficult to undermine by experimentation,

many studies throughout the 1960's could be directed to the

question of whether selection was achieved by a discrete

switching mechanism or a continuous attenuation (see Long, 1976),

and to the question of whether the mechanism operates at the

level of sensory analysis or response selection (Shulman and

Fisner, 1972). As these authors point out, research on the

rational allocation of attention, and on related functional

questions, falls outside the scope of the current structural

4 nodels.

However, there is increasing concern in psychological

research on attention for orobloms of capacity allocation.
%Iora-v' work has been rnentioned. Shulman and Fisher foun:l that
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manipulation of signal probabilities and payoff matrices led

their subjects to distribute their attention between two

information sources in proportion to tne expected value of

attending to each. Taylor, Lindsay, and Forbes (1967) proposed

tnat the additive properties of the square of one of SDT's

measures of discrimination, d', enable quantification of the

: - processing capacity devoted to discrimination when two or more

discriminations are attempted simultaneously; they concluded that

approximately 85 percent of the available processor capacity is

used for shared discriminations, and that 15 percent of the

caoacity is reauired to rnntrol the sharinq porocedure.

The time-sharinq (or divided-attention) Paradiqm has been

used to determine the information-processing load of one task by

means of the decrement that task causes in the simultaneous

performance of a second task. An example is the work of Wickens

and Gopher (1975), who also manipulated the subject's

attention-allocation policy by assigning variable task

priorities, and, hence, variable costs of observing. They

found that over-all error in an information-processing (tracking)

task increased, and that reaction time in a ten-choice task

increased, as the relative priority of each task decreased from

100 percent to 70 percent to 50 percent to 30 percent. Finer

* analyses of the tracking data showed that the introduction of the

second task, and the initiation of sampling behavior, was

accompanied by a lower effective siqnal-to-noise ratio (i.e., a

perceptual decrement) and by a reduction in response qain (which

the authors suiqiest is analofious to a response-bias, or

,9eci7ion-criterion, effect). The nain measure -- which

corresoonds to 11hvsical Xeasures o res-,ns? effort, and

threfore rel.ite ; clo ,elv to -ittention -v th, hvnothesis stated
tc:r~ im " -- w3s fu1rther sens it ive t-o differential task n[Jr jities.

3.4
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in a second experiment, Wickens (1976) analyzed a tracking

* " task time-shared with an input task (auditory signal detection)

and an output task (application of a constant force). Only the

parameters measuring internal noise and response bias (not one

measuring processing delay) were sensitive to time-sharing

conditions, and these only to the outout task. The latter result
."" suqcests a more severe limitation of attention in Output than in

input orocesses, even thouah all six subjects felt the input

(detection) task to be considerably more demanding than the

output (force application) task.

An attention operating characteristic analogous to the ROC

of SDT has been discussed by Karlsbeek and Sykes (1967), Kinchla

(1969), and Sperling (1976). The notion here is simply that a

3 given amount of attention can be distriouted between two tasks in

any given proportions, depending upon relative task priorities as

reflected in signal probabilities and a payoff matrix. All three

articles presented experimental verification of the hypothesis.

Further discussion of the assumptions and interpretation of such

operating characteristics, sometimes called "performance

operating characteristics," is qiven by Kantowitz and Kni.ht

(1975) and Norman and Bobrow (1976).

The brief review in this section is meant to indicate that

allocation of attention to monitorinq tasks can be quantified,
and related to independent variables in the over-all task

structure, orimarily the costs and benefits of observing. The

last decade has produced general and Quite adeauate models for
allocation policy, and a few experimental deinonstrations that
lui,,an monitors tize such a policy. We think it evident tnat a

25
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oroQrammatic experimental effort undertaken now, to obtain

narameters for various functional relationshios, would enhance
3

siinificantlv our understandinq of monitoring in C svstems.

Suggested Research: Evolving Signal Patterns

The C 3 monitor, as we have said, must collect information

from several sources, to infer signal events that consist of

patterns of information, and he must integrate the information

over time as the patterns develop dynamically. In this

concluding section, suggesting another line of research, we

attempt to show that recent developments in SDT provide an

initial framework for a program of experimentation on such

complex monitoring behavior.

Consider first siqnal detection over time, and then we will

exoand the discussion to include signal classification, or

oattern recoqnition, over time. We will see that the two

processes -- detection and recognition -- proceed in a correlated

manner over time, and that models exist to predict recognition

performance from detection performance. We shall, for the sake

of brevity, go lightly over the quantitative particulars.

0
Two theoretical treatments of the observer accumulating

signal information over time are of interest: one considering

observation for a predetermined length of time (Birdsall and

* 1Jooerts, 1965a), and the other considering a variable length of

Duservation as influenced by the incoming information -- a

procedure called "deferred decision" (Birdsall and Roberts,

1965o). In both cases, observation time is a function of the

Sex)ectedc. signal -ength, the signal probability, the expected
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SI value ot tne decision (payoff matrix) and the incremental cost of

observing as time proceeds. These same variables, of course,

affect detection accuracy and response bias.

mm Preliminary applications of both models to human observers

exist (Swets and Birdsall, 1967a). Application of an earlier

model similar to that of deferred decision, involving sequential

analysis, was reported by Swets and Green (1969); earlier human

studies with several observations precedinq a decision, with the

number fixed bv the experimenter, were reported by Swets,

Shiplev, Mc ey, and Green (1959). in qeneral, the models predict

human behavior: (1) the human observer accumulates sensory

information at the rate specified in the theory, and (2) as

concerns the balance of time and accuracy that determines the

termination of observation, the human observer is sensitive to

changes in the appropriate variables, and his performance is

correlated with the optimal performance specified in the theory.

Interest in the signal recognition process, within the

framework of detection theory, was evidenced early in the

theoretical and experimental study of the two-alternative

recognition problem (Tanner, 1956), and of the three-alternative

(two signals and noise alone) problem (Swets and Birdsall, 1956).

In another transitional step, the detection model for l-of-M

(multiple) ornoqonal signals (Peterson, Birdsall, and Fox 1954;

see also Nolte and Jaarsma, 1967) was successfully apolied to

speech nerceotion (Green and Birdsall, 1964).

The SOT model for nattern recocnition over time,

incorooratinq the earlier work mentioned above, was described in

Nlolte's (1167) article on the adaotive ootimum receiver. This

model treats extended observation of, and deferred decision

87
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relative to, one of M possible signals. The observer is treated

as storing updated probability estimates separately for each

signal under consideration, so that detection and classification

oroceed simultaneously as oarts of a single process, and the

bases for both kinds of decision are available. The

classification decision is determined by the largest probability;

the detection decision is determined by comparing the largest

probability to a decision criterion for a positive response, a

procedure that gives a mere reliable indication of signal

presence than would be available if the observations of the

various signals were combined in some way.

Some results of a preliminary, unpublished application of

this model, relating only to detection performance for a fixed

number of observation intervals, are shown in Fig. 3, in which

the SDT measure of accuracy or perceptual efficiency d' is

plotted against the number of successive observation intervals,

for the average of three observers (Swets and Birdsall, 1967b).

The square data points at the top of the figure represent a

baseline condition: the average values of d' for eight different

signals (in this preliminary case, eight freouencies of a brief

tone) when only one signal (or noise alone) was presented

throuqhout the (six) successive intervals of a trial and

throughout a given series of trials, and the siqnal to be

oresented was known to the observer. The theoretical line fitted

to the first point, called "constant i-of-i," represents an

increase in d' proportional to the square root of the number of

* observation intervals, as predicted for this condition.

The Jata points of major interest are the triangles,

representing d' when any one of the eight signals (or noise

* alone) couil occur on a given trial of a series, but with the

S
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Fig. 3. Detection performance, d',for eight signals, as a
* function of the number of" observation intervals;

averacge of three Obevr. The three sets of data
points and the four urc:tirsfrom theory (solid
lines) a-re described -n. t1he text.
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same siqnal (or noise alone) occurrinq throuqhout the (twelve)

observation intervals of a aiven trial. The theoretical line

!-' labelled "constant l-of-g" is predicted from the scuare data

points, in accordance with the model for l-of-M orthogonal

signals and the adaptive-optimum-receiver model. The prediction

may be seen to exceed human performance, but generally to follow

its contour.

The circular data points represent another baseline

condition, one in which any one of the eight signals could occur

in any interval of a given trial as well as in any trial; the

observer, then, can only combine the observations at each

frequency band at each observation interval. The two curves

labelled "variable l-of-8" (A and B) represent SDT's ootimal

predictions based on two different methods for combining

observations over signal channels. Both curves exceed human

performance, but one comes auite close.

Another condition of this experiment used only two siqnals

but collected classification data as well; the proportion of

correct recognitions Voried from near chance at the first

observation interval to near perfect at the twelfth interval, as

detection performance varied through approximately the same

range.

The last piece of theoretical and experimental work to be

mentioned snows another way of predicting classification from

* cetection, developed in the context of radiology (Starr, Metz,

Lusted, and Goodenough, 1975). The notion here is to subtract a

quantity from the ordinate (proportion of true detections) of the

empirica] ROC curve for detection of l-of-M orthogonal signals,

*the exact 7uantity depending on M, in order to obtain a predicted

90a
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U ROC curve for classification, i.e., where the ordinate represents

tne proportion of signals correctly detected and correctly

classified. How well this model works, when the classification

is a matter of visual localization among quadrants based on a

- single observ-ation interval per decision, is shown in Fig. 4.

Application to Lindner's (1968) data on recognition of two

* '!. frequencies of tones predicted the results for four observers to

within one or two percent (Green, 1976). This model remains to

be applied to the reconition of complex patterns developing over

time.

The brief review in this section is meant to indicate that a

good deal of theory, and some oreliminarv experiments, exist

relative to evolvinq siqnal patterns, and that a programmatic

effort extending both theory and experimentation, to enable

£ detailed predictions for classification of complex patterns,

would be an appropriate way .o extend our knowledge about

monitoring in command/control/communication systems.

ip,

£
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CHAPTER 3

K-~. MEMORY AND INFORMfATION STORAGE

- .The ability to store and retrieve information is basic to

any organism or system that must perform intellective functions.
OL In the absence-- of human memory there could be no such things as

perception and thought. Perhaps for this reason memory has been

more intensively studied by psychologists than any other aspect

of human experience or performance. In spite of the attention

- it has received, memory remains an enigma. Some determinants of

* - performance of certain types of memory-dependent tasks have been

- * identified, and some functional relationships between stimulus

- I and performance variables have been determined, but exactly how
memory works is not known. Even how many memory systems there

* . are, remains an unresolved question.

* R In this chapter we review work on memory that has been done,

largely during~ the relatively recent past. Most of the work re-

* - viewed is basic research, because most of the work that has been

* done on memory has been motivated by theoretical, as opposed to

IL applied, interests. That is not to suggest that the results of

the work have no applied implications; however these implications

are probably less direct and obvious in this area than in several

of the others covered in this report.

Short-term versus Long-term Memory

The notion that memory is a two-component system, composed

of a conscious short-term store (STS) and an unconscious long-term

store (LTS) dates back at least to the nineteenth century. Al-

though such concepts were largely forgotten during the realm of

the behaviorists, two process memory theories were revitalized
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by Hebb in 1949. Since then such theories have enjoyed extremely

widespread acceptance by psychologists interested in human infor-

mation processing.

The essence of these theories is that after sensory informa-

tion is physiologically encoded, it may briefly reside in the

brain in that state. However, if the information is to be retained

longer than a very few seconds, it must be read into the STS; if

it is to be remembered for a relatively long time, it must be sub-

sequently transferred to the LTS. Whereas the LTS is a permanent

memory with a practically unlimited capacity, the capacity of the

STS is strictly limited in both the number of items it can hold

and the temporal persistence of those items. Unless the contents

of the STS are actively maintained through rehearsal, they are

lost in a matter of seconds. However, as long as the information

resides in the STS, it may be transferred to the LTS. In this

way, the STS processes are responsible for long-term memories.

Currently Atkinson and Shiffrin's (1968, 1971) version of the

two-process memory theory is probably the most popular, but it is

far from unique. Almost every theorist who contributed to Norman's

book, Models of Human Memory (1970), subscribed to the basic view

that stimulus information flows from a sensory register to a STS,

where it is recoded and temporarily retained, and then, given suf-

ficient attention, it is transferred to a LTS.

There is considerable empirical support for the division of

memory into short- and long-term stores. Neu--ological evidence

for two-process memory is primarily derived from the memorial

deficits of patients with bilateral hippocampal lesions; these
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people exhibit an inability to form new long-term traces despite

the fact that they suffer no impairment in immediate memory

(Milner & Teuber, 1968).

Apart from the neurological evidence there are considerable

behavioral data demonstrating process differences between the

short- and long-term stores. First, whereas information in the

STS seems to be exclusively encoded along acoustic or temporal

* dimensions, coding in the LTS involves semantic, frequency, and

redundancy factors, but not acoustic factors (Baddeley, 1970b).

Second, while the amount of material retained in the LTS is sensi-

tive to the rate at which the material was presented, the amount

retained in the STS is not (Glanzer & Cunitz, 1966). By contrast,

delaying recall or manipulating the order of report affects short-

term memory, but not long-term memory (Murdock, 1967); these data

are consistent with the view that information in the STS is rapidly

lost if not actively maintained or transferred to the LTS. Finally,

whereas information that is in the STS can be rapidly and accurately

-accessed through a serial exhaustive search of its contents

(Sternberg, 1969), information retrieval from the LTS involves

an often laborious and presumably nonexhaustive search and is a

function of the sought item's frequency of previous occurrence

(Underwood & Shulz, 1960).

While the distinction between short-term and long-term memory

is a widely accepted one, and one for which supportive evidence

can be cited, its validity has not been demonstrated unequivocally.

Moreover, even assuming the validity of the distinction, the

boundary between these two components is fuzzy at best; iL is

not the case that something is either remembered for a very short
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time, or for a very long time, if at all. It seems not unlikely

to us that a one-component theory of memory might be developed

that would account for what is known about memory-dependent per-

formance as well as, or better than, any existing two-component

theory. However, theory development is beyond the scope of this

report, and acceptance of the distinction between short-term and

long-term memory facilitates the review of previous research

inasmuch as most of the theorizing on which that research has

been based has taken this distinction as a given.

Auditory Encoding in Short-Term Memory

The use of auditory coding in the STS is both intuitively

obvious (e.g., verbal rehearsal) and empirically well substantiated.

For example when interitem similarity is high, verbal learning is

retarded because of interference (Kintsch, 1970a) . If items in

the STS are encoded along acoustic dimensions, then remembering

acoustically similar lists should be more difficult than remem-

bering acoustically dissimilar lists. In fact, thiE-: is found to

be true. Conrad and Hull (1964) found that the memory span for

acoustically confusable items was differentially small. Similarly,

Baddeley (1966, 1970a) found that acoustic similarity had an adverse

effect on immediate memory for both verbal lists and paired-

4 associates. Wickelgren (1965a) demonstrated the same phenomenon

through a retroactive interference paradigm. In his experiment,

subjects first listened to a list of four memory letters, and

then to an interference list of eight more letters. The greater

the acoustic similarity between the letters in the interference

and memory lists, the greater was the retroactive interference.

dF
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A close analysis of auditory confusions in a STS shows that

they may be predicted from the linguistic structures of the
"*" / stimuli. More specifically, Wickelgren(1965b 1966) determined

that vowels and consonants are not encoded as units in the STS,

but, rather, are encoded in terms of their distinctive features.

His subjects copied memory sets of six aurally-presented items

which varied only in their vowel (1966) or only in their conso-

nantal components. After the sequence had been presented, they

covered their transcriptions and began ordered recall of the

memory set. Copying during stimulus presentation was required

so that memory errors could be separated from perceptual errors.

4' As it turned out, errors in neither the perception (Miller & Nicely,

1955; Wickelgren, 1965b, 1966) nor the memory (Wickelgren, 1965b,

1966; Murdock, 1967) for letters could be explained by the

all-or-none confusion or forgetting of the individual sounds.

Rather, errors in both are the product of confusing or forgetting

the appropriate values of either voicing, nasality, or place

(manner) of articulation, and for a given letter, retention or

loss of each of its constituent features is iniependent of the

I-. fate of the others.

The first evidence that people often recode visually pre-

sented stimuli into an auditory form if they are expected to

* remember those stimuli even for relatively short periods of time

came from the analysis of substitution errors made by people in

verbal-recall tasks (Conrad, 1964; Wickelgren, 1965a, 1966). The

general finding was that the errors were more readily accounted

* for in terms of acoustic similarities between the erroneously

reported items and the correct items that were missing than in

terms of visual similarities between these items.
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There are many other examples of acoustical confusions in

short-term memory for visually presented items. In an experiment

by Laughery and Pinkus (1966) subjects were presented either a

visual or auditory series of six or eight letters at one of three

presentation rates (20, 60, or 180 items per minute). The letters

on a given trial were either acoustically similar or dissimilar.

* Recall performance was depressed with acoustically similar letters.

Further, while auditory presentation resulted in better performance,

the difference was accentuated at shorter presentation intervals.

It was adduced that visual items had to be translated to an auditory

form before they could be maintained.

In a similar experiment, Laughery and Harris (1970) sequen-

tially presented eight letters to subjects either auditorily or

visually. After each sequence, the subjects turned over a card

with eight letters on it and compared it with their memory of

the previous sequence. On some of the cards, the experimenter

had substituted certain letters of the sequence with either visually

or acoustically similar letters. The subjects' task was to correct

kthe card such that it was a perfect representation of the sequence.

Substitutions which were acoustically similar to the correct letter

were often undetected, but visually similar substitutions had no

such effect. Similarly, Baddeley (1966) and Cimbalo and Laughery
4 (1967) found that short-term memory was depressed for acoustically

similar items but not visually similar items, regardless of' pre-

sentation. mndality.

0 Such findings demonstrate quite conclusively that subjects

often encode even visual stimuli auditorily when they know they

are going to be called upon to retrieve them at some later time.

9

9
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Why such a visual-to--auditory recoding occurs is not fully under-
Ustood, although there are some plausible conjectures. If the

subject has to make a verbal response in a recall task, then a

,* .-*- recoding is necessary at some point in order to articulate the

visual stimulus with the verbal response. If this were the primary

reason for the recoding, the recoding could take place just before

- -the emission of the response, and the stimulus could be held in

memory during the retention interval in a visual form. Alterna-
tively, it could be recoded immediately after reception and the

output code retained during the retention interval. The assumption

that recoding is done simply because it is a necessary step before

the response can be evoked does not favor either of these possi-

bilities over the other.

Another plausible explanation of why the recoding is done is

to facilitate rehearsal of the material during the retention

interval. This interpretation gains credence from the fact that,

as Dainoff (1970) has pointed out, experiments that have provided

evidence of auditory recoding have typically involved memory

loads that approach the immediate memory span (say 5 to 7 items).

Evidence for such recoding has not been so readily obtained in

studies in which the memory load has been small (e.g., a single

item). Why it should be easier, or more effective, to rehearse

material that is represented in memory in an auditory form than

S to rehearse material that is represented visually has not bfen

explained. In particular, if rehearsal amounts to "listening"
to memory images of the names of items, why should it be easier

to listen to acoustic images than to "look" at visual ones?

It seens to be generally assumed that rehearsal is easier with

auditory stimuli, although several investiaators have presented

evidence that strongly suggests that people can generate visual

as well as auditory images.
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One possible explanation of why the visual-to-auditory recoding

occurs is that the information cannot be retained in visual form--

that it must be translated into an auditory code if it is to be

stored at all. The common finding that material is retained

better after aural than after visual presentation lends credence

to the idea that auditory short-term memory is more robust in

some sense than is visual short-term memory. The generality of

this difference is supported by the fact that it has been found

with tasks ranging from free recall (Murdock & Walker, 1969), to

paired-associate learning (Baddeley, 1970), to serial learning

(Craik, 1969), to probed recall (Murdock, 1968), and finally to

bisensory memory tasks (Dornbush, 1968, 1970, 1971). Moreover,

the difference seems to be located in the STS: the effect is

typically most pronounced in the recency portion of the serial
position curve, or, in the bisensory memory task, when auditory

items are reported first.

The utilization of auditory codes to facilitate retention of

visual information is also demonstrated by Glanzer and Clark's

finding that people's abilities to reconstruct an array of black

and white geometric forms was highly related to the number of words

which they used to describe the figures (Glanzer, 1961; Glanzer &

Clark, 1963). Similarly, Mackworth (1963) found that the speed with

which subjects could name elements of a given stimulus set (either

digits, letters, colors, or shapes) was predictive of the number

of elements which they could recall from that set after its brief

presentation. These experiments are consistent with Glanzer's

* (1961) verbal-loop hypothesis: the subject processes perceptual

intjrnition through cove t verbalization and the difficulty of the

vurbalization determines Lhe difficulty of retaininq the stimuli

in the recall task.
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Sperling (1963, 1967) has also proposed that at least for

brief exposures of visual stimuli, memory consists of an auditory

A information store and a r-2hearsal loop. His argument is that

while only 10 milliseconds of visual exposure is necessary to

recognize a letter, report of the letter is usually delayed for

several seconds and can be delayed indefinitely. However, since

the visual icon fades within a fraction of a second, the subject's

ultimate report cannot be the translation of a visual memory.

Further, despite the rapidity of visual scanning, the number of

reportable items within a large range of stimulus exposure dura-

tions, is exactly limited to the capacity of the auditory infor-

mation store. These facts, coupled with the role of auditory

similarity in accounting for confusions, have been interpreted

as favoring the view that auditory storage, with its unique

capacity to reproduce and thus restore its images through re-

hearsal is the only feasible means of prolonged retention.

Evidence Regarding the Retention of Visual

Information in Short-Term Memory

While the evidence that visually presented information is

often recoded into auditory form for short-term retention is very

strong and the conclusion that such recoding occurs has hardly

been challanged, the idea that such recoding must occur because

the information cannot be retained in visual form is a much less

widely accepted one. A variety of experimental results supports

the general notion that visual information can indeed be retained

in visual form for durations as long as those usually associated

with auditory STS.

to
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Effects of Visual and Auditory Similarity

One of the basic approaches that has been used to study

short-term memory codes has been to observe the effects of syste-

matic variations in the auditory and visual similarity of the

memory items. Several experiments have varied the degree to which

the items that must be compared resemble each other, either in

terms 02 visual features or in terms of the sounds of their names.

The rationale for this type of manipulation is the assumption

that varying similarity with respect to one modality should affect

performance only if the items are compared with respect to that

modality.

This approach is illustrated by an experiment by Posner and

Chase (Posner, 1967) in which they attempted to analyze the temp-

oral course of acoustic encoding by comparing the kinds of confu-

sions generated in visual and memory search conditions. In the

visual search condition, an arral, of one to four comparison letters

and a target letter were presented simultaneously. In the memory

condition, the comparison array was presented for ten seconds and

succeeded by the target letter. The subject's task in both condi-
tions was to respond as quickly as possible as to whether the

target item was a member of the comparison array. Three sets of

letters were used: neutral, visually confusing, and acoustically

confusing. The expectation, following Sperling (1963) , was that

the search rate in the visual task would be solely a function of

the visual confusability of the arrays, whereas the search rate

in the memory search task would reflect only acoustic confusions.

Contrary to this expectation, the search rate in both the visual

and memory conditions was uniquely affected by visual confusability;

acoustically similar letters were searched as rapidly as were
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3 neutral letters. Shiffrin and Gardner (1972) have replicated this

effect in a forced-choice detection paradigm.

An experiment by Wood (1974) also illustrates this approach.

i mWood covaried the auditory and visual similarity of pairs of

letters in a same-different task. For one set of stimuli, the

items of a "different" pair were auditorily similar but visually

-distinct (e.g., C,Z); for the other set, the items of a different

pair were visually similar and auditorily distinct (e.g., O,C).

The items of a pair were presented serially with about 1 second

between onset times (the duration of each stimulus was about 360

msec.), and the subject's task was to say whether the second

letter was the same as the first. Reaction times were longer for

the auditorily similar pairs when the letters were presented

auditorily and for the visually similar pairs when they were

* presented visually, suggesting that the stimuli were coded and

matched in the modality in which they were presented.

Still another experiment that illustrates the strategy of

varying auditory and visual confusability is one by Dainoff (1970),

who used a Posner-type letter-name matching task to explore the
time course of auditory and visual memory representations. As

in the paradigm orginally used by Posner and Mitchell (1967), some

of the "same" pairs were in the same case and therefore visually

identical, while others were in different cases and therefore
visually dissimilar. For half of the subjects the letters that

were used were slected from a set whose names were auditorily

confusable (b, p, d, t); for the other half the letters had names

that were auditorily distinct (f, i, m, q). Stimulus onset

asynchrony (SOA) , the difference between the times of onsets of

the two letters on a trial, was varied between 0 and 2 sec.

.1.03
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"Same" RT for visually identical letters was faster than "same"

RT for visually dissimilar letters that had the same name and

faster than "different" RT, the difference tending to decrease

with increasing SOA. "Different" RTs were longer for the letter

pairs that were-chosen from the auditorily confusable set than

for those chosen from the auditorily distinctive set, and this

difference tended to increase with SOA. "Same" RTs tended to be

shorter for letter pairs chosen from the auditorily confusable set

than for those chosen from the auditorily distinctive set, and

this was relatively independent of whether the letters corresponded

- ;visually or only in name, and of SOA.

Dainoff interpreted these results as favoring the view that

*i whether the same-different decision is based on a comparison of

visual or auditory memory codes, depends on how long the first

item must be maintained in memory. In particular, the probability

that a visual code will be used decreases, while the probability

that an auditory code will be used increases, over time.

Effects of Stimulus Degradation on Encoding versus

Comparison Operations

The results of Sternberg's (1969) first studies of memory

b*O scanning suggested that when subjects are asked to determine whether

or not a given item is a member of a memorized subspan list, they

execute a serial exhaustive search for a match in the memory set.

In keeping with an acoustical encoding hypotheses, subjects did

*I report silent rehearsal of the memory items even though both the

memory and test items were visually presented. A serial search

through the rehearsal set for a name match seemed a feasible

strategy. However, whereas subvocal rehearsal proceeds at a

1040'
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- maximum rate of ten items per second (Sperling, 1963; Landauer,

* . 1962), the average search rate was about thirty items per second.

In order to verify the acoustic nature of the representations

of the memory set, Sternberg presented a visually degraded test

stimulus. If the memory search involved name matching, then while

the degraded test item should be more difficult to identify, and

thus produce increase in the intercept of the search function,

there should be no change in its slope: once the name of the test

item had been ascertained, the comparison process should proceed

normally. By contrast, if the stimuli were not verbally encoded,

* . but comparisons were between visual images, the degradation of

the test item should directly affect the slope of the comparison

process but have no effect on the intercept. The results showed
* that at least with relatively unpracticed subjects, degraded test

stimuli produced increases in both the slope and the intercept of

the reaction time function. Since the increased slope presumably

reflects comparisons of the physical attributes of the test

stimulus, the increased intercept must indicate that the encoded

test stimulus may not constitute an exact image of the test item,

* but may be the product of a clean-up process. If the test stimulus

* . for the comparison process is visually reprcosented, so too must

be the memory items to make comparisons possible. The implication

is that even when an array of letters must be retained across

'0 many trials, it may still be visually encoded.

Control of Sufficiency of Auditory or Visual Code

4 . Perhaps the most straightforward way to study visual or audi-

tory memory codes is to use stimulus materials that the subject

mus-t code in visual form or in auditory form, as the case may be.

10
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Unfortunately, it is not clear that there are materials for which,

a recoding from one form to the other would be patently impossible.

Onc can, however, design experimental situations in which the

amount of recod ing that is necessary in order to compare two stimuli

is controlled to some degree. The mixed-case, letter-matching

procedure developed by Posner and his associates (Posner, 1969,

Posner & Keele, 1967; Posner & Mitchell, 1967; Posner, Boise,

Eichelman, & Taylor, 1969) is an example of such an approach.

In this procedure, the subject is asked to decide whether two

letters (which may be presented simultaneously or sequentially)

have the same name. In some instances the letters are presented

in the same case; in other instances, one is in upper case and

the other in lower. The assumption is that, if the decision is

based on a comparison of names, performance should be insensitive

as to whether the letters that are being compared are in the

same case. Thus, an effect of case on matching is taken as evi-

dence of matching of visual characteristics. In other words, a

visual match is sufficient when the characters are in the same

case; however, it is insufficient when they are in different

cases. The basic finding, with this paradigm, has been that the

time required to decide that two simultaneously presented letters

have the same name is less if the letters are visually identical

(AA) than if they are visually dissimilar (Aa) . If the letters

are presented sequentially, the advantage of visual identity

diminishes as the interval between the letters is increased,

going to nearly zero within two or three seconds. The paradigm

4 and variations of it have been widely used and the results by and

large are consistent with the notion that the decision is made

on the basio of a visual match, if a visual match is sufficient

and if the retention interval is very short (less than 1 or 2

JiOG
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sec.) and that the names are matched otherwise. To account

for the fact that the match of names takes longer than the match

of visual characteristics, it is generally assumed that the

match of names requires some processing activity (identification

of items, retrieval of names from memory) that a visual compari-

son does not.

Phillips and Baddeley (1971) have criticized the logic by

which the rate of decay of visual short-term memory has been

inferred from results obtained with Posner and Keele's (1967)

physical-versus-name matching paradigm. What they object to is

4 the equating of the interval over which physical identity facili-

tates same-name decisions with the duration of the visual memory

trace. They point out that if the name code is developing as

the visual trace is fading, the time at which the former becomes

the preferred basis for decision is not necessarily the same as

the time at which the latter is no longer accessible.

In an effort to get an indication of decay rate for the visual

I •trace that is nut obscured by the involvement of a name code,

Phillips and Baddeley did a same-different study with stimuli

for which, presumably, a name code would not be developed.

Stimuli were 5 by 5 matrices of randomly filled and unfilled

squares. On each trial, the second matrix that was presented

either was the same as the first, or differed from it with respect

to a single square. The first stimulus was exposed for 0.5 sec.,

and the retention interval was varied from 0.3 to 9.0 sec.
Percent correct decreased and RT increased, regularly (both

nonlinearly) over the entire range of retention intervals.

Philli.ps and Baddeley concluded that some visual information is

retained for several seconds.
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U A different way of controlling the sufficiency of a visual

representation was used by Nickerson (1975, 1976). Subjects

are shown two "noisy" visual characters on each trial and are

asked to decide whether the second character is the same

character as the first. Two kinds of noise are used: One type

is referred-to as correlated, and the other as uncorrelated.

In the correlated noise case, the same noise pattern is imposed

on both characters that must be compared on a given trial. In

the uncorrelated noise case, different noise patterns are imposed

on the two characters that must be compared. When the noise is

correlated, the same-different decision can be made on the basis

of a test for congruence, because the letters are the same if and

only if the patterns, noise and all, are visually identical.

With uncorrelated noise this is not the case; no two patterns

are ever the same; therefore, a test for congruence will always

fail. If a visual representation of the first pattern is not

retained and the only thing that is stored in the subject's

memory at the time that the test pattern is presented is the

name of a character, then the time required to decide whether

the second letter is the same as the first should be independent

of whether the noise patterns that are used with the two letters

are identical or not. In other words, if the stimuli are compared

by matching their names, performance should be independent of

e whether or not the noise is correlated. Therefore, differential

performance under the two noise conditions could be taken as

evidence that visual information is involved in the process by

which the same-different decision is made.

108
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In two experiments in which this task was used, performance

was better (faster and more accurate) with correlated than with

uncorrelated noise patterns. Increasing the amount of noise de-

graded performance under both the uncorrelated and correlated

noise conditions, but more in the former case. Finally, the

difference between the effects of correlated and uncorrelated

noise decreased as the duration of the interval between the two

patterns increased from 0 to 8 sec.; however, there was a difference

even with the longer intervals. These results were taken as

evidence that visual representations of the stimuli can be re-

tained for several seconds at least, and may be used as a basis

* for same-different decisions even when the stimuli are nameable,

provided the situation is such that congruence testing is an

effective way to proceed.

Interference with Auditory Recoding and Subvocal Rehearsal

One of the methods that has been used to investigate the

question of whether visually presented information can be retained

L in the absence of auditory recoding and rehearsal is that of

attempting to interfere in some way with the rehearsal process

that is assumed to be necessary to keep the auditory trace intact.

An experiment by Parks, Kroll, Salzberg, and Parkinson (1972)

0O illustrates this strategy. Subjects were shown two letters, each

visually and briefly, separated by 8 sec. The task was to indicate

as quickly as possible whether the second letter had the same

name as the first. Both upper-case and lower-case letters were

*used; on some trials, the cases of the two letters being compared

were the same and on other trials they were different, During

the retention interval, the subject was required to "shadov..

0
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letters spoken at the rate of 2 per sec. If one is willing to

assume that rehearsal is essential to the maintenance of an audi-

tory trace, and that the shadowing task makes rehearsal impossible,

then, in order to perform this task, the subject would have to

retain visual representations of the memory items. As it happened,

subjects did perform this task quite well. Moreover, correct

same"' response times were faster and error rates were lower when

the two visual stimuli were in the same case than when their cases

differed.

This finding is consistent with the following model. A

visual representation of a memory item is retained during the

retention interval. When the test item occurs, a test is made

between its visual characteristics and those of the memory item.

If the representations match, a positive response is evoked; if

they do not match, a further test is required inasmuch as the

fact that the patterns differ visually does not establish that

they have different names. Presumably, this further testing

involves identification (naming) of both patterns and a compari-

son of their names. Thus, positive RTs associated with the same

letters in different cases should be longer than those associated

with the same letters of the same case. In the absence of any

reason to assume that the time required to compare names will

* depend on the outcome of the comparison (same or different) , we

would expect all of the "different" PTs to be similar to the

"1same" RTs that are obtained with characters whose cases differ,

but this is another issue.

In the aqgrecjate, the results obtained by Parks et al. (1972)

are consistent with thi~s general view of the process. In one
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particular, however, they suggest that the situation is more

complicated than this. Although tests of significance were not

performed relative to this point, it appears that of considerably

more importance than whether the characters being compared agreed

- in case was the case of the test item. In particular, RT was

shorter when the test item was an upper-case character than when

it was a lower-case character. Indeed, the memory item-test item

* combination lower-upper produced a shorter RT than the combination

lower-lower. This result suggests that at least some of the

subjects retained an upper-case representation of the memory item

irrespective of the case in which it was presented.

Several other experiments by Kroll, Parks, Parkinson, and

their other associates (Kroll, Parks, Parkinson, Bieber, & Johnson,

1970; Parkinson, Parks, & Kroll, 1971; Kroll, Parkinson, & Parks,

1972) have also shown that if the subject is engaged in a shadowing

task during the retention interval, auditory memory declines rapidly

whereas memory for visual or audio-visual stimuli may show no loss

even over 12 seconds. Presumably, the shadowing task generated

auditory retroactive interference and prevented verbal rehearsal,

so it selectively impaired auditory memory.

Further evidence of the relative insensitivity of visual

memory to auditory interference comes from an experiment by

Scarborough (1972) who presented stimulus trigrams either aurally, or

visually, or in both modes simultaneously. The interpolated task

was counting backwards by threes from an aurally presented 3-digit

number. As he had predicted, aurally presented trigrams were

recalled the worst. Further, visual and visual-aural trigrams

wure recalled equally well, supporting his contention that auditory

and visual retention can be mediated by different memories which

are largely independent of each other.

]!]1
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Control of Auditory Codability of Visual Stimuli

One would expect that auditory recoding of visual stimuli

would be most likely to occur for visual patterns that have

highly overlearned, or readily accessible, names. Letters and

numbers are examples of such patterns, and it is such stimuli

that have been used in most of the experiments that have provided

evidence that recoding occurs. But, what about patterns that do

U not have readily accessible names? H-ow are such patterns re-
tained? In particular, how does their fate in memory differ from

that of patterns which do have readily accessible names?

A problem that one encounters in trying to do research on

this issue is the fact that it is not easy to find visual stimuli

that do not have, or will not quickly acq'~uire, names. one -an

* use nonsense figures; however, one cannot permit a subject to

see any given figure very often, because he will invent a name

for it, and what was a nonsense figure on its first occurrence

may become a familiar pattern with a name very quickly. In an

effort to cope with this problem, Nickerson (1972) used computer-

generated patterns that changed on every trial. The subject's

task in this experiment was to decide whether the second of two

sequentially presented visual stimuli was the same as the first.

The visual patterns were formed from subsets of the dots from a

* 7 x 5 rectangular dot matrix. Three types of stimulus pairs

were used: letters, random dot patterns what were easy to dif-

ferentiate, anid random dot patterns that were difficult to dif-

ferentiate. The time between the two stimuli on a trial was

o varied fromn 0 to 8 sec. It was assumed that the letters, but not

the random patterns, were readily nameable. Reaction Limes were

much longer and error rates much higher for the difficult random

patterns than for the letters. Performance with the easily

.11 2
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discriminated random patterns, how;ever, resembled that with the

letters more than it did that with the difficult random patterns.

On the whole, the results were consistent with the idea that the

main difference among the three sets of stimuli was their visual

discriminability. There was little evidence that memory represen-

tations for the letters and for the random dot patterns decayed

at different rates.

Manipulation of Time Required for Visual to Auditory Recoding

Another approach that has been taken involves manipulating

not auditory codability per se, but the time required to effect

the encoding. Presumably, the time required to encode a visual

letter auditorily includes the time required to identify the

visual pattern and to retrieve its name from long-term memory.

Any manipulation that would complicate the recoding process should

differentially affect performance, depending on whether or not

tne recoding is done.

Kellicutt, Parks, Kroll, and Salzbera (1973) conducted an ex-

periment in which letters were used as stimuli, but in some cases

S they were presented in an unfamiliar orientation for the purpose of

impeding their identification and hence increasing the time of

the recoding process. In this experiment subjects were asked to
,.O compare two pairs of letters with respect to their names on each

trial. One member of each pair was in upper case and the other

in lower case; matching letters sometimes corresponded in case

and sometimes they did not. On some trials all letters were in

• their normal orientation, and in others they all were in a backward

(left-right reflected) orientation. The retention interval was

8 sec., during which subjects shadowed spoken letters. Data were

reported only for "same" trials, that is trials on which the two

* items of the test pair had the same names as those of the memory

i ]!-1 C
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Performance was better when corresponding items of the two

pairs were in the same case than when they were in different

cases, and it was also better with stimuli in normal than in

backward orientation. The investigators had hypothesized that

orientation would have a detrimental effect when the characters

WE were in different cases, but not when they were in the same case.

The idea was that, given the same case, the pairs would be matched

without (or before) being identified, so a backward orientation

(which, presumably, would impede identification but not visual

I matching) would have no effect. In fact, it did have a very

sizeable effect on the RTs of the subjects in the main study

(30 subjects, 196 trials each). Two subjects were given additional

practice, however, and during the last 160 of 640 trials the

effect of orientation was present only when the cases of the

corresponding items of the pairs differed; it was not there when

* . the cases were the same.

* Investigation of Spatial Position Effects

Space is to. vision what time is 'to audition. Visual stimuli

may be said to exist in space; auditory stimuli are more appro-

priately described as occurring over time. As evidence of visual

coding in short-term memory, therefore, one might look for effects

of spatial relationships among stimuli. An example of such an

experiment is one by Nickerson and Pew (1973) . On each trial, the

0 subject had to make a decision about two successively presented

pairs of visual stimuli. The decisions were of three different

types: (a) Do the two pairs have at least one item in common?

(b) Do they' have both items inL common? (c) Are they identical?

In some cases the stimulus pairs that were compared were English

letters; in other cases, they wore random dot patterns. For all

thren types of decisions, performance proved to be highly sensitive

to whenther matching items, when they occurred, occupied the same
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positions in both memory and test displays. The effect was greater

when the stimuli were random dot patterns than when they were

letters, but iL was obtained in bot-h cases.

- Manipulation of Expectancy for Auditory or Visual Stimuli

If one can retain either a visual or an auditory representa-

tion of a memory item, which he chooses to retain on any given

- trial might be expected to depend on the modality in which he

* expects the test item to occur. Tversky (1969) trained subjects

to associate a different nonsense word with each of eight simple

line drawings of faces. After having learned the names of the

faces to a criterion, the subjects were given a same-different

judgment task. On each trial two stimuli were presented succes-

* sively, and the subject's task was to indicate whether the second

stimulus had the same name as the first. All four possible

combinations of verbal and pictorial stimuli occurring as first

and second items were used. For any given experimental session,

the first stimulus was invariably verbal or invariably pictorial;

the second stimulus could be either of the two types, verbal or

pictorial, but the subject knew that one of these possibilities

was more probable than the other. In particular, one form was

scheduled to occur on 79% of the trials, and he was told which

form that would be. Reaction time was shortest when the second

stimulus was in the "expected" form, whether or not this form

happened to correspond to that of the first stimulus. Tversky

i nterpreted this 
finding as evidence 

that subjects could 
encode

the first stimulus either as a pictorial image or as an auditory

name, and that they chose the form that corresponded to the one

in which they expected the test iteni to occur.
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Conclusions re Auditory and Visual Short-Term Memory

On balance, the evidence favors the conclusion that informa-

tion can be retained in short-term memory in both auditory and

visual form. The extent to which information is recoded and

stored in a form in addition to that in which it is presented

seems to depend on the nature of the task and, in particular, on

what use the subject expects to have to make of the information

that he is trying to retain. If, for example, he is going to

have to make a same-different judgment he is likely to try to

retain the first stimulus that is to be compared in the form in

which he expects the second one to be presented.

Other things being equal, the tendency to recode visual

stimuli into auditory representations seems to be stronger than

the reverse. The fact that a recoding has occurred, or that the

recoded representation is more accessible than the original one,

does not demonstrate, however, that the original representation

has been lost, or could not have been retained. Indeed, several

of the results mentioned in the foregoing sections have been taken

as evidence that information often is retained both in the form

in which it was presented and in a recoded form.

why should the tendency to recode be stronger for visual

than for auditory stimuli? Undoubtedly, one reason is that,

in most experiments that have compared the retention of visual

and auditory stimuli, verbal stimuli and recall methods have

been used. Ternes and Yuille (1972) have shown that even with

nonverbal visual stimuli, the expectation of verbal recall

induces a verbal coding process which is disrupted by verbal

interpolated activity, by contrast, when a recognition response

was expected, only Lhe traces or visual verbal stimuli were
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disrupted by auditory activity. Extrapolating, in many experiments

where visual materials were found to be sensitive to auditory

variables (e.g., acoustic similarity), verbal recoding was

probably induced by the design.

The differences between the retention of visual and auditory

materials may not reflect any general differences in the two

systems at all. Ingersoll and DiVesta (1972) have found that the

relative memorial advantage of visual or auditory materials was

entirely predictable from an individual's preferred modality of

first report in a bisensory memory task. Those who tended to

report visual items first performed better with visual materials

in a missing-units task, while the opposite was true for those

who tended to report auditory items first. Overall, performance

on the missing-units task was better with auditory stimuli, but

only because three-fifths of the subjects preferred the auditory

3 modality.

Murdock and Walker (1969) have argued tht the differential

ease of recalling auditory stimuli is related to the fact that

m •both recall and auditory memory are inherently temporally ordered,

but visual memory is spatially ordered.

Another factor that may induce recoding, particularly in the

* visual-to-auditory direction when recall is required, is that of

overloading. Tn experlwe:dts in which nonverbal responses are re-

quired for visual verbal stimuli, the accuracy of visual recognition

is typically found to be a function of visual factors, or at least

' to be unaffected by acoustic similarity factors (Chase & Calfee,

1969; Chi & Chase, 1972; Posner, 1967). Yet exceptions to this

general rule exist. Kirsner and Craik (1971) found that if the

stimuli consisted of a list of eight 2-syllable words, the time to
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decide whether or not the test stimulus had been a member of the

list reflected separable contributions of auditory and linguistic

memory, but no traces of visual memory. Comparing these data with

data like Chase and Calfee's (1969) on the one hand, and those like

Laugherty and Harris' (1970) on the other, we may conclude that
the differential1 lack of visual factors was real, and resulted
from a predominance of linguistic coding strategies when visual

memory is overloaded.

The number 4 is constantly emerging in studies of short-

term memory. For example, Sperling (1960) found that whole recall

from briefly presented visual arrays was limited to about 4 items,

and further (Sperling, 1963) that acoustic confusions did not

occur until the number of items to be retained exceeded 4. Simi-

larly, 1irsner and Craik (1971), in the study just noted, found

that visually presented letters did not have to be recoded as

linguistic strings until their number exceeded 4. Johnson (1970)

and Simon (1970) deduced that the number of chunks that can be

maintained in the STS was about 4, and both cite massive lists of

data to support their estimates. Most of Miller's (1956) estimates

also varied around 4 chunks, but, apparently, for the sake of

consistency with absolute judgment data, he simply preferred the

number 7. Further, Mandler (1967) repeatedly found that the optimal

number of items or subcategories per category was very close to 4,

and Dirlam (1972) mathematically derived that this should be so.

L~st, but not least, both the recency and primacy effects subtend

al out 4 items.

The recurrence of the number 4 in all of these situations

seems to reflect one thing: any given active memory system can

siiultaneously maintain no more than about 4 items. After that,

additional input results in interference. it is, therefore,

I 18
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imperative that the subject find another, and preferable more

stable, memory code, and it is the establishment of this code

that is reflected in the cognitive load of supraspan lists.
Further, all of the hypothetically different memory stores

ranging from the sensory stores to the STS, to the LTS, only

reflect differebt levels of encoding. The differential longevity

of their contents is only because the more highly coded the

information, the less vulnerable it is to interference.

Memory for Complex Visual Patterns

So far, the discussion of visual memory has focused on memory

for relatively simple stimuli (letters, words, simple patterns).

Given that the visual system is capable of registering very

complex patterns, there is always the possibility that performance

limitations obtained with simple stimuli could result as much from

the simplicity of the stimuli as from the limitations of the system.

It has been shown that if subjects are allowed to inspect each of

a series of hundreds of photographs of complex meaningful patterns

for just a few seconds apiece, they are able to discriminate them

from previously unseen pictures with nearly perfect accuracyU
(Nickerson, 1965; Shepard, 1967; Standing, Conezio, & Haber, 1970).

What's more, the distinctiveness of the pictures in the inspection

series may persist for weeks (Nickerson, 1968; Shepard, 1967).

While the results of these studies are provocative, they seem

to raise more questions than they answer. Presumably, the process

of recognizing a stimu]us involves checking the familiarity of its

constituent features. If familiarity exceeds some criterion, the

stimulus is "recognized." Both the kinds of features that are

checked and the value of the criterion must depend largely on the

specific nature of the task. In all of the above studies, the

- - ' m - • -
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stimuli were both complex and meaningful. They were taken froma

magazines with no stated selection criteria except that they be

diverse. Consequently, we can say very little about the nature

of the features on which performance was based. In Nickerson 's

(1965, 1968) studies, the subject's task was to indicate whether

or not he had se!en each picture previously during the experiment.

In the other two studies (Shepard, 1967; Standing et al., 1970),

the subject was always presented with a pair of pictures, one new

and one old, and asked which of the two he had seen before.

K Given the diversity of the stimuli, neither procedure would seem
K to force a very stringent response criterion upon the subject, and,

therefore, neither allows us to say much about the nature of the

stored information on which performance was based.

In order to determine the most useful applications of pictorial

displays for C 3operations, a more precise understanding of memory

for complex meaningful patterns is needed. For example, under

what presentation conditions will subjects' memories for pictures

be better or worse? Is there anything special about the way

subjects examine a display when they are trying to remember it, as

opposed to scanning it with no intention of remtembering it? How

would performance have changed if the stimuli in these studies had

been more similar to one another? What kinds of similarities

(e.g., elements of detail, spatial composition, meaning or subject

0 matter) would have been most disruptive? Is the memory trace for

a display essentially visual or is it abstract or propositional

in nature? Does it consist of isolated details or a schema of the

scene as a whole? How are spatial relations encoded? How is

the encoded information forgotten; does it gradually fade away or

is it lost in discrete chunks? How resistant is it to interference

from extraneous verbal or pictorial input? The answers to most of

these questions are unclear.

12
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Encoding of Complex Displays

What determines how well a picture will be remembered? To

answer this question, Loftus (1972) presented subjects with

simultaneous pairs of pictures. In order to manipulate memori-

U zation strategies, he assigned a value to each member of the pair

corresponding to the amount of money the subject would win or lose

if he succeeded or failed to recognize the picture during testing.

Each pair was presented for 3 sec., and the observer was free

U to distribute his attention across pictures as he chose. Eye

movements were monitored.

Recognition accuracy increased with the absolute value of a

picture as well as its value relative to the other member of the

pair, as expected. Further, Loftus found that the recognizability

of a picture was positively correlated with three inspection

parameters- -total viewing time, number of f ixations, and duration

of fixations--which were, in turn, correlated with one another.

Somewhat surprisingly, when these inspection parameters were

picked apart, only the total number of fixations was a good pre-

dictor of recognizability. Again, the problem of controlling

the observer's visual fixations arises.

Despite Loftus' failure to find a direct association between

0 the duration of fixations and recognition performance, the fixa-

tion period does seem to be integrally related to encoding

activities. It has been shown that pictorial elements tend to

be fixated for longer durations (1) when the subject is trying to

* . memorize the display (Loftus, 1972; Tversky, 1974), (2) when the

subject is examining the picture for the first time (Mackworth &

Bruner, 1970) ,(3) when the subject is examining visual detail

(Antes, 1974), and (4) when the image is blurred (Mackworth & Bruner,
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1970). Moreover, using a more rigorous recognition test, Tversky

(1974) found a positive relationship between the duration of

*visual fixations and picture memory.

The amount of attention allocated to the encoding process has

been found to affect the strength of the memory trace for a picture,

irrespective of scanning activities. For example, even with number

of fixations controlled, if the subject is engaged in a secondary

task during picture examination, subsequent recognition performance

suffers (Loftus, 1972). Conversely, by varying both the exposure

time per picture (0.25 to 2.0 sec.) and the duration of the blank

interval (1.5 or 3.0 sec.) between pictures in the inspection

series, Tversky & Sherman (1975) demonstrated that picture memory

improves with the length of the total encoding interval, regardless

of actual picture presentation time. Thus, while total exposure

time per se seems to have little direct effect on picture memory,

these studies suggest that, at least within the bounds of a few

seconds, longer exposure times may be indirectly advantageous as

they support multiple fixations and undistracted encoding activities.

The Nature of the Internal Representation

Given a thorough understanding of the ways in which various

inspection parameters affect people's ability to recognize or

recall a visual pattern, we should be able to devise presentation

procedures that will make optimal use of that ability. Even so,

human memory will be fallible. If we are to anticipate or safe-

guard against the kinds of forgetting and confusions that are

• mosL likely to occur, we need to understand the way in which visual

information is internally represented.

. ,r l ion tiimci, psychologists seemed to favor the view that

visua1. informction was not retained in a visual format at all.

' ]i 22
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IN They claimed that in order for information about a visual event

to be remembered, it had first to he recoded as a set of verbal

descriptors. This notion seemed to be supported by a variety of

experimental findings, several of which were reviewed in a preceding

- section. For example, when people are asked to recall lists of

visually presented stimuli, their false recollections often

* consist of responses that are acoustically similar to the names

of forgotten items (Conrad, 1964; Conrad, Freeman, & Hull, 1965);

the number of unrelated visual items that can be remembered cor-

responds to the verbal memory span for their names (Sperling, 1963);

* and the more words that are needed to describe the items in a

visual array, the fewer the items that can be remembered (Glanzer,

1961; Glanzer & Clark, 1963). Moreover, the notion was consistent

with the theoretical tenet that information could only be firmly

implanted in long-term memory through the process of verbal

rehearsal (Atkinson & Shiffrin, 1968; Murdock, 1967; Peterson &

Peterson, 1959).

If visual information could, in fact, only be retained in the

form of a verbal label or description, we would expect visual

* memory to be quite unreliable. memory for complex scenes would

be crude, especially given 'LMited inspection times, and confusions

among different items with the same name or similar verbal descrip-

tions would be frequent.

It has been shown that people do, indeed, have a tendency to

mistake novel items for familiar items wit11 the same, or acoustically

similar, names (Bencorno & Daniel, 1975; Conrad, 1964). However,

they are also prone to confuse visually similar, but nominally

distinct, items (Bencomo & Daniel, 1975; Palmer, 1975; Posner,

1967; Tversky, 1969) . Stich finldings as these have led psychologists

to support what is know n as the dual-codiny hypothesis of visual
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a information processing (Paivio, 1971). Very simply, this hypothesis

states that easily labeled, pictorial items tend to be represented

by both visual and verbal codes or traces in memory. By contrast,

verbal stimuli do not generally elicit imaginal codes.

The dual-coding hypothesis provides at least a partial
explanation for the typical resiliance of people's memories for

visual information. It seems that memories may become relatively

* inaccessible or that they may become partially confused or merged

with traces of similar events, but that information, once stored,

is rarely forgotten, in the true sense of the word. If the dual-

coding hypothesis is correct, pictorial information is bound to

be more retrievable than otherwise comparable verbal information.

First, if a pictorial event results in two, as contrasted with

one, memory trace, then the a priori odds that a record of its

occurrence will remain accessible are better than for comparable

verbal material. Second, even if one of the traces of a pictorial

event is effectively lost through interference, the critical

information may survive in the other.

Even when there is no need for long-term remembrance, the

dual-coding hypothesis predicts certain advantages for pictorial

as opposed to verbal inputs. Information in working or short-

term memory is particularly susceptible to interference from

6 physically similar events (Ailport, Antonis, & Reynolds, 1972;

Atwood, 1971; Brooks, 1967, 1968; Reitman, 1971; Saithouse, 1974).

Thus, memories for verbal information may be virtually wiped out

by irrelevant verbal activity. But to the extent that graphic

information is encoded both visually and verbally, neither visual

nor verbal interference alone can obliterate the memory

(Pellegrino, Siegel, & Dhawan, 1975).

S1
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The practical implications of the dual-coding hypothesis are

obvious. But, before going as far as to endorse the use of graphic

information whenever possible, one should consider its limitations.

Most especially, the compulsion to label verbally a pictorial

U event is much stronger for, if not limited to, isolated and

easily identifiable items. The ability to remember more nebulous

forms can generally be improved by attaching meaningful descriptive

labels to them, but this procedure introduces errors of its own

-i a inasmuch as people's memories for the form tend, with time, to

drift toward forms more accurately described by the label (Daniel,

1972).

Moreover, if people do, as a rule, try to generate verbal

descriptions of complex visual scenes, their descriptions are,

at best, very sketchy. As compared with people's impressive

ability to recognize complex visual scenes, their ability to de-

scribe or reconstruct such scenes from memory is disappointing

(Haber, 1970). Perhaps this should be taken as evidence that

memories for complex visual scenes are generally vague and incomplete

Perhpz recognition studies to date have just been too insensitive

* to reveal the paucity of precision and detail. Alternatively,

Haber has interpreted the discrepancy between recall and recog-

nition performance as an indication that people's visual memories

for complex scenes are generally very good, but are not readily

* accessible to verbal or reconstructive output modes.

In support of this contention, it has been shown that the

amount of information about a visual display that can be recalled

may increase with contemplation. 1aber and Erdelyi (1967) found

that recall of pictorial information was improved after 30 min.

of verbal free-associative activity, but not after 30 min. of

irrelevant nonverbal activity (dart-throwing) ; thus, the effect

102
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cannot be simply attributed to a recovery of the memory with

time. Further, Erdelyi and Becker (1974) were able to argue

that the effect was not entirely due to a relaxation of reporting

criteria by demonstrating that multiple-recall trials and, moce-

over, interpolated thinking, resulted in increases in the recall

function for pictures but not for words.

Haber and Erdelyi's findings are somewhat comforting at a

philosophical level. If people really are bad at expressing what

*1 they remember about visual events, then it is encouraging to

* know that they can remember more thEn they say. However, their

findings are frustrating from a practical point of view. In many

situations, it matters little how much a person knows unless he

can make that knowledge public. The relationship between visual

memory and its reportability clearly needs more research. For

example, how great is the discrepancy? What aspects of the

memory tend to be most accessible? What kinds of distortions
are liable to occur in reports or reproductions? What techniques

can be implemented to increase the accessibility of visual

memories?

The inexpressable nature of visual memories also complicates

the task of determining what is and is not retained. Given the

inadequacy of verbal reports and graphic reproductions, recogni-

*tion tests become the most obvious means of assessing visual

memory. But recognition tests may grossly overestimate the

information that is actually stored in memory. In theory, remem-

bering is normally a two-process operation: the information is

* first retrieved or called into consciou!;ness, and then its

familiarity or appropriateness is assessed. Under recognition

procedures, the information is provided such that only the second

process need be executed (Kintsch, 19701)). Thus, information that

I
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is unavailable to the subject when he is left to his own devices

3 may be fully recognizable. In keeping wit-h this notion, Dallet,

Wilcox, and D'Andrea (1968) have shown that people's ability to

recall visually, or conjure up, an image of a complex scene

is only roughly correlated with their ability to recognize the

- scene if testing occurs immediately after presentation- if

testing is delayed by one week, recall and recognition scores

are virtually unrelated.

What is worse is that recognition responses are fairly

inscrutable measures of the goodness of the visual trace for a

complex array. If the subject says yes that he recognizes a

picture, how can we tell what aspects of the picture are familiar

to him? If he says no, whpt aspects of the picture look new

or wrong? The problem is only exacerbated by the fact that it

may not do any good to ask him.

K Still, it should be possible to get a general idea of what

people remember through experimentation. One means towards this

* end would be through recognition tests in which the similarity

of the test items to the target items is systematically manipulated.

N In this way, the nature and intricacy of the subject's memory

for the target items could be roughly deduced from the kinds of

test items that he does and does not discriminate from the target

items. Within this framework, the visual similarity of the target

and test items could be manipulated on at least two dimensions.

That is, one could alter either the spatial organization of the

array or the nature of its component elements. Surprisingly

little research of either sort has been done.
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Spatial Memory

People's memory for spatial organization has often been

investigated with nonsense forms or random dot patterns (Attneave,

1957; Caldwell & Hall, 1970; Pick, 1965; Posner, 1969) . The use

of such arbitrary patterns, instead of meaningful visual patterns,

insures that manipulations of their spatial components will not

be cued by changes in the meaning of the relationships or inter-

actions between their figural components. These studies indicate

that people have an impressive ability for recognizing spatial

distributions. Moreover, they indicate that their recognition

decisions tend to be based on very complex internal representations

or schemata of the array as a whole. The exact location of any

specific element does not matter as much as the spatial relation-

ship of each of the elements to each other.

Posner and Keele (1968, 1969) may have provided the most

persuasive support for this position. They generated a set of

nonsense dot patterns by systematically distorting the arrange-

ments of several base or prototype patterns. These distortions

were used as stimuli in a paired-associate learning task wherein

all of the variaticns of a particular prototype required a common

response. After subjects reached criterion with these patterns,

they were transferred to a new set which included: (1) the

patterns they had just learned, (2) the prototypes of those patterns

(which they had never seen before), and (3) control patterns that

were of varying similarity to the prototypes and the learned

patterns. Subjects were, of course, more accurate with the learned

patterns, but were very nearly as good with the prototypes. The

ease with which the control patterns were learned depended on

* their distance from the old patterns, but even those that were

equidistant with the prototype resulted in almost twice as many

* errors as the prototype. This pattern of results was not only

-- - -
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maintained but, in fact, became more dramatic when the transfer

task was delayed for a week after training. Apparently, what

subjects had learned was not information about specific dots

or dot clusLers, but information abcout the patterns as wholes.
I-

It is not at all clear that findings with nonsense patterns

can be extrapolated to complex meaningful stimuli: but very

little has been done by way of testing people's sensitivity to

spatial parameters of real-world displays. It would be useful to

know both how readily peopie can detect various spatial distor-

*tions of real-world displays and how easily they can recognize
a given scene under various ecologically permissible transforma-

tions, for example, as seen from a different vantage point.

There are some data indicating that, just as with nonsense

patterns, people may be more attuned to the Gestalt or complex

R of spatial relationships within meaningful patterns than they are

to the specific spatial coordinates of their elements. For example,

people can apparently recognize mirror images of complex scenes

as well as the originals (Dallet, Wilcox, & D'Andrea, 1968;

* Standing, Conezio, & Haber, 1970). Interestingly, in most cases,

they are also able to discern whether or not a picture has been

reversed (Blount, Holmes, Rodger, & Coltheart, 1975; Standing et

al., 1970).

However, Dallet et al. (1968) also found that people were

much less able to recognize display=s that were turned upside-down.

Possibly, this difficulty is due to a disturbance of meaningful

rather than spatial dimensions of the arrays. Alternatively, it

may be that people are more adept at adjusting for some spatial

transformations than others. In a three-dimensional world where
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we normally stand on our feet, it is adaptive to be able to recog-

nize objects from literally diametric perspectives. It is not

nearly so useful to be insensitive to whether or not things are

upside down. Moreover, Pick (1965) has demonstrated with nonsense

forms that experience with different spatial transformations

positively transfers across visual events. That is, if people are

familiarized with the effects of a particular transformation on

a given set of items, then they can more readily identify items

not in the set under the same transformation.

Again, the problem in doing such experiments with coherent,

meaningful stimuli is that it is very difficult to alter their

-* spatial relationships without altering them in other important ways.

The use of nonsense forms stands as one means around this problem.

* However, this work may have limited generality inasmuch as the

only information in a nonsense form is spatial information. An
*alternative approach is to use arbitrary arrangements of meaningful

elements.

The latter tack has resulted in very different results. In

particular, it seems that information about the identity and the

position of an item are processed by separate mechanisms (Adams,

1975; Finkel, 1973; Salthouse, 1974). Positional information may

be processed primarily by what Neisser (1967) has termed pre-
V attentive mechanisms. These are the mechanisms which act to parse

a scene into units and thereby enable further processing. By

contrast, item identification presumes the preattentive mechanisms

and involves focal or selective attention.

" . In keeping with this distinction, studies involving tachistoscopic

presentation procedures have repeatedly demonstrated that spatial

information js processed more easily than, and prior to, identity

S']!
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information. In fact, partial report procedures often rely on

this fact (Averbach & Coriell, 1961; Sperling, 1960; Von Wright,

1968). Further, with only a few items in the memory set, subjects

*will recall the position of an item correctly if they can recall

- its identity, but the converse is not true (Dick & Dick, 1969).

Finally, memory for positional information is very good even

when the number of items exceeds the immediate memory span, or

processing time is severely limited. However, if item identifi-

cation is emphasized under either of these conditions, the

positional information tends to be lost (Finkel, 1973; Wolford,

1975).

The vulnerability of positional information in memory is

somewhat counterintuitive. After all, variations on the basic

method of loci have been among the most common tricks of mnemonists

(Bower, 1970; Luria, 1968; Paivio, 1971). These methods would

only work if positional information were easier to recall and

were integrally associated with identity information in memory.

Under what conditions will this be the case?

* The classic method of loci involves the one-to-one associa-

tion of each of the to-be-remembered items with each of a standard,

structured set of places or mnemonic bins. For example, the

places might correspond to the rooms and courtyards of a palace.

Then each of the to-be-remembered items would be imaginally

located in one of the prescribed sites in the palace. At the

time of recall, the mnemonist imagines that he is walking about

the palace by a standard route, and reports the item that he

finds in each of the critical locations.

Bower (1970) has analyzed the classic method of loci into

a set of nine distinct components. These are:
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1. There is a known list of "cues."

2. The cues are memory images of geographic locations.

3. Cues and items on the list to be learned are

to be associated during input of the list items.

4. Associations are to be made in one-to-one pairings.

5. Associations are to be effected through imaginal

elaboration, specifically by use of visual imagery.

6. The imaginal construction should be unusual,

bizarre, striking.

7. If the list items are studied a second time, the

same items should be placed at the same loci;

even if ordered output is not required, constant

ordered input is desirable.

8. At the time of recall the person must cue his

recall of the list items.

9. The recall cues must be the same as, or similar to,

those he thought of while studying the items.

After Bower, we can evaluate each of these components in terms

of its mnemonic utility, and, in that way, determine which is

essential, which is superfluous, and, more importantly, why

the method of loci works.

* 1. A known list of cues. The important aspect of this

item is that the list of places or mnemonic bins must be readily

available to the mnemonist during both the encoding and retrieval

of the to-be-remembered items. If the cue list also required

effort to generate, the system would hardly be economical. Notably,

13 ?T
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I £the cue list need not be memorized. It is also effective to

associate the to-be-remembered events with a series of externally

generated events as long as the series is completely available

during both input and output episodes. In fact, much of the

research on paired-associate learning can be viewed from this

perspective.

2. The cues are memory images of geographic locations.

This restriction is apparently unnecessary. The important property

is rather that the list be well structured so that none of the

, - cues will be overlooked during recall. This property is intrinsic

to a well planned path through a palace, for example, inasmuch

as one must pass through each location to get to the next. How-

ever, any well structured string of concrete items will do.

Bower cites, as an alternative example, the pegword system where

the cues are concrete nouns that rhyme with numbers, e.g., "one

* is a bun, two is a shoe, three is a tree, etc." Under this

system, the first to-be-remembered item is imagined in some inter-

action with a bun, the second with a shoe, and so on. As with

the method of loci, the pegword system insures that no item

* should be inadvertently omitted on recall unless the person

cannot count. A fixed sequence of externally generated events

holds the same advantage.

3. Cues and list items are to be associated during list

input. This point is essential, but should be made more strongly.

The cues ar-, the items must be purposefully associated during

list learning. Clearly, knowing a list of locations or pegwords

does not help unless it is properly applied. Further, as shown

by some of the forementioned studies, externally determined

associates of the to-be-remembered items may even be suppressed

unless the memorizer rccognizes their relevance.

I .3
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4. One-to-one pairings of cue and item. Bower (1972) has

shown that multiple items can be effectively hooked to a single

pegword if they are elaborated in a grand, interactive imaginal

scheme. However, the advantages of one-to-one pairings are that

they insure, first,that the order information is preserved and,

second, that no item will be inadvertently omitted.

5. Use of imaginal elaboration, especially visual imagery,

and,

6. Unusual, bizarre imagery. These two points go together.

Visual imagery is not essential--rhythmic constructions, rhymes,

and other nonvisual associations may also be effective. Wollen,

Weber, and Lowry (1972) have also shown that the bizarreness

requirement is unnecessary. What is necessary is that the

to-be-remembered items and the mnemonic cues be integrally

associated. For visual mnemonics, the trick is to create an

image wherein the cue and the to-be-remembered item are inter-

acting. Elaboration is necessary inasmuch as the to-be-remembered

item must be recoded to fit the mnemonic. Bizarreness may help

to distinguish the current list from previous lists if the

mnemonic is frequently reused.

7. Repeating each item on the same locus. This simply

reinforces the association between the item and the cue, thus

making the cue more effective.

8. At recall, the person must use cues, and

9. Recall cues must be similar to those studied. These two

points are important inasmuch as the cues serve to locate and

organize the list items in memory. In addition, they underscore

the basic weakness of using external rather than memorized

-
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~ mnemonic cues because only the latter have guaranteed availability

at the time of recall.

In summary, the reason that the method of loci works is not

because there is anything intrinsically more memorable about

spatial locatiofis. Rather, it is one instance of an effective

class of mnemonic systems. The critical components of a good

mnemonic system are that (1) the cues are readily available, (2)

U -it is well structured, and (3) the to-be-remembered items are

integrally associated with the cues. Such systems work because

they provide a means of retrieving or locating the items in memory

and because they impose an extrinsic organization on the itemsK such that recall can be ordered and complete.

Conceptual Organization and Visual Memory

While memory for a visual display is clearly influenced by

stimulus factors and inspection parameters, there are other, higher-

order cognitive processes that are probably even more important.

One variable that surely makes a difference is the subject's

IL conceptual familiarity with the displayed information. The classic

example of this relationship comes from studies of chessboard

* perception (Chase & Simon, 1973; de Groot, 1965). If master

players are allowed to study a legitimate game position for about

* 5 sec., they are able to reconstruct it almost perfectly from

memory. However, the number of correctly placed pieces falls

off sharply for less and less skilled players. This difference

cannot be attributed to differences in either general familiarity

* with the chessboard or visual memory capacity: when the pieces

are randomly placed on the board, the masters perform just as

badly as the becginners, nor can it be entirely attributed to the

masters' familiarity with the specific configurations tested.

1.35
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Ia Rather, the difference seems to lie in the ability of the player
to organize the board as a coherent pattern.

Eisenstadt and Kareev (1975) have provided a cogent demonstra-

tion of this point. Their experiment was based on two different,

two-person board games: GO and GOMOKU. Although the two games

involve the same type of board and playing pieces, they involve

different rules and strategies. Kareev and Eisenstadt first

taught their subjects how to play both games. For the experiment

each subject was shown a particular configuration of pieces and

asked to generate the best move for one of the players. The

critical aspect of the procedure was that, for a given configura-,

tion, the subjects were sometimes told that it was a playing

position from a game of Go and sometimes that it was a position

from a game of GOMOKU. After the subject had declared a move, he

was unexpectedly asked to reconstruct the configuration of pieces

from memory. Kareev and Eisenstadt found that if subjects had

* analyzed the board as a Go configuration, they remembered more

of the pieces that were crucial for the game of GO; conversely,

if they had analyzed the board as a GOMOKL configuration, they

remembered more of the pieces that were crucial to the game of

GOMOKU. Since the displays were the same in both cases, the

difference in memorability can only be attributed to differences

in subjective organization.

This kind of pattern perception deserves more attention.

Although the studies cited above concentrated on the perception

of board games, one would expect to find the same sorts of

familiarity factors operating in the perception of maps, circuit

diagrams, indicator boards, instrument panels, and schematics

in general. it is important, in and of itself, that the expert

* can assimilate the array more readily than the novice. But one

13r
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I 3 would further like to know, for example, how pa:tern familiarity

affects the viewer's capacity for other cognitive operations.

. Mewhort (1972) has shown that under tachistoscocic conditions
letter strings that conform more closely to English orthography

-iabsorb more processing capacity during initial perception than do

letter strings that are orthographically irregular. However,

after several hundred milliseconds the situation reverses: the

regular strings become less taxing than the irregular strings.

Mewhort cogently argues that this shift in processing demand

corresponds to a switch from encoding activities to retention

activities. Whereas the irregular stimuli are simply encoded as

an ordered string of letters, the regular stimuli additionally

invoke higher order codes and, consequently, recuire more encoding

effort. Yet, as the result of the higher order codes, the

regular stimuli are more coherent, occupy fewer units or "chunks"

of memory, and are, therefore, easier to retain than the ortho-

graphically irregular stimuli. Mewhort's (1972) findings are

provocative, but their generality cannot be taken for granted.

Letter strings are very special visual stimuli for the normal,

literate adult. Under appropriate presentation conditions, letter

* strings can be clearly perceived within just a few milliseconds.

By contrast, the chess players discussed above studied the board

for a few seconds--a difference of three orders of magnitude.

If Mewhort's results can be qualitatively generalized to

more complex visual stiuations, such as the reacding of chessboards,

maps, or wiring diagrams, it is not clear how the time course of

the processing capacity effect would be altered. Possibly, the

experienced viewer, as compared to the naive viewer, would need

to allocate a differential proportion of his cognitive capacity

to the encoding process throughout the course of array examination.

It seems intuitively more probable, however, that encoding

1 3 7
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activities per se would be spread out across the examination period.

If this is true, then the exoerienced viewer might, in effect,

enjoy a constant advantage in processing capabilities over the

naive viewer. That is, not only would the experienced viewder have

more capacity to manipulate or contemplate internalized informa-

tion between endoding episodes, but he would also have more and

better organized information to work on.

A second reason why the generality of Mewhort's (1972) results

may be limited also derives from his use of letter strings as

stimuli. Words are such highly overlearned visual stimuli for the

literate adult that they tend to be perceived more quickly or

accurately than single letters (Reicher, 1969; Wheeler, 2970).

The implication is that whole words can provide more information

to the reader than can be derived in sum from their individual

letters. This extra information cannot be entirely attributed

either to superficial cues such as word shape or to active guessing

strategies. Rather, it seems to be rooted in the reader's familiar-

ity with different spatial distributions and combinations of letters.

This knowledge seems to be automatically and effortlessly invoked

during stimulus processing such that the letters of relatively

fr quent strings mutually facilitate one another (Adams, 1975).

This phenomenon, whereby a cluster of discrete visual elements
.4 is more perceptible than any of the elements alone, has been demon-

strated with schematic faces (Homa, Haver, & Schwartz, 1976) and with

visual arrays that capture some of the properties of good figures,

in the Gestalt sense (Pomerantz & Garner, 1973; Weisstein & Harris,

1974), as well as with words. What is not clear is whether the

phenomenon is restricted to a small set of extremely familiar and

basic kinds of visual schemata, or whether it may be an aspect of

familiar perceptual situations in general. For example, is it this

.. .." . .... . "11
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~ g phenomenon that underlies the chessboard effect? Assimilating

a multidimensional array as a whole may be vastly more efficient

than separately processing and then recombining its individual

elements. It would be useful to know the extent to which this

- sort of perceptual integration could become operative on such

complex arrays as maps, aerial photographs, or circuit diagrams,

and the nature and extent of experience with such stimuli that

would be required.

A word of caution is in order here. The advantage of the

experienced observer in terms of his capacity to perceive and

remember an array derives from his ability to organize or group

the information in the display according to some familiar schema.

This is equivalent to saying that the experienced observer

initially is strongly biased to interpret or encode the array in

a habitual way. Further, since his mnemonic advantage over the

[ naive observer is precisely due to the cohesiveness of his mental

representation, he may also find it particularly difficult to

reinterpret or manipulate the information in the array in novel

ways. The implication is that in some situations, display inter-

* pretation might be best accomplished by a team of observers,

including one person with extensive experience and one who is

moderately naive.

At the extreme, conceptual information may even distort or

override visual information about a situation. Norman and Rumel-

hart (1975) have described several examples of this phenomenon.

In one case, they asked people who lived in university housing to

draw floor plans of their apartments. All of the apartments were

alike, and all. of the subjects had lived there for some time.

Nevertheless, the subjects' floor plans included systematic

distortions that seemed to derive from inferences about structural.

1 3 )
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regularities of buildings. In another case, graduate students

were asked to draw pictures of the building where they had their

classes, offices, and laboratories. Again, there were systematic

errors that could only be attributed to nonvisual misconceptions

about the building. The students were then asked to distinguish

between an accurate drawing of the building and various distorted

renditions. Interestingly, some of the distorted versions were

again systematically preferred to the most accurate drawing.

Stevens (1976) has argued that such spatial distortions

are often the predictable byproducts of what is generally an

efficient and economical memory system. According to his model,

our memories for spatial relations are hierarchically organized.

The spatial relations between any two loci are only directly

encoded if the two loci are part of the same superordinate spatial

unit. Information about the relative locations of sites that

belong to different superordinates is not explicitly stored, but

is available through inference or reconstruction: the individual

must combine his memories for the relationships between the super-

ordinate units and the locations of the two relevant sites within

their respective superordinate units.

This kind of hierarchical organization is economical in that

it allows for the requisite storage capacity of the system to be

*O greatly reduced. For example, if one stores the fact that North

America is in the Western Hemisphere, one need not redundantly

store the facts that every country, state and city within the

continent are in the Western Hemisphere. Instead, one can infer

* that information from their superordinate unit, North America.

However, to the extent that informatioa is overgeneralized or

overregularized within the system, systematic errors should result.

1 1 U)
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Stevens has capitalized on these errors in order to demonstrate
the validity of his model. In one experiment, he asked subjects

to indicate the direction from one real-world location to another.

As predicted, the judgments were distorted toward the relative

- locations of the relevant superordinates. For example, San Diego,

* California, was-judged to be southwest of Reno, Nevada, rather than

* southeast, as it actually is; presumably, this was because subjects

knew that California is basically west of Nevada. Similarly, the

Atlantic entrance to the Panama Canal was judged to be due-east

of the Pacific entrance, rather than northwest, as it actually is.

* Stevens found the same sorts of distortions when subjects were

asked to make directional judgments about simple maps they had

studied in the laboratory.

While the spatial distortions that Stevens discusses are more

or less predictable, and reflect a generally useful property of

human memory, there are other, more insidious kinds of distortions

that can arise through related, nonvisual experiences. Loftus

(1975) has shown that linguistic information about a visual event

can alter the memory considerably. She showed her subjects video

p tapes of various events and then assessed the accuracy with which

they could answer questions about those events. The critical

aspect of her procedure was that she would introduce new information

* to the subject verbally, either prior to, or during, questioning.

For example, in one case her subjects saw a film of eight demon-

strators disrupting a classroom. After the film, she asked the

subjects a question either about the leader of the "twelve demon-

strators" or about the leader of the "four demonstrators." A week

later the subjects were asked how many demonstrators there actually

had been. The estimates of the subjects who had heard the "twelve"

question in the interim were signif.4cantly higher than those of

the subjects who had heard the "four" qustion.
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Loftus has shown that more subtle suggestions may be just as

influential. In another experiment (Loftus & Palmer, 1974), she

* - showed subjects a film of a traffic accident and then asked them

how fast the two vehicles were going when they "smashed." Subjects'

estimates of the vehicles' speeds, given the word "smashed," were
significantly higher than when that word was substituted with less

potent verbs, like "collided," "bumped," or "hit." Moreover,

through the use of carefully worded questions, Loftus has not only

succeeded in distorting subjects' memories for what they did see,

but, further, has gotten them to testify that they saw things that

were never really there. Again, the suggestion may be fairly

blatant, as in asking about "the X." Or it may be quite subtle:

subjects more readily testified that they had seen broken glass

in a film of an automobile accident if they had previously been

querried about the cars' having "smashed" into one another than if

they had been querried about the cars' having "hit" each other.

Loftus's explanation for these findings is simply that people

tend to store all information about a given event in a single,

complex integrated trace. Since knowledge gained both prior to

and subsequent to the event in question may be inextricably

entwined with information acquired directly from the event itself,

the memory may be substantially, and yet unknowingly, distorted.

0 flow can such distortions be safeguarded against? For one,

Loftus's work clearly suggests that we should be careful to use

neutral words and avoid presuppositions when interrogating

observers. But, w,.hat if the damage has already been done? What

0 if the observer's memory has already been distorted through con-

versations or other extraneous but related experiences?
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~ 3 This brings us back to the question of whether visual

experience may be retained in some essentially visual format

that is inaccessible and, therefore, immutable through the other

modalities. Some psychologists have argued strongly against

this notion (Pylyshyn, 1973). But, as discussed above, there is

also evidence that it may be correct. If so, then the "viul
distortions described in this section may be happening to the

* verbal or conceptual trace of the event. The visual trace may

remain intact like a buffer copy of the event. If this were

true, and if some way of accessing the visual trace could be

figured out, then it would provide a check against conceptual

distortions.
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CHAPTER 4

DECISION MAKING AND THINKING

Many investigators have tended to conceptualize both decision

making and thinking as processes involving sequences of steps.

Dewey (1910), for example, attempted to identify the stages by

which "reflective" thinking proceeds in practical situations.

After studying a number of students' reports of "simple, but

genuine cases of reflective experience," he concluded that

"Upon examination, each instance reveals, more

or less clearly, five logically distinct steps: (i)

a felt difficulty; (ii) its location and definition;

(iii) suggestion of possible solution; (iv) develop-

ment of reasoning of the bearings of the suggestion;

(v) further observation and experiment leading to its

acceptance or rejection; that is, the conclusion of

belief or disbelief" (p. 72).

Numerous other conceptualizations of problem-oriented thinking,

and decision making, have been proposed, some of which identify

fewer steps and some many more (e.g., Johnson & Jennings, 1963;

Schrenk, 1964; Wallas, 1926).

This "episodic" view of thinking is very useful for many

purposes, and has provoked much research. There are alternative

wayF to conceptualize how problem solving and decision making

4 get done, however, that may provide a more suitable frame of

reference for thinking about these processes in the context of

C' system operations. A busy commander, or command staff, tends

to be engaged in a continuous stream of activity; conceiving of

that stream as divided into discrete episodes is, for some

17-
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purposes, somewhat artificial. The final section of this chapter
presents an alternative, less episodic, conception of the opera-

tor's task, and points to some of the human factors questions such

a conception raises.

I - In the intervening sections of this chapter, we review

selectively the results of research relating to several aspects

of decision making and thinking that we feel are particularly

relevant to the design and operation of C 3 systems, and that

represent problems on which further research has a reasonable

chance of effecting significant improvements in C 3operations.

Some of the best known arid mo,;t interesting kinds of experi-

ments on the psychology of thinking and decision making will not

be discussed here. Many important experiments in this field

were done to study the influence of factors that can be manipulated

in the laboratory, but not in the design of a C 3system. In
particular, some factors that have large effects on problem

solving and decision making can be manipulated only by an experi-

menter who knows the solution to the problem or knows what the

correct decision is. In the practical situations that arise

in a center for command, control, and communications, the "right

answer" is not known--either by the designers who planned the

center or by the personnel who operate the centLer when the

situation arises. If the right answer were known, then, from

a practical point of view, the problem would be solved or the

decision would be made.
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Man as an Intuitive Statistician

Recently, a number of studies have been conducted in an

effort to characterize the capabilities of people as intuitive

statisticians and logicians, and to discover the sorts of rules

and heuristics they use when evaluating data and predicting

future events. In addition to being intrinsically interesting,

the results of some of these studies are relevant, we think,

both to the design of data acquisition and retrieval systems,

and to the development of problem solving and decision aids.

The results of laboratory investigations of man's capa-

bilities as an intuitive statistician and comparisons of his

performance with that prescribed by normative statistical theory

have potential relevance to descriptive modeling of behavior in

operational settings and to the development of data stores.

A classic paper by Peterson and Beach (1967) highlights those

aspects of human performance that are thought to be of importance

and that, with some further research, could yield to quantitative

expression.

The long-range goal of the work described by Peterson and

Beach is the development of a theory of human behavior in uncertain

environments. Ot prime interest are those environments that can

be characterized statistically and those tasks for which a model

of ideal performance can be specified. For our purposes, the

cited paper provides a convenient catalog of observer perforlmdnce

in two major areas: (1) estimates of the characteristics of

samples of data, and (2) the use of samples to infer characteris-

tics of parent populations. The first of these is referred to by

the authors as "intuitive descriptive statistics"; the second

as "intuitive inferential statistics." Experimental findings

0 relatina to lboth of these areas may be summarized as follows:

1-146
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Intuitive Descriptive Statistics

a. Judgments of proportion. The relation between mean

* estimates and sample proportions is described well by an identity

M function with a maximum deviation of the mean estimate from the

* sample proportion of 0.3 to 0.5 and an average deviation very

close to zero. There may be a very slight overestimation of low

* proportions and an equally slight underestimate of high ones,

depending upon experimental conditions.

b. Judgments of means and variances. Subjects familiar

with the concept of a mean of a distribution give highly accurate

estimates, though there is some variance as a function of sample

* variance, sample size and rate of presentation of data. There are

* systematic discrepancies between intuitive judgments of sample

variance and actual variance. In general, as means increase,

estimates of variance decrease.

* Intuitive Inferential Statistics

* a. Inferences about proportions. In experimental tasks re-

* quiring sequential revision of subjective probabilities, subjects

* are typically found to be conservative in their behavior, revising

* their estimates in the appropriate direction as additional data

are acquired, but at a rate considerably less than is justified.

b. Inferences about means. Inferences about the central

tendencies of symmetrical distributions are generally accurate.

In J-shaped distributions, estimates of medians and modes are

accurate, but those of the mean are biased toward the median.

c. Inferences about correlations. Evidence suggests that

* subjects do not pay attention to all cells of a 2 x 2 contingency

1,' 7
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a table when inferring correlation. That cell in which favorable
outcomes appear together or those associated with the positive

diagonal seem to receive primary consideration. As the tabular

dimensions increase beyond 2 x 2, inferences become more nearly

p like those assessed by normative correlation statistics.

d. Determining sample size. In experiments in which a

subject must infer which of two populations is being sampled, he

has continuous control over the number of samples taken, a cost

is assigned to each sampled datum, and the dependent variable is

the number of data purchased prior to making a decision, it is

typically found that although performance is influenced in the

proper direction by cost/payoff structure, the magnitude of the

influence is less than that prescribed by ideal models. When the

ultimate size of the sample is decided ahead of time by the subject,

the cost/payoff structure appears to have no effect on behavior.

When prior probabilities are reduced by defining more alternatives,
subjects (appropriately) purchase larger samples of data. When
only two alternatives are involved and prior probabilities are
made disparate, fewer data are purchased. With any number of
alternatives or distributions of priors, however, purchasing
performance is conservative relative to that dictated by the
optimal (Bayesian) rule.

observations such as those above are useful in model building

activity in two different ways: (1) they help to establish the forms

of relationships between independent variables and performance in

situations requiring quantitative inference, and (2) they help to

define the ranges over which these relationships can be expected

to obtain. Because of the frequency with which the phenomenon of

conservatism in sequential sampling has been demonstrated, we be-

lieve there is sufficient justification for attempting to capture

its basic form in descriptive models of human performance. For

* 148
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any given situation, of course, -ome prior empirical work must be

accomplished to define its range.

With respect to the other indicators of suboptimal performance,

we feel less certain. Perhaps only additional research within the

OL precise contexts of given operational tasks can verify their

existence and significance.

Estimation Heuristics

Considerable work has been done on intuitive statistics in

recent years by Kahneman and Tversky (1972, 1973; Tversky &

Kahneman, 1971, 1974). They have been concerned in particular with-

identifying the heuristics that people use to arrive at estimates

of statistical parameters. Two such heuristics that they have

described are the principles of representativeness and availability.

According to the representativeness hypothesis, people select or

order outcomes on the basis of the degrees to which these outcomes

represent the essential features of the evidence they have examined.

In doing so, they frequently ignore the prior probabilities of

those outcomes and/or the degree of unreliability inherent in the

Uevidence. Where the representativeness of the outcomes is, in fact,

matched to the likelihoods, this behavior leads to a statistically

appropriate selection (or ordering). In situations where they are

riot matched, however, the selection (ordering) will be inappropriate.

Ar mportant prediction from this hypothesis is that, whereas

the processes of evaluating a set of data and of predicting an

outcome on the basis of the data are independent and should entail

differing amounts of uncertainty when the data are lesj than

perfectly reliable, people will perform as though the processes

and uncertainties were similar. The essential difference between

evaluating an input and predicting an outcome is highlighted in

an example nrovided by the authors:

149
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"Suppose one is told that a college freshman has been

described by a counsellor as intelligent, self-confident,

well-read, hardworking, and inquisitive. Consider two types

of questions that might be asked about this description:

(a) Evaluation: How does this description impress you with

respect to academic ability? What percentage of descriptions

* of freshmen do you believe would impress you more? and (b)

Prediction: What is your estimate of the grade point

averagre that this student will obtain? What is the percentage

of freshmen who obtain a higher grade point average?"

The authors point out that there is surely greater uncertainty

concerning the second question than the first; hence, the prediction

should be closer to 50% than the evaluation. They predict, how-

ever, that subjects will produce approximately the same estimate

for both questions since they will consider the best prediction

to be that score which is most representative of the input data.

The second prediction resulting from the representativeness

hypothesis is that the degree of confidence one has in his pre-

diction from a set of data reflects the degree to which the outcome

he has selected is more representative of the set than are other

possible outcomes. Thus, one might have more confidence in the

prediction of an overall B average in future courses on the basis

of B grades in two separate introductory courses than he would

have given an A and a C in those courses. This, the authors note,

is incompatible with the common multivariate model of prediction

in which predictive accuracy is independent of within-profile

variability.

The tendency, if it exists, to predict solely on the basis of

the input data and to ignore the prior probabilities of chosen

ottcomes may also be at the root of commonly. observed failures
aT

~u prrc~i~. rcja~ ~n hcnrcn .In .1n a an(' Tversky 's
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_view, the regression effect typically violates the intuition that
W- a predicted outcome should be maximally representative of the

input information.

-W According to the availability hypothesis, a person judges

I - the frequency or probability of an event or class of events on

the basis of the ease with which relevant instances are brought

to mind. An example provided by Tversky and Kahneman (1974) is

g that of assessing the risk of heart attack among middle-aged

people by recalling such occurrences among acquaintances.

As in the case of inference via representativeness, the pre-

dictions one is led to under this heuristic are frequently correct,

since instances of frequent events are typically recalled better

and more quickly than instances of less frequent events. Associ-

ated with its use, however, ar- certain biases which occasionally

produce inappropriate judgments: some of these are as follows:

a. Biases Tue to retrievability of instances. A class

whose instances are easily re alled will, using this heuristic,

* appear more frequent than a class of equal frequency whose

• .instances are less easily recalled.

b. Biases due to effectiveness of search set. In tasks

*g requiring estimates of the relative frequencies of different words,

the availability heuristic will lead to the judgment that abstract

words are more numerous than concrete words.

*" c. Biases of imaginability. In instances in which one must

assess the frequency of class whose instances are not stored in

memory one may identify a rule or algorithm that can, in turn, gen-

erate instances for consideration. The ease with which instances

*can be generated then b ecomes the criterion for frequency assess-

mont. Dependinq on the characteristics of the rule and the prior

1551
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likelihoods of the instances generated, the assessment may or may

not be accurate.

d. Illusory correlation. This term refers to a tendency to

overestimate the frequency of the co-occurrence of events that are

naturally associated with each other.

We have noted a number of the empirical expectations that

follow from the hypothesis that representativeness and availability

heuristics frequently underlie the evaluation of data and the

prediction of outcomes. These and others of perhaps lesser import-

ance in the current context can be summarized as follows:

a. Judgments of the probabilities of future events will tend

to be representative of the input data and not to reflect the prior

probabilities associated with those events.

b. Judgments of the probability of obtaining a particular

result in a sample drawn from a specified population will be

relatively insensitive to the size of the sample.

c. The confidence one has in a prediction will depend almost

completely on the degree to which that prediction is representative

of the input data and will be insensitive to the reliability of

the data.

d. The normal tendency for the performance of people (or

machines) to oscillate about some mean level--hence, for a better-

than-average or poorer-than-average performance to be followed

immediately by an "average" performance--will fail to be recognized.

One possible outcome of this failure may be that punishment will

be perceived to be more effective than reward.

1
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e. When judging the relative size of classes by the avail-

ability of their instances, a class whose instances are easily

recalled will appear larger than one whose instances are less

easily recalled.

8P- f. If the,-frequency of words is judged by availability of

contexts, abstract words will be judged to be more numerous than

* - concrete words.

g. The frequencies of co-occurrences of natural associates

will tend to be overestimated.

h. The frequency of conjunctive events will tend to be

* overestimated; the frequency of disjunctive events will tend to

be underestimated.

Findings of these types have potentially great relevance to

*the descriptive modeling of human performance. They would appear

to be applicable to many situations in which an operator must

predict the future state of a system on the basis of noisy input

data, or where he is required to perform fault-isolation' and

* trouble-shooting tasks. We expect that for such situations

the basic forms of the relationships between input data and

evaluation and prediction performance would be relatively easy

to determine empirically, though values suitable for precise

estimation in either analytic or simulation models m~ight require

a relatively extensive program of parametric research.

The point should also be made that since the behavioral

phenomena of interest relate largely to man's capabilities as an

intuitive statistician, there exists, in the form of predictions

derived from normative statistical theory, a ready standard

aqainst which W compare his performance. The ability to ;-chieve

1



this comparison can aid directly in assessing the relative merits

of alternative system aids to the evaluation and prediction per-

formance of the human.

Where the problem becomes much more complex is in situations

for which normative statistical theory is not applicable. The

accuracy of estimates of the probability of occurrence of unique or

near-unique events (nuclear world war), for example, cannot be

determined by an appeal to normative statistics. And the results

of studies of performance on tasks involving estimates of relative

frequencies should not be extrapolated uncritically to probabilistic

situations for which probability and relative frequency are not

synonymous. Much work remains to be done on the question of how

well people estimate probabilities of this type.

Intransitivity of Preferences and Non-Independence

of Beliefs and Desires

Practically all prescriptive models of utility begin with the

assumption that each of the possible outcomes associated with action

alternatives open to the decision maker at the time of choice has

two important parameters: (1) a value denoting the decision maker's

"taste" or preference for the given outcome, or that outcome's

real (e.g., monetary) value, and (2) a probability of occurrence.

Where the scales of values and probabilities assigned over the

set of possible outcomes can be made to correspond to certain

"rules," identification of the prescribed choice is, at least in

principle, easily achieved. The rules, as formulated by Savage

(cited in Becker & McClintock, 1967) may be summarized as follows:

Rule 1: Transitivity. If, in a choice situation, the

dec ision maker prefers Outcome A to Outcome B and Outcome B to

Out-come C, he should prefer Outcom(- A to Outcome C.
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~ g Rule 2: Comparability. The decision maker should be willing

- . to compare two possible outcomes and decide either that he prefers

one to the other or that he has no preference between them.

Rule 3: Dominance. If the decision maker determines that,

under every pos-sible condition, a choice of one of his alternative

* actions results in an outcome at least as desirable as that which

* would result from the choice of a second alternative action, and

results in a more desirable outcome under at least one possible

* condition than would the second action, the second action should

not be preferred to the first.

U Rule 4: Irrelevance of nonaffected outcomes. If the decision

maker determines that, for a particular state of the world, two or

more of the actions open to him result in the same outcome, ±iis

preferences among such actions should not be affected by the outcome

associated with that state.

Rule 5: Independence of beliefs and rewards. The decision

maker's statement concerning the likelihood of occurrence of a given

m outcome should not be affected by what he hopes will occur.

Despite their intuitive appeal, at least some of these rules

seem actually be to honored more in the breach than in the obser-

vance (Nickerson & Feehrer, 1975). Empirical studies, for example,

frequently show that, whereas the decision maker may prefer Outcome

B to Outcome A and Outcome C to Outcome B, he may also prefer
Outcome A to Outcome C. On occasion this intransitive pattern

will persist even when the decision maker is confronted by the
experimenter with the apparent inconsistency.
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Other violations occur with respect to Rule 5, a common

finding being that decision makers attach higher estimates of

probability of occurrence to those outcomes that they consider

more desirable. Violations of the remaining rules occur occasion-

ally, but are, perhaps, of less immediate concern to the formu-

lation of decision aiding techniques than those associated with

transitivity and non-independence.

There are at least two possible approaches to solving the

U intransitivity/non-independence problems. One is to attempt to

train decision makers to be aware of such occurrences and to

teach them iiethods for achieving transitivity and independence.

A second (not mutually exclusive) approach is to generate procedures

4 that accommodate intransitivity and non-independence when they

occur, and thus allow the decision maker to achieve whatever

orderings he feels comfortable with.

Bayesian Inference with Reliable and Unreliable Data

Given a set of mutually exclusive and exhaustive hypotheses.
(H.) and datum, D, Bayes rule expresses the probability that a

given hypothesis, H., is true as a function of (p(DIHj, the
JJ

probability that D will be observed given that H. is true, andJ

p(I, the Probabilitv that H. is true prior to the observation

of D. That is,

p(DH. )p CH.)
p(Hj D) p p(D)

where

p(D) p (D 11iP (1

n equals the total number of hypotheses in (i)

I
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For a sequence of observations, this formulation is applied

recursively, the value of p(H~iD) computed as the result of one

observation serving as the p(H.) for the next.

* - Since Bayes rule specifies an optimal policy for aggregation

* of data against hypotheses and for the sequential revision of

probabilities distributed over alternative hypotheses as data are

examined, it has served as an important normative framework with

which to evaluate the performance of real decision makers. Com-

parison of man's actual data aggregation performance against the

dictates of Bayes rule has become one of the leading preoccupations

in modern decision-making research. These efforts have been

directed at finer understanding of one of the earliest and most

persistent findings in the Bayesian decision-making area, viz,

that humans appear to assign a less extreme probability to the

likelihood of a given hypothesis after examining a given datum

I than is justified on the basis of the prescriptive rule. This

basic finding and its implications for the training of decision

makers have been discussed by Nickerson and Feehrer (1975).

* Recently, there has been considerable interest in extending

the Bayesian model to situations in which the decision maker may

be in doubt as to the actual occurrence of an event on which his

inference must be based. Such situations can arise in at least

two different ways: (1) During an observation period, the occurrence

of one event may be mistaken for the occurrence of another; (2) the

report of an observer of a correctly made observation may be in

error. In the first of these cases, the decision maker must decide

whether the reported event or some alternative event occurred on

the basis of an observer's expressed degree of certainty. In the

second, the decision maker must make an inference concerning the

4 reported event on the basis of the estimated credibility of the

reporting source. Both situations are of the "cascaded inference"
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type, requiring that the decision maker discount the nominal 'iag-

nostic value of a datum as observed or reported in the light of the

observer's certainty, or credibility, and then, in a second step,
determine the support for the alternative hypotheses provided by
the adjusted datum.

Approaches to the formulation of prescriptive and descriptive

models for cascaded inference are presented in Nickerson and

Feehrer (1975). Of that set, models concerned with inference in

the context of faulty reporting are perhaps of greatest interest

to the design and operation of C3 systems because of the extent

to which they may be generalizable to any situation in which the

decision maker is faced with "nois-y" reporting systems. Though

relatively little effort has been made so far in this direction.

there seems no reason, in principle, why these formulations could

not be employed in the study of information acquisition and re-

porting operations in any system where estimates of the reliabilities

of communication channels utilized by the decision maker can be made.

We present below a portion of Nickerson and Feehrer's dis-

cussion that outlines the prescriptive Bayesian models of Schum

and DuCharme (1971) for four situations in which the nominal impact

of the report of a datum must be altered in liqht of the estimated

credibility of the reportinq source. This presentation is followed

* by portions of our earlier discussion of descriptive models in

this area.

* The Prescriptive Models of Schum and DuCharme

The'se authors have presented formulations for cases in which

there are two possible hypotheses, H1 and H2, two possible data

events, D1 and D2? and two possible reports of the event that oc-

curred, d and d The decision maker's task is to determine

p(H.id j). According to Bayes rule:

15P,
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p(d.IH. )p(if)
p(Hild) 1

1~ p(d)

which can be manipulated to obtain:

p(d. jH. E p(D JH.)p(d 1H.O)D
J k ki ji k

if p(D kJHi) and p(d.IlHfIDk are known. Given this, a likelihood

ratio (A) adjusted for the diagnosticity of the datum can then

- -. be derived.

A p (d.j Ill)
p(d. 1Hk

L The authors distinguish four decision "cases" which differ with

respect to the symmetry of the impact of observing a given event

on p(DIH-) and p(dJD) and derive the optimal A for each. A summary

of each of these follows:

Case I: Symmetric p (D 1H): p (D H) p p(D I H

Symmetric p(dID): P(d 1 D)= p(d jD2 )

0 A - r+(1-p) (1-r)

As's (1-p)r+p(1-r)

*wheare

p p(DilH.)

1-p p(D.IH.), j?/l

r p(dil i)

* i (d ID0 1 j/I
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Case II: Asymmetric p(DIH): p(D1 IH) (D2JH 2)

Symmetric p(dID): p(d I DI) = p(d 2 ID2 )

A !". Plr+ (l-pl) (l-r)

a,s P 2r+(l-P 2 ) (1-r)

or, equivalently,

A p +k
as p2 +k2

where

k-r r .5

p1 - P(DJH 1 )

1-P1 - p(D2 H1)

p 2 - p(DIjH2 )

1-p2  p(D 1H9l- 2 - (2 H2),

and r and l-r are defined as above.

Case III: Symmetric p(DIH): p(DI1HI) = p(D 2 1H 2 )

Asymmetric p(dlP : p(dlIDI) p P(d 2 ID 2 )

pr+ (l-p) (1-r 2 )
A~s,a (l-p)r r+P(l-r2

or, if p/l and r2 /1,

s,a p

W11cre

C ---• l-r 2

* i.60
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Case IV: Asymmetric p(D Hi): p(DI,'H) 7 p(D21H 2 )

Asymmetric p(d D): P(dl D1) p(d2 ID2)

Plr]+ (1-Pl) (1-r2 )
a,a P2 rl+ (l-p2 ) (l-r2 )

or, if rl= (1-r2).

A Pi+b

a,a P2 +b

where

4 b =[r (lr

and t..e remaining parameters are defined as above.

Descriptive Approaches

Actual observation of decision makers attempting to infer

states of the world on the basis of unreliable data have led toU
a number of empirical models, the most significant of which are

due to Snapper and Fryback (1971), Gettys, Kelly, and Peterson

(1973), Phillips and Edwards (1966), and Funaro (1974).

Snapper and Fryback suggest that in dealing with unreliable

data, decision makers first estimate the likelihood ratio as though

the data were completely reliable, then adjust this ratio by

multiplying it by a reliability quotient, and, finally, apply the

adjusted ratio to the calculation of posterior odds.

Stage 1: compute =rL

Stage 2: compute =

16]
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where

r = the reliability of the report

L = the likelihood ratio

-. the adjusted posterior odds

00 the (unadjusted) prior odds

According to Gettys, Kelly, and Peterson's model, the decision

maker estimates posterior odds assuming the most likely event is

true, and then adjusts the odds to reflect the reliability of the

source.

Stage 1: compute S1 = LQO
1 0

Stage 2: compute = r I1 1l

Edwards and Phillips present evidence suggesting that posterior

odds are described by a single-stage process, as follows:

Qi = Lc 0

where c varies with L.

Funaro has recently attempted to evaluate the predictive

power of Snapper and Fryback's model and of that of Gettys, Kelly,

and Peterson, using both L and Lc as unadjusted likelihood ratios

4in each case. A symmetric p(DIH)--symmetric r task (Schum & Du

Charme, Case I) was used. Subjects were required to revise odds'

estimates under both single-stage (perfect-source reliability

assumed) and cascaded-inference conditions. Values of c were

estimated separately for individual subjects from data obtained

in the single-stage conditions.

1624
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The results were not consistent w.;ith any of the models described

above. They were predicted best by another model that Funaro pro-

posed. This "empirical model" assu.es that subjects accurately

estimate A, and then apply this estimate to the revision of odds

with the same degree of effectiveness, or ineffectiveness, with which

they apply L in-single-stage tasks. The conclusion appears to be

inconsistent with the results of Youseff and Peterson (1973) who

found that odds' estimates made under cascaded conditions were

consistently excessive relative to those made in single-stage tasks,

given A = L. Funaro notes, however, that subjects in his experiment

could have acquired a direct appreciation for A from the proportion

of successes and failures in a series of reports obtained from the

source during the course of the experiment. (In a symmetrical

p(DIH) chips-in-urn situation, one can unambiguously define a
"success" as the drawing--or in this case reporting--of a chip of

the predominant color.) To the extent that subjects were able to

develop a direct awareness of A, the effect would have been to

eliminate the need for a two-stage process and to transform the

task into the simpler problem of revising odds on the basis of

totally reliable data. The suggestion is an eminently plausible

one, and the possibility that this is in fact the way unreliable

data are often accommodated in real-world situations deserves

further study.

Constraints on Generality of the Bayesian Framework

Despite the acknowledged productivity of the Bayesian frame-

work, it has a number of properties that. should be recognized in

assessing its generality and usefulness for real decision-making

situaLions. These are dealt with at some length in Nickerson

and Feehrer (1975) and will only be summarized here.
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1. The rule concerns only that aspect of decision making

related to hypothesis evaluation.

2. It requires uncertainty to be expressed in terms of a

mutually exclusive and exhaustive set of phyotheses.

K. 3. There is no provision for adding new hypotheses to an

existing set of hypotheses once evaluation has begun.

4. Bayes rule does not determine the "truth value" of

a given hypothesis, only with its statistical support.

5. Incorrect assignment of prior likelihoods may be

devastating when hypotheses are evaluated on the basis

of few data.

6. Bayes rule itself does not provide a direct criterion

for "stopping" in a sequential data-acquisition situation.

It is difficult to identify any system, however carefully

designed and operated, that does not occasionally provide decision

makers with data whose reliability is suspect. When this is the

case, and Bayesian analysis can be applied without considerable

oversimplification of the decision-making situation, models of

the types reviewed above may be very productive. Some hint of

this is provided by the recent efforts of Schun (1975a,b) to extend

his analysis to jury proceedings, an area long neglected by

behavioral research and theory.

Finally, within the framework of a research program aimed
3

ultimately at enhancing the performance of C3 functions, there

are a number of questions raised by evidence accumulated in

Bayesian research so far. Some of them are:
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a. Can decision makers be trained to perform at levels

that more closely approximate optimality in those operational

situations in which conservatism is manifest?

b. Whether or not their performance could be improved

through training, could a system be configured to help

decision makers know when their performance is suboptimal?

C. Are there decision-making contexts in which performance

evaluated as suboptimal with respect to the Bayesian metric
is optimal (or at least more nearly optimal) with a dif-

ferent, and equally acceptable, yardstick?

d. How accurately can decision makers perform when they

* . are familiar with optimal rules for aggregating data against

hypotheses and for adjusting diagnostic impact when re-

-liability information is available?

Studies of Concept Attainment

* Much of the research on how people form and test hypotheses

has been done under the rubric of concept formation or concept

* attainment. The typical task in this sort of experiment is to

r ~discover some "concept," which is usually defined in terms of a
conjunction, disjunction, or complex function of stimulus features

(e.g., "red and square," "red and small and not square," or "blue

aria square").

In the usual laboratory experiment on concept attainment,

there is nothing probabilistic about the stimuli with which the

subject is confronted. A card that contains two small figures

within a single border is a positive instance, any other card is

i not. The cues--number of figures, size, and number of borders--
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combine in a perfectly deterministic fashion to specify whether

the stimulus is includeu within the class that defines the concept.

Moreover, there is nothing subtle about the cues themselves; a

stimulus card clearly does or does not have a single border, the

figures are clearly small or they are not, and so on.

3The concepts an operator of a C system must identify in de-

ciding what the state of the world is are often not so clear-cut.

They are more like the concept a line-backer in a football game

uses when he tells himself, "This is a passing situation."~ In

the first place, the cues are probabilistic; there is no one cue-2,

and no combination of cues, that determine uneauivocally whethel-

the situation is an instance of the concept "a passing situation."

In the second place, the cues themselves may be more obscure than

the presence or absence of a border on a stimulus card.

Both of those factors have been found to retard concept

attainment. Bruner, Goodnow, and Austin (1956) did an experiment

in which the stimuli were drawings of people who differed in sex,

kind of clothes, and so on. Concept attainment was considerably

slower with these stimuli in which the cues, though not especially

obscure, were not so blatant as in the typical experiment. In

other experiments, Bruner et al. also found that concept attain-

ment was greatly retarded if the cues were probabilistic, i.e.,

if there was no cue or combination of cues that unequivocally de-

tLermined whether the stimulus was or was not an instance of the

concept. Since then, there does not seem to have been much

4 laboratory research on concept learning under circumstances that

are realistic in the sense that the cues are obscure and proba-

bil istic.
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3 10 Memory Limitations in Concept Formations

One of the most severe limitations on a person's ability to

form a concept is the limitation imposed by his memory. He simply

cannot remember all the positive and negative instances he has seen.

The classic research of Bruner et al. on concept attainment was

primarily on the information-processing strategies that subjects

adopt to circumvent the limitations of memory. Some of these

experiments used the selection procedure, that is, the subject

chose a stimulus, was told whether it was a positive or negative

. instance, chose another, and so on. The sequence of checks revealed

fairly directly what exploratory strategy he was following. Similar

- . strategies were also detected by more indirect means in experiments

that used the more familiar reception procedure--that is, experi-

ments in which the subject saw the stimuli one-at-a-time in an

order the experimenter had chosen in advance.

LN .The question for human factors research is how a person's

-. memory might be assisted so that he could employ a more efficient

strategy and attain a concept after seeing a smaller number of

positive and negative instances. This is a field in which a

considerable amount of research has already been done (Bourne,

Ekstrand, & Dominowski, 1971, pp. 234-231), both demonstrating

the utility of an external memory in concept learning and, to

* some extent, revealing the manner in which the subject is able to

use the information stored there. In a sense, the practical

problem is usually a problem of display: the computer can store

information about previous situations easily enough; the problem

*" is how to display the information so that an operator can detect

any regularities there may be. One possible approach is Chernoff's

(1973) faces, but there must surely be others.
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Strategy in Seeking Information

Quite apart from failures of memory, people often fail to

use good strategy in seeking information. The questions they

ask are not always those that would be the most revealing, or

would provide the information at the least cost. This was shown

in the concept-formation experiments of Bruner et al. that were

just cited, and also in a variety of experiments on trouble-

shooting, diagnostic problems, and guessing games (Johnson, 1972,

pp. 163-168).

The human factors question is how operators might be trained

to use good strategy in seeking information, and whether there

are ways in which a computer could assist them to seek information

efficiently.

Remembering what Tacks have been Explored

There are circumstances in which it is very difficult for a

person to remember which courses of action he has evaluated, and

with what results. This is especially evident in the kind of

thinking Newell and Simon (1972) have analyzed in great detail--

the kind required in playing chess, in proving theorems, and in

solving cryptarithmetic puzzles. In chess, for example, the evalu-

ation of a course of action sometimes requires a lengthy mental

.4 exploration of what the consequences of the action would be.

After that exploration, the player may find he has trouble remem-

bering what her actions he has evaluated, and with what result.

Simnilarly', .. lving a puzzle, it is quite easy to get confused

4 about what possibilities one has tried and rejected.

Inability to recall what courses of action have been evaluated

is a special case of what Newell and Simon describe as inability
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to return to a previous "knowledge state." A person working on a

complicated problem cannot remember everything he has done, and

so he cannot return at will. to any arbitrary point in his past

thinking. In fact, Newell and Simon (p. 815) estimate that their

ML subjects usually retained only enough information to permit a

1 return to one or two "knowledge states." This limitation on a

person's memory for his own thoughts is a crucial one. Newell

and Simon (pp. 814-818) point out that it puts sharp constraints

on the problem-solving strategies people can use. Attempting to

provide a problem solver with a complete record of his own thoughts

is, presumably, out of the question, but if one could supply him

with, or help him to maintain, a partial record, what part would

be the most valuable? We suggest that the most useful information

would be a list of actions he had evaluated, and the evaluations

he had given them. Although this would be a potentially very

fruitful subject for research, it is not, so far as we know, a

probemt on which research has been done.

Finding and Evaluating Courses of Action

This aspect of decision making has two parts: first, iden-

U tification of all courses of action that are promising enough to

be worth evaluating, and, second, evaluation of those alternatives

for the purpose of picking the best. The first process is em-

* phasized in those laboratory experiments on problem solving in

which the evaluation of a course of action is trivial. A partic-

ular action obviously solves the problem or does not; the point

is to discov' r an action that does. The second process is

* emphasized in those experiments on decision making in which the

list of alternatives is given to the subject, anC his task is

oily to choose the best ono from among the-m.
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Remembering the Consequences of Previous Actions

The value of utilizing case histories in teaching such things

as law, medicine, military strategy and tactics is well known.

And, at least in the first two of these instances, continued

access to precedents and records of earlier diagnoses and treat-
* ments serves an important role in the day-to-day operations of

practitioners.

It is not clear, however, that, beyond the initial grounding

in military history received as part of a military-school curriculum,

commanders ever have the opportunity to search for precedents that

could aid them in the solution of current problems. As a result,

a commander may be required again and again to confront specific

tactical or strategic aspects of an engagement as though they

were unique, while, at the same time, he feels that those aspects

must have been considered before and that he might benefit from

reviewing the conclusions reached.

One possible conclusion we could come to is that a way should

be found to provide the commander with the time and resources

necessary to search for occasions on which either he or a counter-

part has faced similar circumstances in the past. Unfortunately,

however desirable that might be on occasion, it is clearly

6 impractical unless ways can be found to capture and describe the

structure of case histories and current problems economically.

Search for precedents might then proceed efficiently on the basis

of some well-defined ternplate-matching process.

A system that aided the decision maker by enabling him to

search for similar past situations in an efficient manner might

be of further benefit if it could help him to assess the specific
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i sLmilarities and differences between the current situation and

those selected by the template-matching process. It might even

* ' - be argued that the more imprecise the matching process, the more

important provision of such a capability would be. This is almost

.Am certain to be -the case if the imprecision of the matching process

results from reduction in the dimensionalities of past and current

situations. Where this was the case, however, it also seems clear

that more information concerning the past situation would have to

be potentially available than was employed in the matching process

itself, if a further similarity/difference analysis was to be

performed.

Some research exists that indirectly supports an argument

that the effort required to define and specify a precedent-seeking

aid might be justified in terms of the effects it could have on

decision making (e.g., Fischhoff, 1974a,b; Fischhoff & Beyth, 1974;

Wohlstetter, 1962). All of these studies draw attention to the

fact that situations and events judged in hindsight--that is,

after they have occurred--are perceived quite differently

(presumably, because of knowledge of their outcomes) than they

were perceived in foresight. An example of what Fischhoff (1974b)

called "creeping determinism" is provided by his quote of the

historian, Florovsky.

"The tendency toward determinism is somehow implied

in the method of retrospection itself. In retrospect, we

seem to perceive the logic of the events according to a

recognizable pattern with an alleged inner necessity. So

that we get the impression that it really could not have

happened otherwise" (p. 288).

1
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A series of three experiments was run by Fischhoff in an effort

to answer two questions concerning the differences between hind-

sight and foresight: (1) "How does the receipt of outcome informa-

tion affect judgment?" and (2) "How aware are people of the

effects that outcome knowledge has on -Zheir perceptions?" (p. 288).

The results of these experiments suggest strongly that people are

very much influenced by a knowledge of the outcomes of situations

they are called upon to judge. As suggested by the "creeping-

determinism" hypothesis, the effect was one of finding that the

*i observed outcome was inevitable, given the situation, and that it

* was, in fact, apparent in foresight. The judges were, moreover,

generally unaware of the effect that outcome knowledge had on

their perceptions.

Actions Suggested by the Machine

A common problem in decision making is that of considering

too limited a range of actions and overlooking alternatives that

would be more effective than those considered. The sort of in-

flexibility that this represents has been investigated repeatedly

in laboratory experiments. Many of these experiments are

classified as experiments on problem-solving set (Bourne et al.,

1971; Johnson, 1972). Perhaps the best known are Luchin's (1942)

which involve problems in which the subject is asked how one could

measure a certain amount of water using combinations of jars of

certain sizes and subtraction or addition operations. The salient

point is that having learned to use a particular method to solve

48 each of a series of problems, subjects were unlikely to discover

a simpler method when they encountered problems for which it would

have been appropriate.
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The same type of inflexibility, or something very similar,

has been observed in experiments on what Duncker (1945) has called

"functional fixedness" (Bourne, et al., 1971; Johnson, 1972).

The problems that typically have been studied in these experiments

can be solved only by using a familiar object in an unusual way, for

example, by thumbtacking a box to the door to make a shelf, or by

tying a relay to a string to make a pendulum. The subject will

fail to solve the problem if his conception of the "function" of

a relay is so"fixed" that he cannot think of using it as a weight.

In command and control situations in which the individual has

the task of identifying a variety of possibilities from which to

choose a course of action, it seems obvious that this sort of

rigidity could be detrimental. One way to free the individual's

imagination might be to have the machine present him with a variety

* of suggested courses of action that are quite different from each

other. Even if none of the suggestions was acceptable in itself,

- - they might stimulate his thinking and provoke him to conceive of

better alternatives. The question of whether, or under what

* circumstances, this technique would be helpful, is an empirical

one. So also is the question of whether the suggestions would

have to be sensible to be useful; it is not clear, for example,

that bizarre and impractical suggestions might not provide the

st-imulus to thought that could sometimes lead the system user to

produce a better set of his own.

17-1
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Corn-- itmen t

An individual who has made i choice amona decision alterna-

ties and has made that choice "nublic': is, in several siqnifi-

cant resoects,-operatinq in a different mode than is one who has

either not vet made a selection or at least has not yet announced

it to the world. Certain dimensions of this difference have been

recoanized for some time; others are only slowly becoming ap-

parent. What has been learned to date may have imoortant imoli-

cations for decision makers who must exercise their skills in
rapidly chanciing situations, and for the desiqn of procedures to
support that activity.

One of the earliest differences to be observed was reported

by Gihson and Nicol (1964). Subjects in this study assumed the

role of field commanders who were reouired to oredit the direc-

tion from which a ouerilla attack would come on the basis of con-
tinually undated mao ..isolavs of enemy patrol activity. Follow-

ino each undate in the seouence, the subject was reauired to

estimate his deoree of belief concerninq from where the attack

I-ou.-l come 1 v Oistributina a set of twelve ooints over the four

oo7ible carinal directions (N, F, S, W). Thus, a distribution

[3,3,3,31 woul, indicate a belief that, as of that time, the al-
ternatives were enuallv likely, while a distribution [3,2,6,1]

woul' indicate a belief that the attack was most likely to occur

from the South, least likely to occur in the We st, and sliahtlv
M-1re likelv in the North than in the Fast.

\ the .Y-yoer .mrnt orooresTed and the expectations of sub-

1"T .er- it Ur. ( iiricate'd hv increa ina values beino as-
. 'i"-t',- to -u rticula r!, -D t i,,), r)o!itive indlications oF oat-

. roT .w1~ i ,tivitv in one or -, r o.-va 1 tcr. 0 irectioF - were increased
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in f7reryuencv. Thiz ha the effect oF -intainino the iudorment

nroce S in P continual state of flu: -i- 4de it nossihle to
sturv the transitions fror one belief state to another.

S Two outcomes of this study are of interest in the oresent

context. The first is that more infor,ation was reauired by the

subiects to chanqe their belief states, once these had developed,

than was recuired by them to arrive at those belief states in the

first olace. In the authors' words: "Once a oerson has decided

- that a certain state of the world exists, it is aoing to take

more contraindicafive information to chanae that decision than it

took information to oriainally arrive at that decision from a

noint of neutrality" (p.11).

The second findinq of interest is that there was a signifi-

cant interaction between the time at which belief states chanqed

and the amount by which they chanqed. A-ain, in the authors'

word s,

"This seems to indicate, at least within the limits of this

eoerimeic, that a maior chance in conditions is oerceived

Lar less readily by an observer who has been develooinq a

conceotion of the situation over a lonq oerioO of time than

by a oerson who has been develooino a conception of the

situation over a shorter nerio of time" (p.13).

As the authors noint out, these results reoresent an exten-

.i-on of the findinqs renorted bv Erlar°s (1965) that suqoest the

Aecision nak-r is an inefficient orocessor of information when

ronD nr rl iainst the Rav-sian ideal. The results .seem to show

t the 'eqree of ineffici.encv arot-s with the Fnount of time

h in nt~h]jshic a commitment - o r -Ino . h r hvnothesi7

17
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andl that, onc,:e formed, and exnressed, this commitment is rela-

tivelv resist:a)nt to contrainclicative evidence.

The basic ohenomenon of commitment has been demonstrated

manv times in a wide variety of contexts and some of the be-

haviors associated with the Phenomenon in more complex situations

have been described. Hoyt and Centers (1972) for example, four,-,

that subjects who were Publicly committed to a given position

tended to write essays espousing a more moderate Position than

did subjects who had made no (public) commitment. Salancik and

Kiesler (see Kiesler, 1971) in a study of learninq and retention

of attitudinallv related word oairs found that committed subjects

recalledI a significantly larqer number of consistent pairs and a

siqnificantly smaller number of inconsistent and irrelevant pairs

than didl uncommitted subjects.

One of the most imoressive studies of "real world" decision

makino that hiahlicihts the effects com-mitment may have on subse-

crtint coanitive Processes was nerformed by Soelberq (1967) on

ornsrnective "IT Sloan School students in the throes of r'akina

cnoiccs anmonn enmolovment ooportunities. Throuqh the use of a

non-obtrusive interview technioue bequn shortly after the set of

lob offers was first considered and continued throuqh the de-

cision noriodl until an unec'ivo0Ca8l selection was made - in some

caqes, a onerioq of ten weetzs or more - this inv'estiqator was able

to showq that ccmmiitment to a pn:rticulqr alternative may be made

4 very c7 r1lv in the! orocess and that most nost-commit ,ent ativity

is -1irecterl toweri lustifyirvi the choice made. JL,.'-t how early

'I- Ui)Qe' fromn thre exoerinienter s comments ren-,r'linq the dv-
flC''Z n~t~~ 'ci~onnroce~s:
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1. "The de 4sion maker believes a priori that he will make his
decision by weighting all relevant factors with respect to each

alternative, and then 'add up numbers' in order to identify the

best one. In fact, he does not generally do this, and if he does

it is done after he has made an 'implicit' selection among alter-

natives."

2. "Evaluation during the search ohase takes the form of screen-

ing each alternative alonq a number of non-compared goal dimen-

sions; no evidence of factor weighting is apparent at this

staae."

t:
S.. 3. "...when he ends his search for new alternatives, he will

have more than a single alternative in his 'active roster'."

4. "When the subject terminates his search for new alternatives

before his search resources run out, he will already have identi-

fied a favorite alternative..."

AL 5. "At the ooint of search terminaition a person generally will
not have compared his Alternatives with one another, will not

nossess a transitive rank ordering of alternatives, and will re-

fuse to admit that his implicit choice has been made."

6. "Confirmation orocessinq aims to resolve the residual uncer-

, tainties and oroblems connected with the choice (i.e., preferred)

candidate and to arrive at a decision rule which shows unecuivo-

cally that the choice candidate dominates the confirmation (non-

oreferred alternative in a two alternative scheme) candidate -

Pareto dominance beinq the ideal aoal strived for."

1
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7. During confirmation processing a great deal of perceptual

and interpretational distortion takes place in favor of the

choice candidate, to the detriment of the confirmation candidate,

qoal attribute 'weights' are arrived at, or changed, to fit the

perceived data and the desired decision outcome."

"The decision is made when a satisfactorily Pareto dominant de-

cision rule has been constructed..."

9. "Search for new alternatives end a significant period of time

before the decision maker is willing to admit having made his de-

cision."

10. "When the decision maker ends his search for new alternatives

he will report sionificant uncertainty about which alternative he

will select as his choice."

It is tempting to conclude that human propensities to form

commitments early in a decision process and to remain, there-

after, relatively refractory to the possible impact of subsequent

data render them important targets in the design of systems and

procedures that will aid decision makinq. This, we feel, is an

appropriate conclusion, but the nature of the system or procedure

to be developed may be in doubt.

One reason for this doubt is that many (perhaps most) com-

olex situations are of a nature that makes a definition of

"ideal" performance very difficult to specify. In these situa-

tions, ouestions as to whether commitments are formed too early

and/or abandoned too late may be unanswerable in any objective

sense. One may only be able to observe their onset and follow

their dynamics, as Soelbera has done.

17q4I
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8 A second reason for doubt is that early and/or long con-

tinued commitments, when based on intuitions that may be contra-

indicated by available data but that ultimately Drove to have

been correct, may be regarded as desirable. Like the judgmental

I - heuristics discussed earlier in this report, they may represent

valuable "shortcuts" to problem solving when conditions are

riqht.

Still a third reason is that, whatever else might be said

for and against commitment behavior, it does represent a stabil-

izina influence in the decision making process. Appropriately or

not, it enables a decision maker to simolify complex problems by

reducing their dimensionality, thereby, decreasing the amount of

data that have to be processed. In this sense, commitment as a

phenomenon has the same sort of ecoloaical validity attributed to

£"availability" and "representativeness" heuristics.

From the point of view of decir n aid design, then, it

would be desirable to have a means for detecting the oresence and

duration of a commitment and for helping the decision maker de-

cide whether or not that commitment - or, indeed, any commitment

- is appropriate at that time. The emohasis here miaht be placed

on making the decision maker aware of his behavior arid conscious

of the possibility that he miaht ianore or undervalue information

that is crucial to the decision, rather than directing his atten-

tion exrlicitlv to one or another hypothesis best suported by

data available to the system. Alternatively, a set of procedures

miqht be devised that places enual emphasis on both approaches

and that enables the decision maker to base his strategy on the

merits of the situation (e.q., on the extent to which he believes

the system "understands" his value system and contains all data

of imnortance to his oroblem).
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CUnfortunately, much of the quidance that would be required

to develop such an aid is not available. It is not clear, for

examole, what sorts of interroqation procedures would be aopro-

* oriate for detection and tracking of commitments. One can easily

think of several ways these could be accomplished if one did not

need to be concernedI with the extent to which the procedure in-

truded itself into the decision making task, oer se, or the ex-

tent to which it represented such an annoyance that its use would

be curtailed. But, clearly, these are very important con-

straints. One goal for research, then, is the discovery of non-

obtrusive, "coooerative" decision-orocess sampling techniques.

Decision Makinq under a Tactical Disadvantage

In his study of behavioral aspects of tactical decision

makinq, Sidorsky (1972) reports a result which, though unverified

to date, may have implications for both the training and aiding

of decision makers in systems. The task was one in which a

(simulated) commander of an ASW attack submarine must decide when

to fire a missile at an approachinq enemy submarine. The problem

posed by the situation is that, although the orobability of a

successful hit on the tarqet increases as a function of decreas-

inn range, the probability that the presence of the commander's

4 own shin will be detected an4 fired upon also increases with do-

creasina rance. The commander's decision, then, must be based on

a tradeoff between the probabilities of hittina the enemy and

beina hit by hiit. Further cornolicatinq his decision is the rela-

tive tactical advantaqe afforded his own or the enemy ship as a

resut of differences in deoth, local bathythermal conditions,

ei.c.

I
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[A Sidorsky found that when subjects Perceived themselves to be

in an advantageous position or when an advantage did not exist

for either ship, the quality of their decisions was relatively

high - that is, the range at which they chose to fire their mis-

sile was close to the optimum hit/detection tradeoff point. On

the other hand, when subjects perceived themselves to be at a

.. disadvantage, decision quality deteriorated markedly.

The response method chosen for the experiment and the ana-

lytic framework used for evaluation of decision quality provided

little opportunity for inferences concerning why the behavior oc-

curred. Nonetheless, if it stands as a predictable piece of

behavior - that is, if the phenomenon can be replicated over a
range of simulated tactical encounters - it raises some interest-

ina research questions. Among these are:

a. Does the quality of decision performance scale with the

perceived dearee of disadvantage?

Lb. How highly does perceived disadvantage (or advantage)

correlate with objective disadvantaqe (or advantage) in those

situations for which the latter factor can be defined and scaled?

*0 c. Would it be desirable to provide to commanders decision

aids designed explicitly for use when they are ooerating at a

perceived disadvantaqe? What types of aids would be appropriate

for these cases?

We are incline3 to think that the behavior exhibited by

Sidorsky's subjects may be one examole of a more general class of

suboptimal behaviors associated with nerformance under stressful

*• " conditions. If so, research on this phenomenon also provides an
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opportunity to work within a context in which dimensions of

stress mnight be objectified and measured.
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Group Decision Making; The Risky-Shift

It is a workinq assumption in many organizations that the
"product" (decision, evaluation, problem solution, etc.) de-

. livered by a group of individuals differs from that delivered by

the individuals working alone. Sometimes these differences are

considered desirable and the organization makes an explicit ef-

fort to utilize group problem solving approaches. Sometimes the
differences are considered undesirable and critical problems are

left to individual attention.

What are the alleged differences? Personal experience and

folklore seem to suggest that one is the time taken to reach a

conclusion, and a generalization often heard is that a problem in

need of a quick resolution should never be left in the hands of a

committee. A second possible difference is that groups opera-

ting under an appropriate set of ground-rules may deliver a grea-

* ter number of creative ideas per unit of time than would their

* members working individually. Thirdly, as dedication to the con-

* cept of trial by iury attests, the collective opinion regarding

evidence may more.. nearly represent the truth value of that evi-

dence than does the opinion of a single individual. From a prac-

tical point of view, it seems that there may be problems so com-
plex as to preclude solution by the efforts of any individual.

In these cases, whatever opinions one might have concernina group

oroductivity, there appears to be no alternative to the use of

iroups of persons with the recuired cross-section of knowledge

and skills. How beet to utilize the collective talents of any

given aroup and how to intezpret the qroup's output, however, are

rauestions the answers to which are not always apparent.
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We believe that some C 3 oroblems are of the type that re-

.uire the combined efforts of collections of specialists. One

could take the position, for example, that the entire strategic

or tactical intelligence gatherinq and analysis activities of a

"iven C3 system are group problem solvina enterprises. Moreover,

one could take the position that although many C3 problems are

cast, for purposes of research, as individual challenges - the

intelligence analyst's "problem" in assessing the aggregate

meanina of discrete indicators, the commander's problem in

choosinq an optimal course of action, the monitor's problem in

interpretinq raw sensor data - this orientation may reflect the

availability of analytic tools and methods more than the reali-

ties of the tasks under study.

In this section, we discuss one phenomenon of qroup decision

makinq that may be relevant to military decision making where

consensus is reauired before a Plan of action can be implemented.

"Rarely in the history of social psychology has a single

study stimulated as much research as the master's thesis by

Stoner (1961) which reported the discovery of the 'risky shift.'

Its conclusion that groups are riskier than individuals was

widely interpreted as being contrary to the findings of previous

* research on the effects of groups on individuals. It challenged

conventional wisdom, and it appeared to have implications for

those responsible for makinq decisions involving risk" (p.361).

* This assessment by Cartwriaht (1971) in a review of risky

shift research l0 years after Stoner's findinq and its first rep-

lication and extension by Marauis (1962) hardly overestimates the

impact that the work has had on both empirical and theoretical

* research on oroup decision making. In addition to introducing a
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new tonic area with an easily administered experimental paradiqm

and results with a hiah dearee of replicability into the main-

stream of social psychology, investiqators of risky shift appear

to have had at least an indirect influence on interests and pro-

cedures in other areas of oroup research (see, for example, the

study of the "qrouo polarization phenomenon" by Myers & Lamm,

1975).

The vast majority of risky shift studies have, followina

Stoner, emoloved a subset of the 12 Choice-Dilemma Problems (CDP)

oriainated by Wallach and Koaan (1959) for their studies of indi-

- U vidual differences. Each of these problems briefly describes a

particular situation in which the decision maker is faced with
twn alternative courses of action differinq aualitatively in at-

tractiveness and orobability of successful outcome. Examples of

p two of these are presentel in comolete form by Marquis (1962) and

Wallach, Koqan and Burt (1967) respectively:

* . Example number one: "Mr. A., an electrical enqineer who is

married and has one child, has been workinq for a larqe electron-

ics corporation since graduatinq from colleae five years ago. He

is assured of a lifetime job with a modest, thouqh adequate, sal-
- ary, and liberal pension benefits upon retirement. On the other

"4 hand, it is very unlikely that his salary will increase much

before he retires. While attendina a convention, Mr. A is of-

fered a job with a small, newly founded company with a highly un-

certain future. The new job would Dav more to start and would

offer the possibility of a share in the ownership if the companv

survived the comoetition of the larger firms.

ImacTne that you are advisina Mr. A. Listed below are

several orobabilities or odds of the new comnanv's provina finan-
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cially sound. Please check the lowest orobability that you would

consider acceptable to make it worthwhile for Mr. A to take the

new job.

- The chances are 1 in 10 that the comoany will prove finan-

ciallv sound.

- The chances are 3 in 10 that the company will vrove finan-

ciallv sound.
- The chances are 5 in 10 that the company will prove finan-

cially sound.

- The chances are 7 in 10 that the company will prove finan-

cially sound.

- The chances are 9 in*lO that the company will prove finan-

cially sound.

- Place a check here if you think Mr. A should not take the

new job, no matter what the probabilities" (pp.8-9).

EXamole number two: Judqe E. is attemoting to decide on the

most aporopriate disposition of the case of Johnny L., the 16-

year-old son of a well-liked businessman who has been a leader in

the community. Johnny has heen convicted of breakinq and

enterinq a local store alona with an older boy. This is Johnny's

first maior offense but he has been in a creat deal of trouble of

a less serious nature. The Judqe has only two options. He can

send the boy to reform school for a year or he can out him on

orohation. The iudqe has reoorts which suqoest that Johnny may

well continue following the example of some older boys with bad

4 records if he is put on probation. Johnny hps been seen with

these boys for several vears and over this oeriod has seemed to

become more and more closely involved with their activities. On

the other hand, the only available reform school has a somewhat

noor reoutation, oartlv because the administrators seem to be not

I
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as inclined as is desirable to work for the rehabilitation of the
boys who are sent to the institution. Some of the inmates,

rather than reforming, turn into consistent lawbreakers.

Please out a check next to the ONE statement that best ex-

presses your opinion.

- I stronqly favor that Judqe E. send Johnny to reform school

for a year.

- I moderately favor that Judge E. send Johnny to reform
school for a year.

- I slightly favor that Judge E. send Johnny to reform school

for a year.

- I sliqhtlv favor that Judge E. put Johnny on probation.
- I moderately favor that Judge E. put Johnny on Probation.

- I strongly favor that Judge E. put Johnny on probation.

The typical experiment is administered as a within-subjects-
desiqn. Each S is reauired to make an initial estimate of accept-

able risk either by checking the appropriate line on the gues-
tionnaire or by estimatina the minimum odds he would require with

resoect to the success of the more attractive alternative before

recommending it as a course of action. Ss are then brouaht to-
cether for a discussion of the problems. Dependina on the con-
aitions under study, the qrouo mav or may not be reouired to

reach consensus on the alternative to be selected. Followinq the
discussion (and announcement of groun choices, if approoriate)

each subject makes estimates of acceptable risk as -arlier.

The results from such studies, as describecd bv Marauis, have

two maior characteristics of interest. One is a decrease in
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variance between mean scores on different problems as a result of

*! croup discussion. A second characteristic of interest is the ex-

tent of chanaes in mean scores of extreme qroups ("most risky"),

("most cautious") relative to those of less extreme qroups.

Here, as in other studies, the major shifts in acceptable risk

are associated with individuals who take the most extreme initial

positions.

It is imoortant to note in this summary of typical results

that, althouah little importance is assiqned by most (particular-

Iv early) researchers to their occurrence, shifts in the cautious

direction are sometimes observed, as are occasions of zero

chanqe. Major reasons for the lack of interest in these two out-

comes seem to be that they occur with very low frequency relative

to chanoes in the risky direction, that they are only occasion-

ally renlicable, and, in the case of the shift in the direction

of increased cautiousness, that they are of lower absolute maqni-

*: tude.

Four exolanations, of "risky shift" behavior have been pro-

posed.

a. The "Diffusion of Responsibility" Hypothesis. Perhaps

.4 the earliest hypothesis advanced to account for the risky shift

is that individual participants feel less personal responsibility

for failure of a risky option chosen by the qroup than they do

for failures of similar options chosen by them alone. As Marauis

ooints out,

"Certainly insurance companies and bookies behave in this

fashion, 'lavina off' nart of a larqe transaction with co-

-4 ooeratina onerators. And children plavino "follow-the-

l~3i
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leader" take greater risks in the qroup than they would in-

dividually" (P.16).*

Proponents of the diffusion hypothesis consider, generally,
that there are four links in the causal chain: (1) The creation

of "affective bonds" between aroup members durinq and as a result

.of aroup discussion; (2) diffusion of responsibility for a pos-

sibly unsuccessful outcome, resultinq in (3) a reduction in fear
of oossible failure, and hence, (4) an increase in acceptable

level of risk.

b. The "Leadershio" Hvothesis. A second hypothesis is
that individuals to whom hiqher than averaqe levels of risk are

acceotable tend also to be more influential and persuasive than

other individuals. As a result, their imvact during Qroup dis-

cussion is greater than that of more conservative discussants.

A recent variant of this hypothesis - "Rhetoric-of-Risk"
i* (cf. Dion, Baron & Miller, 1970) - considers deqree of persua-

siveness to he en intrinsic characteristic of the position taken,

rather than a characteristic of the person takina it. As two of

its orononents suqaest,

"There are two related aspects of the risky Position that
may give the proponent of such a position a disproportionate

weiaht in onen discussion: (1) the 'rhetoric of risk' is
more dramatic, and (2) the conflicts and uncertainties en-

tailed in acccptina the riskier alternative miqht lead the

*Actuallv, the second of these "examoles" is more in accord with

the "Leapership" hvnothesis (discussed next).
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oroponent of such alternatives to state his arquments with a

heiahtened intensity and amplitude. In short, he may have

the advantaqe of a more Potent lanquaoe, more intensively

produced" (Kelley & Thibaut, 1968, p.82).

This position is somewhat more parsimonious than the classic

explanation since it does not require a distribution of risk pre-

ference or leadership auality across the members of the group.

c. The "Pseudo Grouo Effect" Hypothesis. This hypothesis

holas that it is the additional time orovided to each individual

bv virtue of the group discussion, not the discussion itself,

that accounts for the shift. In Bateson's (1966) words...

"...a person miaht not want to commit himself to a decision

until he has had plenty of time to think about it. This

should be esoecially true if the problem were either complex

or important. With a complicated Problem, the person might

feel he wanted an ooortunity to weigh up all the evidence.

With an important problem, even a fairly simple one, he

miqht he reluctant to make a hasty decision. In both cases

he miaht feel inclined to qive an initially cautious re-

sponse, meanino 'Don't know' or 'not vet ready to decide'.

IAfter he had time to study the problem, however, his initial

caution miaht eva)orate, and the result would be an increase

in riskiness" (p.121)

"* d. The "Risk-as-Value" Hypothesis. The final malor hy-

pothesis is that our culture assions a oositive value to the ac-

ceotance of risk and that each individual initially adoots a

level that he assumes will be hioher than the averacae for the

cyrou). When, durina qrouo discussion, others are found to be
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willino to assume greater risk, the levels assumed by the (rela-

tively) conservative decision makers increase.

All of these hypotheses seem intuitively plausible. Probab-
m

lv most readers can recall from their own experience, situations

in which there seemed to be a feelinq of "I'll take a chance if

you'll take a chance" - perhaps an examole of "responsibility

diffusion." One can imacine other situations in which group mem-

bers consciously "throw in their lot" with one or more individ-

uals who have reputations for bold, decisive and successful

action. Ana surely there are instances in which opportunity to

C become more familiar with a problem - to consider the relative

worths of possible outcomes and to realize that few decisions

are, in fact, irrevocable (or at least, that the outcomes to

which they lead, irreversible) - result in willingness to accept

a decision alternative with an intrinsically hiaher degree of

risk than one wou]d have accepted initially. Finally, one may be

able to recall occasions where a readiness to acceot a level of

risk areater than that acceptable to a qroup of one's peers was

* onositivelv reinforced both by the aroup and by outsiders.*

A maior oroblem with these hyootheses is that one or more

may apoly in some dearee on some occasions and none may apply on

others. Perhaps, then, the major error to be make in pursuinq

them scientifically is to assume that one of the four (or another

*It is interestina in this reqard to reflect on the differences

between pooular ooinions of Field Marshall Montoomery, who was

held to be a methodical tactician with a low acceotance for risk,

nnd of General George Patton who was seen to be imoulsive and the

very essence of a hiah stakes' aambler.
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not vet specified) must be the correct one. As Davis, Lauqhlin

and Komorita (1976) have noted,

"...the choice shift is after all a aroup-individual differ-

ence, a comparison already honored by 75 years of exoerimen-

tation and periodic rediscovery. It seems unlikely that all

'differences on all tasks under all social conditions would

be due to the same social process. Different social proces-

ses can underlie shifts in different contexts. The former

could produce the CDP (Choice-Dilemma Problems) item's

characteristic, individual distribution (often skewed in the

direction of shift) while the latter acts to translate the

former into the aroup Oistribution" (p.513).

A second aeneral observation we would make here has to do

with the lack of specificity of the concept of risk used in

studies emplovina the Choice-Dilemma Problem scenarios. Althouah

orobabilities of a successful outcome are a Parameter of the sub-

iects' judament, payoffs associated with the alternatives are

always stated in aualitative terms. Thus, the expected values

accruinc to choices amonq alternatives cannot be evaluated. It

seems, therefore, a moot Point whether, in fact, qroup-inspired

chanaes in individual behavior are in the risky direction. Con-

* ceivably they are shiftina from a position of qreater risk to one

oF lesser risk.

A final observation relates to the occurrences of cautious

* shifts. Prior to discoverv of the riskv shift ohenomenon, it was

cormmonlv held that, because of the exolicit and imolicit confor-

mal pressures that develop (Schachter, 1951), "...the use of teams

and committees as decision-makinq bodies in oruanizations leads

* to riaiditv, a lack of boldness and risk takina, and to the

]q2
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selection of conservative courses of action" (Belovicz & Finch,

1971, o.151). This was the "conventional wisdom," alluded to in

the preamble to Cartwriqht s review, aqainst which the alleqedlv

counter-intuitive risky shift effects were assessed. Our gues-

tion is, "Where do occurrences of cautious shifts (which, as

findinqs to be presented seem to demonstrate, are not random

*events) fit in?" Do they provide support for the 'conventional

wisdom' when they occur and support for the 'new wisdom' when

they do not?

We turn now to the auestion of the generality of the find-

r inas from risky-shift research. To what extent do the results

depend upon the subjects and the type of intragroup interaction,

or the specifics of the decision problem.

Stoner's work was conducted with graduate students in indus-

trial management and initially there was some question as to

whether or not the particular population chosen accounted for ob-

served shifts. Since that time, however, the shifts have been

I found not to be characteristic of any particular occupation, pro-

fessional aroup or ace (Kogan & Carlson, 1969; Marcxuis, 1962;

Rim, 1965; Siegel & Zajonc, 1967) or nationality (Bateson, 1966;

Lamm & Koqan, 1970).

As indicated earlier, there are a number of different forms

that the proun Oiscussion aspect of a risky-shift experiment can

take. The most common recuires that the oroup reach a unanimous

decision concernina lowest acceptable odds of success for the al-

ternative it recommends. Typically, no constraints on arouD or-

oanization, mode or substance of discussion or time limit are im-

posed. Post-discussion individual estimates are then compared

anainst the oroun position and against the ore-discupsion esti-
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omate. Wallach, Koaan and Bem (1962) report that shifts obtained

in this form remain remarkably stable over a period of from two

to six weeks after conclusion of the experiment.

The second most common form reouires only that subjects en-

qaqe in discussion with other qrouo members. No consensus is re-

auired and comparisons occur only with respect to ore-discussion

and post-discussion scores. The typical findinq here is that,

thouah the maqnitude of shifts is smaller than when consensus is

reauired, they are still reliably positive.

Another variation eliminates face-to-face discussion com-

oletely, recuirinq that subjects observe or read a transcript of

a discussion of the CDP's by independent discussants without con-

tributinq their own thouahts. This increase in "psycholoqical

distance" results in a shift of less maqnitude than observed in

the form discussed immediately above (Koqan & Wallach, 1967;

Lamm, 1967).

Still another variation reouires that the initial choices of

subiects be made known to the qroup prior to the discussion.

This form, employed in experiments on the "Risk-as-Value" by Bell

and Jamieson (1970), Teoer and Pruitt (1967) and Wallach and
.4 Kocan (1965) does not lead reliably to shifts as siqnificant as

those associated with free discussion with or without oroup dis-
cuss~ion.

The final raradiqm of interest is one used by Alker and

Konan (1q6R) and Limm, Trorimsaorff and Konan (1970) in which

oroun 9iscussion of unrelated tooics and choice dilemmas was sub-

stituted for discussion of the exoerimental problems. Here, no

siornificant shifts were found, aivinq little suonort to the hy-
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nothesis that interoersonal interaction, oer se, accounts for the

risky shift effect.

Most risky shift research has been conducted usinq some sub-

set of the oriqinal Kogan and Wallach choice-dilemma materials.

The obvious auestion arises, whether there is something unique

about the materials themselves that accounts for the results

i characteristically observed.

Efforts to check on this possibility have taken two forms.

In one, the content of CDP's is altered slightly to make the problem

St less abstract. For example, Rabow, Fowler, Bradford, Hofeller,

and Shibuya (1966) changed the names of central characters,

-"Mr. J" and "Mr. B," in two of the test items to "your brother"

, .and "your father." Such modifications, designed to create "moral

dilemmas," resulted in shifts in the conservative direction.

The second method substitutes an altogether different type

of oroblem for the CDP - typicallv a bettinq paradigm in which

SL money is won or lost (see, for example, Collins & Guetzkow,

- I 1q64). Shifts, either conservative or risky, do not typically

aooear in this kind of situation.

*O As Cartwrioht (1971) noints out, then,

"Sometimes orouns are riskier than individuals, sometimes

more cautious, and sometimes there is no difference. A

areat deal more research is reouired before we can confi-

* "dentlv aeneralize from the choice dilemmas to the kinds of

aecisions faced by natural arouos" (o.374).

In summary, qroups clearlv nerform Oifferentlv than do indi-

* viduals on decision nroblems. Moreover an individual's behavior

I (). .
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is likely to be different when he is functioning as a member of a

qroup than when on his own. The risky shift is one of the more

sionificant and better researched of these group effects. (For

more comolete reviews of this topic, the reader is referred to

Belovicz and Finch (1971), Cartwriqht (1971), Davis, Laughlin and

Komorita (1976), Dion, Baron and Miller (1970). Not all shifts

are in the direction of greater riskiness, however, and the de-

terminants of shift direction and magnitude are complex. This

type of arouD influence on decision making behavior seems par-

ticularly relevant to operations and is one that should be

studied more thorouahly in closer-to-real-life decision situa-

tions.

1q6
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.!
Decision Makina and Plans

There are various ways in which one can conceptualize the

decision-makina aspects of a commander's task. According to one

conceptualization, he absorbs information, weiqhs it, uses it to

evaluate possible courses of action, perhaos qoes back for more
*: information, and then, when one course of action emeraes as pref-

erable - and preferable to the aatherinq of more information -

finally arrives at THE DECISION. Thus ends one act of the drama,

and the curtain falls. The seauence is repeated for each de-

cision that must be made.

Although this conceptualization is useful for many purposes,

it is unsatisfactory in some respects. In particular, it is too

discrete - too episodic. By chopping the task into a series of

decisions, it fails to capture the continuous, on-goinq nature of

the work that is really being done. An alternative way of con-

centualizina the commander's task is to view it as the continual

formulation, elaboration and execution of a plan. The plan, in

the sense in which we use the word here, is a rather complicated

coanitive structure, for four reasons:

a. It usually has conditional branches. That is, the over-

all plan usually contains subolans (perhaps they are even named

"Plan A," "Plan R," and so on) that may be selected according to

circumstances.

n. It is both a plan of action and a plan for acauirinq in-

formation. For example, the Plan usually includes provisions for

checkina now and then to make sure thinas are aoinq "according to

plan." To out it more aenerallv, the commander's mental list of

thints to do at various noints in the future includes both ac-
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tions that will affect the situation (e.a., orders about the dis-

-osition of forces) and steos he will take to acauire information
about the situation.

c. Psvcholoqically - if not loqically - the commander's

olan for action is intearated with his picture of the situation-

both the situation that now exists and the situation he wants to

brinq about. Indeed the plan and picture are so intertwined that

they must, we expect, be treated as parts of one cognitive struc-

ture. For convenience we shall use the word "plan" to refer to

the whole complex.

d. The plan is always incomplete. Not all the parts of the

picture have been filled in, and not all the possible conseauen-

ces of the plan of action have been thouqht throuqh. An impor-

tant part of the commander's work is fillinq in, elaboratina, or

otherwise modifyinq, those parts of the plan that turn out to be

* important as a situation develops.

The difference between these two views of the commander-

*i decision maker is more a matter of attitude than of strict logic.

We can perfectly well use the first view if we remember that the

successive decisions that must be made are not unrelated: much

0 of the information that is absorbed for the sake of one decision,

will, be relevant to another; earlier decisions constrain later

ones; and the sequence of problems that arise is far from random.

Sturyino a stream of behavior by breakinq it into episodes that

* somehow seem susceotible to analysis is a reasonable tactic, and

has proven to he a fruitful one. The considerable body of re-

search on the way oeomle assess and combine probabilities and

utilities is at least in part a result of this aooroach. The

'* difficulty is that Aividina a stream into episodes tends to ob-

19R
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scure those Properties of the stream that transcend particular

episodes. On the other hand, trying to view the stream as a

stream has its disadvantaaes too: one tends to lose sight of

characteristics the episodes have in common. We assume the one

Point of view is helpful and heuristic for some purposes and the

other for others. We believe, however, that viewing the com-

mander'6 task as one of developing, elaborating and following

*plans has some heuristic virtues that have not been fully exploi-

ted. In adooting this general view, one is prompted to focus on

certain aspects of decision makinq that are not hiqhlighted by

the more traditional view. The role of rule-driven behavior

V' (predetermined decisions) and the importance of pattern recogni-

tion are cases in point. Much of what passes for decision-making

could eauallv well be described as rule-following. For example,

when one of the writers made an abortive attempt to learn to play

bridae, there were a number of rules he was exhorted to follow

unless or until he became more expert - "length before strength",

"second hand low, third hand hiqh", and so on. These aphorisms

are like canned decisions, packed away beforehand for use when

* Ineeded. From the present point of view they are pre-packaged

plans that relieve the cognitive strain of aoing through the de-

cision makina process in real time - i.e., the strain of thinking

out the whole tree of possibilities - when under the stress of

plavina a hand. Moreover, they embody and transmit some of the

wisdom of players who are presumably more expert than the begin-

ner.

Other examples come to mind. Boy Scouts are told to "splint

them where they lie," and are taught that when findina a person

lyina unconscious, one should recite "bleedina, breathing,

ooison, shock." The Tatter formula is particularly intriquinq

because one does not auite know --hether to classifv it as a plan

lq9
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of action or as a specification of the priorities for qathering

information by which action will be determined. It illustrates

the fact that the olan of action and the picture of the situation

are so closely intertwined that it is hard to talk about either

of them separately.

A military command generally has its Standard Operating Pro-

cedures. They are in part an aid to communication; they reduce

the amount of communication that must flow between operators, and

between the command post and other centers. But they embody pre-

determined decisions too; they are in part plans that have been

worked out ahead of time by experts - the commander and his most

knowledgeable subordinates - for use by less knowledqeable opera-

tors under the stress of action.

Much of what passes for decision-makinq could also be des-

cribed as oattern recoqnition or concept identification. The

week-end sailor looks at the clouds, says to himself, "It will

oour rain soon," and heads for home. The motorist finds traffic

creepino alona unusually slowly, gets a qlimpse of blue liqhts

flashina up ahead, and turns aside to take another route. The

player callina the defensive signals in a football came recog-

nizes a oassina situation and deploys his defenses accordinaly.

The commander of a ground force becomes aware of a particularly

vulnerable point in his defense perimeter and orders reinforce-

ments to increase the holdino strenath at that point. In all of

these cases the course of action is obvious once the nature of

the situption has been recognized, or at least recoonition

i"entifies a limited number of courses that will be considered.

Experipnced ol.nners know this - or so it seems to us. Much

of their information-oatherinq activity is directed not toward

2a0
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the evaluation of particular courses of action, but to qettinq a

better picture of the situation. This is because in many cases

the actions that must be taken are predetermined, subject to the

situation that Prevails. The problem, in those cases, is to

=" classify correctly the prevailinq situation.

Nothinq that we have said is meant to deny the impor"-ance of

the kinds of activities usually associated with the term

"decision-makina," or of the results of experiments on those ac-

tivities. We mean only to suggest that somethinq of relevance to

the desiqn and operation of systems and to the understanding

of commanders' behavior could be cained from studies directed at

learnina more about how people make, modify and follow plans.

A related research objective and one that would be espe-

cially qermane to the problem of improvinq C3 operations, could

*be that of exolorina the feasibility of extractinq rules or algo-

rithms for situation-specific behavior from experts, or qroups of

experts. The production and evaluation of such rules would un-

_ im doubtedlv reouire a multistep process involvino induction, and

*- verification by application of tentative rules in simulated sit-

uations, because people may not, in qeneral, be able to verbalize

on dei and the rules by which they operate.

Suoposinq, however, that one could qet procedural informa-

tion out of experts in such a form that it could be incorporated

into computer Proctrams. How miaht it be used? Three possibili-

ties come to mind:

a. One miqht simply let the machine follow a nrocedure

blindly. This irlea is frirhtenina in the anerral case, hut there

are particular cases in which it is not. If the decisions the
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procedure embodied were of little consequence in the overall

scheme of things - like decisions about routes by which messages

might best be sent - then one miaht be auite content to have them

*made according to a canned procedure. Another case is that in

which the orocedure is only a procedure for displaying to someone

the information he will probably want, in the order in which he

will probably want it. If the information can be obtained at

little cost (perhaps because it is already stored in the com-

puter), and if the operator can easily ianore information he does

not need and ask for additional information he wants, then just

letting the machine follow the display procedure blindly may be

quite reasonable.

b. One might display the procedure to the operator and let

him follow it. The procedure then becomes a sort of reminder -

like a pilot's check-list or the "bleeding, breathing, ooison,

shock" in first aid. The operator can deviate from it if his

better judgment tells him he should.

c. More ambitiously, one might have the machine show the

prepared procedure to the operator, let him edit it if the cir-

cumstances warranted, and then have the machine execute the edi-

ted procedure. This M~av be very difficult to contrive in
• 0 aeneral, but there are Particular cases where it can be done.

These are three oossibilities that come to mind readily. We

believe that this is an area in which there is much room for cre-

* ativity and1 imagination, and in which there aoplication could

have a significant payoff.

2
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CHAPTER 5

* EFFECTS OF STRESS ON PERFORMANCE

Personnel in military command, control, and communication

systems are subjected to different degrees of job-related stress

40 as operating conditions vary. Under routine conditions, job

stresses in C3 systems are probably comparable to those of office

workers in large civilian organizations. In times of emergency,

however, job stresses in military C3 systems can become
overwhelming: long hours of duty without relief, constant

decision making under conditions of great uncertainty and extreme

risk, uncomfortable or hazardous work environments, severe

emotional arousal, and so forth. Since adequate functioning of

C 3systems at times of crisis can be crucial to national

security, design of C3 systems from the perspective of minimizing

stress effects on performance is an important goal.

Attainment of this goal is complicated, however, by lack of

basic understanding of how stressors affect human performance,

For design purposes, much of what is known about stress effects

is either unhelpfully diffuse or unreasonably detailed and

situation-specific. This chapter is intended to focus attention

on areas in which research on stress effects may provide findings
3that might be applied to solutions of design problems in C

.4 systems. We first present a discussion of the issues in stress

research that affect applicability to C 3 systems, as a context

for subsequent discussion. A limited review of portions of the
3* stress literature relevant to C systems follows; a conceptual

model of the effects of stressors on performance is then

presented; and a set of problemn areas stated in terms of the

model is offered last.
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Issues AffectinApp1icability of Stress

Research to C3 System Problems

One fundamental problem is that of selecting from among the

abundant definitions of the term "stress" a definition that has

pragmatic value in research on C3 systems. In a medical sense,

Selye (1956) claims that "stress is essentially the rate of wear

- and tear in the body." Gersten, Langner, Eisenberg and Orzeck

(1974) claim that Cofer and Appley's (1964) definition of stress

as "a state where the well being (or integrity) of an individual

is endangered and he must devote all of his energies to its

* protection" is a typical psychological definition. Graveling and

Brooke (1974) define stress as "the environmental load." The

* dictionary (Morris, 1970) gives a more colloquial definition of

the term as a "mentally or emotionally disruptive or disquieting

influence." In a similar vein, stress may be viewed as the force

that drives homeostasis, the essence of being alive, or indeed,

the spice of life. Objective definitions of stress may bear

little resemblance to subjective definitions, since individuals

who have learned strategies for coping with stressful situations

may not regard them as stressful. Similarly, some situations

devoid of objectively measurable stressors may be highly

stressful for reasons quite remote from the immediate

environment.

The term is sometimes used roughly synonymously with

"arousal" in the psychological literature (Hebb, 1955; McGrath,

1960), or "activation" in the physiological literature (Duffy,

1962), especially when its effects are viewed as beneficial, but

it is rarely defined with any rigor. For example, in his book

"Decision and Stress" Broadbent (1971) offers no definition for
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the term. Welford (1974), in a chapter entitled "Stress and

Performance" in a book called "Man Under Stress" also avoids

defining the term.

Uameron (1974) makes a similar observation with regard to

the term "fatigue," which he views merely as a "label for a

generalized response to stress over a period of time, which has

identifiable and measurable characteristics, but it has no

- explanatory value." Cameron states that "It is not legitimate to

describe any change in the individual's behavior as 'due' to

fatigue, since the term is no more than a general description of
*his personal state at the time such changes are noted." Much the

Csame may be said of stress.

It is clear that "stress" is a term without precise meaning.

Some of the major sources of difficulty in defining stress are

discussed below.

Cause and Effect

- Part of the problem of defining stress is that it may be

seen as either a cause or an effect, or both, depending on

circumstances. For example, human operators learning new skills,
practicing complicated motor tasks, or making decisions at a high

rate under unfavorable conditions may or may not exhibit

oerformance decrements. If performance decrements occur, there

would be a strong tendency to attrioute causality to the

stressful nature of circumstances surrounding the operator's

task. If performance decrements do not occur, many researchers

would be tempted to claim that. maintenance of performance under

adverse conditions produced stress (an effect), with which the

operator had somehow coped. The circularity of suc?' general

205
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conceptions of stress is apparent. In C3 systems, however,

stress is of concern primarily as a cause of performance

decrements.

1.'on-Monotonicity of Effects

Another part of the definition problem is that the same

variable may be regarded as stressful or non-stressful at various

levels under various conditions. For instance, the absence of

noise may lull the operator of a particular machine into

drowsiness; exposure to moderate levels of noise may facilitate

work in another task by maintaining a sufficient level of

arousal; and excessive noise in yet another work environment may

hinder task performance. Thus, performance is sometimes improved

oy noise and sometimes impaired (Hockey, 1970).*

The case of noise is hardly unique; Welford (1974), among

others, refers to this general relationship as the "inverted-U

hypothesis."

6

*Poulton is said (Green, 1976) to have concluded (on the basis of

a reinterpretation of the noise effects literature) that except

when noise actually masks useful acoustic cues, it rarely impedes

performiance.
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Interaction of Stresses

Despite the undeniable fact that a multiplicity of stressors

in ever-changing combinations affect most people throughout their

lives, the interactions of multiple stressors are poorly

- understood. Macherson (1974), discussing the condition once

known as "Tropical Fatigue" in the context of thermal stress,

states emphatically that "There can be no question but that

stresses are additive and that heat stress adds materially to the

burdens to be borne by those who live and work in a hot

.- environment." His ensuing discussion of the causes of the vague

symptoms of "Tropical Fatigue" (loss of appetite, sleep, memory,

energy, and weight; diffuse pains, headache, nausea, etc.) is

worth quotation for the insight it offers on combined effects of

stresses.

I
"We all live under some degree of physical and mental

stress. We worry about our job, our families, the high cost of

living and so on. The list is endless, but somehow we seem to

get by, or most of us do: only the weaker brethren crack under

the strain. However, when thermal discomfort is added to the

general burden of stress, some of the less weak may yield and

manifest symptoms. Because the weather is respectable and can be

talked about--it is an acceptable opening to any polite

conversation--the sufferer attributes his illness to the heat and

fails to refer to other and perhaps more important causes which

are socially less acceptable. Unjustifiable emphasis is thereby

griven to the role of heat in the production of the illness and

its true nature is obscured. It would be quite wrong, however,

to say that the heat did not play a part, an important even if

non-specific part, in the sufferer's illness."

S20'(
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In the context of C3 system research, it may thus be useful

to consider not only the immediate, job related stresses, but
3also long term, non-job related stresses to which C system

personnel are subjected.

Lack of Understandinq of Mechanisms

Perhaps the greatest confusion about the meaning of the term

"stress" may be traced to poor understanding of the manner in

which it affects people. The most commonly cited mechanisms are

competition for cognitive or physical resources, and distraction

of attention. Thus, in the case of motor tasks, coping with

physical stressors expends energy that becomes unavailable for

sustaining performance. In the case of emotional involvement or

cognitive tasks, a finite stock of "psychic energy" may be

depleted by stressors, and hence be unavailable for task

performance.

Alternatively, stressors may be seen merely as irrelevant

attentional demands that preclude full concentration on tasks of

interest. In a slightly different context, Easterbrook (1959)

holds that emotional arousal restricts "the range of cue

utilization." Repeated interruptions that force attention to

alternative chores are often cited as "explanations" for degraded

performance. Welford (1974) sees in signal detection theory the

basis for an explanation for stress effects; he posits that "as
arousal increases, the cells of the brain become readier to

* fire. 1." This, in turn, is assumed to produce a less strir-Lent

decision criterion, which increascs both correct and false

positive performance.

208
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Such explanations are clearly inadequate, since they merely

shift the problem of definition to another area. Terms such as
"attention," "psychic energy," "cue utilization," etc. are hardly

any better defined than "stress." An alternative mechanism for
C3stress effects in the context of system performance is offered

later in this chapter.

Individual Differences

There is considerable evidence that tolerance to stress

effects varies greatly both within and among individuals. Within

individuals, levels of extraneous stimulation that would

seriously hamper performance at some times may go virtually

unnoticed at others. Similarly, some people seem to thrive on

stress and seek it out (daredevils, professional sports figures,

test pilots, and the like), while others "fall apart" under small

amounts of stress and may go to great lengths to avoid it. The

degree to which physiological and personality factors predispose

people to react to stress is poorly understood at present. If

reliable means of discriminating among individuals on the basis

of stress tolerance could be found, they could be of great

3 interest for personnel selection in C3 systems.

Lack of Uniformity in Measures

Despite fundamental ambiguities about the meaning and mode

of influence of stressors, a bewildering variety of measures of

stress may be found in the literature. Most of these dependent

4 . variables are relatively simple to measure but quite difficult to

interpret. Certai.n investigators seem to favor certain measures,

whether for reasons of convenience, tradition, or success in

finding effects.

209
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For those with a physiological orientation, dependent.

variables purportedly related to stress include cardiovascular

activity (heart rate, blocd pr-ssure, pulse rate), respiratory

activity (rate, volivie, oxvn ., consumption), peripheral

electrical *!tivity (OSR, skin conductance, electromyograms),

blood chemistry and -ndocriie activity (urinary and blood

catech)lamine levels), and a nicellany of other

indicatcrs: pupil diameter, skin tc:operature, potassium

excretion, eosinophil counts, medical histories, and so forth.

Investigators who prefer performance measures have evolved a

formidable array of ad hoc measures of stress effects in specific

experimental paradigms. Such measures range from decrements in

piece-rate production in highly contrived tasks, to increments in

reaction time, to changes in compensatory tracking performance,

to shifting emphasis on speed vs. accuracy, to critical flicker

fusion frequency, and even to spiral after effects. There is a

strong tendency to favor multiple measures, as in performance
batteries (e.g., Bieber, Margroff, & Berkhout, 1973 or Smith et

al., 1974). Rating scales, such as that of Berkun, Bialek, Kern,

& Yagi, 1962 and Rahe (1974) have also found many applications.
E3

Measures most useful in C 3 system applications are likely to

be those directly related to quantitative changes in performance

in particular tasks.

Uncertainty About Time Course

* Althou-h stress is a ubiquitous factor in task performance,

little is known in a quantitative way about its time course.

Even though it is often observed that people can tolerate extreme

levels of stressors for brief periods of time without suffering
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obvious performance decrements, there is little basis for

predicting how people react to lesser exposure to stressors for

longer periods of time.

Studies of acute effects have been among the more common and

- perhaps more relevant to C3 systems. One common experimental

paradigm requires a single task for which base level performance

can be reliably described. Changes in performance on this task

are sought within minutes or hours of an experimental

manipulation thought to be stressful. Cameron (1974) described

another common design, an "interpolated task," which subjects

must perform after exposure to prior stressful conditions, such

as prolonged work on an initial task.

Studies of chronic stress are less common, but still
3potentially relevant to C systems. A typical sort of study

involves retrospective comparisons in health records (over a

period of years) of similar people working in stressful and

nonstressful jobs (Buzzard, 1973). Methodological criticisms of

the latter sort of study are numerous.

Although these sorts of acute and chronic studies bridge

time periods from minutes to years, it is unlikely that they are

concerned with similar processes, and that inferences drawn from

them may be readily reconciled. For example, one way of coping

with short term stress is by mobilization of physiological

mechanisms designed for this purpose. Over the long term,

hooiver, sustained hih levels of adrenalin and noradrenalin may

be injurious to health.

Furthermore, the great middle ground between hours and years

is poorly explored: there is comparatively little known "bout
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stress in the intermediate term of days and weeks. Thus, for

example, levels of stress that may be tolerable for fractions of

a day may degrade performance unacceptably if maintained over a

week. Ignorance in this area may be especially important to

rectify from the viewpoint of emergency operation of C3 systems.

Another area of little understanding is that of delayed

effects and after effects of stress. It is common experience

that recovery from certain stresses may require hours or days.

It is not as clear whether cumulative effects of stress may occur
relatively long after the application of stress has ceased.

" Delayed costs of coping, although of considerable intrinsic

interest, are of relatively little interest for present purposes.

Adaptation

As MacPherson (1974) puts it, "application of non-lethal

stress to a living organism usually results in some form of

adaptation." Human beings, perhaps the most adaptable of all

organisms, practice numerous means of coping with prolonged

stress. Physiologically, they may be capable of acclimatization
" . to physical stressors such as heat, cold, and hypoxia, and of

acquiring immunity to disease producing agents. Behaviorally,

they may be able to modify life habits in a manner that minimizes

* the ill effects of particular stressors. Cognitively, they can

* learn strategies of coping with stressors that can rapidly

attenuate their effects. Socially, they may seek support from

interpersonal relations within organizations or with specific

• individuals.

In many cases, adaptation to stress is achi-ved at some

cost - whether in metabolic, psychological, or social terms.
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Except in cases where there are obvious physical correlates of
C adaptation, such costs have proved extremely difficult to

quantify. For example, performance is often readily maintained

in the presence of aversive noise exposure if motivation to

perform is sufficient. Many people forced to work under

unusually noisy conditions feel that additional effort is

required to maintain performance. Nonetheless, attempts to

measure this additional effort in a systematic and quantitative

manner have met only indifferent success (Glass & Singer, 1972).

Knowledge gained about adaptation to stress could be of
3

considerable benefit to training of C system personnel for

* performance in crisis.

Interaction with Motivation

Individual reactions to stressful situations are strongly

conditioned not only by differential physiological tolerances and

"- experience in coping with stress, but also by differential

motivational sets. Willingness (if not ability) to endure

* discomfort or suffering to achieve goals perceived as valuable

can often obscure even gross effects of stress. For example,

Chiles (1955) inflicted days of continuous performance without

rest upon test subjects in a Link trainer, after which they were

6 asked to perform a secondary task on a pursuit rotor-like

apparatus. As Cameron (1974) notes of this study,

* "After periods of as long as 56 hours, and in a condition of

such physical weakness that some had to be carried bodily from

the trainer to the testing dpparatus, subjects performed well

within normal limits on the (secondary) task. To attribute this
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result to motivation appears something of an understatement; the

performance of the subjects was little short of heroic."

If test subjects can be incited to such unstinting

performance in a laboratory setting of little personal

significance, it is little wonder that anecdotes of superhuman

performance in true emergencies abound. In the short run, it

seems that few stresses exert effects as prominent in highly

risky, potentially emotionally charged crisis situations as might

occur in C3 systems.

Stress Findings Relevant to C3 Systems

Research that could be reasonably termed stress-related has

been undertaken over an impressive range of physical,

physiological, psychological and social contexts, and with an

equally catholic selection of stressful agents. Very little of

this vast body of research is directly applicable to prediction

of performance in C3 systems. For example, there is not even a

standard taxonomy of stressors around which a critical review of

the literature pertinent to C3 systems can be organized.

For current purposes, stressors are classified as physical,

* physiological, psychological, and social. The physical stressors

include the thermal (heat, cold, humidity), mechanical

(vibration, acceleration, fluid pressure), and sensory (noise,

glare, odor, deprivation, etc.). Additionally, ingested or

inhaled substances may be classified as physical stressors,

including drugs, toxic substances and gasses (such as noxious

furf;e., oxygen deprivation, poisons, and incapacitating agents).

4
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Physiological stressors include muscoloskeletal fatigue

(from both hypokenesia and demandino physical workloads), sleep

deprivation (drowsiness, jet lag, circadian rhythms), age,

disease and illness. Psychological stressors include the

cognitive (information under/overload and perceptual load) and

the emotional (fear, anxiety, insecurity, frustration, etc.).

Social stressors include occupational factors (such as career

pressures), organizational structures, major life events,

crowding, solitude, and so forth.

Physical Stressors

Research on thermal stress has focused on extremes of heat

(Wyndham, 1974; Shvartz et al., 1974) and cold (Lockhart, 1968;

Anderson, Hellstrom, & Eide, 1968) not likely to be encountered

in the typical C3 system operation. For example, a typical study

of the effects of exposure to cold on alertness (Poulton,

, Hitchings, & Brooke, 1965) produced a slight relationship between

decreased body temperature and response latency in a vigilance

task. Poulton et al. had to expose lookouts on tha open bridge

* of a ship at sea in winter to extreme temperatures for half an

hour to achieve this finding. The implications of such findings

for office work, or person-computer interactions in sheltered

surroundings, are obviously minimal. Furthermore, much heat

stress research has had as its goal establishment of criteria for

permissible physical (rather than mental) workloads. Probably

few C3 system tasks are highly demanding physically.

*Similarly, work on vibration and acceleration has

concentrated on maximal allowable r forces for safety or

performance considcrations in aerospace vehicles (Griffin, 1973;

Jacobson, Hyatt, & Sandler 19711). Trie levels of accelerations to
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which test subjects, infra-human primates, and cadavers have been

subjected in centrifuges, aircraft, rocket sleds, and drop towers

far exceed those likely to be encountered in -ost C3 system

operations.

There has been considerable research as well on motion

sickness and disorientation (particularly under water). Of the

experiments focused on vestigular effects (Kennedy, 1972)

stimulus conditions have ranged from ships in heavy seas, to
aerospace vehicles in zero-g flight regimes, to centrifuges and

motion simulators, to motion picture films taken from moving

ground vehicles. Much is known about conditions that give rise

to motion sickness, and, in general, ability to perform while

suffering motion sickness is clearly impaired, perhaps beyond the

compensatory ability of strong motivation (Kennedy, 1976).

The literature on noise effects on performance is voluminous

but inconclusive. Apart from speech interference and impairment

of hearing following long term exposure to high noise levels,

other putative effects are arguable. Dosage-effect relationships

in particular are not yet known in any detail. It is not

necessary to cite particular studies to illustrate contradictory

conclusions: whole books (e.g., Glass & Singer, 1972) have been

written summarizing the myriad conditions under which performance

4effects may or may not be found. It seems unlikely, however,

that performance decrements would be significant in noise

environments typical of most C3 system operations. In many
military high noise environments, noise cr se is often little

more than a minor discomfort compared to more i ediate physical

and psychological stressors.

2
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Early studies on sensory deprivation tended to concentrate

on extreme measures such as darkened, quiet, body temperature

water baths. Perceptual disruptions of various sorts may occur

within hours under such conditions. Later studies have

investigated effects of prolonged exposure to homogeneous,

monotonous or "meaningless" (random or informationless)

stimulation. Prolonged sensory or perceptual deprivation can

hardly be considered as major stressors in C 3 systems, however,

since such tasks inherently entail communication and execution of
S.-action. Nonetheless, as Zubeck (1973) points out, social

- isolation and reduction of variety and meaningfulness of

stimulation may affect people stationed in remote locations on

|- long duty shifts.

Physiological Stressors

Little can be said in a quantitative manner about the

effects of aging on tolerance to stress. Apart from the obvious

- physical infirmities associated with age, there is little

detailed knowledge of mental mechanisms that might make the aged

i less able to cope with stress. Thus, platitudes are common in

discussions of the effects of age on tolerance to stress.

Poulton (1972b), for instance, notes that "old people should not

be made to rush," and that "a healthy old person is likely to be

at less of a disadvantage than a diseased old person." Similar

comments could be made about the advantages of robust health,

abstinence from drug abuse, and a good night's sleep for

sustaining performance in C 3 systems.4.

The sleep deprivation literature, although extensive, is not

as readily interprotable for curren; purposes as might be

expected. Foulkes (1966), for exam2;e, claims that "loss of

2
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efficiency in mental and physical functioning, irritability, and
*. tendencies toward perceptual distortion and ideational confusion"

accompany prolonged sleep deprivation. While it is certainly

t. ossible to observe bizarre changes in personality and behavior

in individuals deprived of sleep for scores of hours (Kleitman,

- . 1963), such extreme effects could hardly be expected to occur in

the normal course of events during C3 system operation.

The more interesting area of sleep deprivation effects is

that of chronic deprivation of relatively small amounts of sleep.

Such effects may be more relevant to emergency operation of C3

systems over a period of weeks. At present, it has not been

possible to document dramatic effects of this type of sleep

4-Derivation on task performance.

.Psychological Stressors

Poulton's (1972a) discussion of emotional stressors

(primarily personal threats such as failure, culpability, injury,

or death) documents mixed effects. Experimentation on emotional

stress can be highly controversial, since stress manipulations

often involve deception of test subjects. Experiments conducted
by Berkun et al., (1962) produced stress by telling Army

personnel the aircraft in which they were riding was about to

crash; that their lives were threatened by misaimed artillery

snells, forest fires, and radioactivity; that errors supposedly

co-itted by them had resulted in injury to others, and so on.

The results as well as the ethics of such research are
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ambiguous.* Excessive levels of arousal often produce performance

decrements, but do not affect all people uniformly. Mild

threats, in fact, may raise efficiency. Extreme threats may

produce few discernable results. Without a reliable metric for

emotional stress, however, it seems fruitless at present to

attempt predictions of what levels of emotional arousal will

impair or improve performance in C 3 systems.

A number of measures to alleviate the effects of

-.psychological stressors have been studied. The most common
concern has been the stress attributed to boredom, information

underload, or tedium, as typified in a vigilance task. Among the

* measures studied have been stimulant drugs such as benzedrine

(McGrath, Harabedian, & Buckner 1959), placebos (O'Hanlon,

Schmidt, & Baker, 1964), electric shock (Sage & Bennett, 1973),

artificial signals (Poulton, 1972b), incentives (Davies & Jones,

11975), and knowledge of results (Warm, & Epps, 1974). Other

potential means of alleviating information underload are

scheduling (including shift length, rest and exercise periods),

and task restructuring.

By and large, it seems that stimulants and placebos can, in

the short run at least, aid performance in tedious (vigilance)

tasks. Electric shock and noise exposure can also aid

*It is difficult to obtain permission to conduct research that

requires such gross deception of' test subjects in the United

State3 (including the military) today. Furthermore, it is not at

all clear that thiS sort of research would yield information

unobtainuble by other means, such as field observation of groups

expo3ed to extreme stresses for extra-scientific reasons.
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performance, possibly by maintaining a suitable arousal level.

Knowledge of results and incentives have also been shown to be

helpful in highly structured situations, as has the use of

artificial signals. The use of such measures in high rate of

performance, information overload'tasks in C3 systems is unlikely

to produce a meaningful decrease in stress effects, however.

Furthermore, although it may be possible in the short run to

alleviate stress in C3 systems by some of the above methods, all

of them have associated disadvantages as well. Stimulant drugs

may become addictive, placebos presumably cannot work forever,

electric shocks are aversive, too many artificial signals may be

tiresome, meaningful incentives may be difficult to provide,

scheduling may be limited by availability of personnel, and so

forth.

Social Stressors

Life events that have been considered stressful include not

only those generally viewed as unfortunate (such as disease,

death, divorce, losses of jobs and property, and social

upheavals) but also those usually considered happy (marriage,

birth of children, promotion, etc.). Few of these events are

immediately relevant to task performance in C3 systems, but all

* of them affect the individuals who work in these systems to some

*- extent. There is some reason to believe (Caplan, 1976) that

organizations may be structured to minimize the effects of social

str'essors on individuals. There has been no systematic study as

* yet of how appropriate such 3tructures may be in C3 systems.
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-_ Conceptual Model of Stress Effects on Performance

A common problem encountered in attempts to apply research

findings from numerous studies conducted for different purposes
"- and from different perspectives is the absence of a unifying

framework of thought. Models prop, ed for limited purposes
seldom account for findings of all studies conducted for similar

purposes, let alone for those of studies conducted for unrelated

purposes. A common framework would be especially useful in the

present effort to utilize findings of physical, physiological,

psychological, and social studies as sources of concrete
3solutions to design problems in C systems.

A simple conceptual model of stress effects on performance

is thus suggested here as a guide to further research

applications in C3 systems. This "reserve capacity" model is

intentionally general, but nonetheless embodies principles

applicable to design of specific studies of stress effects on

performance. It is most directly presented in an hydraulic

analogy, illustrated in Figure 5.

L
The fluid which flows through the reservoir in Figure 5 is

kntended to represent the ability to sustain task related work in

C3 systems. The work may be either mental or physical; it is
• assumed only that a finite supply is available to be expended on

work of all sorts. In particular, copin- with stressors is

viewed as one forti of work. The fluid is assumed to have

multiple sources, shown as tanks repre3nting physiological,

* . psychological, and social origins. The fluid is collected in a

reservoir, which serves as a buffer of reserve capacity. The

reservoir is drained by the necessity of supporting performance

in multiple tasks.

?21
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Physiological
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PERFORMANCE DEMANDSIII

6 Fig. 5 'HYDRAULIC ANA.LOGY FOR RESERVE CAPACITY MODEL.
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The key element of this reserve capacity model is its

dynamics: performance can be maintained only as long as the

rate of replenishment of the work supporting fluid can maintain

the fluid level in the reservoir against various drains. The

model strongly emphasizes that stress effects are not static over

time, and that variability in human performance under stress is

to be expected.

The reserve capacity model is consistent with most major

findings discussed in previous sections, and affords parsimonious
mechanisms for them as well. Specifically, the model does the

following:

1) It provides a mechanism by which great amounts of stress are

tolerable for short periods of time; high outflow rates can be

0 achieved by draining the reservoir more rapidly than it can be

replenished.

2) It is consistent with the finding that stress effects are

L additive; numerous small drains draw on the common reservoir as

effectively as fewer large drains.

3) It can account for the "inverted-U hypothesis" of

*0 non-monotonicity of stress effects on performance; small amounts

of stress can be accommodated by discharging the reservoir at a

rate equal to the replenishment rate, but large amounts of stress

may require discharge rates higher than those sustainable from

* 'the buffer or its sources.

4) It offers an alternative to the mere passage of time as an

explanation for recovery from stress; the reservoir must be
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replenished before it can be drawn upon at a high rate after it

* is emptied.

5) It can reconcile the "competition for resources" and

"irrelevant attentional demands" explanations for performance

decrements attributed to stress; both explanations can be cast in

terms of multiple drains on the reservoir.

6) It accommodates individual differences in coping abilities;

these may be attributed to varying reservoir capacities.

The general model lends itself readily to elaboration for

particular purposes. For example, pumps, valves and plumbing can

be added or rerouted, and the entire model can be expressed in a

few differential equations. Mathematical simulations of model

performance may be compared with performance data over a wide

variety of research designs, ranging from vigilance decrement to

information overload studies. Even in a non-quantitative way,

however, the reserve capacity model may be useful as a source of

hypotheses for applied research. Issues suggested by the reserve

capacity model may be classified as relating to sources of

capacity, buffering provided by the reservoir, and rates of

expenditure.

Issues Related to Sources

Questions about the sources of reserve capacity include the

* following: What proportions of total capacity are generated by

physiological, psychological, and social sources? Do production

rates of the three sources interact? How is the physiological

source affected by age, conditioning, and acclimatization? How
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is the psychological source affected by learning, motivation, and

£ emotion? How is the social source affected by interpersonal

relations and organizational structure? How precisely may rates

of production of reserve capacity be measured or estimated? Are

these rates related to measurable physiological, personality, or

cognitive traits? Can individuals with unusually high or low

production rates be identified? Can factors affecting

replenishment rates be identified?

Issues Related to Buffering

Questions about the dynamics of buffering provided by the
r reservoir include the following: Can the size of the reservoir

be measured by means independent of specific performance

decrements? How much does the reservoir vary in size within and

among individuals? Can its size be increased through training,

exercise, or conditioning? Is reservoir size predictable from

any other measurable individual traits?

Issues Related to Rates of Expenditure

Questions about rates of expenditure of reserve capacity
3

include the following: Can C system tasks be ordered by the
rates of expenditure of reserve capacity needed to sustain

* performance? How effective are various measures for minimizing

perforrnanco drains in the reservoir? Can optimal rates of

expenditure be identified for different time spans?
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Summary

The term stress, as applied to C3 system performance, may be

vie. ,e as a general phenomenon, albeit a poorly defined one, that

has many potential manifestations. Variability within and among

individuals in tolerance to stress effects is considerable, and

may be attributed to a large number of causes. Theoretical

understanding of coping behavior and factors that mitigate and

exacerbate stress induced performance decrements is poor.

Systematic documentation of stress effects on performance in C3

systems probably requires a common conceptual framework. One

such framework, a "reserve capacity" model, is suggested here.

Models such as the present one may be used as a source of

testable hypotheses for applied research that may eventually
3

provide practical solutions to stress problems in C systems.
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CHAPTER 6

PERSON-COMPUTER INTERACTION

Developments over the nast two or three decades in computer

and communications technology have far reaching implications for

military systems, and for plans and programs relating to national

* defense. Michaelis (1975) has claimed that "within the past cen-

tury only the introduction of the airojane, the submarine and nu-

clear weapons have provided similar challenges" (p. 28). The

full potential of these developments will not be realized, how-

ever, without considerable research and development effort.

One of the major aspects of the problem of realizinq the po-

tential of computer technoloQy is that of determining how to de-

sign systems that are ootimally matched to their human users.

"lthouah the problem of "interfacino" oeople with machines is one

that human factors scientists and engineers have concerned them-

selves with for many years, the research results that find their

wav into Human Engineerinq design guides has only limited appli-

L cabilitv to the problem of computer system desian. This is be-

cause the comuter is a oualitatively different type of machine

from most that oeoole have used in the nast. We usually think of

machines as devices for chanainq enerqy from one form to another,

ond for accomolishina work in the process. In the case of com-

nutino achines enerav transformation and work are incidental.

The comnuter is desinned to transform information structures not

encruv. It manioulates symbols not forces. In its behavior it

is more nnaloaous to a person thinkinn than to a oerson doing

physical work. Consenuently, while established human factors de-

sion orincioles anoly to comouter systems to the extent that

those systems are similar to other systems that oeoole use (e.g.

orinciro1es oertaininq to the layout of work spaces, the desion of
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disolays, etc.) there are few validated human factors principles

that oertain to those aspects of computer systems that make them

unicue. Sime (1976) made a similar point by contendinq that the

develooment of the diaital computer has established the need for

new discipline, which he has termed "coqnitive eroonomics." Tra-

ditional erqonomics, he points out, has emphasized the need to

desian machines so as to be comoatible with the perceptual and

motor capabilities and limitations of the human beinq. However,

the types of problems that must be solved in order to maximize

the efficiency and effectiveness of the interaction between

People and comouters tend to be more coanitive in nature than has

been true in the case of other machines.

There are, we believe, three basic needs that relate to the

use of human factors principles in the desiqn of interactive com-

puter systems. The first need is to pay qreater attention to

those established human factors principles that do apply to

person-comouter systems as well as other systems. It is apparent

even to the casual observer that basic human principles are often

violated in the desions of oerson-computer systems. Whether the

desioners have wittinqly iqnored these human factors guidelines

or simolv have not known of their existence is seldom clear. The

effect, of course, is the same in either case. The information

to which we refer is readily accessible in codified form in

several human enaineerina handbooks and desiqn quides (VanCott &

Kinkadle, lq72; Woodson & Conover, 1964).

4 The second need is to do the research that is necessary to

discover new design principles, anO in particular those that re-

)ate to the more coqnitive aspects of the operation of nerson-

comnuter systems. A fundamental nart of this problem is that of

articui'tina the research issues that need to be addressed.
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* The third need, as we see it, is that of attemotinq to or-

canize the knowledge that has been gained as a result of develop-

inq and ooeratina manv systems. While there has not been a con-

certed effort to develop a discipline such as cognitive erao-

- nomics, many systems designers and developers have been sensitive

*to the need to desiqn their systems with the user in mind. Con-

seauentlv, they have often incorporated features in their systems

for the express puroose of facilitating the use of those systems.

While the effectiveness of these efforts have not been evaluated

riaorouslv in most cases, and while the "knowledge" is often

strictly opinion, there is, we believe, much to be qained by at-

tempting to document the efforts and organize the folklore. The

experience of system developers should be a rich source of in-

siahts and ideas that would not only be useful as tentative

quidelines for designers of future systems but would represent

noints of departure for research.

The need for more attention to be qiven to human factors

considerations in the design and ooeration of computer systems

has been noted bv numerous writers (Dunn, 1976; Kriloff, 1976;

Nickerson, 1969; Shackle & Shipley, 1970). The fact that people

have been able to use systems that have been developed in the ab-

sence of explicit guidelines is not inconsistent with this asser-

tion. As Sime (1976) has pointed out, the need for good ergo-

nomic desion is often obscured bv man's ability to adaot to

ooorlv designed svstems. This is a oarticularly insidious prob-

len in the case of comouter systems, he notes, "for man can bend

his mind in more directions than he can bend his arm, and can ad-

lust his coonitive behavior to cope with the most perverse of

svstems" (o. 1). Copinq with the svstem is not necessarily using

it to maximum adventanrve, of course. Moreover, as the community

of ootential usors of computer systems hecomes increasinql.v het-
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eroceneous and includes more and more oeople who are not trained

in computer science or comouter-related disciplines, the need to

ontimize the desions of these systems from a human factors point

of view also increases.

Althouah the need for such work has been recoanized for some

time, only in the very recent past have efforts been made in this

direction. As recently as 1970 DeGreene (1970) could make the

statement that "Nothina has been written on the human engineerinq

of comouter systems" (p. 281). DeGreene's statement was incor-

rect; several oaoers dealinq with the subject had been published

bv 1970. Few of them reported empirical data of the type from

which a discioline such as coqnitive erqonomics could be devel-

ooed, however. Since 1970, several empirical studies have been

conducted on various aspects of person-computer systems and oper-

ations. As Sackman (1976) has recently pointed out, however, the

experimental literature to date remains fraqmented and disconnec-

ted, and larqelv void of inteqratinq concepts and theories.

Several review papers have been prepared (Frederiksen, 1975;

Kril.off, 1976; Licklider, 1968; Rouse, 1975, Shackel & Shipley,

1970;); but these naners, for the most part, have been narrative

summaries of work that has been done. No one has yet made a

serious attemot to orovide an inteqratinq theoretical framework

* for this field.

It is our ooinion that an attempt to develop such a frame-

work is prohpblv still premature. What is needed at the moment

- a re more attemnts to articulate the tynes of ouestions that

should be aArressed exoerimentallv, to develop better methodolo-

oier for doina the exnerimental work, and finally, to apoly those

methodolocies to the collectino of the kind of data that can pro-

viAPe a solid basis from which a useful theoretical framework

mioht he built.
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U A Perspective Reaerdina Person-Computer Systems

The usual block diaaram of a computer system shows the com-

puter itself at the center, with a variety of peripheral Hevices

PM attached to it. The user is typically represented in these dia-

grams as an I/O device that constitutes one of the system peri-

* oherals. In this view of the world, the computer is preeminent

and the user is of secondary imoortance. An alternative repre-

sentation, and the one that we prefer, would show the user as the

central and most important element. The computer would be reore-

sented as one of many tools that he uses to accomplish his objec-

tives.

We prefer the second representation over the first because

it emphasizes the importance of desianina the computer system so

Das to insure its usefulness and its useabilitv. It also puts the
system itself in oroper perspective. The tools that it provides

are not the only ones on which the user relies. Moreover, unless

the computer-based tools are more effective than the alternatives

to which the user has access, he orobably will find other ways to

aet his task done.

This view also calls attention to the fact that no matter

how soohisticated the tools are that the user has at his dispo-
sal, the dearee of success with which these tools are applied to

the solution of actual problems will rlenend in no small measure

on the user's skill in exploitinq them. Carbonell (1967) has

4 ' sunciestea that as computer technoloov oroaresses human limita-

tions will become the maior constraints in the functioninq of

person-comPuter sVstems. His notion is that, as nrograms are de-

velooed to bear more and more of the hurrlen of comoutation, book-

keenina, r7ranh nlottina, and other similar chores, the product of
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the person-comouter interaction will be determined more and more

bv how capable the Person is of takina full advantage of these

tools. The tools represent potential oroblem-solvina capability,

but it is up to the user to see that they aet applied effectively

to the oroblems that need to be solved.

Emohasizina the role of the comouter as that of one among

many tools, and the role of the person as a tool user, is con-

sistent with Sime's contention that there is a need for a new

discipline that miaht be referred to as coonitive erconomics.

Many of the Problems associated with how the user interfaces with

conouter-hased tools have to do with such factors as communica-

tior, oroblem formulation, decision makina, information manipula-

tion, and the like. The comouter-based tools that he will be

usina provide him with the ooportunitv to extend his coqnitive

ahilities in much the same way that other tyoes of machines have

oiven him the ooportunitv to extend his sensory and motor capa-

bilities. How to design computer systems and computer-based

tools so as to maximize the chances that this extension is rea-

lized effectively is not yet known.

This view also reminds us of a dancer inherent in the use of

any tool, a danqer that is probably the more crave, the more so-

4 phisticated the tool involved. That is the dancer of oroblem

solvers' "bendina" Problems so that the tools that haooen to be

at their eisoosal can be apolied to them (Stewart, 1976).

Sackr-an (1976) refers to this dancer as that of "force fittinq

nro -1ems into available "orocrustian' software." Such bending or

force-fittinq can have serious conseouences. One is that the

thinkinq of the Problem solver mav be constrained inasnuch as he

nay he inclined to think about the oroblem in terms of the caoa-

I-hilities and limitations of the tools at his disoosal rather than
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in terms of the problem itself. A second possible conseauence is

that bv hendina his problem the problem solver may aualitatively

*chanqe it so that he ends up solvino a oroblem that he is able to

solve, oiven the tools at his disposal, but not the problem that

- was oriainallv posed for solution. The view that we propose re-

minds us to focus on the user and his tasks as the reasons for

which the tools exist. The tools themselves are means to an end,

and should be evaluated in terms of the dearee to which they in

fact aid the user in realizinq his objectives.

Finally, this view leads us to focus on the human being's

capabilities and limitations as a proper startinq place for de-

terminina what kinds of tools he needs to amplify his capabili-

ties and to compensate for his limitations. These capabilities

and limitations have, of course, been the focus of attention of

osvcholoaical research for many years. Preceding chapters of

this report have summarized some of this research.

Modes of Comouter Use

4 One of the reasons that the studv of nerson-computer inter-

action has proven to be difficult is the fact that the nature of

the interaction has been chanaina more or less continuously since

comouters first made their aopearance on the scene. The follow-

4 inc taxonomy of usaae Patterns is onlv one of several that miqht

muser, but it preserves, rouqhlv, the order in which different

us~ae oonsihilities were Heveloned.
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Dedicated Machines

In the beoinnino of the comouter era, there were no such

thinas as comouter systems; there were only computers. Each

machine operated independently of others, and was used by a

sinale user at any qiven time. Machine time was scheduled in

blocks oE minutes or hours, and for the duration of his scheduled

block a user had The machine to himself.

Proarammina initiallv was done in machine code; although as-

semblv lanouaqes were developed very cuickly.

Proqrams were loaded into the machine either manually

throuah toaqle switches at the console, or by means of punched

cards or punched oaper tape that had probably been orepared with

the use of an off-line device.

The development of other modes of interaction did not sup-

olant the hands on use of deO'cated machines, but supplemented

it. Some machines, in oarticular minicomputers that are owned

an, ooerated by individuals o, small qrouos for specific appli-

cations mav still be utilized in this way. The procramminq

lanauacres, helps, and tools that are available are, of course,

4 much different from those that had to suffice for the early

L1 ser s.

Closed-Shoo Batch

As demands for comoutino resources increased, computer

"centers" evolved ooeratina procedures that were desiqned to make

4 efficient use of the machine's time. Barriers were constructed
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! U between the end user and the machine itself, and the common mode

of ooeration was to deliver a Proaram to the center, where it

would be run by an operator when time Permitted, and to oick up

the results of the run oerhaos a dav, or if one were fortunate, a

few hours, later.

A noteworthy characteristic or closed-shop facilities was

*- -- the utilization of ooeratina procedures that attached a qreater

- xmoortance to the machine's time then to that of the individual

- :human user. Thus the user stood in line, as it were, for his

turn to make use of the machine. The process of developinq

sat.isfactoril.v-oneratina oroqrams tvoicallv reauired several it-

erations of codinq at one's desk, submitting a developina program

for comoilation and trial execution, and debuaaino at one's desk

with the helo of diaqnostics proluced by the machine when the

cornilation and execution were attemited.

Proarams for batch operations typically were written in a

comDiler lanquage such as FORTRAN or COBOL. Often, as in many

business anolications, when they were intended to he used repea-

teclv, and minimization of runnina time was desirable, they would

be recoded in machine lanouaoe to eliminate some of the ineffi-

ciencies that constituted the price of convenience of hiqher

level lanauaaes.

Remote-Entrv Batch

4.'

In a remote-entry batch ooeratina system, several I/O termi-

nals, often small. comuters, co municate with a larae central

comrnuter. An early examole of such an oneration was the Trianale

University Com-nter Center. In thi!7 case three universities,
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Duke University, North Carolina University, and the University of

North Carolina, shared one larae (IBM 360/75) centrally-located

facility. Each of the camouses had its own comoutinq center on

which was located a much smaller machine (e.q., 360/20, 360/30).

These smaller centers transmitted proarams to the central facili-

tv for compilation and execution and produced the compilation

listinq and results of orogram execution on output devices at

their locations.

To the user, this type of remote entry batch operation is

practicallv indistincuishable from what we referred to above as

closed-shop batch. He still brinas his program to a computer

center, has it run by an operator, and picks uo the results at a

later time. The fact that the actual computing is done at

another site is, from his point of view, irrelevant.

On-Line Time Sharina

The development of time sharino in the early 1960's made

Dossible a aualitativelv new mode of computer use. By allowinq

multiole users to have apparentlv simultaneous access to a single

larne computina system, each user can be made to feel that he has

S the machine's full resources at his disposal. This mode has been

referred to by a varietv of terms, amona them "on-line",

"immediate-access," "interactive" and "conversational." In this

mode, there tvicallv is a two-way exchanae of commands, re-

1 ciests, and information that takes olace on a time scale that is

rouqhv comparable to that of a Person-to-roerson conversation.

One of the maior advantaaes of interactive systems, as they

have been imolementerd, is the fact that they deliver comnutina
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Dower to where the user is instead of forcinq him to come to

where the computer is. The user typically works with a terminal

that is located perhaps in his office, perhaps in his home, but

in any case, not necessarily in the comouter center. Portable

- terminals ectuipoed with acoustic couplers make it possible for

the user to obtain access to the computer via teleohone lines

fron essentially any olace where he has access to a phone.

When time sharina was initially introduced, its major sig-

nificance was the fact that it made comoutinq facilities more ac-

cessible to oroqrammers, because of the increasingly sophisti-

cated software that has been developed over the years, however,

time sharina systems now often effectively place huae computing

resources and data bases in the hands of individuals with little

or no knowledqe of how a computer works or how to write a pro-

or am.

Stewart (1976) has criticized the tendency of some resear-

chers who have attemoted to identify the relative merits of on-

line and batch-orocessina systems to split hairs in their defini-

tions. He views as of little oractical sianificance the distinc-

tion between "instant" remote batch-processina and on-line pro-

cessina, both of which permit the user to interact with the com-

outer throuqh a remote terminal, and orovide relatively ouick

turnaround. What matters, he contends, is whether the user can

communicate with the computer throuih a remote terminal and,

either imme'liatelv or within a few moments, obtain the results of

I ' tvpina a few commands, or whether the turnaround recuires several

hours or days ana involves the utilization of other media, such

as ounche9 cards and line-printer output. In our view, Stewart's

point is well taken. SnWittina hairs as to whether a system
-. should he considered "on-line" or "instant batch" orobably serves
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no useful ourpose. The point is to distinquish those operational

characteristics that make for efficient and effective Person-

comnuter interaction from those that do not. A similar observa-

tion can be made with respect to the Question of whether a par-

ticular interaction should be considered conversational in char-

acter. What is of Greatest interest is not whether the interac-

tion is conversational, but whether it is productive and satisfy-

eina (Nickerson, 1976).

Some Interactive Uses of Comouters
Relatinci to C 3 Operations

The applications of interactive systems to C3 problems are

numerous. We mention here only a few by way of examples. We

have Picked these examoles specifically to represent the ranqe of

tasks that can be facilitated by computer involvement.

Model ina

Kroger and Christie (1963) Point out that limited war sit-

uations lend themselves less well to control bv choosina amona

preset moves than do those Posed bv strateoic strike situations

in a central war. The need for flexibility on the part of com-

manders is narticularly areat in the former case. Kroger and

Christie exoress concern that the oressure to introduce automated

information orocossino nrocedures in the interest of speed and

volume couldI have deleterious effects on staff flexibilitv. What

is needled rather than the ability to invoke oreset procedures is

* the abilitv to exolore the consenuences of alternative courses of
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action before selectin amonq those alternatives. Comouter

models can orovide this tyne of capabilitv.

The use of computer mTodelina .n a command and control situ-

ation is illustrated by a model that is used interactively to re-

sAve conflicts in air traffic control situations (Whitfield,

1976; Whitfield & Stammers, 1976). In this case, the computer

model plots Present and future positions of aircraft in a partic-

ular airspace, and thereby detects ootential conflicts. When

such Potential conflicts are detected, the computer informs the

controller oF the fact. The controller then may modify fliaht

oaths or chanae fliqht oath parameters and test the conseguences

of these modifications or chanaes by exercisinq the model under

the new conaitions. The comouter's tasks include Projectinq the

paths of individual aircraft and oredictinq possible conflicts.

The computer and controller iointlv have the task of devisina a

solution to a ootential conflict. It is the controller's job to

see that the solution that is devised is imolemented.

An examole of a modelina svstem developed expressly for use

bv military command personnel is the Ouick-Reactina General War

Gamina System (QUICK). OUICK is a software system proorammed in

FORTRAN orioinall.v for the NMCSSC CDC 3800, and now beino modi-

fied for the Honeywell Information System (HIS) 6080, in keeoina

with the WUMICCS standardization policy. On the basis of input

data and user-suonlied parameters, QUICK nroduces qlobal strate-

nic nuclear war plans, simulates the Planned events and orovides

* statistical summaries of the expecter effects of these events.

The svstem is composed of five major 9uhsystems (data assembly,

weanon/tarqet identification, weaoor allocation, sortie aen-

eration, anO simulation), which are executed in series. The sys-

tern can be run autoiaticallv throuc:h all steos; alternativelv,
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component oroarams can he used in interactive mode from remote

terminals (Blackledqe, 1974). The proqram is maintained by the

Stratenic Forces Analysis Suooort Project at the NMCSSC and is

used orimarilv for the suooort of the Studies. Analysis and

Gamina Aqencv (SAGA), an element of the JCS.

The remote-access, interactive caoability is a major comoo-

nent of the effort to modify OUICK for operation on the HIS 6080.

The intent in orovidinq this capability is to:

"a. Enable the nonproqrammer user to uodate and otherwise

manioulate the QUICK data base; i.e., add, delete, or alter data

as reauired throuah available remote-access devices.

b. Provide for a full batch-mode job submission capability

for the execution of QUICK proarams from a remote terminal, and

to enable the user to monitor the status of his job, and direct

the output mode.

c. Provide for the selective investigation of entire pro-

aram outputs, or seoments thereof, from a remote terminal, and

orovide for user control of the outout mode" (Dambro, Page &

Pellicciotto, 1974).

0

The remote-access user interacts with the OUICK system

throuah a set of time-sharinq oroarams which permit him to create

* and edit files, submit and run batch jobs, determine the status

oF batch jobs, scan files, obtain hard copy outout, etc. He may

work with a visual-disolav terminal and has available both temoo-

rarv and permanent disk file storane. The tvoical mode of opera-

0 tion when updatinq the data base involves reauestinq a file from
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the permanent storace area, thus brinaina it into the temporary

storaae area, modifvina the file via other system software pack-

anes, and then returnina it to the oermanent storeae area where

it is available for utilization in a 0UICK execution. The intent

is that the user be reauired only to be aware of the availability

of the files that he wants to use and of the operation of the

time-sharina subsystems available to him, and not of the interac-

tion of the various systems and subsystems. Examples of user-

computer Protocols for several of these subsystems are given in

Dambro et al, (1974).

In aeneral, the purpose of such modeling facilities is to

permit the user to explore the imolications of various actions

that he might take in a specified situation. The ability of the

model to make these imolications exolicit is limited, of course,

by the accuracy and precision with which the model reflects the

situation that is beina modeleO, and the validity with which it

represents the interdependencies among the various factors that

will determine the future course of events. The importance of

these limitations on the fidelity of a model must not be underes-

timated. In a real sense every set of battlefield conditions is

uniaue. Any model can only be an abstraction of that set of con-

ditions and therefore is likely to be inaccurate in one or more

resoects. If a commander is to make use of such models, even for

the exploration of alternatives, he must have a complete under-

standinq of both those aspects of the model that are accurate and

those that are not. To build a model of any dearee of sophisti-

cation which can make these properties explicit orobablv reauires

extensive use of heuristics of intellicence that are only beain-

nina to be understood. The utility of such models also is limi-

ted by the skill with which the users exercise them.

I
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On-Demand Information Retrieval

One of the primary uses of comouters has been the storage

and retrieval of information. The most common way, and until re-

centlv the only way, that the information that is stored in a

comouter data base was distributed to users was by means of stan-

dardized, formatted reports. Managers in business operations,

and personnel in various positions of responsibility in military

situations, would periodically receive computer outputs contain-

ina a variety of information that is presumably relevant to the
- performance of their jobs. Such standard formatted managerial

reports from batch-processinq operations are bound to be inef-

ficient because the assumption underlyinq their production is

that all recipients need the same information, and this is not

usually the case. A common complaint among recipients of such

renorts has been that the computer outputs they typically receive

often contain much information that is irrelevant and of little

use to them; further, the relevant information they receive is

difficult to locate among the irrelevances, and is often pre-

sented in a format that makes it difficult to use (Eason, 1976).

An alternative to standard formatted reports that is beinq

orovided by manaqers with increasing freguency is a system that

.40 collects and stores data and provides the user with a means of

interroaatino the data base and retrievina from it only that in-

formation for which he has use. There is some evidence that this

type of system is fast becoming preferred over formatted report

* onocedures (Eason, 1976; Hedhera, 1970; Morton, 1967).

This aporoach has obvious advantaaes and will undoubtedly

become increasinlv widely used. It is not without its problems

* end nitfalls, however, First, it works only to the extent that
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U the user knows what information will be useful to him and how to

interact with the system well enouab to obtain it. That is, such

systems make demands on the user that automatic information dis-

semination procedures do not. Second, as has been pointed out by

- Iveroaard (1976), a risk that is inherent in anv demand-driven

information distribution system is that in exercising their

ability to choose what information aets to them, the users of

such systems could become increasinalV conservative in their

views. This daner is probably more real in aeneral-puroose in-

* formation systems than in problem-oriented systems, but it should

not be overlooked even in the latter case. The evidence is

fairly comoellina that Peonle often seek information to corrobo-

rate existina views rather than collectina it in an unbiased

fashion. Even better than a demand-driven information distri-

bution system would be a system that had sufficient intelliqence

so that when given an hypothesis by the user it could deliver in-

formation relevant to that hyoothesis, irresoective of whether

the information tended to corroborate or to disorove the hypothe-

sis.

Document Preparation and Messaae Handlina

Tools desianed to facilitate the prenaration of documents

and the editina of text are amona those that promise to be most

widelv used by nonorocyrammers. The antecedents of these tools

were the online oroararn-editin, caochilities incoroorated in in-

teractive proarammina lanouaoes desioned to run on time-sharing

systems. Several text-editina oroorarns are currently in ooera-

tion (Callahan & Grace, 1967; Enalebart & Enalish, 1968;

Macnuson, 1966). Each of these oroarams orovi-es for rounhlv the

sane basic set oF text manipulation onorations: coovina, delet-
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ina, isertinq character strinas. They differ areatly, however,

with resoect to what ooerations they permit beyond this basic

set, and the details of the command lancuaae in terms of which

the operations must be soecified. Considerable work needs to be

cone to determine what would constitute an optimal desiqn of an

interactive document oreparation system.

Messaae preparation and distribution are also functions that

are becomina increasinqly widely used. Several computer-mediated

communication systems are currently beinq developed bv the Advan-

ced Research Proiects Aaencv. Each of these systems provides the

user with tools to compose, edit, store, retrieve, copy, forward,

modify, and otherwise operate on messaoes. This type of computer

use seems likely to qrow rapidly in both the commercial and mili-

tary worlds. There are a number of human factors issues that re-

main unresolved reqardina how best to desian such systems. How-

ever, work is currently underway that should orovide answers for

many of these auestions.

Decision Aidina

* Use of interactive comouter systems to aid decision makers

in various asoects of decision-makina tasks has received consid-

erable attention from researchers.

0 Amoni the orimarv roles of the human beina in the area of

decision rakin are those of ooal settina and value specifica-

tion. While the comouter can le aiven many Oecision-makina

tasks, identifvjno the aoals toward which one should strive and

soecifvino the values of alternative decision outcomes are
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uniouelv human tasks. This is recoanized in some existinq

decision-aidinq systems. Amonq the major inouts to the OUICK

system, for example, is a set of oarameters reflectinq the

olanner's views vis-a-vis the strategic objectives. These para-

meters are expressed, amona other ways, in terms of the relative

values of the tarqets beinq considered. The tarqet values that

ace assianed, and the relationshios amona the values of various

target classes, then become forcincT functions for the plan that

is aenerated by the system (Blackledqe, 1974).

Interactive Situation Display Generation

In a study of potential applications of computer technology

to tactical intelligence operations, Bowen and his colleagues

5 (1971, 1975) concluded that one of the most promising appli-

cations is that of interactive situation-display generation.

Situation displays are critical tools for military commanders,

and, as Bowen et al. pointed out, for the task of generating

such displays, the skills of people and the capabilities of

computers complement each other in a particularly useful way.

The human beina can play the role of pattern recoqnizer and de-

cision maker, while the comouter plays that of an exceedinglv

fast clerk, data manipulator, and draftsman. A situation may he

reoresented dicitallv within the comouter in qreat detail. A

situation disolav, then, may be thouaht of as a look at some as-

pect of the situation that is represented diqitallv within the

computer's data base. In any complex situation, there will be

many more details in the data base than can be represented

effectively on any sinale disolay, so what one wants is a method

of constructinq a variety of displavs, each of which oresents to

the viewer some salient asoect of the situation. One miqht, for
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examnle, wish to look at the deoloyment of siahtinqs of all ve-

hicles of some specified type or types within some ceographical

reaion and some soecified period of time, or one miqht wish to

look at all hiahways that are passable by vehicles of specified

tvoes, or one might wish to have all the bridqes in some partic-

ular reqion shown on the mat without havinq the display also

cluttered by other types of information. Such displays are

easily qenerated within the current state of the art. What is

not yet known is how best to desiqn a lanquaqe that will permit

the user to interact most effectively with the system in qener-

atina such displays.

The "User"

User Tyoes

A freauentlv exoressed objective of human enqineerino is

that of desianina systems with the user in mind. This seems an
aoorooriate obiective in the case of computer systems as well as

in that of any other. It seems well to recoqnize, however, that

a comouter system is likely to have many different users, and not

all of them will have the same needs.

A

Stewart (1974) distinquishes three types of users who may

have different reauirements even when usinq the same system:

manaqers, specialists, and clerks. He makes the point that these

* aroun)s will differ in terms of dearee of flexibility and adapta-

bility that they will demand of a system, the amount of effort

that they are willing to exoend to learn how to use the system,

the dearee to which they are willino to modify standard operatina

A orocedures, and the amount of information that they will need re-
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U cardina details of system operation. Managers, accordina to

several writers, are less likely than technical specialists to be

willina to invest a larae amount of time in learning to use

comouter-based tools (Damodaran, 1976; Eason, 1976; Stewart,

M 1976). Damodaran suggests that the manaoers" most common solu-

tion to this probler is to have someone else use the comouter in

his behalf. It seems quite possible that to the extent that

manaaers are reluctant to make use of existing systems their re-

luctance may be based on the less-than-optimal design of those

systems from their ooint of view. One can hardly blame a manager

for failina to invest a larae amount of time in learning to be-

come a oroficient system user if he does not have convincing evi-

dence that such an investment would brina aopreciable dividends

in terms of makina him more effective at his iob. The assumption

that manaaers are not among the most heavy users of computer sys-

tems should not be used as an arqument that systems should there-

fore not be desiqned for their use. Better desion could be the

catalyst that would stimulate areater use.

Stewart (1976) defines a soecialist as one who ooerates ori-

Smarilv within a oarticular discipline or nroblem area, and has at

his disoosal a body of specialized knowledge and a set of tech-

ninues that are applicable to the nroblems with which he deals.

A soecialist is distinauished from a manaqer who is likely to

have a suonerficial understanding of many soecialities, but may be

expert with resoect to none of them. Stewart further distinqui-

shes three tves of tasks that specialists are likely to oerform

with comouters: (a) data input for predefined outputs, (h) in-

structions for datn processing, and (c) hiah-level lanquae oro-

aramTina. These task types reoresent a progression in terms of

the dearees of fre'c'om afforded the comnuter user and the amount

of flexibility and creativity renuired of him. The data-input-
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for-DredefineO-outout mode of oneration, for example, reauires

only that the specialist provide a program with specific data

accordina to orescribed inout formats. The instructions-for-

data-orocessin mode reauires that he interact with the proaram,

at least to the extent of se]ectinq amonq a variety of processinq

options. The hiah-level-lanouaae-oroorammina mode requires that

he write his own proarams. Specialists, unlike manaqers, Stewart

contends, tend to be more than willina to devote time and effort

to the learninq of how to use the tools, providing that the tools

reoresent qenuinely better ways of solvino the problems with

which they have to deal.

Clerks seldom have the option as to whether or not to learn

how to use a computer system. If their job requires that they

learn, they do; if not, they do not.

Each of these user types is found within the military.

There are clerks who will use whatever computer system that they

are reauireO to use because it is their job to do so. There are

specialists who will be willinq to invest considerable time and

effort to learn how to use systems on the chance that such know-

. ledcae will make them perform better at their speciality. There

are manaaers or commanders who will. be reluctant to make such in-

j vestments unless the resultina increase in their effectiveness is

a sure'v; and even then they may sometimes prefer to use the com-

outer throunh one or more intermediary.

* There is another dimension in terms of which comouter users

may be clas.ified, and that is the dimension of skill with re-

snect to the system(s) thev are usinn. Ideally, a system should

he able to acconmiodate users reoresentino all levels of exper-

* tise. This is not an easy objective to realize, however, because
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-.features of an ooeratina system that would he helpful for a no-

vice often would be unwanted bv, and oerhaps irritatina to, an

: -expert user. The novice tends to want much instruction and hand-

holdinq from the svstem. The expert, on the other hand, wants

nothino from the machine that is not essential to his work ses-

sion. He wants the messaqes that the machine qives him to be as

terse as possible; he becomes frustrated whenever he is forced to

watch his terminal outouttina messaaes that provide him with in-

formation for which he has no need.

One approach that has been taken to this problem is to de-

velop systems that can ooerate in either of two modes (exoert or

novice). The user can then identify the level at which he wishes

to onerate, and the system will treat him accordina!y. The fal-

° • lacy with this aproach is the fact that a dichotomous distinc-

tion between experts and novices is an oversimplification. Users

re~resent all levels of expertness. Moreover, a aiven user may

be expert with recoect to some aspects of a system, while beina a

novice with respect to others. The challenae remains to desian

systems in such a way that they satisfy the needs and preferences

of users at all skill levels. Nickerson and Pew (1971) have sug-

oested several features that could be incorporated within a sys-

* tem to help on this problem (user-interrupt capabilitv, brief

coded comouter-to-user messaoes backed tp with full explanations

in resnonse to reauests from the user, orompts and helr' desioned

to unarade the skill level of the novice), but a aeneral solution

to the oroblem is still wanting.

A closely associated problem is that of buildinn a system in

such a way that the novice naturallv hecomes more and more expert

* throunh normal use of it. It should not he assumed that they
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will invariably do so. It is possible for an individual to in-

teract with some systems for a very long time and never discover

,*'. what he needs to know to become truly expert in their use. What
*' . is reauired is that the sorts of helps, hints, and hand-holding

that the system provides for the user who is functioning at a

aiven level of competence will qive him the information that is

necessary to brina him alon to increasingly hiqher levels.

*The Commander as a User

Althouah, as we have noted, any comouter system is likely to

have many users and those users are likely to have different re-

auirements, there is a sense in which the ultimate user of a C3

system is an individual with command authority. His is the final

responsibility for actions taken bv his command, and in a sense

the purpose for the resources at his disposal is to cupport his

decision makinq and to effect the decisions he makes.

Morton (1962) interviewed four retired Air Force and Navy

senior officers (three of four-star and one of two-star rank) in

an effort to obtain a better understandina of how commanders per-

ceive their lobs and in particular, how they relate to electronic

* command and control systems. The results of the interviews are

renorted informally and are not easy to 3ummarize. Also, in in-

teroretina these results it is necessary to bear in mind the

small sample of opinions that they reoresent.

It appears from the resoonses of Morton's interviewees that

commanders vary considerablv in how they view, and nerform, their

lohs. There was aeneral aareement that it is the oroper function

* of a commander to establish oolicv, and that his is the final re-
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sponsibilitv for the results obtained by his command. Commanders

differ areatlv, however, in the decree to which they deleqate au-

thoritv, and the soecific ways in which they look to staff and

subordinates for assistance. Functions that may he performed bv

- staff include: the filterinq and interoretino of incoming data,
" " the aeneration of ideas and candidate battle plans, the criti-

cTuino and evaluation of Possible courses of action, and the

translation of command decisions into ooerational procedures.

The interviewees were aoreed that the comouter could be a

valuab!.e--oerhaos indisrpensable--tool for command and control,
but most were adamant about limitina its decision-makinq func-

tions. "Commanders are willina to use the machine as they now

use the staff--as a command adjunct whose usual function is to

filter and advise and decide subsidiary details, but which does
Knot issue orders on larae issues except in the most dire of

emeraencies when the commander cannot be available in time to

make the decision and issue the order . . .All of our inter-

viewees made it Quite plain that they believe the final measure

U of decision should rest with the commander and not with the com-

puter" (o. 19). What a commander miaht want from a system in-

cludes: timelv information displayed in a useable way, situation

simulation, some screenina and evaluation of alternative courses

of action, assistance in the analysis of "what do you do if..."

problems, and assistance in translatinq hich-level decisions into

detailed onerational plans. Some of the interviewees could im-

aine the computer makina tentative decisions, Drovidinq the com-

mander retained the capability of oerridinq any decision that it
made.
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While all of the interviewees expressed positive attitudes

toward technolooical innovation in qeneral, they volunteered

- .several caveats. Some skepticism was exoressed reaardini the

ability of ooeratina forces to maintain and utilize some of the

ecruioment found in electronic command and control systems. The

.problem of backun was noted: after buil.dinq up a dependence on a

soohisticated system, what haopens if the system fails and it is

necessary to fall back on manual procedures? Lack of credence in

system outputs was also mentioned, but this was oerceived to be a

oroblem that could be counteracted, at least in part, by pro-

vidina commanders with more adeauate instruction and training

with resoect to the systems they are expected to use. A related,

but more complex problem, is that of the fear of erosion of au-

thoritv. One interviewee pointed out that because commanders

tend to be ceneralists, they may lack the specialized technical

knowlede to understand fully the alaorithms on which a computer-

based system's operation depends, and thus feel powerless to

influence the rules for system operation. "The commander of an

electronic command and control system may therefore exercise con-

siderably less autonomy over how his command is run than does the

chief of a non-computerized command, because so much of what hap-

-pens within the command is outside the control of the former.

For examole, contrast this situation to the kind of pre-

•6 oroaramminq which the commander can institute with his staff, and

the resoonsiveness of the staff to the wishes of the commander"

(p. 15). This type of problem makes the case for the development

of nerson-comnuter dialoque techniaues that will permit a comman-

* cIer to interact with a system in ways that do not recouire a tech-

nical traininq to understand what is aoinq on.

A maior imolication that Morton saw in the results of his

study was the need for further investination of the importance of
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individual stylistic differences amonq commanders in how they or-

aanize their staffs and run their commands, and of the implica-

tions of such differences as exist for the desiqn and operation

of command and control systems. In oarticular, one would like to

-know, he contends, how important it is that command and control

systems be flexible enouqh to accommodate these differences.

Will systems that are adjustable to the styles of their users

lead to better command decisions than those that are relatively

fixed, and force all users into the same Patterns of interaction?

So far as we know, this question is still unanswered.

The Role of Users in System Development

Perhaps the only way to assure that a system will be both

useful and useable is to have intended users intimately involved

in its development from the earliest staaes. To introduce users

to a system only after it has been fully developed is to invite

disaster. A caveat is in order, however. Often users who have

Iworked closely with developers have been very special types of

users, namely those who have a areat deal of knowledae about the

workinas of the system at various levels. The danqer is that

such users will be able to interact effectively with the system

whether or not it is ootimallv desioned. Moreover, their inti-

mate knowledae of the workinqs of the system could turn out to be

" .a necessary condition of their effective utilization of its capa-

bilities. And it is not necessarily the case that such users

S"will he fully aware of how imoortant their inside knowledqe is.

If a system is intended to he used eventually by oeoole who are

not intimately involve( with the details of its desion, this

class of users shoul. be involved erlv in the develoomental oro-

cesq. Such nersons should not he exnected to understand the
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system's software oraanization and bit manipulation; they should,

* *- however, have an understandina of the nature of the interaction

. between the user and the computer as it occurs at the level of

the user terminal.

A corollary to this idea that "real" users should be in-

volved in the early staaes of a system's development is the as-

* - sumption that systems that are intended to help people perform

ill-defined tasks probably cannot be pre-desianed; instead, they

have to be evolved. And the evolution can best be quided by the

insiahts that are aained by the attemot of operational personnel

to use it in their work (Licklider, 1968; Nickerson & Stevens,

1973; Stevens, 1968).

Aoproaches to the Study of Person-Computer Interaction

Studies of person-computer interaction that have been done

to date can be qrouped, at least roughly, in terms of which of

the three following methods has been employed: (1) observation,

(2) simulation, and (3) controlled experimentation.

Observation

Here the approach is to take measurements and qather statis-

- tics on real systems with real users workinq on real problems.

An advantaae of the aporoach is the fact that objective measures

often can be mane unobtrusively by the system itself. This is

imoortant inasmuch as these systems tend to be very costly and

* tyoically the motivation is hinh to keep them productively busy.
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A disadvantage is the fact that one has little or no control over

the oarameters whose effects one may wish to study.

Some investigators have looker] for behavioral invariants and
" have attempted to find functional relationships that would cha-

racterize oerson-computer interaction in general ways. The num-

ber of observational measurements that have been made by investi-

qators of person-comouter interaction is lare. They include the
number of commands executed per unit time, interaction cycle

time, task turnaround time, outout/computer-time ratio, user and

system response times, work session duration, console-time/CPU-

time ratio, statement interoretation rate, overhead rate, number

of user inout lines per second, rate of user reouests, (Bryan,

1967; Carbonell, Elkind & Nickerson, 1968; Griqnetti & Miller,

1970; GriQnetti, Miller, Nickerson & Pew, 1973; Scherr, 1965).

Perhaps the most reliable findinq to date is the tremendous

amount of user and system variability. It is not uncommon to

find individual differences on a given nerformance measure in ra-

" - tios of 10:1 or 20:1 even when individuals are working in, pre-

sumably, identical situations.

Simulation

The advantaqe of the simulation approach is economic. Be-

cause of the qreat exoense of laroe comouter systems, studying

• the effects of maninulation of very many oarameters w-)uld be pro-
Q hibitively costly. If, however, one can simulate a system with

resoect to at least those aspects of it that are relevant to the

.auestion of interest, then one can explore the imolications of

various oarameter changes in a more economical fashion. (Al-

4 though one should not fall into the trap of assuming that all

simulations are cheoo!)
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A aood examole of the use of simulation to study human per-

formance in command and control systems is provided by the work

of Topmiller, Mills, Chubb and their colleaaues in the Systems

Effectiveness Branch of the Aerosoace Medical Divisions Human En-

gineerina Division. They have developed a simulation facility

with 5 person-computer display consoles, and have used it to

study the human factors desin considerations of the BUIC System,

and the AWACS early warnina system. They recently have imple-

mented an RPU command and control system havina four enroute con-

troller Positions and a terminal control position. Many system

variables have been studied includino the number of vehicles per

operator, the RPU fliaht-control alaorithm, and the freauency of

actual oath up-date. In each case oerson-machine system perform-

ance data have been collected on experienced teams of control-

lers, thus providinq important information for future design

trade-off studies.

The main difficulty in the use of simulation is that of

validatinq the simulation model. Any predictions that are der-

ived or conclusions that are drawn from a simulation study are

onlv as qood as the model is valid. Moreover, in order to test a

S. model fully, one must build a system so that the predictions of

the model can he checked aaainst the behavior of the real thinq.

* 'Because of this fact, the economies that are realized by simula-

tion research are realized at some risk. That is to say, one

checks the validity of one's model in certain respects, and if it

nasses the tests to which it is put, then one nv he inclined to

* Proceed oi the assumption that the model is also valid with re-

soect to those asoects that were not Out to the test. In many

cases the qains that have been realized by usina simulation

modeis have oroved to he worth the risks involveH.. Without

* doubt, one can find examoles in which this has not been true, as

well.
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Controlled Experimentation

A few investigators have attempted to run controlled experi-

ments on person-computer interaction. This approach has the ad-

vantage that one can manipulate system parameters and study the

effects in a systematic fashion. It also has its problems, how-

ever. Perhaps foremost among them is the fact that the systems

of interest tend to be very larqe and costly, which means that

unless the experimenter is in an unusual situation, he may find

it difficult to have access to a system for this type of use.

Moreover, often because of the fact that computer systems are so

costly and the developers are vulnerable, there may be strong

vested interest in obtainin a particular result. Finally, even

if these sorts of problems do not exist, there is the problem of

the qeneralitv of one's findinqs. Too often results from experi-

3 ments cannot be aeneralized beyond the particular systems, users

and situations with which they were obtained. In studying the

relative merits of different programming lanquaaes, for example,

one must take care that the results are not contingent upon the

*particular proqrammin problems that were selected or on the spe-

cific subjects who wrote the proqrams. To qet around the problem

of proarammers bringing different types of programming experience

to the task, some investigators have used subjects who lack any

proarammina exoerience (Adams & Cohen, 1969; Gold, 1967; Smith,

1967), but this aoroach has its limitations also. What proves

to he best for novices will not necessarily prove to be best for

experienced programmers. Similarly, what oroves to be most ad-

vantageous with respect to one Proqramming oroblem may not be so

with respect to other problems.
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Studies of User Behavior

Research on the behavior of users of computer systems is

still in a very early staqe. Investigators are aropina for ef-

fective approaches and methodoloaies. There are several problems

associated with doinq such research: the cost of computer sys-

tems and operations which tend to make them relatively inacces-

sible to researchers, the difficulty of cainina adequate control

of experimental situations, the tremendous variability in most

performance measures that have been taken, the lack of generality

of findinqs, and the rapid development of computer technology

(which can make results obsolete before they are reported). The

picture is not hopeless, however. Promising observational and

experimental techniaues are being developed; suoqestive results

are being obtained, a few of which may prove to be qenerally

valid. Moreover, the need for research is becomina more apparent

as computer facilities become accessible to an increasingly het-

eroqeneous set of potential users.

In this section, we review several experimental investiaa-

tions of user behavior. All of these studies can be considered

Pioneerina efforts, in the sense that they represent early at-

tempts to explore a new field of inquiry. The review is hiahly

selective. The intent is to provide examples of studies of vari-

ous aspects of user behavior, not to review the field exhaus-

tively.

Studies of Programmina

Weinhera (1971) reports the followina experiment desioned to

investiaate the influence of proqrammino Lioals on performance.
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\* Four proqramrnmers were asked to work on a Problem that the experi-

menter estimated should take about one-fifth of each subject's

time over a period of ten weeks. The problem specification was

identical for all four proarammers, but for two of them the last

oaae of the instructions read:

Your objective on this project should be to get a

fully debugged program which is as efficient as pos-

sible. You may use as much core storage as needed,

up to 128k. Although you are not working for fast

completion of the project, you should plan to reach

the final test by the end of the ninth week.

For the other two, the last paae read:

R Your objective on this project should be to get a

fully debuaaed program in as short a time as possible

without considerinq the efficiency in speed or space

of the program insofar as those factors will slow

* down the completion of the program. However, you

should not spend any more time on the Project than

the normal work load allotted (one-fifth time). You

must, however, keeo the proaram size less than 128k.

The progranmners who were instructed to complete the proaram

as auicklv as possible reauired less than half as many computer

runs and took only about one-third as much programming time as

did those who were instructea to produce ar efficient program.

The final programs of the "fast programming" pair too, bout ten
W times as lonq to run, however, as did those pr.duced bv the other
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programmers. The second experiment was done with a type of pro-

aram for which "the possibilities for spectacular savings were

not so great." Although the differences between aroups were not

so large in this case, they were in the same directions as those

obtained in the first experiment.

Weinberg drew two conclusions from these results: (1) "The

cains to be had from striving for efficiency depend on the type

of problem as much as anythinq else," and (2) "a large proportion

of the variance between programmers on any job can be attributed

to a different conception of what is to be done" (p. 129).

Weinberg had also asked each of the Programmers to estimate

the time that would be required to complete the task. Apparently

the estimates that the programmers made were influenced consider-

ably by the instructions they had been given. Specifically,

those who had been instructed to finish as quickly as possible

cave more conservative estimates than those who had been instruc-

ted to emphasize efficiency of the program. And, unlike the

other croup, they performed better than their estimates.

*Weinberg's conclusion: "If a qoal is set explicitly, there are

two effects: procrammers work toward that goal at the possible

expense of another goal, and programmers will be far more conser-
'0 vative (or accurate) in estimatinq how well they will meet the

coal. Estimates on aoals not emphasized will probably be com-

pletely unreliable, both because they are not made carefully and

because they are not important enough to resist beinq sacrificed

0 to other qoals" (p. 131).

The results of these experiments must be assessed in the

liaht of the very small sizes of the samples used.
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Studies of Proaramming Lanauaoes

There are two reasons why one miaht want to study proaram-

ming lanquaces from a human factors point of view: (1) to

- compare the strenaths and weaknesses of existing languages for

the purpose of choosing amonq them for specific applications, and

(2) formulation of principles of lanquaqe desiqn. The first of

-- these reasons relates to short-range objectives, the second to

lona-ranae goals. Existina lanquaaes are bound to be replaced by

better ones so comparative studies have a very transitory utili-

ty. What one really wants to determine is the features of a lan-

quage that make it easy to learn, easy to interpret, and powerful

in apolication.

An aoproach that several investiqators have taken in keeping

with the lonq-range qoal is that of studyinq the effects of man-

ioulatina specific lanauaae fea-itures (Gannon, 1976; Ledgard,

1971; and Sime, 1976). Ledqard (1971) invented several "minia-

ture lanquages" and used them to illustrate several Principles

relative to the design of proqramming languaqes. Sime (1976) has

reported a study in which such miniature languages were used in

an emoirical investiqation of the effects of certain language

features on proaram writinq. Three mini-languaqes were compared,
two of which allowed the nestina of conditional statements, and

the third of which concatenated conditionals with a seauence of

GOTO statements. One of the languaqes using nesting also printed

the statements in such a way that the depth of nesting was ap-

Parent from the soatial structure of the proqram listing. Sime

had nonoroarammers learn to write oroarams in these languaaes.

He also had experienced proqrammers trace proaran outcomes, qiven

the truth value of the predicates, or try to determine what the

truth values of relevant predicates would have to be to produce
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specified outcomes. The results demonstrated the superiority of

the lanquaqe that used nesting and made the depth of nesting ob-

vious in its spatial structure. The main conclusion drawn by

Sime from this study was "that the syntax in spatial structure of

proarammed text should be desioned to allow two-way tracinq of

the control structure. *This means that the information required

for such tracinq should be overt and obvious, and not requiring

undue visual search" (p. 21).

Studies of Debuqqinq

Boehm (1973) has estimated that the process of debuqging ac-

counts for from 25% to 50% of the time reauired to develop a new

computer program. Studies of debuaginq, therefore, have consid-

erable practical value vis-a-vis the qoal of finding ways to fa-

cilitate Proqram development. Debuaging is also an interestinq

activity as a prototype of problem solving in ceneral. It is a

bit surprising that psycholooists have not made greater use of

debuqinq tasks to study problem solvina behavior.

Gould and Drongowski (1974) have studied program debugging

as a paper and pencil (noninteractive) task. They planted bugs

in four of IBM's FORTRAN statistical library oroqrams and had ex-

nerienced ororammers try to find them under several different

conditions. Two variables of interest were: (1) the type of bua

that had been planted, ana (2) the type of debuqqin aids pro-
0

virled to the proarammers.

Three types of buos were used: (1) array buqs (statements

that referred to subscripted variables); (2) iteration buqs (DO

statements) ; and (3) assianment buas. All buos were nonsVntac-
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tic, and the buaqed proarams were syntactically correct. Each

bug was contained in a single line, and any given orogram had

only a sinale buo.

Subjects were aiven one of several debuqaina aids: The pro-

iram listing only (control aroup), the input-output of the bugged

program, the I/O of the buaqed proaram plus the I/O that would

have resulted had the proaram run correctly, the class of bug

that the orogram contained, or the line of code which contained

the buq. The last-mentioned qroup was given the task of fixing

the bua. The other qroups had only to find it.

Proorams that were used varied in lenqth from 29 to 59 exe-

cutable statements. Given four programs and three types of bugs

for each program, there were 12 buaqed listinas. Each programmer

I dehuaaed all 12 (3 within a given session). With 30 Droarammers

(6 per arouo) the authors had 360 debuoiin sessions, which pro-

videO a reasonable samrle of data.

The proarammers were surorisinqlv fast. Several factors may

have contributed to their soeed: (1) They knew there was only

one error and that it was nonsyntactic. (2) They worked with

each proaram three times. The buq was different each time, but

there may have been positive transfer from one session to the

next anyway (the authors oresent data that bear out this nossi-

bi]itv). (3) Some of the oroorammers had information that would

considerably narrow the search. (4) There is the possibility of

collusion amono subjects (however, because of the next point,

thiq seems imporobablv). (5) Anparentlv the subjects were highly

'-)ivatel (the exnerimenters note that each of therr had claimed

- h an exnerienced FORTRAN Pronrammer and took the task very

* rinulv, anl was hiahlv frustrated iF he could not find the buo
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in the alloted time of 45 minutes; reputation was apparently at

stake.)

Buas in assionment statements took three or four times as

lono to find as buas in array or iteration statements. Indivi-

dual differences were larqe, as usual, but not so devastatinQ as

in many other studies.

A surorisina result was the findina that debuaginq aids ap-

oarently were little or no help in reducin debuqginci time--they

were Possibly a hindrance in one case. Errors were higher in the

no-aid case than in others, but not siqnificantly so. Other in-

vestiaators have also reported somewhat counter-intuitive results

of a similar kind. Yasukama (1974), [reported in Shneiderman &

McKav (1976)1, for example, found that "high level" comments on a

FORTRAN nroqram were of no help to subjects attemptinq to locate

a bua. Shneiderman, Mayer, McKay and Heller (1975) found flow-

charts to be of little or no help in a similar study.

-(ovld and Dronqowski suqaest that the proarammers in all

orouos <- 'owed a "simple hierarchical debuciqinq strateoy." De-

buoaina one level does not reauire understandinq of what the

oronram is suoposed to do: detection of endless loops, of arrays

that exceed dimension limits, of incorrect iterations. Detection

of some buns, however, does reouire such understandinq. The ex-

perimenters note evidence that the oroarammers debuqqed at the

too level hefore tryinq to understand a orocram. If the bun was4
of a tyoe that coulr be detected here, it was found auicklv. If

the bun was not found at this level, the proqrammer beoan qettinq

into the substance of the oronram and concentrated on assignment

c tatements, short ones first and then lonaer ones. Diqoina into

more comolex statements tended to be nut off until that was the

only thino left to do.
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3 Other investiaators who have studied either tyoes of errors

that oroarammers make, or the debuqaina orocess oer se, include

Miller (1973) , Youna (1974), Gould (1975) , Liteckv and Davis

(1976), and Shneiderman and McKay (1976).

On-line Versus Of-f-iine Operation

* A question that has motivated several studies is that of the

relative merits of on-line versus off-line systems. Tyoically,

W' an experimenter has had two qroups of subjects work on similar

nrorammina problems, one qroun workina in an on-line conversa-

tional environment, and the other with a closed-shop batch sys-

tem. The results of these studies have been mixed, and it is

difficult to draw any ieneral conclusions from them. Sackman and

Citrebaum (1972) summarize ten of these studies (see their

Table 1-5, p. 29), comoarinq the results with respect to four

measures: man hours, computer time, costs, and user preference.

* aThe studies did not all agree with respect to any one of these

measures. Users tended to prefer the on-line mode of interac-

tion, whici reauired fewer man hours than did batch mode.

In retrospect, the question of on-line versus batch mode of

operation is of Questionable meaninafulness. It seems unlikely

that eithpr mode is better than the other in any aeneral sense.

Each lndouhtedly has its place, anr1 which will orove to be most

effective in any aiven instance will denend uDon many thinqs, but

most particularly on the nature of the task heina oerformed.
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Effects of System Dynamics on Problem Solvina Performance

Perhaps the first study of the effects of system response

time on user performance was conducted at the Lincoln Laboratory

by Morefield, Weisen, Grossberq, and Yntema (1969); (see also

Grossbera, Weisen & Yntema, 1976). The experiments involved the

Lincoln Reckoner, a system that was desiqned for use by

scientists who are not necessarily proarammers. It provided the

user with a set of tools for executina numerical computations on

arrays of data. The user interacted with the system via key-

board, a printer, and a cathode-ray-tube display. He could also

obtain a hardcooy Xerox record of any material displayed on the

CRT.

Subiects (the experimenters themselves) worked on a variety

of oroblem-solvinq tasks. The nominal delav of the system in

respondina to commands resultina in output was varied over the

followinq values: 1, 3, 10, 30, or 100 seconds. (The actual de-

lay varied + 10% of the nominal delay in all cases but the 1-

second nominal delay; in this case, the system resoonded as

ouicklv as possible.)

It should be noted that not all commands involved output; in

aeneral, output occurred as a result of a reauest for a display

or as an error messaae. As a conseauence of this feature, the ef-

fects of delavs in output were presumably Quite different from

what they would have been if the system had insisted that after4
each command the user wait for a ready messaqe before beqinninq

to tvoe the next command. The user was free to enter commands as

raoil.y as he wished, until he finally entered one that reauested

a disolay; until then, he had no need to wait for a response.

I
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Because of the significance of this study as on early at-

tempt to investiaate person-computer problem solvina in a con-

trolled way, we will consider the tasks that were used and the

results that were obtained in some detail.

Task 1: "Railroad Tracks." The first task that was used re-

auired a larqe number of interactions with the computer. The

problem was to modify iterativelv a horizontal line until it fell

between a oair of "railroad tracks" which had the shapes of

third-dearee polynomials. The subject performed the task by

makina use of a command that added to the line a Gaussian bell-

shaped bump, whose heiqht, width, and horizontal location he speci-

fied. The command was entered by typing the letter B followed

,* by numerical values for the three parameters. The effects of

successive bump commands were cumulative. The display was auto-

matically undated followinq each command, and was always visible.

The independent variable in this case was the time between the

issuance of the bump command and the updatina of the displav.

I Each subiect did 25 oroblems, 5 for each delay, a different

pair of railroad tracks beina used in each case. (In this ex-

periment every command produced an output, either an error

messaae or a new displav.)

Mean aross time to complete the task increased, and the out-

out rate (ratio of mean number of outputs to mean completion

time) decreased, as system delay increased. Net completion time

(time to comolete the task with the delays subtracted out) de-

* creasee as system delay increased. The subjects commented that

* hev could use the Iona delays to olan and tve the next command.

(One should bear in mind in internretina this result that the

lonaest delays were less than 2 minutes.) Finally, incresina
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delay resulted in a sliqht decreas, in the number of commands the

subiect used to perform the task.

Task 2: "Black Box." The second task was to discover which

of several possible transformations of two linear inputs would

produce a specified output. Initially, a display contained two

straiQht lines which represented the linear inputs, and one cur-

ved line which represented the desired nonlinear output. The

subject could examine the result of any transformation or com-

binina operation, and could also undo a result (essentially back

up) if he wished.

About a dozen commands were available with which the subject

was to identify the transformation that he wished to make on each

of the inputs and the rules for combining the inputs. Each sub-

ject worked on 50 problems, 10 at each delay, with different in-

puts, transforms, and combininq operations.

In two respects, the results were very similar to those ob-

tained with the railroad-track task; qross completion time in-

creased, and output rate decreased, as system delay increased.

" However, the net completion time increased slightly with delay,

whereas the number of outputs did not chanqe with this variable.

4 In this case, therefore, it appears that the delay not only made

the subiect wait but dearaded his performance durina the time he

was not waitin.

The black box task reauirea only about half as many commands

as did the railroad-track task, which suaqests that it was the

easier of the two problems to solve. The difference in the ef-

fect of system delav on performance in these tasks is consistent
with the idea at the more the task reauires thinkino on the
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2-. part of the subject between computer outouts, the less detrimen-

tal a forced delay. It may Drove to be difficult to substantiate

this idea cuantitativelv, because the "thinkino demands" that a

problem imposes on a user will be a function not onlv of the

- nature of the oroblem on which he is workinq, but on the type of

help he is qetting from the computer as well.

Task 3: "Scatter Shot." The third task used by Morefield et

al. represented an attempt to study situations that are more rep-

resentative of those in which scientists and enaineers actually
use the Lincoln Reckoner. A diverse set of problems was devel-

oped, hence the term "scatter shot". Some constraints were used,

e.q., each task was to take a moderate amount of time, and was

not to require soecial traininq.

Sixteen tasks were defined. Subjects had full resources of

the Reckoner system when workinq on them. All performance

measures were adjusted by means of a calibration procedure to

*correct for differences and difficulties across tasks. (Tasks

aoparentlv did vary considerably in difficulty.)

Aaain the results were similar in some resoects to those ob-

tained with the other tasks: aross completion time increased,

and outout rate decreased, with increasinq delav. Net comoletion

time increased (a result similar to that of Experi'ent 2). The

mean nurmber of outouts varied irreaularlv and uninteroretably

with delay.

% Conclusions fron the three tasks Morefiel- et al. concluded

that their results "dlemonstrate the feasibility of obtainina

functional, Ouantitative relations in human factors exoeriments
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on man-comouter interaction, specifically, in experiments on the

delay in the machine's response" (P. 46).

The aross completion time results give some indication of

how the amount of time the user must spend at the console depends

on system delay. Unsurorisinqly, these variables increase to-

aether. Outout rate gives a rough indication of the instantane-

ous load that the user Puts on a system. Acain, unsurprisinqly,

this tends to go down with increasina delay. (We should note

that reducinq instantaneous load is not necessarily a desirable

*< thing, even from the system engineer's point of view, if the

total (intearated) load imposed bv the entire interaction is in-

creased.)

The net completion time results obtained bv Morefield et al.

suaciest that how detrimental delays are may depend on the charac-

teristics of the task that is being performed, althouah the

" - nature of the relationship is not clear. There is not much evi-

dence in these results (perhaps with the exception of those from

the first task) that subjects adjust the number of output re-

auests to compensate for the delays that they encounter.

A stu _y of "Lock-Out" effects. Boehm, Seven, and Watson

* (1971) have reported an exper .ent, the purpose of which was to

test a hypothesis of Gold's "that restrictina one's access to the

comonuter for a Period of time after the presentation of current

results ('lock-out') miciht imorove Performance bv inducinq the

user to concentrate more 3n problem-solvina strateav than on tac-

* -tics" (o. 205).

The subiect was aiven a map showinq streets, freeways, and

-ccirent frecuencies at different intersections. His task was to
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U :-choose the locations for three emeraencV hospitals and to specify

a set of decision rules recardinq under what conditions freeways,

instead -)f secondary roads, should be used for access to these

hospitals. The objective was to minimize the averaqe waitinq

* .time Per emerqency for the area.

The computer had been proqrammed to provide information on

demand reqard.na the effectiveness of any assianment of hospital

locations and decision rules. For example, in answer to one re-

cuest it would type out a matrix showina the shortest response

time from every intersection to the most accessible hospital, as

well as the averaae expected transit time per emerqency, taking

into account the freauencv of emeraencies in the different re-

aions and the accessibility of the various hosoitals to the dif-

ferent intersections. Thus, the man's role was to suaaest prob-

N lem. solutions, and the computer's role was that of auantifvinq

their imp] cations.

The experimental variable was the time that the user was

I locked out of the system (prevented frof, tyDinq in a new input)

*after each set of results had been presented to him. Five con-

ditions were used: no lock-out, 5-minute lock-out, 8-minute

lock-out, a variable lock-out (5-minute mean), and a choice lock-

out (in which subjects were asked to lock themselves out as much

as possible, but otherwise had free access to the console).

Inter-subject variability was very larqe, forcinq any con-
clusions to be tentative ones. The aroup with the 5-minute lock-

out did as well, or Perhaps better, than any other qrouo, and did

considecablv better than the orouo with the 8-minute lock-oft.

Subiects with free access averao&e twice as much computer usaqe

4 as rir subiects with restricted access. Dissatisfaction with re-
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stricted access was expressed by subjects even in aroups with

relatively hiah performance.

Commentinq on the very larce individual differences, the in-

vestiaators note that "it is difficult to imagine anyone ever

formulatinq a sinale model of man-computer problem solvinq that

would fit even our small qroup of subjects, which included some

whose performances were so irreqular that they had to be dropped

from the analysis" (p. 208). Notina the dissatisfaction of the

users concernina the restricted access, even on the part of those
who seemed to profit from it, the investiqators sugqest that the

-results cast doubt on the validity of user acceptance as an index

of system effectiveness.

Some Examples of Human Factors Considerations in Existing and

Planned Systems

While there is, as yet, no theory or even organized body of

data to orovide human-factors guidelines for developers of inter-

active comouter systems, many system developers and desianers

have attempted to be sensitive to user needs and nreferences. In

this section we cive some examnles of features of several systems

that were motivated by such considerations.
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!a
An A ricultural-Loan Manaement System

The Aaricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service of

the U.S. Department of Aariculture has worked on the desiqn of a

computer-based system to facilitate the orocessino of small-loan

apolications in keepina with government land conservation and re-

constitution policies. Plans called for a central computer and

data base located in Kansas city, field office terminals in ap-

proximately 2000 state, county, and district centers, and data

concentrators between the field office terminals and the com-

puter. The field office terminals would be keyboard input de-
"  vices, but would include video output and about 4k of local

storaqe capacity. The system was to be used in a real-time in-

-.teractive mode by ASCS field office personnel who know little

-- about computers but much about ASCS proqrams.

Several features have been goecified that relate to the way

in which the users would interact with this system (Pew and

Rollins, 1975). Amono them are the followinq:

a. Frame Orientation: The user-computer interaction is to

take olace throuah a series of "frames". A frame is a formatted

display. It may be thouqht of as a pace, essentially what will

fit onto the video disolav at a aiven time. Three fundamental

" kinds oF frames are defined in the system: menu frames, input

frames, and outout frames. Only input and menu frames rcquire

inout from the user.

h. Documentation nointers: Everv nonmenu frame is to con-

tain an abbreviated reference to an onerator s manual by aivinq

the number of the paraoranh where an explanation of the orocedure

involved in that particular frame mc, he found. Documentation
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pointers are to be located in the same soot on each frame on

which they occur.

c. Split-screen caoabilitv: Backqround fixed fields and

foreoround variable fields are to be distinquished on the video

displav by briahtness level. The backqround fields are protected

from keyboard control.

d. Default key: When struck, the default key is to produce

the sincle most likely (as presuecified) character or sequence of

characters in the current character position (at which a cursor

is oointina) in the variable field. Inasmuch as the oredict-

ability of user inputs is expected to be qenerallv hiah in this

system, this feature should considerably increase the user's in-

Put rate.

e. Help key: The strikina of the helo key will elicit help

messaaes that relate to th( current field entry, or will refer

the user to such messaaes in a manual.

f. Escape key: One press of this key will back the user up

to the first frame of the currently active subsystem; two presses

will cet him back to the starting menu.
.4

Cf. Suspense files: The intent of this feature is to permit

the user to store incorrnleteO files so they can be retrieved and

completedI in subseocuent work sessions.
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A Manacement Information System

An examole of a system built for a special class of users

who are not computer specialists is the BBN Management Informa-

tion System (Ebelina, 1974). One purpose of this system is to

Provide management with useful information on demand. The system

"contains a set of master files of descriptive and summary trans-

action data, and makes these data available to managers via in-
teractive incuiry of the data base and on-demand report qen-
eration. The system operates in both batch and interactive

modes, and makes use of both commercially available software

oackaaes and custom-built programs. The major system software

modules include a set of foreqround system routines (control sys-

tem, report system, retrieval system, Purge system, etc.) and a

set of foreground transaction rout.qes (time-sheet entry system,

requisition system, accounts pav, Le system, manpower loading

system, etc.).

*- Perhaps the module of greatest interest, from the point of

p view of user-comPuter dialoaue is the report sYstem. The Purpose

of this module is to provide the manager with the means of ob-

taining financial and other manaaerial reports on reauest. The

dialoque in this case is best characterized as an interroqation

of the user by the computer. The computer asks a series of

ouestions of the user to determine whit it should do by way of

report preparation and distrihution. Examoles of these auestions

* . include: "Penort series?", "Report No.?", "Priority?", "Distri-

bution?". The user answers these cuestions with brief, and usu-

ally numerically coded, inputs. Each question has a set of ad-
misible answers, and this set is displaved for the user upon re-

Q uest.
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The system has some features assigned to protect the user

from incurrinq unnecessary costs. The user is forced, for ex-

amole, to confirm a report selection by answerinq the cyuestion,

"Is this the report you desire?" before the specified report is

produced. Also the system gives the user an estimate of what the

production of a report will cost before it is produced. Finally,

it provides him with a set of options for report production that

permits him to select amonq several speed-cost tradeoffs the one

that best suits his needs. The four options are IMMEDIATE, EX-

PRESS, DEFERRED, and OVERNIGHT. He selects the one that he

wishes by tyoino the first three letters of its name in response

to the Question, "Output option?' The cost of IMMEDIATE, DEFER-

RED, and OVERNIGHT are, respectively, 1.1, 0.6, and 0.4 of the

cost of EXPRESS. EXPRESS is the default option and represents

the response that one would aet if the oroqram were run with

neither a soecial priority nor a handicap.

A Physician's Aid System

Many writers have emphasized the desirability (and in some

cases, the necessity) of involvinq potential users of a computer-

based system in the design and develooment of the system. This

involvement may be justified on more than one basis.

(1) To the extent that a computer svster' is beina developed

for the puroose of facilitatina the performance of some task, it

seems likely that the peole who normally perform that tasK would

have useful thouohts to contribute to the nuestion of how the

task that they perform mioht best he facilit-teO.

i
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(2) A sine aua non of a useful system is that it be useL,

and there is some evidence to indicate that potential users are

more likely to accept a system and give it a fair trial if they

have been involved in its desian and development than they Will

if they have not been so involved. This Point is illustrated by

the experience of Castleman and his colleaques in developing the

CAPO (Computer Aids in the Physicians's Office) system

(Castleman, Whitehead, Sher, Hantman & Massey 1974). The intent

of the desianers of this system was to Provide aids to physicians

in five areas: medical history takina, patient education, con-

tinuina physician education, medical consultation, and accounts

receivable. The software was run on a centralized time-shared

facility and accessed throuah terminals located in physicians'

offices. The user terminals were comnosed of a cathode ray tube

display and a keyboard input device with a 30-character per

second outout capability.

The developers of this system have reported many insights

that should be of interest to anyone who plans to attempt to in-

troduce a computer-based system into a person-oriented opera-

tional environment. For our purposes, however, the point of

interest is the effect of the physician's participation in the

desion Phase of the system, and his subseauent willingness to

make use of it. Castleman et al. ooint out, for examole, that

'* .hvsicians were qenerallv reluctant to use the automated medical

history takina proqram at first. "In every Practice, once the

ohysician had moaified the oriainal auestionnaire in some way,

often auite minor, it was much more hiahly reoarded by the

physician and was used with oreater freouencv" (o. 17). In the

same vein, the writers point out the need they discovered for

customizino oroqrams for specific users. It was difficult, they

found, to convince one individual to use oroarams that had been
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,eveloped for another. "The practices considered it a necessity

to modify any such application nroqram in some way, however

sliaht, to customize it to their own oarticular circumstances,

before the procram was found really acceptable" (D. 39)

Another, somewhat related, observation made by Castleman et

al. was that the most readily accepted proqrams were those that

could be integrated smoothly into the existinq office routine.

Presumably proqrams reouirinq drastic modifications in the stan-

dard operatinq procedures would be likely to meet with consider-

able resistance. This is not to say that such oroqrams would

never be accepted or could not orove to be preferred in the lonq

run; however, it does suqqest that, other thinas being equal, the

less disruptive the introduction a new way of doina things is,

the more likely is it to be accepted without a struqqle.

A Technical Information HandlinQ System

The PROPHET system is a comouter-based information-handling

system for oharmacoloaists, medical chemists, and other

scientists who study druqs toaether with their chemical and bio-
.0 loical interrelationships. The system is intended to facilitate

research on the relationship between molecular structure and bio-

* loqical activity, and to foster collaboration amona scientists

workina on such problems. The system itself is described in

several reports but most comiletel.v in Castlernn, Russell, Webb,

Hollister, Sieoel, Zdonik and Fram (1974).

Pecently, Put_- and Risley (1976) have renorted some conclu-

sions based on the experience cained from introducina this system
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to a fairly larqe number of scientists over a period of five

years. The maior conclusions that they draw are the followinq:

a. "Beainninq users have a lot to assimilate. The system

shouldn't overtax their memories." This suggests the desirability

of incorporatino memory aids within the dialoque procedures. One

means to this end is that of applying an Enqlish-like command

* -' lanquaae, i.e., a language in which the commands mean approxima-

* tely what a naive user would interoret them to mean on first

seeina them. Another is that of usinq common-sense default

values for variables (e.q., for variables whose values he may

fail to specify). Another way of minimizing the memory load im-

posed on the user is that of orovidinq display menus whenever the

user must choose the operation that he wishes to specify from

among several alternatives.

b. "The system should provide the resources for users to

oraduallv increase the comolexity and sophistication of their

interactions with the computer." This means providinq the user

with the option of eliminatinq on demand some of the features

."that are orovided for the benefit of novices. It also means

aivina the user the capability of developinq increasingly so-

ohisticated interactive procedures that are specially tailored to

his own needs.

c. "Users should have a maior role in how the system de-

veloos."

d. "Traditional reference manuals are nearly useless for

beainnino users." Ruhin and Risley do not condemn traditional

user manuals in a wholesale fashion. They acknowledge their

6 - value as a means bv which exoeriencea users may discover new sys-
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tem features or review old ones. Their point is that they are

not useful as a means of introducina novice users to a system's

- . capabilities. What the naive user needs, thev contend, "is a

functional introduction to the system, a document which allows

* /him or her to accomplish a complete interaction with the system

* *- and to achieve some qoal." They advocate, for this purpose, the

. use of "scripts," recorded interactions between PROPHET and ex-

perienced users which permit the beainnini user, in effect, to

observe how an experienced user goes about working with the sys-

tem toward the solution of a particular problem.

e. "The personal touch is an important component of suc-

cess in such a system." Interaction between the developers of

the PROPHET system and its users is seen as especially important.

- This interaction is provided for in two ways: periodic visits to

user qroups and 24-hours-a-day access to a PROPHET expert via

telephone. Periodic visits (about every six weeks) are consi-

dered an important way to assure that PROPHET users are learninq

what is necessary to become more and more expert in their utili-

zation of the system.

f. "User groups need a local 'protaqonist' to keep things

runnina smoothlV." The role of the orotaqonist is to serve as

the resident expert for the user group, heloing new users to get

on the system for the first time, keening infrequent users posted

with respect to new system features or capabilities, and beinq a

point of contact for the PROPHET staff.
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The Cambridge Project and the Notion of a Consistent System

A Puroose of the Cambridge Project was to make oowerful com-

putina resources available to nonoroqrammer behavioral
J scientists, thus Yorovidinq them with sophisticated tools for re-

search without forcing them to become comouter specialists them-

selves. The Project has generated a number of relatively inde-

pendent computina tools, most, but not all, of which are separate

computer proqrams. Each group of tools has been developed by a

different set of scientists, and each was designed with some spe-
cific application in mind. Typically, the developers themselves

have been the major users of the tools they have been developing,
although the intent of the project was to produce some that will
be useful by other scientists lho are not involved in the devel-

opmental process.

A lonq-ranqe aoal of the project was to assemble the tools

that were developed into a "consistent system." The idea of a

consistent system was a central one to the project. It is of

some interest to note that this term replaced the term "inteqra-

ted system," which was originally used in the oroject's documen-

tation. This distinction is an important one. Whereas "integra-

ted system" suaoests a system for which all the components inter-

act in some way, "consistent system" carries no such connotation.

The latter term does suqaest, however, a svstem for which the

orocedures involved in using one system component are comnoatible

with those involved in usina others. A user wants not to be

* forced to learn about asnects of the system other than those di-

rectly relevant to his use of it. Bv definition, a consistent

system would have this pronerty. On the other hand, a user also

wants to he sure that whatever he learns in order to use sone ca-

* oahilitv of a system for one task will not interfere with his
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learning what is necessarv to use other capabilities for other
L". tasks. He would stronglv prefer that what he learns to use Com-

oonent A will in fact facilitate his learnina of what is neces-

sary in order to use Component B. He would be especially pleased

if it turned out that he already knew much of what he needed to

know in order to use Comoonent B by virtue of the fact that he

had once learned to use Component A. In attemoting to realize

this kind of consistency, the developers of this system set two

explicit objectives: (1) that the data that are output by one

program be usable as inputs to any other program - insofar as

this makes sense, and (2) that all programs be invoked in a con-

sistent fashion (from the user's piint of view), thus making it

convenient for a non-proqrammer user to construct "agents" to run

programs for him.

The effort to combine programs written by dozens of individ-

uals, working in varying dearees of isolation from each other,

into a system with the kind of consistency that a user needs in

order to be able to move freely from one component to another is

a very ambitious undert ,-1Lg. It is also a worthwhile one, per-

haps an essential one, if the system is in fact qoing to be used

by People other than its developers. Some of the steos that the

Cambridae Project staff took in this direction are instructive.

Organization of data files. Consider first the way in which

the oroblem of data files was handled. This is a key problem,

and two extreme ways of handling it are fairly obvious. On the
one hand, one might insist on riaidlv prescribed formats, in

which case users would have no flexibility and, for that reason,

miaht be inclined not to use the system. At the other extreme,

one might nermit everv user to oroanize his own files in any way

he wishes, in which case the consistency across oroarams would be
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nil, and it would be very difficult for users to share the re-

sults of their individual efforts. The Cambri,qe group struck a

compromise: its strateay was to try to accuire a sufficient de-

aree of standardization to make the sharing of files feasible,

without aivina up much in the way of flexibility and freedom of

innovation for the user. A file has three components: (1) data,

(2) a machine-readable description of the format of data, and (3)

a 8-character code that identifies the format, not of the data

themselves but of the description of their format. What the

Cambridoe Proiect group standardized, therefore, is not the way

data must be oroanized, but, rather, a procedure for specifying

or discovering their oroanization, and a procedure for "Dub-

lishina" a new orcianization and making it part of the conventions

of the system.

E An i~woortant asoect of the approach is the fact that if a

user does not like any of the data formats that are available

within the system, he can invent a new one. Of course, if he

does so, he must also describe it (and, presumably, write a oro-

I xaram to decipher the description). This approach orovides for

standardization, which is necessary, but in doing so it does not

orevent the individual user from orqanizing his files to suit

himself.

Co.nmand lanouaae. The convention used bv the command lan-

auaae for accessinq oroqrams is similar in princiole to the

method used bv many proarammino lanouaaes for callina subrou-

tines. The name of the prooram is given, followed by a string of

nrogram Parameters, the interpretation of which is the task of

the oroaram that is called. The burden is on the user of a pro-

rran to know what the aporonriate callinn seouenee of that pro-

aram is. That is to say, he must list the orooram narameters in

orecise]v the correct order and format.
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Proqrams as acents. Proorams in the consistent system are

viewed as users' aoents. This idea is analogous to that of sub-

-outines, or procedures, at another level of person-computer dis-

course. The principle of subroutinization has been considered by

many to be one of the more powerful principles that has emerged

from the experience of trvinq to tell computers what to do. The

use of subroutines accomplishes several things for the program-

mers. It simplifies the problem of thinking and constructing

complex procedures by permitting one to break complicated tasks

into simpler subtasks, develop procedures for performing the sub-

tasks, and then to use those procedures as comrnonents in the

solution of the larder problem. It also accomplishes a signifi-

cant economizing of computer storage inasmuch as the code for any

procedure need exist within the machine only once, rather than

appearing embedded within the calling proqram once for each time

that that particular task must be performed.

Perhaps the greatest advantaqe that comes with the use of

subroutines, however, is the possibility of building a library of

procedures, that is specifically tailored to one's computational

needs. Once a subroutine has been properly written, it need not

be written anain (at least as long as one works with the same

comouter system). The user needs to remember only what the sub-

routine does and how it is called into action. Consecuently, by

enlaraina his library of subroutines, a programmer acauires a

more and more powerful bag of tools. Each time he writes a new

U apolications oroaram he will have more preoroqranmed procedures

to call into play than he had before. In some cases, writin a

now proqram may mean little rore than producing a sequence of
"calls" to existinq subroutines. In oart, what the Cambridae

Proiect aroun is suanestina by the notion of oroorams as users
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agents is that a consistent system should he desiqned in such a

wav that its various comoonent packaaes can be treated in a
fashion that is analoqous to how subroutines are treated within

an individual oroararn.

System maintenance. The term "maintenance" has two important

connotations when applied to a system that is intended to pro-

vide services to users while in the orocess of beinq further de-

veloped. The more familiar connotation is that of keeping the

system in good repair. No less imoortant from a user's ooint of

view is the connotation of maintainina the system's stability.

U The problem in this case is how to assure that a developing sys-

tem will be sufficiently stable in the eyes of the nondeveloper

user so that he will be able to work with it over extended

periods of time without continually having to learn new operating

procedures. One miqht refer to this as the oroblem of "longitu-

dinal consistence."

To solve this Problem, the Cambridqe Project attempted to do

two thincts: (1) localize all contacts with the underlyina system

(MULTICS) in the "substrate" - a pseudo-operatina system amount-

ing to only about 50,@0 words of obiect code - which will be

"maintained" to compensate for the inevitable channes in MULTICS,

and (2) design evervthina (data structures, command conventions,

etc.) so that imorovements are always made by addina new soft-

ware, never bv chanaina existing software.

S umma rv

The systems described above have been develooed (or olanned)

for a variety of apolications. They have in common the fact that
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U. the intended users include individuals who are not trained in

comouter science and have no oroqrammina exoerience. Collec-

tivelv, they incorporate a fairly broad spectrum of features,

that were motivated by the desire to make the systems useful to

and useable by such people. These features are not, for the most

Part, based on empirically validated princioles, but on intu-

itions and ooinions aained from experience working with such sys-

tems. We believe that an effort to organize these intuitions and

opinions and to articulate them in a form that would permit them

to be tested experimentally would advance the state-of-the-art of

person-computer interaction.

Alternative Dialoque Forms

Each of the systems discussed in the preceding section oper-

ates in an interactive mode. That is to say, the user and com-

outer enaae in a process of qiviny and taking information that,

for want of a better term, we may refer to as a dialogue. In

this section we consider exolicitly the notion of person-computer

dialoque and distinouish amona several types of dialoques that

can occur. These types differ considerably with resoect to the

-* nature of the demands they impose upon the user.0

Menus

With a menu structure a set of alternatives is oresented

and the user is provirled with a way to select one or more of the

alternatives displaved. The response mode mav involve the movinq

of a cursor, the tvino o1 a svmbol or pointinq with a liqht nen,
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.3
stylus or fincer. Frequently a hierarchical seouence of menus is

orovided to elaborate a tree structure of possible choices. A

- [user who is naive with respect to comouters is still likely to

understand a menu procedure. The only reauirement is that the

terminoloov used to describe the choices be understandable.

Whenever more than two or three choices are possible and the de-

siqner is not willinq to 3ssume that the user knows what the al-

ternatives are, then a menu is an aporooriate structure to use.

Formatted Inouts

A form-fillinq frame is a computer translation of a printed

form onto a CRT display. The extent and complexity of the form

*_-. may vary from one desicyned to obtain a value for a single para-

Smeter or variable to one intended to support a complex data-entry

ooeration. Generally, the fixed or background part of the form

is a protected field, and is displayed at an intensity different

from that of the data fields. The data field may be of fixed or

* Ivariable lenqth and usually requires a terminator. The data

fields may be edited, but the backaround fields may not be.

Acain, onlY knowledqe about the terminology in the backcround

fields and understandina of rudimentary cursor control is re-

Sauired of the user to interact with such a form.

Ouestion and Answer Inputs

* Printina terminals are not suitable to form-fil.lina frames,

hut an abbreviated question and answer format or promotina format

can serve the same ouroose. In these cases a sequence of fixed

or backcround fields is presented, one at a time. The user fills
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in the aopropriate response and then is oresented with the next

* background item. If the backqround item is Phrased as a question

it is called a auestion and answer frame. If it is more abbrevi-

ated it might be called a prompted entry. Aqain in either case

the desired input may be a fixed length code or a variable length

code, perhaps even an extended piece of free-form text that will

be entered, but not interpreted.

In a typical message-system application package designed for

orintina terminals, a prompted message composition seouence calls

for entries in a series of header fields and then for the entry

of the body of the messace as a text field. In a CRT-based ter-

minal the same operations would be displayed as a form-fillinq

frame. Note that with any of the precedinq methods there is no

ambiquity concerning what is reguired. These techniaues are par-

ticularly well adapted to inexperienced users: note that the

computer remains in control of the interaction. In contrast with
these techniques are those in which control is transferred to the

user at ooints where what is to be done next has been intention-

ally left incompletely soecified. In this case, the user has the

opportunity to initiate commands rather than simply to select a

response from among those suggested, as described next.

Limiterl-Svntax Command Lanquaaes

These orocedures are Oirect descendants of inLeractive com-

outer proarammina ianauaaes in which commands mav he either

stored for future execution or executed immediately upon bein

snecified. We will refer to them as limited-syntax command

* lanaua s. Such lan'uuaoes represent a broad class of dialoaue

forms. Use of these lanquaqes reauires considerablv more know-
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3. ledae on the part of the user than does use of the dialoaue types

mentioned above. The acceptable commands at any ooint in a

transaction must he recallable by the user, not iust recoonizable

as in the previous cases.

By use of the term "limited syntax" we mean to sugqest that

the structures in which the commands must be formulated are pre-

defined. Typically a command line beqins with a verb such as
"edit", "comoute", "locate", etc. The verb is followed by one or

more arquments that successively bracket the domain and specify

the values of oarameters to he addressed. When the command is

narsed the system expects to find one of a ore-defined set of

oossible arguments at each point in the senuence. Thus both the

structure and vocabulary must be learned by the user. The advan-

taqe of limited-syntax structures is their conciseness and effi-

5 ciency. If a oarticular activity is freauently repeated, it

would be tedious and unacceptable to an exoerienced user to be

forced throuqh a series of menus or form-fillin4 frames to define

a desired activity.

I
In systems in which considerable traininq can be justified,

commanrn lanauaqes can be made still more concise bv introducing

ahreviations and brief codes for both command verbs and arqu-

4 ments, as has been done in commercial airlines reservation sys-

temrn. This renders the transcript of a transaction relatively

unintelligihle to the uninitiated, but orovides for substantially

more rapid command entry. It should be clear, however that suc-

• ces-ful Aesiqn of command lanauaqes recuires study and care, if

their formulation is to be consistent with the way in which the

user is likely to think about the onerations to be performed.
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Some command languaaes provide a middle around between

terseness and the ease-of-use of form-fillinq or prompted input.

At each point at which new arqument is to be introduced the user

has the option, in these systems, to depress a special key. De-

pression of the key causes the system to provide the user with a

brief description of the class of araument that it is expecting

at that point in command formulation. For example, the terse

command:

C3
File TvpescriDt 1 CFile

-miaht be presented in fully prompted form as,

File (input file) Typescript 1 in (output file) C3 File.

It should also be noted that increasing the versatility of com-

mand structures in such ways requires much more extensive front-

end software to make the dialogue flow smoothly.

Special-Purpose Function Keyboards

Another way to promote conciseness is to replace the re-

auirement for typinq each command verb with use of a labelled

special-purpose function keyboard that identifies each command

with a single kev press. Such a keyboard has the advantage of

providina a reminder concerning what commands are available at

any point without the concomitant constraints of reouirinq the

user to steo through a lenathv menu or form-fillinq frame. Some-

times the special keys are intecrated into a standard alpha-

numeric keyboard and sometimes they are desianed as a separate

block of keys for the desionateO purpose. This aooroach has the

disar.vantape of being relativelv inflexible if the terminal is to

he used for many different ourooses. Some soecial purpose key-
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boards are provided with labelled overlays that oermit the user

to chanae the assionment of keys according to the reauirements of

: -- different software packaqes, but to chanae assignments within a

oarticular application can be confusino and conducive to high

error rates. As a practical matter overlays also have a tendency

to aet lost or misplaced, placing still heavier demands on the

user s memory of key assignments.

An examole of the effective apolication of a special func-

tion keyboard is provided in the system simulation of a remotely-

oiloted vehicle (RPV) command and control system developed by the

I Air Force Human Enaineering Division. This system employs IBM
2260 terminals dedicated to monitorinq and controlling a flioht

of RPV's. Each of four CRT terminals disolays flight path infor-

mation and vehicle status information. It has a liqht pen, an

Ualphanumeric keyboard and a separate function keyboard to acti-

vate frecuentlv-used commands. These commands specify such ooer-

ations as changina display scale factor, chanqinq RPV speed or

* altitude, and modifyina fliqht path. Many of the commands re-

* guire an araument that is provided either through a liqht pen de-

sicnation of the vehicle whose status is to be chanqed or a des-

criotion of the revised flight path. The alphanumeric keyboard

is used to enter new parameter values such as velocity or alti-

4 tune. The special purpose keyboard is particularly effective be-

cause the operators sometimes work under severe time constraints

and typically need to issue well-defined and unchanoina commands.

Natural Lanuaae

There has been considerable interest in develooina the cana-
4: bilitv to imDlement Person-comoutc.. dialoques in relatively free-
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form natural lanauaae. This capability has been pioneered in the

develooment of comouter-assisted instruction systems in which the

* [users are dealina with subject matter that is rich in vocabulary

and for which the unnatural constraint of menus or question and

answer formats communicates the image of an instructor as a robot

with a relatively low IQ. The problems involved in implementing

natural lanauaae dialoques are leaion. Such a capability re-

quires a large stored vocabulary with an associative network of

synonyms and related concepts, a parser of natural language
qrammar, a sentence-constructinq alqorithm for synthesizing

answers to auestions that arrive in unpredictable formats, a his-

torical record of previous sentences and their analysis in order

to interoret the context sensitive features of human discourse,

and so forth.

Considerable proaress has been made on these problems. In-

tellicient programs such as SOPHIE (Brown, Burton, Bell, Bobrow,

1974) reoresent the state-of-the-art today. The followinq sample

of a SOPHIE orotocol from an electronics trouble-shooting train-

inq session illustrates its power but also the limitations in

what it has been possible to achieve. The user (U) has been

aiven a circuit diaoram of a power supply that has a fault in the

circuit. He is tryinc to identify the fault by askinq the com-

outer (C) a series of questions about its performance.

I
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U: What is the outnut voltaae?

C: The outout voltaqe is 25.3 volts.

C: If you are not sure of whether a value is correct, you can

- ask "is that value correct?"

U: Is that correct?

C: In a workinq circuit the output voltaqe is 30.1 volts. That

value seems to be incorrect.

U: What is the output current?

C: =outout.

C: The output current is 25 milliamns.

T': Is 05 conductina?
C: I don't know the word conductina. Maybe vou could rephrase

*Your auestion.

U: Could 05 be shorted?

C: The shorted modes of a transister I handle are: All iunc-

E tions shorted or one junction shorted with the opposite ter-

minal modelled open. Should 05 have fault mode

EB/EC/BC=SH/SH/SH.

U: Y

* C: OK, I'll use EB/EC/BC=SH/SH/SH.

Hmmm, let me think about that for a minute. (pause)

C: When the settinas were:

CC=I.0 CR=Hiqh load=l000

VC=I.0, VP=Uioh
That fault does not explain the followina symotom: You

observed that the voltaae t Nil was 25.3 volts. If 05

had fault mode EB/EC/BC=SH!SH/SH it would be -4.1 milli-

volts. In a workinq circuit it is 30.1 volts.

etc.
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!Natural. lanouage seems appropriate and sufficiently effec-

tive to be used in such non-critical applications as instruc-

tional systems, however in the command and control context

natural lanauace interfaces based on keyboard entry seems unnec-

essarily verbose and inefficient for hiqhly trained users who can

be expected to learn to use more efficient command lanquaqes for

interactinq with a computer.

On the other hand the development of natural languaqe inter-

oreters will be an important component of future developments in

computer-based information and retrieval operations in which data

-storaoe and retrieval alaorithms will be based on the semantic

content of natural languaqe messaaes rather than simple scans of

key words or prestored phrases.

A researchable Question of considerable imoortance for both

*dialogue development and information Processing operations is

whether individuals can learn to communicate using a constrained

subset of natural language arammar and vocabulary that would re-

duce both the verbosity of natural languaae dialoque and the dif-

ficulty of computer interpretation of human input. Such a dia-

loque mode may be thouqht of as intermediate between limited-

syntax command lanquaqes and natural lanquaaes; it should provide

further useful information for improved structurinq of command

lanquaaes for ease of human use. Relatively little empirical

work has been done on the effectiveness of such languages. One

study of the effects of restrictions on vocabulary size was re-

nortea recently by Kelly (1975). Two people were olaced in sep-

arate rooms and had to communicate by teletvoe. They worked on

two tasks recuirino interactivp orohlem solvinn. The investiqa-

tor comnared performance with (1) an unlimited vocabulary, (2) a

509 word vocabularv consistino of 425 function words anti 75 task-
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"- - related words and (3) a 300 word vocabulary consistina of 225

function words anO 75 task-related words. In each case the sub-

iects were given trainina with the admissible vocabulary. Time

to solve the oroblem and total nurnber of communication exchanges

proved to be independent of vocabulary size in this study. Much

remains to be done, however, to exolore minimum vocabulary size,

restrictions on grammatical constructions and the generality of

this findina to other classes of tasks.

Human Speech

Speech as comouter input is usually thouaht of in connection

with natural lanauage caoability. In fact it is a nearly ortho-

gonal possibility. One could use speech as an input mode (e.g.,

isolated words, small vocabulary) without a natural languaqe ca-

pability; an6 one can have a natural lanquaae capability without

soeech.

• " Practical speech recoonition systems for isolated words sep-

arated by 250 msec have been developed and several groups are

working on the oroblem of computer understandina of connected

discourse. Because these developments are relatively new and the

recognition of connected discourse has not yet reached the state

of being operationally useful, little attention has been devoted

to the human factors desian of dialoaues that exploit human

sneech. While it is acknowledaed that soeech can produce sub-

stantial imorovements in speed of input, several auestions must

be answered before we know the circumstances under which such

systems will be oractical and before recommendations for interac-

tive soeech dialoaues can he mare. Can a user easily adapt his

or her speech to the reauirement for artificial. word segmenta-

tion? Can an individual sustain voice inout in this mode for
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lona oeriods of time? What are the most effective means of pro-

vidinq feedback concerninq the correctness of encodinq of the

-[- soeech inout? What backtrackina modes are needed to deal with

recognition errors? For what classes of data input is it most

effective: numerical data, alphanumeric codes, text? If text is

feasible, how does one inteerate formattinq and punctuation in-

structions with the text itself? What are the conditions under

which voice output is a useful mode to be preferred to CRT or

.. hardcopy printout? These are uncharted areas in need of substan-

tive research.

"- Interactive Graphics

Alternative dialogue procedures for application to interac-

tive graphics have not yet received as much attention as have

other dialogue types. Many of the same procedures are applicable

however. Menu selection is a commonly used procedure for selec-

ting frames to be displayed. The menus are shown as an integral

part of the frame and the choice of menu items is most frequently

accomplished by directly pointinq with a light pen or stylus to

the item in ouestion. Manipulation of the Graphical entities on

the display - positioning a cursor, modifying scale factors, ro-

tating or positioning displayed objects, desiqnating selected

attributes - may be accomplished by keyboard operations, but it

is freouentlv more compatible to displav "lioht buttons" directly

and use a liaht pen or stylus to activate chanaes in these Para-

meters. Other alternatives involve the full ranqe of graphical

input devices, including the joy stick, bowling ball control, the

mouse or finaer position sensors.
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Some Tentative General Principles

of Interactive-System Desion

As was sucaested earlier, the initiative with respect to the
front-end design of interactive systems has rested with systems

desianers. Their approach has tvicallv been to out a system to-

aether, try it out, acauire a feelinq for how it behaves, and

carry throuah many iterative steps to achieve a final desiqn.

Over the last several years desicners and others represet:tinq the

user community have beaun to step back and reflect on systems in

the field. Several papers have attempted to abstract principles

of dialoaue desin that oromote effective, interactive sessions.

In the material that follows we attempt to brinq toqether the in-

formation derived from these several sources into a tentative in-

teqrative set of principles. Virtually none of the principles

3 has the force of empirical evidence behind it. But, in the ab-

sence oE empirical data, they represent the only existinq human

factors design quidelines for such systems. Moreover, in combi-

nation, they constitute a set of working assumotions and hypothe-

0 ses and as such, they invite attemots at empirical verification

or refutation.

Not every vrinciple that we encountered is incorporated in

what follows. Our criteria were informal but in ceneral the sug-

aestion had to come from two indeoendent sources and it had to

apoeal to our own intuitions.

As we discuss the orincioles no attemot will he made to at-

tribute them to their snecific sources because different authors

exoress them in different ways and at different levels of speci-

ficitv. Rather we nrovide here the sources we have used to do-
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velop this integrative summary: Enqel and Granda (1975); Foley

and Wallace (1974); Kennedy (1974); Martin (1973); Nickerson and

Pew (1971); Pew and Rollins (1975); and Smith (1974).

The discussion is organized in terms of eiaht "topical" no-

tions. As stated, these notions are too qeneral to be useful.

The intent in statinq them was simoly to delimit broadly the

tvpes of issues or aeneral oblectives to which the principles are

addressed.

Understanding the User and His Task

A cardinal tenet of interactive system desin is: "Know the

user pooulation." The orecise dimensions of information about

which such knowledge is useful and important will vary from ap-

plication to application. Sone of these dimensions are charac-

teristics of the users themselves and some relate to the user's

job or activity description; it is not always possible to make a

clear delineation between the two. Among these dimensions are

the following:

(1) Knowledqe or expertise as a computer oroqrammer, systems

analyst, comouter operator, or other comouter-related spe-

cialist.

(2) Knowledqe concerninn the specifics reauired for carrvina out
the iob, What can be assumed concerning the user's under-

standinn of how a oarticular aoolication is to be carried

out?
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(3) The extent to which user's job or activity will focus on in-

teractive terminal usae. Will he be usino a terminal on a

dedicated or casual basis? Will the terminal serve as an

information source or as the basis for reoular work perform-

ance?

K (4) Level of decision-makinq authority and resoonsibility.

(5) Educational backqround.

(6) Availability of special skills or aptitudes such as clerical

skills, manacerial skills, mathematical skills.

(7) Expected duration of stay in Particular lob; employee turn-

over.
IB

(8) Sources of lob-related motivation. Is the user intrinsi-

callv motivated or must the interactive tasks be desianed to

promote such motivation.

(9) Extent to which terminal usane will be an option versus a

lob renuirement.

(10) Attitules toward comouter technoloqv and its introduction in

the work settina.

These characteristics obviouslv Ere not isomorohic with dia-

"oaue orincioles, hut they orovide the backoround information

that is nee'led to make choices amona alternative dialoaue forms

and to assiin relative imoortance to the various desiqn consider-
ations that will he discussedq next. It is only with this kind of
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information in hand that one can seriously hope to design a sys-

tem to be maximally compatible with the characteristics of its

users.

Makina the System Conceptually Simple

Many of the desirable characteristics of interactive dia-

loaue may be classified under the general rubric of promoting

simplicitv from the user's perspective.

Taylor, as early as 1967 said,

"When a man uses a computer to aid him in solving a problem, that

problem must have a least two extreme forms of representation and

perhaps many intermediate forms.One of these forms should give

the problem a structure which is amenable to the man. The other

form gives the problem a structure amenable to the innermost pro-

cesses of the computer. The processes within these internal

structures should be invisible to the user while they are workinq

for him. Conceivinq, desiqnino, and developing a smoother tran-

sition between these two forms of representation is the crux of

* the man-computer input-outout problem" (Taylor, 1967, p. 2).

One idea that has emerne is that the desiqner should formu-

* late and keep in mind a persnective or model of how the system

should be oerceived bv the user. The more corplex and powerful

the system actually is, the more imnortant it is to have such a

model well-defined.
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U The moeel must obviously be aonlication-sPecific. In a per-

sonal messaae handlino system, for examole, one miqht want to

create the image of a series of user-defined file folders, clas-

sified by subiect, toqether with a free-form working space in

which messages may be drafted and edited. Alternatively the

model might be one in which the user initiates a messaqe draft by

callina up one of a series of prestored forms approoriate to the

class of messaoe that is to be prepared. In this case the

storage space miqht be structured accordina to messaqe classes

with messaae subiect matter as subcategories.

In the case of a data base of qeoaraohicallv-distributed re-

sources one miaht create the model of the qeography with the

ability to focus in on particular sites and probe for greater and

areater detail concernina the specific characteristics of the re-

sources available at those sites. kiternatively one m.iqht struc-

ture the model on the basis of a taxonomy of resource character-

istics and orovide for retrieval of the geoqraphical distribution

* of particular classes as one of a number of possible data base

inouiries. The critical ooint is to formulate the model in a

* conceotuallv simole way that is as compatible as possible with

the way the user thinks about his lob and the tasks assianed to

* him. Quite different dialooue forms may result from different

structural models.

Given that an anorooriate and simole structure has been Pro-
videdl, it is also imoortant to imoose a logical structure and

senmentation on the activities the user is to nerform. A hierar-

chical structure is often thp most 7-uitable ancl a useful orinci-

ole is to break tasks and subltasks into loaical modules, lust as

an experienced oroarammer oraanizes his code. No matter how cor-

4 plex the interactive task, it can orohahly be broken down into a
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series of simple steps havina loaically well-defined boundaries.

[. Menu selection activities lend themselves nicely to a hierarchi-

cal seauence of choices. In a oraphical interactive task such

suhtasks as indicatinq the initial and terminal ooints of a line

with a lioht pen and issuina the command to connect them is rep-

resentative of a well-defined module.

In the development of a limited-syntax command lanauaqe the

same concepts aply. A typical issue is whether to have a single

level lanauaae with all possible commands available at the same

level. or instead to orcaanize the system into a series of subcom-

-mand modules in each of which the set of available commands is

limited. While there are advantaqes to a sinqle level lanquaqe,

when the complexity imposes the reauirement to formulate many

distinctive command labels for similar but distinct functions or

reauires every command to be aualified by a lonq strinq of arau-

ments, the aoal of simple structure is probably better achieved

by a shift to a multiple-level hierarchically-orcanized command

structure.

A further dimension of clarity and simolicity is reoresented

by the concept of minimizina the reauirement for the user to

refer back to orevious actions taken within the same transaction

* seauence, or to recode, compute, or interpret Presented informa-

tion in order to add a new entry. The system should orovide its

* - input in a directly useable form and provide prompts or reminders

of the current state of transaction develooment. If the user has

a ilust comoleted a lengthy menu sequence to aet to a particular

frame, a label o caosuL]e summary header should communicate the

Parameter values or attributes that characterize that frame. In

1 lenothv semuence it may he aoprooriate to recan oeriodically

* what has been established and ask for a confirmation. Provision
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of such summary headers or reviews are esoecially important when

default values are employed or in more intellioent systems when

the user is allowed more dearees of freedom in exvressinQ a re-

auest. The user should always be informed concerninq how his re-

ouest was interpreted.

It should never be necessary to enter information already

available in the system, but it may be aporooriate to display

such information at a time when it is relevant aqain to the cur-

rent activity. When it is displayed it should be in the form

needed at that point even if the format is different from that

*provided in the data base or when it was oriainally entered. For

examole, in a oavroll or cost-accountinq system salaries may be

stored in hourly rates, but if the current activity requires

monthly or yearly rates, the computer should make the required

m transformation and display accordingly. Similarly, a search for

salary that is initiated on the basis of social security number

miaht anoropriately return both the employee's name as well as

salary so that the user is reassured that the search code was

* correctly entered and interpreted.

Provision of a command verification or confirmation require-

ment carries with it the resoonsihilitv to make it easy for the

user to mod ifv a renuest that is revealed to be inconsistent with

his intent. In particular, it shou]d be possible to move back-

warls throuch a dialoue sequence with the orovision to chanqe an

entry, a oarameter settina or oerhaos a whole transaction se-

c- u~nce. Introducinq such chanQes should not reouire re-entry of

]-the correctly entered material even if it is within the same

frame line.
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One final Drinciole belonqs under the aeneral rubric of

simplicitv -- minimizinq the complexity and clutter of visually

displaveO information. Displays should be tailored to the ac-

tivitv at hand and minimize the presentation of irrelevant infor-

mation. One author advocates one "idea" per frame, but that sug-

aestion leaves open the question of what constitutes an "idea"

and provides little guidance concerning the allowable complexity

of individual frames. The designer must also make judgments con-

cernina the trade-off between the generation of unioue frames for

every new context in which a given set of information is required

- and economies involved in standardized frames for certain kinds

of information that are used repeatedly throughout a transaction

or application package. Minimizing comn1cxity in presentation

and interoretation is a desirable goal in any case.

Maintainina Consistency from the User's Perspective

Whereas apolications oroorams tend to be written by dif-

ferent teams of programmers, they often tend to be activated by

the same population of users at different times. For this

reason, consistencv and some degree of standardization are very

imoortant at all levels: from frame to frame, from dialogue to

dialocue, and from proaram to program within the same system.

Format consistency exploits a user's ability to learn where to

exoect to find particular items of information. Consistency of

command svntax similarly permits the development of relatively
'lautomatic" or orenroqrammed actions on the Dart of a user and

0 permits him to extraoolate orinciples learned for the execution

of well-nracticcd commands to the acouisition of procedures for

]earnina new ones.
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With respect to information in a Oate base, the user has a

riaht to expect that if he has modified an item at one point in

time in a Particular file that that change has been introduced in

every file location where the chanae is relevant. Similarly, in

proqrams that permit user definition of terms or symbols or the

introduction of user-defined synonvms for existing parameters,

the system must permit use of those synonyms at any Point in the

proaram where they are relevant.

The development and application of a conceptual model of

user interaction in a particular system provides a means for

carrvino the conceot of consistencv to the deeoest levels of pro-

qram implementation. The user can develop expectancies or rules

of how the system ouaht to operate. If the principle of consis-

tency has been adhered to carefully in developinq the system, he

is then rewarded by discoverina that a new Procedure is in fact

implemented according to his expectations.

Savina the User's Time

Reaardless of the level of expertise, the user's time repre-

sents a valuable resource that should be conserved. While many

of the recomrmrendations aiven in the name of si-olicity and con-

sistencv can make important contributions to efficiency as well,

there are others related to specific user control and response

activitV.

It is generallv found that a small proportion of available

actions or commands accounts for a larce proportion of the ac-

tivities that a user undertakes. While the oroarammer must oro-

ivide alternative responses for all possible user actions, it is
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clesirable to analyze the relative freouencies of possible ac-

tions, and make those with the hiohest probability of occurrence

the easiest to accomplish.

Operator actions can be made simple by assigninq unique

function keys to them, by the judicious use of default settinqs

of parameters most freouentlv used, by exoloitinq the potential

for positioning a CRT cursor under proqram control to the place

where the user would be most likely to move it next and by mini-

mizina the need to shift from one resoonse device to another.

The latter suacestion is of particular concern in qraphics sys-

tems in which it is very convenient to provide a liqht pen,

stylus or joystick control of cursor position, but where these

activities may be mixed with keyboard data entry or parameter

value specification. "Liaht buttons" or menu items selected di-

rectly on the displav may be provided for control of some of the

desired functions but there is a trade-off between the number and

soecificitv of such parameter soecification operations that are

available and the ease of accomplishing the same specifications

via function keys or the alphanumeric keyboard itself. In the

extreme case a "number pad" could be provided directly on the

display to be used to desianate numeric parameter settinas by

stylus, but the aporooriateness of this choice will depend on the

size of the display surface, the frecuencv with which such

settinas must he made and several other variables relatinq to ef-

ficient use of the disolav surface. If the complexity of the

d isplav reouirements are such that a separate frame is needed to

provide such a "liaht button" array, then it seems likely that

shiftina to a keyboard mode would be oreferred in order to retain

the active araphics on the disolav.
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Another dimension of efficiency is the relative verbosity of

the messaaes and command forms used. Here acain there are no

hard and fast rules. Two critical characteristics of the user

enter into the decision. We need to know whether he is a casual

or dedicated user, that is whether the interactive activities are

a substantial part of his daily job and the same systems are used

reoeatedly. We also need to know the user's level of experience

with the system. Since this latter characteristic is transient

we need some means for copinq with the ranqe of levels of experi-

ence that will be encountered.

There are several means available for dealina with the issue

of command or messaqe verbosity. In a command-oriented system

one procedure is to desian the system to accept full command

names or abbreviations with the choice between them left to the

the user. A switch miqht be provided so that when the user

enters the system he can set it aporooriately, or, in a more so-

ohisticated system the settina miaht be chosen automatically on

the basis of performance data collected on the user for the pur-

nose of determininq his level of expertise.

A more adaptable alternative defines for each command a pair

of synonyms, one concise and one verbose, each of which is accep-

table at any time. This mode accommodates the case of the typi-
V cal user who oroaresses in exoerience differentially with dif-

ferent narts of the svstem. As the abbreviations are learned
they may be used. Some systems incoroorate a command scanner

that nermits tvoinq a full command or the minimal set of initial

characters necessary to distinauish unicuely that command from

other nossihle commands at the same level.
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There are, of course, some applications, such as airlines or

auto reservation systems, in which the freauency of use and de-

mand for rapid interaction with a client justify considerable in-

vestment in trainina with a concise command set directly.

Parallelina the need for ways of dealinq with users of dif-

ferent levels of experience with commands, is the need for simi-

lar adaotability in the presentation of computer-to-user

.messaaes, particularly messaqes sionalling error conditions.

Aoain choice of concise or verbose versions miqht be provided

*throuoh a user profile switch or alternatively both (or multiple)

levels of detail always could be made available. The user would

first see the concise or abbreviated version but could, by a

simole command, reauest a oreater level of detail. With either

scheme, careful design of the messaqes themselves is very impor-

tant so that some critical point of interest is not lost in the

verbosity of a detailed explanation.

Whatever means are considered for nromotinq user efficiency,

the desianer must recoqnize that the Potential importance of ef-

ficiency interacts with many other system parameters. Thus, con-

ciseness of presentation is more important for relatively slow

orintin terminals than for high bandwidth CRT devices and the

0 efficacy of the approaches suoaested is dependent on the antici-

pated latency from user recuest to comnuter response.

Keeoini the User Informed

It has sometirres been stated as a conjecture that friendly

interactive svtems are those in which the user feels in control

of the interaction, or at least in "touch" with the system, at
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all times. It is not clear, esoeciallv in the tvoical interac-

tive environment in which the varyino system load and unpredicta-

ble system crashes are beyond the user's control, how to foster

this oerception. An important comoonent, however, is the oro-

vision of suitable feedback so that the user is continually in-

formed about current system status and the options available at

each ooint in time.

For each user action some response from the system should be

provided. In many cases the result of the action is obvious from

the chanqincr disolav that results. In others it is not. An im-

b nortant component of the desiqner's art concerns the judqment

about the nature, extent and complexity of the feedback that is

anorooriate to various classes of actions. Activities that cause

superficial chanaes from the user's point of view recTuire only

simole cues that status has chane9. These may be nothina more

than repositionino a cursor or the chanqe of a displayed oara-

meter value. Activities that cause fundamental chanaes in a

data base may recuire an indication of the ramifications of the

reouested chanae. It is important that feedback from these re-

mote chances reflect that the recuested action has actually been

taken (when it has) and not simov a oreoroarammed cue oriqi-

natina at the level of the dialooue control nroaram. In any case

the less obtrusive these acknowledgments can be rr)de, the better.

Sore cases involvin a lona resnonse time to carry out a complex

calculation or chain of data base chanqes may reouire an immedi-

ate acknowledl'r ent that the recluest has been processed as well

as 1ater feelback that the reoiiested action has been accom-

olished. Also in cases in which the user's terminal is dormant

awaitina comoletion of an action, periodic fePdhack informina

the user that the system is still workina on his oroblem i- esne-

e ciallv he~onul. In a hiahlv reliable system in which failure is
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infreciuent it mav be sufficient to provide the user with an in-

terrupt kev that provides information reqardina current system

status on demand without ieopardizincy the system's progress on

[' the task in auestion.

It is interestina to note the subtle interaction between

user attentiveness to these feedback cues and user attitudes

about svst-em reliability. Novice users are usually suspicious of

what the machine can do for them reaardless of its real dependa-

bilitv. As experience accumulates they may become less dependent

on such cues. However, for systems with heavy loads, lona re-

soonse tines or freauent failures, the efficacy of such cues will

oersist reaardless of the user's level of expertise.

Closely related to the need for a reaction to every action

is the desirability of providina the user with a sensible next

steo at every point in the develooment of a transaction. A most

frustratina state for the user to find himself in is the dead-end

at which no oossibility of further action is perceived. Certain

actions should always be possible such as abortina the transac-

tion and beoinnina aaain, interruotina a lenathy printout, delet-

ina an ill-formed reauest, or editina a oartially-entered data

item. In addition there are many oonortunities for prompting the

74 user concernina possible useful next steps. Sometimes these

oromots mav take the form of a menu of options, but they may also

hn communicated by selectively illuminatinq the set of function

kevs that represent the curreit set of alternatives, by high-

liihtina anorooriate liht buttons, bv callina attention to items

on the CRT throucih color, blinkinn, differential intensity or in-

verse video (black on white) Iby displavino current options in a
e'ial window rdedicat-ed to alertinn functions or simoly by repo-

Citioninq a cursor to a new location that suinests the next class
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of actions that is available. These latter alternatives have in

common the fact that they serve the nuroose without clutterinq

the display by addinct to the material already there. Also they

can be accomplished without transitionino to a new frame of in-

formation.

Improving User Accuracy and Facilitatina Error Handling

One of the primary advantaqes of introducinq an interactive

svstem is the potential qain in the auality of the data base that

can result. Providing users with the ooportunitv to correct

their own errors both at the time of initial data entry and

throuqh consistency checks based on their knowledge of the trans-

action in orogress can produce better ouality data and can pro-

mote the user's personal responsibility for accurate performance.

Error control involves both prevention and correction.

Wherever possible the designer should anticipate possible points
of confusion and provide feedback concerning them. Points of

confusion cannot always be defined at the time of desiqn, but a

well-designed system mav provide for the accumulation of statis-

tics on errors committed anO a retrospective analysis will pro-

vide the data needed to add alertina feedback concerninq poten-

tial error conditions. Suitable mechanisms for providing such

feedhack might include on-iine promoting recaardina the format or

svntax for an entrv, or a help feature which permits the user to

obtain an exolanation of the most efficient way to achieve a de-

sired result. Sometimes it may reouire nothing more than a

channe in wordino or format to eliminate a source of confusion.

A further way to eliminate errors as they occur is to provide a

means of recovery from commands that recuire a considerable ef-

4 fort to undo. Critical actions should not be Oeoendent on a
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sinqle keystroke nor should they be one-kev variants of other

freauentlv used commands. Some systems recuire confirmation of

conmands that modify the data base or produce a lengthy printout.

This orocedure may not be very effective for dedicated users,

however, because the confirmation can become automatic. A better

means is to provide commands that abort a printout without dis-

turbina prior work, undelete a deleted file, or undo a complete

command sequence and restore the processing activity to an

earlier state. Short of such sophisticated techniques, provision

of a means for backtracking one step at a time through a com-

pleted interactive secruence, would seem to be a minimum reauire-

ment.

The other half of error control is the facilitation of diaq-

nosis and correction of errors that inevitably will occur in

soite of all efforts to prevent them. Perhaps the major qains

over existina practices are to be made in better communication to

the user of error conditions that can be detected by the computer

svstem. Many users have seen and complained about the obscure

and ambicruous error messaes that orogrammers tolerate and that

frecruently filter down to users of production programs. The best

error messaces communicate three thinos: (1) the location of the

error, (2) the nature of the error, and (3) some suaqestion con-

cernino how to correct it or how to find out how to correct it.

The location of an error in frame-oriented dialoaues may be

.4 sicnalled bV positionina the cursor to the display element in

error, bv blinkina or hichlichtina the strin in error, or in the

case of orintina terminals retvnina the strina in cuestion.

With resoect to error identification, the oblective should

he to exoress the error in terms understandable to the user and
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that do not reauire knowledae of the data structure or internal

strina manipulation commands. Error messaoes should be clear and

concise and exoressed in positive terms wherever possible.

-m "The entry should have four characters"
* /is oreferred to

"You entered the wrona number of characters."

Error messaae should be as specific as possible. Amono the

*/ alternatives:

(I) "Search for this entry proluced no outout."

(2) "Search for this reauisitior producod no output."

(3) "Search for recuisition 3723 produced no output."

The oreater specificity of the third alternative is to be

preferred whenever such specificity is feasible.

Avoid entertainment and personification. Alternative (3)

above is oreferred to, "Try aaain, I cannot find that reouisition

in my files." While this message seems friendly on first

viewing, after a few repetitions it becomes tedious.

Pecom'endina suitable Treans for correcting errors is more

aifficult, short of an intelliqent system that understands the

user s aoals and intent at each point. However, in systems in

which many of the dialoque seauences are oredefined and common

errors can be observed on the basis of oretestina or collection

of error statistics as an inteoral nart of the system design,

error-correction messaqes may he formulated to cover the hiah

freauencv cases relatielv easilv. The message may suqqest a

Olir-'t recovery orocedLUre, branch to a tutorial routine that will
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orovide the needed information or, as a last resort, refer the

user to a oaae or paraqraph reference in a manual that is likely

to provide the answer. The value of providino users with the re-

sources to correct their own errors cannot be overestimated in

terms of Payoff in increased user motivation and acceptance of

the system.

Intearatina Traininq with Ooeration

The potential for usina interactive systems in a trainina

mode has been recoqnized since the earliest efforts in computer-

assisted instruction. There is currently much innovative work

underway to enhance the intearation of interactive production
nroarams with interactive trainina caoabilities. Here we are not

so concerned with the use of separate tutorial systems to teach

system use, but rather with on-line user aids that facilitate re-

call of command terminoloqv or syntax, and that provide assist-

ance when the user would otherwise need to seek outside help. At

a minimum a user should have the capability of displayina at anv-

time the options available at a qiven point in an interactive se-

quence. Typinq of a question mark miqht call forth a listinq of

the command options available at that point.

0? Many systems incoroorate a helo or Oescribe feature which,

upon tvoino, "Descrihe X," will solicit a brief exolanation of

the cormand and orovide an eyamole of its arounents and syntax.

The difficultv with such procedures is that if the user needs

0 helo he is likelv not to know the name of the command that he

needs. The neneral solution to this oroblem lies in a much more

soohisticated system which incornorqtes a model of the user's

context and qoal structure to orovide suoqestions for the Proce-

dure he is undertakina. The nature of the desired information
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also denenas in a comolex way on the user's orevious experience

with the system and the number of times that oarticular procedure

has been initiated in the past. The desired information could

ranqe fron a detailed explanation of the command capability to a

rsimole description of possible command arquments. Identification

of the most effective on-line help orocedures is a researchable

oroblem. It has much in common with the problem of soecifying

effective error recovery orocedures.

I
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CHAPTER 7

PROBLEMS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

In this chapter we list several research problems that

appear, from the foregoing review, to be potential areas for

research relevant to the design and operation of C3 systems.

This list is not intended to be exhaustive. In particular, no

effort has been made to duplicate the many suggestions for

research that came out of our workshops and are recorded in the

workshop notes in Volume II.

*In soite of considerable research on the design of

displays, it is still not known how information should be

organized and sequenced during presentation in order to maximize

assimilation and retention.

*The factors that determine where a person will tend to look

on a complex visual disolay are not well understood, nor are

those that determine what aspects of a display he will remember

after having scanned it. More experimental work is needed to

understand better both attention-qettinq and retention-assurinq

orooerties of visual displays.

*Inasmuch as motion is known to attract a viewer's attention

to a part of a display where the motion occurs and the eve is

particularly sensitive to motion even in its peripheral field,

ways of exoloitina these facts in the desian of dynamic

comouter-driven visual displays should be investigated.

*The experimentation that has been done relatinq eye

fixations to hiaher mental processes should be extended. The
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*An attempt should be made to determine the feasibility of

usina eye fixations as inputs to computer-driven displays, i..e,

to use the point at which the user is fixatinq as control

information when he requests additional data reoardina somethinq

on the displav.

*A much better understanding is needed of how people

assimilate, retain and use the kind of topoloaical and

aeoaraphical information that is typicallv contained in maps.

*The advent of computer-driven dynamic Hisolays opens up

many new possibilities for encodinq and formattinq information.

Human factors quidelines for display desiqns have limited

aoolicabilitv to these disolays. There is a need for oarametric

studies aimed at producina a new set of quidelines that take into

account the dearee of flexibility that computer-based systems

provide.

*Some research should be addressed to the oroblem of

associatinq specific tves of errors and distortions of memory

with methods for presentinq information.

*There is a need for systematic study of the relative

acvantaoes and disadvantaaes of oral and nonoral methods of

interperson communication. The need for such study is

accentuated by the advent of computer-mediated messace systems.

*A correlative neeH is for an investiaation of how the

existence of new methods for communication, such as

conouter-mediated messaoe systems, are likely to effect the way

in which orerational arouns a-re oroanized and interact.
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*Both for ouruoses of encryption and bandwidth comoression,

manv militarv communication systems of the future will make use

- of diqitized voice. Some work on the evaluation of the auality

of dicitized speech is currently underway. What is not known is

how aood the quality has to be to be acceotable. Some work

should be done to try to determine, for example, how important it

will be for participants in a teleconferencing session to be able

to recoanize each other's voices, and to receive the types of

extra linauistic cues reaardina such thinqs as emotion and stress

that are normally carried by the soeech siqnal.

*More research should be done on the ootential effectiveness

of nonvoice methods of communication. In particular, the work of

Chapanis and his colleaaues in comparing speech and typewriting

as communication modes should be extended to investiqate the

effectiveness of performance after extensive oractice in

communicatinq via tvoewritinq.

*In a similar vein, studies should be undertaken to

determine how the mode of communication may affect communicatina

strateaies and habits over extended periods of time.

*A study that could provide some insiohts into how to design

better interactive lanquaaes would be one in which people were

forced to communicate via tvoewriter over a siqnificant period of

tirne and were permitted to evolve their own conventions reaardinq

syntax, abbreviations, coded messaoes, and so on.

*Studies of the utility of instrumentallv-speeded speech for

soecific aoolication such as monitorin taoe recordinns for

soecific content, reviewino recorded briefina sessions,

oresentation of material for "refresher" purooses should be

conaucted.
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*The utility of using rapidly presented seouences of

* -i disolavs for ourooses of monitorinq for specific content or for

Smemory refreshina should be explored.

*Another qoal for research should be the development of more

effective computer-based alaorithms for time-comoressina speech.

*There is a need for more adequate models in terms of which

to auantifv the "costs of observing" operational displays and the

"value of the information" obtained from them. There is also a

need to extend theories of viailance and monitorina that have

been develooed in the context of viailance and monitoring that

have been develooed in the context of siqnal-Oetection tasks to

the domain of more coanitively demandinq tasks in which the

reouirement is to detect significant chanqes in complex,

multivariate situations.

*In soite of the considerable amount of research on divided

- -attention, relatively little is yet known about how an individual

allocates his attention to competinq demands in real-life

situations. A critical auestion in the context of C 3 operations

is that of how the individual copes with situations in which the

demands exceed his caoacity so that he must iqnore some of them

if he is to continue functionina at all.

*Little is known about the distinctive features that

cormanders use to classify military situations in terms of

conventional tactical categories. Some experimentation with

multidimensional techniaues miaht provile some useful insights

into the orocess of Dpttern recoanition and classification in

this context.
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*The auestion remains whether oeoole can be trained to be

better decision makers in ceneral, or whether they can only be

trained to function better as decision makers in specific

contexts.

*Numerous decision-aidina systems have been developed, at

least on an experimental basis. It aoears, however, that

relatively few of them are being used in operational situations.

An attempt to determine why some systems are used and others are

not should provide some useful clues to effective decision-aidinq

system desinn.

*The Question of how accuratelv oeonle can jude their own

knowledqe and whether they can be tauaht to imorove their

accuracy in this respect is worth continuina attention.

*Critical incident analyses of ooerational problems that

have arisen in various types of C3 systems and a cataloaina of

the results would be useful.

*An effort should be made to 4eveloo a methodoloqv for

studvinq coal and reward structures at various levels within

systems. What is particularlv crucial is to be able to aetermine

whether aoals and incentives that onerate at one level within the

system are consistent with those at hinher levels.

*The need for better performance evaluation methods at all

levels of system oneration is acute.

*The problem o information overload aooears to remain a

critical one in many C3 situations. The need for better

Filterina, oroanizinn, and seauencina techniaues is aooarent.
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*The oroblem of facilitatina the explication of decision

makers' value soaces remains a critical one.

*The role of the system operator is becomina increasinaly

one of monitor and supervisor. The Problem of maintaining his

skills so that he can perform effectively in case of system

failure becomes increasinaly difficult. The development of

techniaues for maintainina proficiency should be a key obiective

of traininq research.

*There is need for better techniaues to permit the user of a

data manaaement system to browse throuqh a data base.

*There is a need for better interactive techniaues to help

individuals formulate the problems on which they are workina.

The need in this case is not so much to provide help in solvinq

problems but help in conceotualizinq them and identifyinq the

dimensions of the problem space.

*The existina evidence that suaqests that decision makers

may perform less effectively when losinq than when winninq in a

conflict situation is particularly relevant to C3 ooerations.

Further research on this issue should have a hiqh priority.

*Traininq techniaues should be souaht that would better

orenare decision makers to deal with unanticipated one-of-a-kind

events.

*Comouter-r(iated communication should he exolored with

re!7oect to its notential for facilitating conflict resolution.

SoMe thouaht should be civen to the develooment of some

comn ter-based remediational techniCuLO for exoerimentation with

soive or the cl-sqical conflict oaradigms.
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*The problem of credibility is a oarticularly important one

and it has many dimensions. One of the more imoortant aspects of

this problem is that of findinq ways for adversaries in a

conflict to be able to be credible to each other when tellina the

truth.

*A variety of biases has been identified in the way human

beinas function as intuitive statisticians and loqicians. There

is a need for research aimed at develooina training procedures

and/or decision aids that would correct for such biases.

*Relatively little is known about the determinants of human

belief states. There is no theory from which one could predict,

for example, the ,eoree of plausibility that an individual would

attach to any given assertion. Inasmuch as people presumably act

on their beliefs about the state of the world and the potential

conseauences of their decisions, such knowledae is badly needed.

*There is a continuina need for better reasonina aids.

* Included amona the tyoe of assistance that such aids miqht

provide for the user are the followina: heloino make the tacit

assumptions in a reasonino process explicit, orovidinq

information that is aermane to the oroblem on which the reasonina

is beina done, helpina to riscover looical inconsistencies or

inadeauacies in an araument, keenina track of unevaluated

hypotheses anO tentative conclusions.

in *There is also a continuini need for better oredictive

models that will help a decision -,rker exolore the probable or

ootential conseauences oF Plternative cours's of action that he

may wish to consiaer takinn.
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*A major problem of many decision makers, problem solvers,

and policy makers is that of maintainina their own personal data

base in a form that maximizes the availability of critical pieces

of information when thev are needed. Studies aimed at

determinina how best to organize and manage personal data bases

could have sianificar . imolication for the performance of people

in command positions.

*There is a need to understand better the effects of acute

and prolonaed stress on human performance and decision makinq.

Unfortunately, the existinq literature on stress is fragmented

and difficult to interoret. Moreover, it is very difficult, if

not impossible, to simulate in a laboratory the tve of stressful

situations that are likely to be encountered in C3 systems.

*Technirues for monitoring the degree of stress under which

a civen individual is ooeratina at a particular time are also

needed.

*The oroblem of oredictina how well any given individual

will perform under stressful situations remains an important

challenae.

*There is a need for more research on how various forms of

chronic stress (includinq low-level stress) affect performance

and on how these effects interact with those of acute stressors.

*There is a need for further research aimed at identifyinq

effective stress alleviators, both those that can be applied

rurina a stressful situation and those that can be applied

following such situations.

I
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*A maior problem is that of fosterina within the user of an

interactive comouter system on accurate aoreciation for the

caoabilities and limitations of the tool that he is usinq. Users

and would-be users of comouter systems tend to err in both

directions in their assessments of what comouter systems can and

cannot do.

*Apparently, one of the difficulties in obtainina acceptance

of comouter-based systems by military commanders is lack of

confidence in the reliability of their outouts. To the extent

that this lack of confidence is uniustified, research on how best

Wto allay the potential users' apprehensions would be useful.

*More research should be done on the ability of people to

communicate (both with each other as well as with the comouter)

with auasi natural but constrained 1anquaaes.

*The notential applications of comouter graphics and touch

terminals as inout levices in C 3 systems seems qreat and worth

considerable exoerimentation.

*Some research is needed on the cTuestion of how an

individual's coonitive representation of a computer system

affects his utilization of it.

*Developers of interactive comouter systems have

incorporate( many features for the ourooses of makinq their

systems easier to uve andl .-ss sucentible to human error. A

catalooino of such featurec, and a oroaram of research to test

their effectiveness would advance the state of the art of

toerson-comouter interaction.
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*There continues to he a need to develop comouter inout

terminals that are better suited to users' natural (not

necessarily verbal) communication skills.

*An attempt should be made to design a work space, or work

environment for an individual who makes extensive use of computer

based tools (displays, information systems, decision aids,

comouter-based message systems, document-preparation tools) in

his day to day activities. The layout of such a work space miqht

differ radically from conventional work spaces.
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